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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Tuesday, 21 March 2017

COUNCIL

Tuesday, 21 March 2017
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 12.06 p.m. and read the prayer.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The PRESIDENT — Order! On behalf of the
Victorian state Parliament I acknowledge the
Aboriginal peoples, the traditional custodians of this
land which has served as a significant meeting place of
the first people of Victoria. I acknowledge and pay
respect to the elders of the Aboriginal nations in
Victoria, past and present, and welcome any elders and
members of the Aboriginal communities who may visit
or participate in the events or proceedings of the
Parliament this week.
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map out and evaluate the process and internal controls in
respect to the payment of second residence allowance;
and identify areas for improvement in the processes
(application, approval and payment).

The committee noted that the issue of members of Parliament
claiming the allowance for properties outside the electorate
they represent does not constitute a breach of regulations. At
this point regulations 6 and 7 do not require either the home
base or the second residence to be situated in a member’s
electorate.
The issue to be determined in respect of the claims of both the
member for Melton and the member for Tarneit was whether
they could demonstrate their home base as their principal
place of residence in order to support a second residence
allowance claim.
The Audit Committee has considered the findings from the
PwC review and has concluded that:
In respect to the member for Tarneit:

ROYAL ASSENT
Messages read advising royal assent on 15 March
to:
Crimes Legislation Further Amendment Act
2017
Heritage Act 2017
Resources Legislation Amendment (Fracking
Ban) Act 2017.

AUDIT COMMITTEE
Review of members second residence allowance
The PRESIDENT — Order! I wish to read for the
record a letter that I have conveyed to the Speaker in
the other place regarding the Parliament’s Audit
Committee findings in relation to the member for
Tarneit and the member for Melton:
I write as chair of Parliament’s Audit Committee to advise
you that the committee has received a report from
Parliament’s internal auditors, PwC, in respect of second
residence allowance claims by the member for Melton and by
the member for Tarneit.
The Audit Committee asked PwC to:
seek from the MPs documents that would substantiate
their entitlement to the allowance based on a number of
criteria agreed by the Audit Committee and to interview
them in regard to their claims;
review the eligibility process and controls for receipt of
the second residence allowance by the members for
Melton and Tarneit;
map out and evaluate the procedures and approval
processes within the Parliament of Victoria to approve a
second residence allowance;

The member had stated his intention for this location to
be his principal place of residence. This is supported by
changes of address for driver licence and electoral roll.
The member also purchased a car to facilitate travel in
and around Queenscliff. Compelling family reasons
support the member’s reasonable intent to set up a
family home there.
However, during the course of 2016, the member’s
personal and family circumstances changed requiring
him to spend more time in the Melbourne metropolitan
area and staying in Queenscliff less frequently. The
member had to support family members in Melbourne,
continue having access to his under-age children, care
for elderly parents and other immediate family, and this
became his priority.
Discussions with the member and his representatives
suggest that personal and family circumstances were in a
state of significant flux and that the member had not
notified the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly when it
became apparent that the intention to live in Queenscliff
as a principal place of residence was no longer a reality.
This was demonstrated by a review of utility bills
indicating minimal usage, driver logs and FBT
declarations. Conversations with the member and his
medical support specialist provided a consistent picture
in this regard.
On 13 February 2017, the member notified the Clerk of
the Legislative Assembly that he no longer wished to
claim the second residence allowance.
On 2 March 2017, the member repaid the total amount
of $37 800 claimed as a second residence allowance.
In respect to the member for Melton:
Between the period of March 2010 and April 2014, the
member for Melton used the property located at Lake
Wendouree as his principal place of residence and had
nominated this address as his ‘home base’. Indicators for
this include his personal relationship during that time,
registration on the electoral roll, registration of vehicle
and driver licence address. Relevant documentation
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included registration on the electoral roll, registration of
vehicle and driver licence address at Lake Wendouree.
During April 2014, the member for Melton, based on his
own evidence, left his ‘home base’ at Lake Wendouree
following the breakdown of his personal relationship.
The member notified the Clerk of the Legislative
Assembly of a change in his home base on 24 April
2014 to Ocean Grove. Based on discussion with the
member for Melton, this involved an informal
arrangement entered into with family members whereby
the member would use this address for a fortnightly
payment of $200. No formal lease was entered into and
no payments for electricity or other utilities were made
by the member. There is some evidence that the member
paid for some minor capital items such as blinds,
security screen, hot water unit et cetera.
The member notified this as his address for the purpose
of his driver licence record, vehicle registration and
registration on the electoral roll. The member’s postal
address for personal correspondence including bank
accounts, health insurance remained at his electorate
office.
The member stated that he attended local Labor Party
meetings in that he spent time in Ocean Grove. The
member stated that there are no driver records to support
his frequency of stay as he did not use a vehicle
provided by Parliament. The member advised that there
were no separately metered electricity at Ocean Grove
so it is difficult to demonstrate ‘normal’ use supporting
an assertion that the property was the principal place of
residence. The member advised that utility costs were
incorporated into the fortnightly payment.
The location of the ‘home base’ appeared to have no
long-term connection with the member and it is difficult
to argue convincingly that he intended this to be a
long-term/permanent principal residence.
The Audit Committee agreed that, viewed in terms of a
reasonable person test, a position could be taken that the
arrangement in this period with the member’s family
may have been entered into to ensure that the member
would continue to receive the second residence
allowance. The member notified that the
‘landlord’-family members did not wish to discuss the
arrangements entered into with the member.
The Audit Committee considered that, from a reputation
risk perspective for Parliament, the arrangement may be
construed as non-prudent, non-arms length, potentially
non-commercial (low ‘rent’), and arguably
opportunistic, designed to ensure continued enjoyment
of the second residence allowance.
The Audit Committee noted that the member had
advised PwC that he has recently moved out of the
‘home base’ at Ocean Grove.

At the direction of the Audit Committee, PwC are continuing
to review all recipients of the second residence allowance in
the current Parliament. The Audit Committee is also
considering options to strengthen the allowance frameworks.
These outcomes will be the subject of further reports.

This letter was signed this morning by me as President.
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Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) —
Thank you, President, for that important statement. I
desire to move, by leave:
That this house requires the President to table the
PricewaterhouseCoopers report to the Audit Committee in
relation to the second residence allowance by Thursday,
23 March 2017.

Leave refused.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — The
primary reason I have not granted leave for this motion
to be moved is that I am not sure of your view on that
subject, President, or the view of the Audit Committee
in relation to its willingness, preparedness or ability to
comply with such a resolution. Unless that is tested
with you, President, I feel obliged to protect you as the
chair of the Audit Committee by saying no.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Mr Herbert
Mr HERBERT (Northern Victoria) — I wish to
make a statement in regard to a media article published
today on the front page of the Herald Sun. The story
infers that I have been ‘swept up’ in the rorts story. The
story is wrong on a number of points. Firstly, it alleges
that I was ‘dumped’ from the ministry. This is untrue as
I resigned entirely of my own volition as the issue at the
time was becoming a distraction to the work of the
government and the inexcusable invasion of my
family’s privacy troubled me greatly.
Secondly, the story asserts that an overpayment is part
of some sort of perks scandal. That is untrue. The facts
are that late in 2014 an error was made by either the
Department of Parliamentary Services or the
Department of Premier and Cabinet in which I was
overpaid. I did not realise the error at the time, and it
did not arise through any action on my part. As soon as
I was notified of the error, I immediately made
arrangements to pay it back in full. This was done. This
type of administrative error happens to many
Victorians, whether it be an employer overpayment, the
banks, tax. It may have happened to other members of
this chamber, although I am unaware if that has
occurred.
The error was identified and resolved long before the
audit process that is currently underway — in fact long
before the issues that brought about the audit process.
The media organisation which printed the story
suggests this information may be included in the audit
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report which the President has just spoken about
provided by the Audit Committee. I have not seen this
report, and I am unaware of the details. No-one has
contacted me whatsoever. The media organisation that
contacted me late yesterday, and well in advance of any
formal report being released, knows full well that the
error was not mine. However, the organisation has
made a choice to write an article in the manner they
have. Indeed the author of the article even texted me to
say he had heard that it was completely not my fault.
So I await the results of the audit report. It appears that
there is no mention of me in the President’s report.
Further, as this is a matter that may be referred to the
press council and involve possible litigation, it is not
my intention to comment further on the issue.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I indicate that
Mr Herbert did raise this issue with me, and I can
confirm that the circumstances in which there was an
overpayment to Mr Herbert were an administrative
error made by someone other than him. He had made
no claim to the amount of money that was subject to the
overpayment, and indeed when it was brought to his
attention that another person had made that error — and
the person was associated with the administration of
ministerial salaries at that time; the error was
discovered when those salaries were transferred to the
Department of Parliamentary Services for
administration — Mr Herbert honourably repaid that
amount immediately. There is no case to answer on this
one. I indicate that had it been a subject matter of the
audit report that was received from
PricewaterhouseCoopers this morning, it would have
been contained in my letter. It was not.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE
ECONOMY AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Domestic Animals Amendment (Puppy Farms
and Pet Shops) Bill 2016
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Finn wrote to me
on 14 March 2017 in his capacity as chair of the
Standing Committee on the Economy and
Infrastructure:
Re: unauthorised release of committee information
The economy and infrastructure committee’s final report into
domestic animals was tabled on 6 February 2016. That same
day, prior to tabling, an article appeared in the Herald Sun
citing the committee’s recommendations.
The economy and infrastructure committee discussed this
matter at its meetings on 22 February and 8 March 2017.
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The committee resolved that members write to me, by
6.00 p.m. Wednesday, 8 March 2017, with regard to the leak
and to declare whether they were responsible for any
disclosure of information in that regard.
At the committee’s meeting on 8 March the committee
resolved that I write to you and provide any responses. Please
find attached correspondence from committee members.
In summary, all current, former and participating members of
the committee who were involved in the domestic animals
inquiry have supplied responses. All members have assured
me that they were not involved in any unauthorised
distribution of the report or deliberations of the committee.
I believe that this matter is now resolved.

ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES
AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE
Membership
The PRESIDENT — Order! I have received a letter
that I wish to acquaint the house with from Mr Tim
McCurdy, the member for Ovens Valley in the other
place:
I wish to notify you of my decision to resign as a member of
the Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee.

I have a further letter from Mr Bill Tilley, the member
for Benambra in the other place:
Accept this letter as notification of my resignation from the
Environment, Natural Resources and Regional Development
Committee effective immediately.

I have a further letter from Ms Vicki Ward, the member
for Eltham in another place:
Today I resign from the Environment, Natural Resources and
Regional Development Committee, effective immediately.
I have enjoyed my time on the committee, and I am grateful
for the experiences offered by being a member, especially the
Fiskville report.
I thank the committee and the secretariat for their hard work
and assistance.

PETITIONS
Following petition presented to house:

McKinnon Myki outlets
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
We, the undersigned citizens of Victoria, call on the Andrews
government to enable the sale of Myki tickets in an outlet
closer to the McKinnon station:
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the public transport minister, the Honourable Jacinta
Allan, to listen to the community and grant another
operating licence to enable the sale of Myki tickets;
the three outlets currently available are located
approximately 1.5 kilometres from the station, which is
too far for residents to travel to purchase a Myki card;
members of the community, including the elderly and
those with a disability, need access to a retail outlet that
is close to the railway station.

We therefore call on the Andrews Labor government to grant
McKinnon newsagency a licence to sell Myki tickets.

By Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan)
(191 signatures).
Laid on table.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 4
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan)
presented Alert Digest No. 4 of 2017, including
appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be published.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON LEGAL AND
SOCIAL ISSUES
Freedom of Information Amendment (Office of
the Victorian Information Commissioner) Bill
2016
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan)
presented report, including appendices, together
with transcripts of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report be published.
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
That the Council take note of the report.

I am pleased to present this report. I wish to thank the
witnesses who assisted the committee. Their insights
were provided on relatively short notice and were
invaluable. I also thank my colleagues on the
committee who participated in this inquiry: Ms Symes,
Ms Hartland, Mr Mulino, Mr O’Donohue, Ms Patten,
Mrs Peulich, Mr Rich-Phillips and Mr Somyurek. I also
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thank the secretariat staff who worked on this inquiry:
Mr Patrick O’Brien, Mr Matt Newington and Ms Prue
Purdey. Their hard work enabled us to reach our tight
time frame and table this report.
The inquiry was scheduled to take four weeks, and the
committee agreed it would report in the same way as
with previous committee inquiries with equally tight
time frames — a summary of the key issues raised, a
complete transcript of evidence presented to the inquiry
and no recommendations. Given the nature of the
changes proposed it is unclear whether it would have
been possible for the committee to reach
recommendation agreements and, if so, how many
recommendations there may have been. This would
have no doubt been a long process.
Ms Hartland has done me the courtesy of advising that
she would include a minority report with this report,
and she expressed her concern to me last week that
there would be no recommendations. I say now what I
told her then — that I was open to discussing
recommendations. We both knew that this would
require a delay in reporting back to the Parliament.
Given how long the bill has taken to reach the business
agenda of the Council I saw no great problem with this.
Ms Hartland believed it was better to comply with the
original deadline.
The bill proposes a major restructure of the
administration of Victoria’s freedom of information and
privacy frameworks. It effectively merges the roles of
the Freedom of Information Commissioner and the
commissioner for privacy and data protection. The
committee heard that this is the first stage of reform of
the FOI and privacy frameworks and that further
significant change is intended. It is regrettable that no
detail of this anticipated further reform was shared with
the inquiry.
In terms of scrutiny from those with particular expertise
and insight, this inquiry enabled detailed feedback from
the current FOI commissioner and the current
commissioner for privacy and data protection. Both
gave evidence that they had no opportunity to provide
input regarding the intended restructure of their offices
prior to this being approved by cabinet, although there
was some limited scope to do so later. Similarly there
was no public consultation undertaken by the
government in relation to the bill, despite evidence that
the two offices’ extensive interaction with members of
the public was a key reason for starting the first stage of
reform of the two commissioners’ roles. It is also
unfortunate that there was no scope to hear evidence
from FOI officers who, in relation to the bill, are at the
coalface in relation to FOI applications.
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The hearings included extraordinary evidence from the
commissioner for privacy and data protection, including
allegations of workplace bullying. It is noteworthy that
this evidence went unchallenged. The individual about
whom the allegations were made did not give evidence,
although he was expected to. The inquiry was told that
he was on leave and it was not known when he would
be returning.
One of the issues put to the two commissioners was that
given their two offices have complementary concerns
and some crossover it would make sense to bring them
together — perhaps in case there was ever any kind of
personal conflict between the two offices or their staff.
It was made clear that there is no conflict and that, to
the limited extent that the two offices need to interact,
they do so.
One especially serious issue within the bill is how
commissioners may be removed from their offices.
Currently this may occur through the Parliament. The
bill would enable a government, however, to end the
tenure of the Victorian information commissioner. I
oppose this change. Fundamentally the two
commissioners and the role that is intended to replace
them have the job of providing checks and balances on
government. The independence of office-holders of this
kind is enhanced by being protected from a government
that may not welcome challenges to its actions or its
powers or scrutiny of how it conducts its business.
In fact, the spurious argument that has been made in
favour of merging the two commissioner roles — what
if there is a personality clash at some time in the
future? — is in fact compelling when it is applied to the
new process for dismissing the Victorian information
commissioner. The suggestion from the current privacy
and data protection commissioner that the passage of
this bill suddenly became urgent when he sought to
investigate the Premier’s investigation into his own
ministers’ mobile phones cannot be just batted away as
unimportant.
I am equally concerned about several aspects of
evidence given by Mr Watts in relation to his
investigation, and I will mention one in particular. He
told of Mr Porter of the Department of Premier and
Cabinet producing a certificate under the act that
Mr Watts’s request for information about who was
being engaged to undertake a forensic audit of
ministers’ phones was a matter of cabinet
confidentiality. Mr Porter reportedly also invoked the
secrecy provisions under section 120 of the act in
relation to this decision. I asked Mr Watts if he believed
that this was legal, and after a pause he said, ‘I consider
it an abuse of power’.
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This is extraordinary and alarming evidence from a
longstanding and senior public servant, and it reminds
me of the fundamental purpose of FOI and privacy
legislation. It is relied on by many citizens who are, in
every way, well removed from the institutions and
individuals who formed part of this inquiry. Our first
job is to safeguard their rights; any changes to our FOI
and privacy regimes should serve the people’s interests,
not those of the government of the day. I commend this
report to the house.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — The
report that has been presented is based on the testimony
of witnesses. It is well written, but it gives us absolutely
nothing new. There are no recommendations. The
Greens do not have a major problem with the bill, and
in future we may no longer as a rule agree to send bills
to committees when we do not believe that there is a
problem with them. This of course will be decided bill
by bill. The committee should be used to do work that
improves bills, as happens in the Senate, not just for
political pointscoring, as I have witnessed. I would also
like to remind the chamber that Greens’ bills that have
gone to committees have come back with
recommendations. Examples of this include
presumptive legislation for firefighters and current bills
on plastic bags and overtaking bicycles.
I think committees are an incredibly important part of
the Parliament, but I think that we also need to use them
well. They are incredibly under-resourced, and I do
wonder whether this was a good use of the time of the
committee, as what it appeared to be was an
opportunity to have the privacy commissioner come
before the committee and talk about a range of issues,
including making accusations about the activities of the
Community and Public Sector Union without it having
any opportunity to actually talk about what occurred
during that dispute. I would hope to see in the future
that committees are actually able to do the work and do
the work well, but having gone through this one I am
not really sure that it was necessary and I do not think
that it gives us any value.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I rise to support the report that has
been tabled by the chair of the committee,
Ms Fitzherbert, this afternoon, and in doing so I thank
her for her work on this inquiry as well as the other
committee members and of course Patrick and Matt
from the secretariat for the work they did. As the chair
indicated, there was a tight time frame around this
inquiry. It was an opportunity for the committee and
indeed participating members to hear from relevant
stakeholders about the development of the FOI
legislation, and accordingly the committee heard from
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the privacy commissioner, the FOI commissioner and
the Law Institute of Victoria and also had responses
from the Department of Premier and Cabinet, which
sought the opportunity to give evidence.

issues such as physician-assisted dying, where we spent
months and months inquiring into an issue on which
Ms Hartland and her party’s position was not going to
be changed.

I think it was a valuable opportunity to have the various
views on this legislation ventilated. It is of great
concern — and I am surprised that Ms Hartland does
not find it of concern — that key stakeholders such as
the privacy commissioner and the FOI commissioner
were not consulted as to the policy basis of this
legislation before the house and that the witnesses from
the Department of Premier and Cabinet, having
requested the opportunity to provide evidence, not only
did not turn up in the sense of the relevant officers
being present at the inquiry but then were unable to
provide information to the committee as to the policy
basis on which this significant change to those two
statutory office-holders is to occur. The evidence from
both Mr Watts and Mr Ison, the acting FOI
commissioner, is of concern in terms of the lack of
consultation that was undertaken. Indeed Mr Watts’s
evidence went into extensive detail around the
subsequent disregard that has been shown for his office
by the government.

I was particularly interested in some of the issues that
the current bill does not address, in particular the
removal of deputy commissioners from office and
therefore the diminution of the integrity regimes that
apply to this state. The Law Institute of Victoria’s
recommendations on that I completely concur with.
There are the concerns surrounding the merging of FOI
and privacy functions, especially with the role of the
internet and social media. The privacy function is going
to be a bigger and bigger one, and the two are not
necessarily serving the same master. And there are
problems surrounding the development of and
consultation on the bill. These are critical issues that
should inform final consideration of and debate on this
bill.

I believe that these matters are appropriate for broader
consideration by this Parliament when the bill returns
for the committee stage. The Department of Premier
and Cabinet had the opportunity to respond to those
matters in the hearing. It chose not to do so at that time,
and certainly this side of the house will be looking to
the responsible minister to address those serious matters
if and when the legislation returns to this place for
committee consideration.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
also wish to make a few brief comments on the report
that has been tabled by the legal and social issues
committee, on which I serve, being the report on a
referral from this chamber in relation to the Freedom of
Information Amendment (Office of the Victorian
Information Commissioner) Bill 2016. Can I just say
that on this occasion I completely disagree with
Ms Hartland on a number of issues. There are members
of Parliament and there are parties that may have
already adopted a position from which it may be
difficult to shift even when perhaps a sensible
amendment may be an improvement to the legislation
that is before this chamber as a house of review. I think
this is an entirely sensible, logical use of upper house
resources. A short, sharp review or inquiry which sheds
further light on the pertinent issues and which hears
from some of the key stakeholders is an excellent way
of using much-needed, limited and stressed resources as
opposed to months of inquiry into ideologically divisive

Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I am also
pleased to make a couple of remarks in relation to this
report being tabled today, and I congratulate
Ms Fitzherbert, other members of the committee and
the committee secretariat, led by Patrick O’Brien. I
have to say that Ms Hartland is wrong. This committee
has worked very effectively together, and her
foreshadowing that the Greens will not support referral
of legislation to committees is most concerning,
particularly because the consistent view Ms Pennicuik
has articulated in this place is absolutely inconsistent
with what Ms Harland has just said.
This report has foreshadowed and fleshed out many
issues that the chair, Ms Fitzherbert, referred to — the
startling evidence of the data and privacy
commissioner, the evidence of the acting FOI
commissioner and the issues around the mobile phone
audit. It also brought to the fore the lack of action on
the root-and-branch review that was foreshadowed in
the second-reading speech with regard to the FOI
system. One year on nothing has happened.
Unfortunately Department of Health and Human
Services FOI staff were invited to provide evidence to
the committee. The Secretary of the Department of
Premier and Cabinet then interceded over the top and
refused. Mr Eccles’s intervention, I think, was most
unhelpful, and it is important for the committee to be
able to hear from the witnesses that it wants to hear
from. There are some significant issues around the
operation of FOI at the moment, and Mr Eccles’s
intervention was not warranted and was not wanted. I
think it is most unfortunate that that aspect of the
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committee’s deliberations could not be continued
further.
I note that the children, youth and families legislation
referral also had no recommendations and was
endorsed by the deputy chair, Ms Nina Springle, and by
all members of the committee, so I think Ms Hartland is
on her own in her position. I commend the report to the
house.
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Greater Shepparton Planning Scheme —
Amendment C187.

Safe Drinking Water Act 2003 — Report on Drinking Water
Quality in Victoria, 2015–16.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament —
Motor Car Traders Act 1986 — No. 8.
Residential Tenancies Act 1997 — No. 7.
Rooming House Operators Act 2016 — No. 6.

Motion agreed to.

BUDGET SECTOR
Midyear financial report 2016–17
The Clerk, pursuant to section 27D(6)(c) of the
Financial Management Act 1994, presented report,
incorporating quarterly financial report no. 2.

Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under
section 15 in respect of Statutory Rule Nos. 6 to 8.
Wildlife Act 1975 — Wildlife (Prohibition of Game Hunting)
Notice No. 2/2017, Gazetted 10 March 2017.

Proclamation of the Governor in Council fixing an
operative date in respect of the following act:
Rooming House Operators Act 2016 — 26 April 2017
(Gazette No. S57, 7 March 2017).

Laid on table.

OMBUDSMAN

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Mount Buller and Mount Stirling Resort
Management Board

General business

The Clerk, pursuant to section 25AA(4)(c) of the
Ombudsman Act 1973, presented report concerning
the investigation into allegations of improper
conduct by officers at the Mount Buller and Mount
Stirling Resort Management Board, March 2017.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be published.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Judicial Entitlements Act 2015 — Recommendation
statement in relation to the Own Motion Recommendation
Report of the Judicial Entitlements Panel pursuant to
section 34 of the Act.
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of Approval
of the following amendments to planning schemes —
Banyule, Darebin, Nillumbik, Whittlesea and Yarra
Planning Schemes — Amendment GC60.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Wooldridge’s
original general business motion included an item that
had not previously been formally notified. That item,
which was numbered (4), will be removed from the
motion.
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — By
leave, I move:
That precedence be given to the following general business
on Wednesday, 22 March 2017:
(1) notice of motion given this day by Mr Rich-Phillips
relating to the production of the
PricewaterhouseCoopers report to the Audit Committee
on the second residence allowance;
(2) notice of motion 359 standing in the name of Ms Bath
relating to the Heyfield mill;
(3) notice of motion given this day by Mr Bourman relating
to the contribution of hunters and shooters to the
economy and environment;
(4) notice of motion given this day by Mrs Peulich relating
to the matters surrounding the Audit Committee on the
second residence allowance; and

Campaspe Planning Scheme — Amendment C109.
Cardinia Planning Scheme — Amendments C212 and
C219.
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme —
Amendment C301.

(5) notice of motion 362 standing in the name of
Mr O’Sullivan referring a matter to the Environment,
Natural Resources and Regional Development
Committee.

Motion agreed to.
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Membership
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — By leave, I move:
That Ms Patten be appointed to the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee.

Motion agreed to.

MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Child protection
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I rise to update the house on how the
Andrews Labor government is enhancing the safety and
wellbeing of children and young people in out-of-home
care. When I became Minister for Families and
Children I was shocked to discover that one-third of our
residential care staff had no relevant formal
qualification. A staff survey was undertaken during the
term of the previous government, but they failed to take
any action. This is why in May last year I was pleased
to announce $8 million for training for all residential
care staff in order to improve safety in care for the most
vulnerable children in Victoria. This funding comes
from Victoria’s Skills First initiative.
Today I was pleased, with Minister Tierney, to attend
Melbourne Polytechnic’s Prahran campus to meet the
first round of residential care staff who will be
undertaking the new mandatory qualification. A
conglomerate of TAFEs have been selected to provide
the training statewide, including Melbourne
Polytechnic, SuniTAFE, Bendigo Kangan Institute,
Federation Training and the Gordon. Workers will
undertake a certificate IV in child, youth and family
intervention (residential and out-of-home care) or
top-up training for those who have existing
qualifications.
The course has been designed by the TAFEs, the
residential care sector, industry training providers and
the Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare.
The new training will ensure workers have greater
access to quality training as Victoria moves towards
mandatory minimum qualifications for residential care
workers by the end of 2017. Units in the training will
include trauma-informed approaches to care, stress
management and dealing with challenging behaviours.
The budget last year also provided $35.9 million over
two years to transform residential care to a clinical
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treatment model that better supports young people who
experience abuse, neglect and family violence, and the
work in co-designing this new model continues with the
sector.
In addition, earlier this week I announced a further
$1.6 million to continue the successful Fostering
Connections campaign to recruit more foster carers.
Fostering Connections has seen a 150 per cent increase
in people registering their interest in becoming foster
carers and over 400 new carers have been accredited.
This success will allow more home-based placements
for children and reduce the need for residential care.
This comes on top of our efforts through the targeted
care packages which have already seen 310 children
and young people transition out of residential care into
home-based accommodation. Our government is
committed to transforming out-of-home care to ensure
the most vulnerable children in our community are
adequately supported.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Community Lifestyle Accommodation
Mr MULINO (Eastern Victoria) — I commend the
work of CLA — Community Lifestyle
Accommodation — an organisation dedicated to
creating housing solutions for people with a disability
who need supported accommodation. CLA has
successfully championed the creation of affordable
housing solutions on the Mornington Peninsula,
particularly for elderly people with adult children with
disabilities who require intensive support.
CLA recently organised a well-attended forum at
Mornington, open to members of the community. Many
attended this forum. The forum was also attended by
the National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) and
organisations with a local presence such as Melba
Support Services and Housing Choices Australia
(HCA). The forum was highly productive and provided
useful information to members of the public and useful
feedback to both the NDIA and the state government. It
highlighted the benefits of housing solutions that
involve government funding but that also involve
partnerships with community organisations and other
local stakeholders, including commercial enterprises.
I again commend the work of CLA and other
not-for-profit organisations, including Melba Support
Services and HCA, operating on the peninsula and in
other parts of my electorate such as Evelyn and the
Dandenong Ranges.
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Kevin ‘Gunna’ Ryan
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — On 1 March I
attended a farewell dinner for former City of Greater
Shepparton councillor Kevin ‘Gunna’ Ryan. Gunna is
an icon in the Tatura and Greater Shepparton
community, having been a passionate and outspoken
supporter of and advocate for Tatura during his time in
public office, which was an impressive 43 years. I have
known Gunna for most of those years and have admired
his dedication to his town. He usually calls Tatura ‘the
jewel in the crown of Greater Shepparton’, but at the
dinner he proudly proclaimed Tatura to be ‘the best
town in the state — no, in the country’. Congratulations
Gunna, and thank you for your 43 years of service to
our community.
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were involved. It also paved the way for podium
models at the Tour Down Under cycling race to be
replaced with talented junior cyclists. The South
Australian government highlighted the contradiction
between funding grid girls and podium models while at
the same time investing substantially in gender equality.
Late last year the Victorian government launched its
gender equality strategy. This was a welcome and
much-needed initiative, but it must be followed with
consistent action across the board. Currently this is
undermined by the persistence of traditions that treat
women as mere garnishes at sporting events. I would
encourage the minister, who this week made some
comments that were wholly vague and sitting on the
fence, to come out with some very clear statements in
support of gender equality.

Shepparton Festival
Suicide prevention
Ms LOVELL — Over the past three weeks Greater
Shepparton has celebrated the 21st Shepparton Festival.
Described as ‘Unique events in unusual places’, the
festival is the region’s premier arts and culture festival.
This year’s theme was Mapping Shepp and encouraged
all in Greater Shepparton and our visitors to look at the
region differently, map their experience and experience
some of what my fantastic town and the wonderful
towns around it have to offer. Some of the fantastic
events that I went along to this year were the
Eighty Years of SAM: The Collection book launch and
the annual contemporary textile exhibition.
Congratulations and thank you to the festival organisers
and volunteers, to the Greater Shepparton City Council
and to the local communities for their ongoing support
and participation.

Gender equality

Dr CARLING-JENKINS (Western
Metropolitan) — I rise today to comment on the
recklessness shown by Today Tonight Adelaide in a
story broadcast on 13 March. Dying With Dignity
Victoria has sent this story to MPs in an attempt to use
Rose’s tragic death by suicide to persuade members to
vote for assisted suicide. The stated goal of Victoria’s
Suicide Prevention Framework 2016–25 is to ‘halve
Victoria’s suicide rate by 2025’. The framework notes
that the whole community must:
… work together towards a shared vision to halve suicide
deaths.

The story that was sent to us contradicts this vision. It
also clearly contradicts the Commercial Television
Industry Code of Practice, which states in section 4.3.9
that:
In broadcasting news and current affairs programs, licensees:

Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Next week the noise and pollution of Melbourne’s
grand prix will descend on the city, along with
declining numbers of sports tourists injecting an
unconfirmed sum of money into the Victorian economy
with dubious benefits. As tradition apparently dictates,
grid girls will meet and greet fans and pose for
photographs.
Claims that the grid girls’ uniforms are this year
glamorous, not gaudy, miss the point entirely. The
problem with the concept of grid girls is not the cut of
their outfit but the implicit message they send that
women can be employed purely for the entertainment
and gratification of men. The South Australian
government recognises this and last year refused to
fund Adelaide’s Clipsal 500 race as long as grid girls

…
should broadcast reports of suicide or attempted suicide
only where there is an identifiable public interest reason
to do so, and should exclude any detailed description of
the method used. The report must be straightforward and
must not include graphic details or images, or glamorise
suicide in any way …

However, the story on 13 March portrays Rose’s
circumstances as hopeless, emphasising the burden she
is to her husband. Rose’s suicide is favourably
described as a ‘supreme sacrifice’. It is standard
practice, as set out by the Mindframe National Media
Initiative, to broadcast at least two helplines after any
stories touching on suicide. None were given on the
Today Tonight website after this story. The code
provisions and the Mindframe recommendations are in
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place because of the well-established evidence that
glamorising suicide as heroic or portraying it as an
understandable response to difficult circumstances and
feelings of hopelessness can lead others to commit
suicide. We are not going to halve the suicide rate by
promoting suicide as a legitimate, even heroic, choice
for some Victorians.

La Trobe University 50th anniversary
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I was
very pleased to attend La Trobe University’s
50th anniversary celebrations on Thursday afternoon,
9 March. The display was held over three days in
Queen’s Hall and was incredibly well attended by
members of the public, former students, current
students and parliamentarians. The event provided a
wealth of information and flyers, demonstrating current
and past research projects, clearly demonstrating the
university’s solid reputation for academic excellence.
La Trobe University has a long, proud history of
achievement. Many of its graduates have taken their
rightful place in commerce, industry and the public
service. I know that many of my parliamentary
colleagues, including my former colleague the
Honourable Theo Theophanous are graduates of
La Trobe, and in Theo’s case he lectured at that
university before entering Parliament. It was good to
see the hive of activity and the well-earned recognition
of La Trobe University’s 50 years of providing
first-class career paths to the people of Melbourne.

Ballarat railway station precinct
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — On Saturday
morning I attended a meeting of over 60 concerned
residents in Ballarat. They are furious with this
government’s plan to destroy the Ballarat railway
station precinct. I read in the Ballarat Courier yesterday
that the Minister for Public Transport, after having
decimated the public bus system in Ballarat, is lobbying
for funding in the budget for a bus interchange within
the railway precinct itself. The minister should not be
waiting for the budget; she should be announcing the
funding to fix this mess now.
With regard to the railway station precinct, there has
been a litany of broken promises from the Premier with
regard to this project. He promised a 3000-square metre
exhibition space, which is now only 1700 square
metres. The Premier also promised a hotel on the site,
which is now going to be serviced apartments. There
are still many unanswered questions about the transfer
of public land to the private developers of the precinct.
We still do not know how much the land is being sold
for or if indeed it is being gifted by the government to
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the developers, and the community have a right to
know.
Passenger numbers on V/Line in Ballarat are
skyrocketing, despite the fact that the service is
unreliable and overcrowded, and now the government
is set to reduce the number of car parks available on the
site from over 400 to 270. Why on earth would you
reduce car parks by over 130 at an increasingly busy
train station? It is unfathomable. The government
should halt this project and go back and actually work
with the community to achieve a better outcome. We
have only got one chance to do this, so the government
must make sure it is done properly. At this point only
the private developer looks like it will do well out of
this, and that is at the expense of the community.

Heyfield timber mill
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — I rise today
to speak about the rally that was held at the front of
state Parliament today by the mill workers and the
residents of Heyfield and surrounds. This is obviously
in response to the lack of movement by pretty well
anyone towards saving the jobs at the Australian
Sustainable Hardwoods (ASH) mill in Heyfield. This is
not about ASH, this is not about politics, and it is time
to start working together to try and save these jobs.
Credit must be given to Anthony Wilkes. I never
thought I would be promoting the Construction,
Forestry, Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU), but the
CFMEU and Trades Hall put in a pretty good effort
today to bring everyone together and organise it. The
people there are real people. They have real jobs, they
have real bills and they have real families. They need
those real jobs. It is time that we, the Parliament, and
the government stop playing with this issue and got
down to it. We do not need this great forest national
park. There are ways and means of doing what is
needed without doing that. It is time we stopped
messing with everyone’s lives.

Cyclist safety
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — Just
over a week ago in my electorate a young mother of
two, Arzu Baglar, was killed while riding her bike. She
was riding through Yarraville and was hit by a truck
and died at the scene. My deepest condolences go out to
Arzu’s family, particularly her young children and her
husband. I also have great sympathy for the driver who
was involved, because this is a very difficult situation.
Arzu’s death is a tragedy, but it was not a freak
accident. It is what we feared would happen sooner or
later.
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In the wake of Arzu’s death more than 200 mourners
gathered in Yarraville and embarked on a memorial
bike ride to Williamstown to complete her journey,
which she was never able to finish. I know that the
inbox of Luke Donnellan, the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety, has been flooded with personal messages
from community members who are fed up risking their
lives every time they get on their bike.
In an era in which traffic congestion is at its peak, air
pollution is at dangerous levels and our lifestyles are
becoming ever more inactive, the Andrews government
should be doing everything it can to get more people
onto bikes as well as walking and exercising. I
encourage the government to take urgent action and
boost funding for safe bike routes, particularly in the
inner west, where people are forced to ride their bikes
alongside massive trucks. Everyone deserves to make it
home alive, and I want to make sure that what
happened to Arzu never happens again.

Cultural Diversity Week
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Discrimination that diversity is not a weakness but in
fact a strength.

Criminal justice system
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — Under the
diabolical Andrews government Melbourne has
become the crime capital of Australia. Victoria is now
the state of fear. As gangs run rampant on our streets
the elderly cower in their homes and none of us can be
confident of being safe even in our own beds. Until just
a couple of years ago carjackings in our capital were
unheard of; now we are on a par with Johannesburg.
An undermanned police force is doing what it can, but
no sooner does our thin blue line lock up wrongdoers
than judges and magistrates set them loose on bail.
Victoria no longer has a justice system, merely a legal
system. That legal system hit rock bottom recently
when two miscreants were sentenced to a minimum of
just six years each for shooting a police officer in the
head. Little wonder that Victorians have lost confidence
in the judiciary.

Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — This
week is Victoria’s Cultural Diversity Week. Today in
particular is also Harmony Day and the United Nations
Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.
Cultural Diversity Week is Victoria’s largest
multicultural celebration, which features a week-long
program of festivals and events in metropolitan and
regional areas. Presented by the Victorian Multicultural
Commission and supported by the Andrews Labor
government, all Victorians are invited to join in the
celebrations and embrace our state’s cultural heritage.

Victoria is in crisis, and the Premier, Daniel Andrews,
is doing precisely nothing to remedy the situation.
Victorians have 613 more days to suffer under this
corrupt, dodgy and incompetent government. For the
overwhelming majority of our communities
24 November 2018 cannot come quickly enough.
Unless his own party dispatches him first, Daniel
Andrews will join the Heyfield workers in the
unemployment line in November next year.

Harmony Day is a day of cultural respect for everyone
who calls Australia home. It is an extension of the
values of Cultural Diversity Week. Promoting the
message that everyone belongs, the day encourages
community engagement and respect for cultural and
religious diversity and aims to foster a greater sense of
belonging for everyone. Just as everyone belongs, every
person is also entitled to human rights without
discrimination. This indispensable truth is particularly
important for refugees and migrants who are,
unfortunately, popular targets of racial profiling and
incitement to hatred. This is the focus of the United
Nations Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination, which aims to encourage and support
actions in our daily lives to defend the human rights of
others.

Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — Some time
ago I spoke on the announcement of the location of
10 technical schools which will open in 2017 and 2018
as part of the Andrews Labor government’s
$125 million Tech Schools initiative. One of these
10 state-of-the-art tech schools, the Wyndham technical
school, will be hosted by Victoria University at its
Werribee campus, and we are looking forward to it
opening mid-2018. As the government representative
for the Wyndham tech school site I was pleased at the
announcement that this tech school is progressing with
the appointment of the new director of the school, and I
welcome Dr Sandra McKechnie to this role. Eighteen
different schools across the western suburbs will have
access to programs at this tech school.

Let us then, as I am sure all Victorians already do in
their daily lives, carry and promote the message of
Cultural Diversity Week, Harmony Day and the United
Nations Day for the Elimination of Racial

As I have mentioned previously, this school will
become an important stepping stone for students who
need to gain the vital skills to be job ready in STEM
industries — that is, science, technology, engineering

Wyndham technical school
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and maths. These are areas of education and industry
which are experiencing remarkable growth, and the
facilities at this site will allow students to network with
local industry specialists and help them ease into the
tertiary education environment. This will mean we have
more skilled young people and stronger economic
growth as new jobs in emerging industries are
generated.
This school will be a centre for excellence through its
delivery of high-quality education and training, and I
am sure that under the direction and experience over
20 years of Dr McKechnie it will empower students to
take on the innovative jobs of tomorrow.

Greater Geelong crime rates
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I rise to
express grave concern at the 23 000 criminal offences
reported to Victoria Police in the City of Greater
Geelong local government area over the 12 months to
December last year, being almost 2200 or some
10.3 per cent more than were committed and reported
in the previous year.
The latest report from the Crime Statistics Agency
released last week shows that there is hardly a suburb of
Geelong that has not been touched by a crime surge that
has seen offences jump by more than 51 000
throughout Victoria from 500 000 by the end of 2015 to
552 000 a year later. This has exposed my constituents
to soaring rates of offending in the order of 188.3 per
cent in South Geelong, 122 per cent in Armstrong
Creek, 104 per cent in Mount Duneed, 61 per cent in
Drysdale and 60 per cent in North Geelong. It is a
crime surge of crisis proportions. And it seems that
their experiences as non-metropolitan residents of
Victoria are closer to the norm than the exception under
this government. The Melbourne Herald Sun
newspaper headed its coverage of this crisis as
‘Country crime on the rise’ under the Andrews
government.
None of this should surprise honourable members,
because as I told the house in August last year several
police stations were closed throughout the region at the
time. Indeed while police stations were closed in
Portarlington, Drysdale and Queenscliff in particular,
surrounding residents were confronted with home
invasions, carjackings and illicit drug use among other
offending. Even worse, when those same residents then
made application for $250 000 from the Public Safety
Infrastructure Fund to install closed-circuit television
cameras on their streetscapes to prevent further acts of
similar crimes, they were refused by the minister. The
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Minister for Police is clearly not across her portfolio. I
now demand that she step down.

Channel Nine regional news
Mr O’SULLIVAN (Northern Victoria) — Last
week I had the pleasure to attend the launch of the
central Victoria Channel Nine local news in Bendigo. It
was great to see some 220 people in attendance at the
launch, and we watched live the second edition of the
central Victoria Channel Nine news, which
incorporated as part of its one-hour news bulletin news
covering local, state and international stories. Local
news content is vital for regional areas, and I pay tribute
to Channel Nine for having the courage to invest in
regionally based news services. Channel Nine has
employed 110 people as part of its expansion into local
news in the eastern states, and I congratulate it for it.

Heyfield timber mill
Mr O’SULLIVAN — It was great to see so many
logging trucks at Parliament today in support of
Australian Sustainable Hardwoods’ (ASH) fight to gain
the timber supply they need to stay viable and save the
jobs of the 260 workers and their families from being
chucked on the scrapheap by the Minister for
Agriculture and the Premier. While the plight of the
Leadbeater’s possum is real, the plight of the workers
and their families takes precedence every day of the
week. The government needs to grant the timber that
ASH requires to keep the 260 jobs in Heyfield and the
further 10 000 associated jobs in Melbourne of those
who use the timber products for hundreds of different
uses. This government has killed off Hazelwood and its
1000 jobs in Morwell, and it is now going down the
path of killing off Heyfield and its timber workers and
their jobs. What a disgrace.

Plan Melbourne: Refresh
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — Today I
want to draw the house’s attention to the announcement
made 10 days ago by the government on the Plan
Melbourne: Refresh. What I can say is that this is not a
refreshing new plan at all; this is a plan for
densification, a plan to destroy the nature of our
suburbs and a plan to damage the livability of
Melbourne.
It is clear that the government intends to lift heights to
11 metres in the general residential zone, it intends to
massively increase density in activity centres, it intends
to increase density along all transport routes and it
intends to tear up the neighbourhood zones that were
put in place largely by Mr Guy in 2013–14, although a
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couple were put in place by this government in 2015. In
those areas it seeks to remove the cap on the number of
premises on each property. Currently in neighbourhood
zones it is one or two — usually two — and that cap
will be removed, so it could be two, it could be four, it
could be six, it could be eight or it could be 10 on large
blocks in a residential area. This has been done without
proper consultation with local communities, and it is
part of the government’s arrogant attempt to override
councils and communities right across this metropolitan
area.
This insane plan that has been put out by Infrastructure
Victoria and is backed up by the government has
densification as the prime and principal objective of our
30-year infrastructure plan. It is densification — not a
better life, not better quality of life, not better livability
but densification. It is time Richard Wynne comes clean
on the neighbourhood zone changes and that he
gazettes the changes and talks to councils before he
does so.

Heyfield timber mill
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I wish to
make a statement today about Gippsland and Gippsland
jobs. Under Daniel Andrews Gippsland is being dudded
by an ideological Premier who is more focused on
saving the jobs of a few Labor inner city MPs than he is
on saving those of thousands of Gippslanders whose
jobs are currently at risk. Regrettably 1000 jobs will go
at Hazelwood, but the Premier has a chance to save the
260 jobs in Heyfield. These are important jobs that
represent about 10 per cent of the total population of
Heyfield, and there are thousands and thousands of
supply chain downstream jobs.
I want to read a statement from Australian Sustainable
Hardwoods (ASH), which said:
During this period ASH provided the government, in
confidence, access to all areas of our financial accounts and
operational modelling. It is fair to say that the board and
management of the mill were disgusted to hear commentary
about our financials by the Premier in the media …. This may
be a warning to other companies that are asked to trust the
government and the bureaucracy in such a manner in future.

Unfortunately the issue of sovereign risk is alive and
well in Victoria under Daniel Andrews, from the
disgraceful waste of $1.2 billion and the tearing up of
the east–west link contract to the betrayal of this
company and the confidence it showed in the Premier.
Businesses will be thinking twice about doing business
in Victoria with the most left wing ideological
government in Victoria’s living history.
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PARLIAMENTARY BUDGET OFFICER
BILL 2016
Committed.
Committee
Clause 1
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — The first matter I would like to ask the
minister about really goes to the essence of what the
Parliamentary Budget Office (PBO) is about. It is to get
a sense of the role the PBO will have. Essentially the
PBO’s role is around costing policies — assessing
policies — so my fundamental question for the minister
is: what is a policy, or what are the elements of a
policy, that will come within the scope of the PBO?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — Well,
Mr Rich-Phillips, I think you would appreciate that
apart from this being an election commitment of the
government, it is a gift to the Parliament and in
particular a gift to the non-government parties in
relation to their ability to have research and costings
undertaken as a consequence of policy pronouncements
or considerations by political parties in this place to
ascertain what impact they would have on the budget or
what costs would be associated with their
implementation.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Thanks, Minister. I guess what I am
trying to get to, though, is what is within the scope of
seeking that advice from the Parliamentary Budget
Office. I appreciate that it is in respect of budget
impacts, but what are the parameters around the policy?
What is a policy and what is not a policy for the
purposes of the PBO’s activities?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
believe that I have actually created the defining feature
of what a Parliamentary Budget Office is. You,
presumably, and other members of political parties
within the Parliament, may come up with any idea
about any prescription you may want to make in terms
of either programs, legislative reform, community
engagement or encouragement of any sector of industry
or the community. There is a whole range of activities
that are associated with the work of governments and
the way in which governments relate to community life.
Some of them can be implemented without any costs
being associated with them or resources allocated to
them. Some of them may be a draconian rewinding of
people’s rights, like what is being mooted in the federal
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Parliament today. Does that actually come at a budget
cost? No, probably not — —
Mr Barber — Or for the minister at the table to
wear a clown suit, for example. That wouldn’t really
have a cost.
Mr JENNINGS — Well, I do not own a clown suit,
so in fact if there was one — —
Mr Barber — A publicly funded clown suit.
Mr JENNINGS — If it was at the insistence of this
chamber, then I might be forced to wear one. But
ultimately the real test of all of the scope of the issues
that I have outlined to you, the real issue that matters in
terms of the operation of this office, is whether a policy
does come at a cost to the budget or there is an
implementation issue associated with it, and that is the
brief that will be undertaken on behalf of the Parliament
by the Parliamentary Budget Office. Ultimately if they
make an assessment that it has no cost associated with
it, it will be a very quick piece of advice. Will they
provide any advice on the wisdom of the policy — the
political wisdom of it — its utility or its
appropriateness? They will not be commenting on those
things. What they will be commenting on is the policy’s
financial implications and the impact it may have on the
budget.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Thank you, Minister. The minister has
indicated that, and I wrote down his words, we may
come up with any idea with budget impact — program
changes, community engagement et cetera — and he
went on to say some might be without cost or resource
implications et cetera. The reason this question is
important is that the way the legislation envisages the
PBO working is not only that members of Parliament or
leaders of parliamentary parties may submit proposals
for costing but also that there is an obligation on the
PBO after an election to initiate their own costing of all
policies that were announced by a parliamentary leader
and to publish those costings. Therefore in order to do
that the PBO will need to identify all policies that were
announced. That is why it is important to have an
understanding of what a policy is in the eyes of the
PBO and not only in the eyes of the member of
Parliament who may be submitting a policy. In that
context is there any guidance or are there any
parameters that the government envisages the PBO will
take into consideration when determining whether
something is a policy for the purposes of doing their
post-election assessment as required by clause 41?
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Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — As
you would be aware, Mr Rich-Phillips, there is a
distinction within the structure of the bill between the
consideration of what occurs within an election
campaign period and what occurs previously. I would
think it would be wise for any leader of any political
party to be mindful of any pronouncements they make
during the course of a term that may fall within the
scope of this legislation. We have seen past practice
where on many, many occasions political leaders have
committed to something by press release, or their MPs
may have committed to issues on a similar basis or
undertakings may have been made in community
meetings that were subsequently reported. There needs
to be a greater discipline applied by political leaders in
the future about the nature of the policy
pronouncements they make and the way in which they
may be subsequently analysed and reported on by the
Parliamentary Budget Office.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Minister, that opens up a whole new
scope of issues — talking about the discipline of parties
or candidates, members of Parliament et cetera —
because clause 41 only refers to policies publicly
announced by the parliamentary leader. So if a
backbencher makes an announcement, if a candidate
makes an announcement, that will presumably not be
within the scope of the work that the PBO does. Is that
correct?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
think that is the preference of this legislation and what
its structure allows for. I was drawing
Mr Rich-Phillips’s attention to past practice that led to
political parties alleging in an arbitrary way that budget
exposure had been created by another party. This
provision, by design, is a way to try to limit that feature
of either public commentary or budget exposure into
the future.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Minister, it is tremendous to think that
political parties will change the way in which they
operate in election environments. I think that is
probably unlikely, in which case the PBO is going to
have to make decisions around what is within scope
and what is not within scope. That is why I am really
keen to get the government’s understanding, or an
indication of the government’s intention, with respect to
clause 41 as to what matters will be in scope — what is
a policy announcement for the purposes of clause 41
and what is not a policy announcement for the purposes
of clause 41? Because, as the minister has indicated, in
all probability we will have candidates making
statements in local electorates, in local newspapers or
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on local radio stations. We will have incumbent
members of Parliament — backbenchers,
frontbenchers, whoever — making statements by press
release, public meetings et cetera, and of course the
leaders of parties will be making formal election
announcements via their websites, press releases
et cetera.
There are a whole lot of different types of
announcements made by candidates, members of
Parliament, parties — people who are not parliamentary
leaders as defined in clause 41 — and the nature of
those and the location at which those are made will
vary. So what guidance or what expectation is being
created around the PBO as to what things will be taken
into consideration with that post-election report and
what will not?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) —
Mr Rich-Phillips, you may actually want to spend a
long time on clause 41 debating this issue, and I suggest
to you that if we are going to debate it, that is where we
will debate it. The issue at the moment is that you are
potentially worried about the exposure you or other
members of your party might have in relation to saying
whatever comes into their heads in any public setting
and then subsequently not being accountable for it. That
is pretty much the effect of the member’s amendment 8,
and that is why the government will not be supportive
of that amendment to clause 41. I imagine we might
have that debate there.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Minister, I am happy to deal with the
amendment to clause 41 at clause 41, but more
fundamental than the amendment is: what is a policy
for the purposes of what the PBO needs to undertake?
You have limited it to policy publicly announced by the
parliamentary leader, but there is no understanding and
there is no definition in the bill as to what a policy is for
the purposes of the PBO undertaking that post-election
report. As I said, it does not rely on the parliamentary
leader having made a submission; this relies on the
PBO examining widely and hoovering up, presumably,
whatever they see or do not see to take into account in
their post-election reporting.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) —
Mr Rich-Phillips, in relation to this concern, the
philosophical centre that drives your concern is
interesting. I would suggest to you that the way this bill
has been constructed is extremely sympathetic to
non-government parties in the fact that parties are going
to be held accountable for those issues that are publicly
announced by the leader of a non-government party —
presumably they could relate to any leader but for all
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intents and purposes the non-government parties will
actually be subject to this assessment. I would assume
your concern is that in fact any pronouncements by the
Leader of the Opposition may subsequently be costed
by the Parliamentary Budget Office and you are
wanting to limit those items that may be considered by
the Parliamentary Budget Office but would only be
reported on after the election.
I actually think the way this bill is constructed is quite
sympathetic to the needs of opposition parties. It does
encourage them not to make gratuitous comments or
imply to the electorate that they are committed to a
certain outcome and then not contain it in their own
budget costings because they say, ‘No, that was just
trying to fudge the issue’ or to report very late in
relation to their compliance with the release of their
pre-election estimates, hoping that they will never be
made to account for that at any point in time. I think
that the structure of the bill allows for that
reconciliation, and I personally think it is very generous
that in fact that reconciliation only takes place after an
election.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Just one further question on this; I
know Mr Barber wants to move on with it as well. I
will come back to this on clause 41, but just to be clear,
Minister, the framework we are talking about applies to
all parties, including the government party of the day?
Your comments have been about non-government
parties, but can you just clarify that this framework
applies to all parties?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — Yes.
I said that, but primarily it relates to you.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I am just
taking a real-life example here. On 14 January an article
appeared in the Age titled ‘Daniel Andrews and
Matthew Guy at odds over MP entitlements shake-up’.
In the article the Leader of the Opposition in the
Assembly was quoted in relation to setting up a
parliamentary standards commissioner. The Leader of
the Opposition said that that was a ‘very good idea’. If
Mr Guy had said during the election period that
something was a very good idea, would that mean we
would take it to be his policy or not be his policy for the
purpose of this bill?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — It is a
matter of whether he publicly announced it and whether
in fact it was joined by anything else, because in fact he
may have actually gone on to say ‘and I will implement
it’.
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Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My view
is that what the Liberal amendment is attempting to do
is introduce the Tony Abbott defence, which was that
famous interview where Tony Abbott tried to explain to
Kerry O’Brien that just because he goes around saying
things does not mean they are his policy. It is only
when they became considered and, he said, written
down that you actually start to treat them as policies.
Effectively it is the Tony Abbott trash talk defence,
which means I can say whatever I want but it is not
actually my policy.
I would be of the view that, if Mr Guy says something
is a very good idea, in fact it is not that he is
announcing his policy, and it will be the job of
journalists and the job of other people in the political
system to go on and ask that further question: you say it
is a very good idea, but are you saying you are going to
do it or not? That is the process that we are actually
talking about. The Greens do not support this
amendment, because if it were to be implemented in the
way that is being proposed by the Liberals, it would in
fact encourage leaders of parties to keep going on with
this game.
Most of the Liberal amendments seem to approach the
whole idea of the PBO as if it is some sort of trap that is
being set for the opposition. I would say two things
about that. First of all, the purpose of the PBO is in fact
to assist voters to get more assurance around
politicians’ promises, and in this case we are talking
about something that would actually happen after the
election, but nevertheless that is part of the exercise.
That is actually the philosophy behind why we are
setting up a PBO, and the Liberal Party with their
various amendments seem to be looking at it in a whole
other way.
The second thing I would say is that some of the
matters the Liberals raise in this amendment and other
amendments, while they are arguable, have not in fact
worked out that way in relation to the federal PBO,
which was established in the time of Prime Minister
Gillard, who received support on confidence and supply
from the Greens amongst others. It was an initiative of
that period. This bill follows quite closely the way that
PBO was established, and the sorts of dark fears that
the Liberal Party is proposing through its various
amendments in fact have not eventuated through what
we now have as the experience of the operation of that
PBO at the federal level.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Without actually going to the subject
of the amendments at this point in time — I am happy
to talk to those when discussing the clause — I say to
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Mr Barber that I do not accept his characterisation that
the coalition is concerned about the way in which the
PBO is proposed to operate. What we are seeking with
this discussion on the definition of policy — and I will
come to the amendment when we get to clause 41 — is
to understand the way in which the PBO is actually
intended to operate.
Mr Barber gave a very good example of a party leader
talking about something being a good idea, and the
decision will need to be made and the intention needs to
be understood as to whether a statement of that nature is
a policy for the purposes of the post-election
assessment. Mr Barber in his comments I think
incorrectly referred to a statement made in the election
period. In fact clause 41 does not relate to an election
period; it is open ended as to statements made by
parliamentary leaders. Does the government envisage
any statement made from the previous election up to the
election which is the subject of the post-election report
being something that the PBO must be cognisant of?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Minister, do you
want to respond to that?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — At
the moment I could almost opt out, but I will not opt
out. What I want to make very clear is that in the
example that Mr Barber gave and the example that you
have responded to, Mr Rich-Phillips, at the end of the
day there are probably three tests that apply. First of all
is: what is the status of what is actually announced by a
party leader in terms of its clarity or its lack of clarity in
relation to whether there is an intention to implement
that policy? That is one test. The second test is a test
that is applied by the Parliamentary Budget Office:
what impact does it have on the budget if it is deemed
to be a policy announcement that would warrant
implementation and incurring costs?
If the Parliamentary Budget Office, on its assessment of
those first two tests, then publishes a report subsequent
to an election, the third test would be: does that ring
true to the community’s acceptance that they have
made a reasonable assessment of both of those issues?
They would be tested by that issue because if your
leader goes out and says something completely
ridiculous that is uncosted, has no intention of
implementing it and has never been pinged about
whether he is going to implement it or not, but the
budget office interpret what has been announced as
being something that would indicate that it is going to
be implemented, they would rely on the nature of that
announcement to justify their analysis of its financial
implications, and then the community would make an
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assessment about whether the Parliamentary Budget
Office got their assessment right or wrong.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Minister, I think the first two criteria
you have outlined — an intention to implement and the
impact on budget — actually go quite some way to
getting a better understanding of the matters that the
PBO will consider, and that was the essence of where
my initial question was going as to what a policy is for
the purposes of this legislation. That does help
substantially. I am not sure that the third element — the
pub test, for want of a better term — actually goes to
whether the PBO actually assesses something, but
certainly those first two elements of the intent to
implement and the budgetary impact are useful
guidance as to the types of things the PBO would look
at. On the second element of period, can you just clarify
with respect to clause 41 — because this clause does
not reference a time frame, whereas other elements of
the legislation do talk about the pre-election period —
what time period that report under clause 41 would
cover?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
received advice about a whole range of related matters.
Rather than volunteer all the content that I have just
discussed, I may wait for an opportunity to discuss that
later in the committee stage. Having said that, this
clause can apply to the entirety of the term. Given there
is an opportunity for opposition and party leaders to
actually use the Parliamentary Budget Office to do
costings for their own internal purposes during the
running of the entire term, it would be expected that
there would be the opportunity for that information to
be used. They might choose to formalise the
announcement that they may be making prior to the
election period or subsequently to reannounce it in a
more formal way during the course of the election
period — which is in fact what the Parliamentary
Budget Office would be mindful of. It could be that the
formal election period, which is designated in the bill, is
used by the leader of the party to either formalise or
replace what may have been previously referred to and
announced either in a costed or uncosted way during
the course of the election period. That is the basis on
which it would be anticipated to be used.
The inherent preference for the way in which parties
may operate within this framework would be that from
their perspective they be clear during the course of the
election period what the consolidated lists of items are
that they have either costed or understand will be costed
by the Parliamentary Budget Officer, and that would be
used as a template by the office in building its analysis
in relation to its subsequent reporting.
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Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I guess the complication here,
Minister, and the area I am particularly interested in is
where a parliamentary leader — and a parliamentary
leader includes what we accept as the Leader of the
Opposition, the Premier et cetera, but it also includes
Independent members of Parliament defined as
parliamentary leaders for the purposes of this
legislation — has not used the Parliamentary Budget
Officer and has not had any engagement with the
Parliamentary Budget Officer as to how those policy
announcements would come within the scope of a
post-election report, and obviously the time frame of
that report would cover where there has not been that
negotiation. Obviously where policies have been costed
by the PBO in concert with a parliamentary leader it is
a relatively straightforward process. Where a party or
an Independent member has elected to use an
alternative third-party costing mechanism, it is going to
be far more complex, and in that regard I would seek
the government’s intentions around that time frame for
that post-election report.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I will
take some advice in relation to the time frame, but as a
first-order issue I think it is extremely unlikely that,
certainly in their own right, an Independent member of
Parliament will be forming government after an
election. So in terms of the scrutiny that may be
associated with the government or alternative
governments or alternative ways in which government
would be structured, I would think the priorities would
be both how this work would be undertaken and how
ultimately it would be understood by the community as
being the centrepiece of their work. But I will come
back to that.
The team who are advising me remind me of the
two-month reporting time frame after the election,
which would be the outside time frame by which this
analysis would be undertaken. It would be expected that
even if there had been no contact by the party leader —
or in this case the Independent members who are
deemed to be party leaders for this purpose — with the
Parliamentary Budget Office prior to the election, to
acquit this obligation in the subsequent Parliament, it
would be intended that the leader furnish the
Parliamentary Budget Office with their consolidated list
from their perspective of policy announcements, and
that that would be cross-referenced by the
Parliamentary Budget Office’s assessment about
prominent announcements that may have been made by
those members and analysed within the two-month time
frame.
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Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Thank you, Minister. Minister, could
you just clarify something in relation to the expectation
that parliamentary leaders as defined would furnish that
information? Is there an obligation within this
legislation that would require parliamentary leaders to
do that, noting that parliamentary leaders would in this
case include obviously the Leader of the Opposition
and the Premier of the day? It would include
Mr Barber. It would include Dr Carling-Jenkins,
Mr Purcell, Ms Patten, Mr Bourman — —
Mr Barber interjected.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — It would include
Ms Sheed in the other place. Is there a head of power in
the bill that requires parliamentary leaders to provide
that information to the PBO post-election?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — It is
good to know that Mr Barber is campaigning as we
speak. Good for you! I look forward to your ongoing
interest in these matters and looking at how that may
manifest itself over the years. In relation to the
obligation, there is no obligation.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Thank you, Minister. Just to clarify
the reference to ‘parliamentary leader’ for the purpose
of clause 41, as indicated it would include the
Independent members I referred to. Obviously there is
always going to be a Premier and there is always going
to be a Leader of the Opposition. This is a report
produced post-election in respect of announcements
made pre-election, so regarding the parliamentary
leaders for the purpose of the post-election report, can
you just clarify how that relates to people who were
parliamentary leaders before the election and made
announcements and who obviously may not be
parliamentary leaders post the election?
Mr Barber interjected.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — Mr Barber interjects
about Matthew Guy, and I re-emphasise the point: there
will always be a Premier and a Leader of the
Opposition, whether it is that individual or not. But in
the case of other people who are parliamentary leaders,
such as the member for Shepparton in the other place,
who is by this definition a parliamentary leader but who
may not be a member of Parliament in the post-election
period, which set of parliamentary leaders does it apply
to: those who continue through the election or those
who were in office prior to the election?
Mr Barber interjected.
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Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) —
Mr Barber is encouraging me through interjection to
say, ‘Does it matter?’. Probably the further you are
from government, the less it matters — probably the
further you are away. Nonetheless the point remains
that it is envisaged that there would be some degree of
continuity with whoever the leader is of the party in
question and that a line of communication is available
to the Parliamentary Budget Office to enable that to
occur after the election.
Even if there is a change in who the individual may be
in terms of a party leader, you would expect them after
the election, on behalf of their party, to take
responsibility for consolidating or to engage in
conversations relating to announcements that they made
prior to the election. So there would be an expectation
of some degree of continuity, and for the ease of the
work program of the Parliamentary Budget Office you
would hope that there would be a reasonably quick
reconciliation between what the leader believes they
have committed to and what the assessment is of the
Parliamentary Budget Office. You would hope that that
could be the case. In absence of that confirmation by
the parliamentary leader, the budget office would be
making their own best assessment of those matters on
the basis of material that is already available to them
that they would have compiled in the lead-up to the
election.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Minister, thank you for that response.
I just make the point that in my view it does matter. It
matters to the extent that this legislation obliges the
PBO to undertake that post-election costing for all
people who were parliamentary leaders. I use the
example of the member for Shepparton in the other
place, who is, by this definition, a parliamentary leader.
She may or may not continue as the member for
Shepparton post the next election, yet there will still be,
seemingly, a residual obligation on the Parliamentary
Budget Office to cost any announcement that she may
have made between 2014 and 2018, where, because she
is not a member of a registered party but nonetheless is
a parliamentary leader by this definition, there would
not be that continuity that the minister spoke about in a
party sense.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
totally accept that, and I made reference to it not
mattering or that potentially the further away from
government you are it matters less, but of course there
is a formal aspect of this legislation and there are the
activities of the office which mean that all the analysis
matters, all the accountability matters. I was making
perhaps a careless statement to suggest the further you
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are from government, the less it matters to the
community — not necessarily the formal requirement
of the work program.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 18 agreed to.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Heyfield timber mill
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My
question is to the Minister for Agriculture. Minister, it
was reported that you and the Premier took to cabinet a
submission to guarantee supply of 135 000 cubic
metres of resource to ensure the Heyfield mill
continued to operate and the 260 people employed at
the mill continued to have employment. It is widely
known that this proposal was knocked back and
ministers such as you were rolled by the hard-left and
inner-city MPs. Given the deep divisions within your
government about this issue, what are you as the
responsible minister going to do to overcome this green
zealotry and fight for each and every one of the
260 jobs at Heyfield, as the Premier promised to do
before the election?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — Golly,
that is a bit strange. That is a bit strange, even for
something concocted by Peter Walsh in the Legislative
Assembly. Firstly, let me just say that I do not and will
not comment on cabinet deliberations. I think though
that for the benefit of people with an interest in the
challenges facing the Heyfield community in a broader
sense I will respond to Mr O’Donohue’s very strange
question.
As members are no doubt now well aware, the
government has for the last seven or so weeks been
working closely with the Hermal Group, the owners of
the Australian Sustainable Hardwoods mill, on what are
and continue to be a very difficult set of challenges. An
offer was made some time ago by VicForests to the
company, based on VicForests’s assessment of the
amount of supply that they are confident they could
meet in entering into a new contract with a company.
The quantity, as again I am sure many of you are
familiar with, is 80 000 cubic metres in the first year
and then two more years at 60 000 cubic metres. This
offer was not one that was acceptable to the company,
and they announced that they would close, and they
announced that in mid-January. The company then
agreed over the course of February, following some
further discussions with government, for us to continue
working on this problem.
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A working party was established involving the
company, the union that represents the people who
work at the mill — the Construction, Forestry, Mining
and Energy Union — and the government, and this
group met weekly throughout February. Among other
things, an assessment of VicForests’s modelling was
commissioned and undertaken, and there was some
consideration around the company’s ideas around
retooling to enable the business to transition from how
it currently operates to perhaps something different that
would provide for a more viable future for it.
The government was able to confirm for the company
last week that the offer on timber supply is unchanged.
VicForests can only enter into contracts that they are
confident that they can deliver, as I have said in this
place on many occasions before, and that is the quantity
that they are confident that they can provide. VicForests
manage many contracts at any given point in time, and
it is not that this one contract can be seen in isolation of
all of their existing contractual obligations. So that is
the quantity that was provided. The government made,
in addition, an offer of — —
Ms Wooldridge interjected.
Ms PULFORD — Ms Wooldridge, I did. I said at
the outset that I would not be commenting on cabinet
deliberations. The government is certainly very keen to
see this mill on the market. The company have made
some comments about other options, but we believe
there are willing buyers and we have not ruled out
being a buyer of last resort if that is what is necessary to
provide a future for the mill at Heyfield.
Supplementary question
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I note the
minister’s answer and I ask by way of supplementary:
Minister, it has also been reported that your leader,
Gavin Jennings, was the minister with principal
carriage of the negotiations regarding Heyfield.
Minister, given you were sidelined despite this being
your portfolio, what exact role have you played in
negotiating with the company to try and save the
260 jobs at Heyfield?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) —
Members who were ministers in the former government
and who sat around the cabinet table while the former
government and the former environment minister, the
member for Warrandyte in the Legislative Assembly,
put in place a protection regime for the Leadbeater’s
possum and who were well aware of the completely
unrealistic deal that Peter Walsh entered into when he
was the Minister for Agriculture and Food Safety
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would know and understand that these are issues that
cover a number of different areas of ministerial
responsibility.
As the Minister for Agriculture and indeed the Minister
for Regional Development, part of this is in my remit
and part of it is in the remit of the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change. For instance, the
protections for the Leadbeater’s possum are functions
of the environment portfolio. Of course the Premier has
a very strong interest in protecting and creating jobs,
particularly in regional Victoria, and as the Special
Minister of State indicated — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms PULFORD — Fine, I can do it in the next
question.

Heyfield timber mill
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — My question is to
the Minister for Agriculture. Minister, in the past eight
protracted weeks of negotiation with Australian
Sustainable Hardwoods did you receive advice from
VicForests that a quantity of timber greater than the
original offer could be supplied to support the viability
of the Heyfield mill?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Ms Bath for her question. VicForests’s advice to
government has been absolutely consistent throughout
this period. VicForests’s advice is that they are
confident that they can fulfil a contract of 80 000,
60 000 and 60 000 cubic metres.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms PULFORD — That is the answer to your
question. You might not understand your question but I
do, and VicForests have been absolutely consistent in
what they say is the available quantity.
Supplementary question
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — I thank the minister
for her response. My supplementary question is: why
did the government even request the negotiation period
and subsequent extensions if it was always your
intention to stand by the original grossly inadequate
80 000, 60 000 and 60 000 cubic metre timber supply
offer?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — The
Nationals and the Liberals have been, I think, very
dishonest with the community of Heyfield. They set in
place two wildly competing things when they were in
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government, and we have been working hard over the
period Ms Bath refers to to try and resolve this
problem. I think we have been very up front about how
difficult this is.
The member for Warrandyte in the Legislative
Assembly put in place a regime that has placed
additional pressure on a resource that was already under
pressure due to a number of other factors. Meanwhile
the now Leader of The Nationals in the Legislative
Assembly set expectations for this company in a wildly
unrealistic place. The advice from VicForests has been
completely consistent. What we have been doing
during this period, though, is testing their assumptions,
having them independently evaluated and also
exploring discussions with the company about options
for retooling.
What we have said is that if this offer is unacceptable to
the company, then we want the company to put this on
the market. We believe that there are willing buyers at
that quantity, and we have also said we do not rule out
buying it ourselves if that is what is necessary to
provide a future for the mill at Heyfield.

Heyfield timber mill
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
question is also to the Minister for Agriculture.
Minister, there are reports that the Premier has told you
directly that he is frustrated at your poor handling of the
Heyfield mill timber supply issue. If the Premier does
not have confidence — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Jennings — On a point of order, President, you
have made some rulings that go back to sessional orders
and your rulings earlier in this term of the Parliament
which remind us all of our obligation when couching
questions to ensure that they are based in fact, not
speculation. There has already been a series of
questions raised during the course of question time
today that have no substance in fact. Ms Wooldridge
now rises to her feet alleging a view of the Premier that
has never been expressed, never been reported on, is
not his view and yet is actually being spoken about as if
it is fact. There should be no way this question, on that
premise, survives the test of your ruling.
Ms WOOLDRIDGE — On the point of order,
President, it is the right of those who are asking the
questions to pose the question. Presumably the minister
can answer the question in any way she chooses,
including that response. Unfortunately what we have
seen is Mr Jennings once again stepping in to
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overshadow a minister in their capacity to answer the
question directly. He obviously does not have
confidence in the minister’s capacity to answer the
question as posed.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the Leader of the
Government to withdraw the term that he used.
Mr Jennings — I withdraw.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you, Minister.
In respect of the point of order raised by Mr Jennings I
actually do have some sympathy for it in the sense that
the question was posed in the context of a suggestion
that someone or some people have made an assertion,
but it is not to the knowledge of the house how this has
been attributed to a genuine source. Whilst I do not
question the integrity of the Leader of the Opposition, it
would concern me greatly if there were this nature of
question going forward whereby an assertion is made
but without any sort of substantiation of where the
supposed comment might have come from and then a
minister is expected to respond to it. In that context it is
true, as Ms Wooldridge says, that a member can ask
questions and a minister is entitled to answer them in
any way they see fit.
Can I suggest to you from the chair that if I hear a
comment that is perhaps fishing and perhaps
unattributed, then I will be very mindful of that in
deciding whether or not I seek to have any further
response from the minister, because I think it is
important that comments of the nature of the one that
the Leader of the Opposition raised do need to be
sourced to be dealt with by ministers.
Ms WOOLDRIDGE — Thank you, President. I
will go again from the top. My question is to Minister
for Agriculture. Minister, there are reports that the
Premier has told you directly that he is frustrated at
your poor handling of the Heyfield mill timber supply
issue. If the Premier does not have confidence in your
performance and if you have been unable to convince
the government to support our future timber industries,
on what basis should Heyfield timber workers have any
confidence in you?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) —
Ms Wooldridge comes in here and refers to reports that
I think she has imagined. I am certainly unaware of
these imaginary Snuffleupagus reports. I have not heard
this before at any point. I do not believe this thing that
Ms Wooldridge is asserting to be the truth, but what we
do know is the truth is that this is a very difficult and
challenging set of circumstances that we inherited from
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the former government. Ms Wooldridge was quiet as a
mouse about this the day that it happened, when the
member for Warrandyte in the other place put in place
protections that would put this kind of pressure on
resources and when the Leader of The Nationals in the
other place entered into a handshake agreement.
You should hear what the CEO of the Hermal Group
has to say about all of that. What he said was the prior
state government promised that they would do certain
things and that:
Peter Walsh allowed a contract to be signed with us and then
did not sign the indemnity at the close of government, despite
promises, undertakings and gentlemen’s handshakes. That
man, Peter Walsh — do not vote back in, voters — he is the
biggest liar you will ever come across and will lie and lie.

Where was Ms Wooldridge when this was happening
and her colleagues were engaged in this kind of
deceptive conduct with this company and setting in
place two competing sets of government activities —
their government — that have come together to create
this pressure for the people in Heyfield?
Ms Wooldridge has a lot — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Pulford is very
close to me, and I am having trouble hearing her.
Ms PULFORD — I think Ms Wooldridge has a fair
bit to answer for to the community of Heyfield about
why she was quiet on both of those things. She comes
in here and she makes things up. Our government is
working to find a solution to this problem that we
inherited from the former government, and we will
continue to do so. We want the Hermal Group to put
this mill on the market. We know that there are people
in the market who are interested in buying this mill, and
we have said that we do not rule out buying it
ourselves, such is our commitment to providing a future
for this mill.
I think it is also worth noting that at the timber quantity
that VicForests is confident can be made available this
would still be the second-largest mill in the state. So it
is less than they have said that they wanted and it is less
than they were told in these
worth-absolutely-nothing-at-all promises from the
former government, but we continue to support the
community of Heyfield and these workers. We are
determined to find the best possible solution we can, in
spite of the very big mess that you people put in train.
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Supplementary question
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
note the minister’s response, but I also note that she has
been the minister for over two years and three months.
Minister, it is clear that you have been unsuccessful in
obtaining cabinet and government support for the
supply of around 135 000 cubic metres to the Heyfield
mill. A precedent was set last year when the Assembly
member for Brunswick was rolled by cabinet and she
subsequently took a principled position and resigned
her commission. Given the resounding lack of
confidence across the board, including from your
government colleagues and Victoria’s timber industry,
and the fact that you have been rolled on a critical issue,
will you now take the honourable position and stand
down, like the former Minister for Emergency
Services?
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Can I just caution that
I am within a whisker of asking Ms Wooldridge to
repeat the entire question. Minister, did you get that
question?
Ms Pulford — I got the general gist of it. She was
making things up.
The PRESIDENT — That is not helpful to me.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) —
President, at the risk of you finding this unhelpful,
Ms Wooldridge is making things up. She is coming in
here and telling fairytales, and you are inviting me to
respond to this. But again what I will say is that this is a
difficult set of issues — —
Mr Davis — Did you go out and meet the truck
drivers?
Ms PULFORD — I met a number of people that
were here this morning. I have met the people who
work at — —
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they are under. As I have indicated, we continue to
work as a government through these very difficult sets
of issues — a combination of decisions of the former
government and decisions of the commonwealth
government as well that place considerable pressure on
this resource. But we are determined to find the best
outcome for Heyfield that we can.

Heyfield timber mill
Mr O’SULLIVAN (Northern Victoria) — My
question is to the Special Minister of State. You have
previously admitted to the Legislative Council that the
Premier appointed you to act as a mediator between
government and the Forest Industry Taskforce. Why
were you appointed to fix this issue when the Minister
for Agriculture is directly responsible?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
thank Mr O’Sullivan for his question. I did not actually
know that it fell into the category of an admission. I
volunteered the information in response to a question
that Ms Dunn asked me. I would have been happy to
answer that question at any time in the months
preceding my return to the Parliament.
My ministerial colleague Ms Pulford, in her answer to
the very, very mischievous at best questions that she
has been asked today — if not far worse than that —
has indicated that there are a range of responsibilities
across government which straddle her portfolio in
agriculture. The Treasurer is a shareholder in
VicForests; my ministerial colleague the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change is
responsible for environmental regulation in the state;
and the cross-section of the industry task force that
comprises representatives of industry, unions and the
conservation movement all brought their vantage points
over a lengthy period of time to consider what should
be the pathway forward for industry transition to make
sure that we have a viable timber industry in Victoria
and to provide for the appropriate conservation values
and protection of environmental values in the state.
That is what the task was.

Mr Davis interjected.
Ms PULFORD — Yes, I did, and I have been to
Heyfield and I have met and addressed both shifts of
workers. I cannot say that I have met absolutely each
and every one of them, but I have spoken to many of
the people who work — —
Ms Shing interjected.
Ms PULFORD — I am sure that is right, Ms Shing.
But I have spoken to people from the Heyfield
community and I understand very well the pressure that

The task force found that a very difficult responsibility
to acquit. When we came to government and issued a
statement of intent the Premier believed that in terms of
across-portfolio coordination it would be appropriate to
engage me as the interface with the task force so that in
fact there would be one central clearing house of
government views in relation to these matters across the
cross-section of interests that were represented within
the task force. That is what has occurred and that
continues to be the case.
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What Mr O’Donohue said before in his question when
he asserted a falsehood in relation to the responsibility
of my ministerial colleague and in relation to her
submissions to cabinet shows that he has no idea what
he is talking about. There is no fact that was based
within his question. There is no fact that I have been a
prime negotiator with the Hermal Group and Australian
Sustainable Hardwoods at Heyfield. I have not been the
prime negotiator. In fact that has been undertaken at
departmental level by officers representing the Minister
for Agriculture. That is the way in which the
negotiations have taken place, and that is the way that it
should be.
Supplementary question
Mr O’SULLIVAN (Northern Victoria) — Minister,
as the fixer why has your government chosen to
prioritise possums over people?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I do
not accept the premise of Mr O’Sullivan’s question. If
he accepts the premise, then in fact his criticism would
be of the former environment minister in the
Legislative Assembly, Mr Ryan Smith, who actually
introduced the prescriptions in relation to possum
protection that inevitably and inextricably led to being
one of the drivers of the reduced resources available to
the timber industry in the future. In fact the contested
idea of possum protection and jobs being at risk is
actually something that directly relates to decisions
made by the previous coalition government and it
continues to be the regulatory environment that
operates up until this very day. What it also is blind to
are the outcomes of the 2009 fires and the significant
reduction in the timber availability to the industry that
derive from the significant loss of timber resource due
to those fires in 2009. It has obviously been blind for
the last six years.

Heyfield timber mill
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — My question is also to the Leader of
the Government. The Premier has stated — indeed the
Minister for Agriculture has repeatedly restated
today — that the government does not rule out being a
buyer of last resort of the Heyfield mill. What evidence
does the government have that it can run the mill on a
viable basis with only 60 000 to 80 000 cubic metres of
timber a year when Australian Sustainable Hardwoods
cannot?
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Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) —
Whether the government ends up being the purchaser
of this mill or whether in fact there will be other
commercial interests that may be interested in running
this mill, one thing is certain — that at 80 000 cubic
metres and 60 000 cubic metres for the subsequent two
years, if that volume of timber is made available to this
enterprise and is processed, it would still continue to be
the largest green mill in Victoria. It would be one of the
largest mills in the nation, and in fact it is far larger at
those volumes than 11 other sawmills in Victoria that
currently process mountain ash timber. It would still
continue to be the largest mill by a significant
proportion on the basis of the volume that would come
to it.
So the idea that any mill that is smaller than that mill
would be unviable is actually a ridiculous proposition
that does not see the light of day and does not bear
analysis of what the existing sawmill industry is in
Victoria. This would still be the largest mill in Victoria
by a mile if it operated with those volumes, so the
inbuilt assumption that it could not be run viably as a
commercial interest is a ridiculous proposition and
actually is at the heart of the hysterical nature of the
political intervention that has occurred from the
opposition in relation to this matter. They do not
understand about timber availability, they do not
understand about environmental protections, they do
not understand about the consequences of bushfires and
they do not understand about the decisions that were
made by former minister Ryan Smith in the previous
government. They certainly choose to live in denial of
the false promise that was made by Peter Walsh in the
Legislative Assembly when he was the minister in
relation to the volumes that he was actually prepared to
indemnify — volumes of timber that former Treasurer
Michael O Brien as a shareholder in VicForests was not
prepared to sign off at the conclusion of the last term of
government.
So at every single turn the opposition is not up to
understanding the pressures of this industry, the
viability of this industry and the ways in which you
achieve not only environmental protections but, most
importantly in this context, the viability of jobs to be
maintained in timber activity and forest communities in
Victoria. That is actually something that the
government is committed to doing — to stand up for
our responsibilities, not run away from them, not lie to
people or be disingenuous with false promises and not
introduce policies that it has no idea what the
consequences are going to be and then actually blithely
walk away from them.
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This is a government that is taking responsibility to
acquit all of those various obligations, and we will do it
each and every day because that is what we do. We take
responsibility for making things happen. We have an
obligation to protect those jobs and to work with
industry to deliver protection for those jobs, and we will
do it, regardless of this political intrigue and the
opportunistic approach you adopt.
Supplementary question
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — It is appropriate the minister
mentioned being disingenuous in his answer, because
that is exactly what he was in talking about a mill with
60 000 to 80 000 cubic metres still being the largest in
Victoria while ignoring the issue of viability. Australian
Sustainable Hardwoods has stated that the Heyfield
mill, operating with only 60 000 to 80 000 cubic metres
of timber, will incur annual losses of over $12 million
per annum. Prior to floating a government takeover of
the mill, what funding mechanism did the government
identify to cover that deficit?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
totally refute the way in which Mr Rich-Phillips has
referred to my answer. I believe on that basis I would
probably be well within my rights not to actually
answer any further. Mr Rich-Phillips has no idea about
the commercial standing of this operation. He has no
idea about the cash flow of this business. He has no
idea about the timber royalties and the relationship
between that company and VicForests, so the idea that
he knows what is viable — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The football starts on
Thursday night, not today. Do not practise your
shouting in here! The minister, without assistance.
Mr JENNINGS — Thank you, President. I had
virtually concluded my answer. Mr Rich-Phillips, just
like his colleagues, has demonstrated a lack of
appreciation of the fundamental issues that are in play
here. The political opportunities that are available to
them have just blinded them to the truth.

Heyfield timber mill
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — The
irony of this government telling us they know how to
run a business! My question is to the Leader of the
Government. Minister, the Premier, the Minister for
Agriculture and you yourself excitedly have flagged
buying the Heyfield mill at a fair and reasonable price.
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Has the government prepared a business case for this
purchase?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — What
the government has undertaken during a period of
collaboration with Australian Sustainable Hardwoods
and the Hermal Group is to work out what its business
structure is, what its value is, what its cash flow is, what
its liabilities are and what its assets are. So in fact the
answer is that the government is fully appraised of
those issues in terms of its commercial reality and is
well versed in those matters. In fact the company itself
shared that information: it provided that information
through independent parties for us to assess the nature
of that business and its cost structures.
Mr Ondarchie interjected.
Mr JENNINGS — I am not quite sure what
Mr Ondarchie thinks he has got. There is a full
appraisal of the business costs of this entity, its assets,
its liabilities, the equity that is involved in it and its
commercial cost structures. The government is fully
apprised of all of those issues. With respect to any
decisions the company makes or the government makes
or any potential purchaser may make in relation to this
mill, they will all be fully apprised of those
circumstances.
Supplementary question
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) —
Thank you, Minister, for not answering the question
directly, but I put to you then — —
Mr Jennings — Just because you don’t know what
an answer is.
Mr ONDARCHIE — So you have read a balance
sheet — do not get too excited! I asked if there was a
business case. Minister, the following companies have
closed or are closing under the Andrews Labor
government: Hazelwood, Ford, Holden, Toyota,
Stawell Gold Mines, Alcoa in Geelong, General Mills
Australia in Mount Waverley, Betta Foods, Ernest
Hillier, Homeart — previously Copperart — the Rivers
warehouse in Ballarat, Pumpkin Patch, Masters Home
Improvement, Dick Smith, Payless Shoes and Howards
Storage World. Minister, did the Andrews government
at any stage offer to purchase any of those companies?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — This
is a government that has created jobs — 180 000 jobs
have been created — partly through its contribution to
the Victorian economy but partly because the Victorian
economy is actually doing very well because of the
infrastructure programs that it has driven and the job
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creation activities that it is associated with each and
every day.
The circumstances that are associated with this mill and
this industry in transition and the false promises that
have been made by previous governments in relation to
establishing a false premise on which the business
would operate in the future warrant that there should be
some degree of duty of care demonstrated by the
government in this exercise that normally would not be
a feature of public policy in Victoria. It is on that basis
that we are contemplating that outcome. We would be
very happy for the mill to continue. We would be very
happy for the mill to continue in commercial hands. We
are prepared to step in and make sure the mill stays
open as our duty of care given the negligent train wreck
that this industry was as you left it.

Local government rates
Mr PURCELL (Western Victoria) — My question
is to Minister Dalidakis representing the Minister for
Local Government. Farmers are under extreme
emotional and financial pressure and local council rates
are a large expense to farmers, yet farmers usually only
receive a poorly maintained gravel road and no access
to other services. Despite this the system used to charge
rates is based on capital improved value, and this
disadvantages the valuable farm. Some councils
provide a discount to farmers while others provide
none. Therefore my question is: will the minister give
farmers a fair go by forcing councils to provide a rates
discount to their farms?
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — I thank Mr Purcell for his
question. As people in this chamber would be aware,
the government went to the last election with a rate
capping policy, which we have since successfully
passed as legislation. The reason we chose to do that
was that we believed that ratepayers had a right to have
some certainty that rates in their municipalities or shires
would not skyrocket or continue to go up from year to
year. We have very much attempted to address issues of
concern to ratepayers. In relation very specifically to
the issue that you raised, I will take that to my
ministerial colleague in the other place and seek a
response to it.

Disability housing
Dr CARLING-JENKINS (Western
Metropolitan) — My question today is for the minister
representing the Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing, Ms Mikakos. Minister, the long-awaited new
national disability insurance scheme (NDIS) specialist
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disability accommodation rule was recently introduced.
While we are one step closer to seeing payments for
much-needed specialist disability housing, the rule
raises some concern. In particular there is the potential
that it will undermine participant choice and control
regarding housing — a fundamental right under the
NDIS act and the convention. I note that people eligible
for specialist accommodation represent people needing
the highest levels of support. Under the new rule state
governments will have the ability to list some disability
housing as in kind. This would require the National
Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) to direct
participants to select any available in-kind housing
option before they choose another provider. Given
in-kind housing is likely to be existing stock, many
specialist disability accommodation options will
presumably be outdated and no longer appropriate for
people with high support needs. So I ask: Minister, is
the government planning to reduce participant choice
by listing any of their housing as in kind in the NDIS
and, if so, what steps is the government taking to ensure
that all in-kind housing for people with a disability
under the NDIS is adequate and appropriate to their
needs?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I thank Dr Carling-Jenkins for her
question, and I acknowledge her continued interest in
and commitment to getting the best outcomes for
people with disabilities. As I have said in this house on
previous occasions, I think the national disability
insurance scheme is a tremendous reform for this
nation, and it is important of course that we continue —
and we will continue as a state government — to press
the commonwealth government to ensure that it does
deliver on the spirit and the intention of what had
originally been envisaged, and that is to give Victorians
with a disability a fair go in life and to give them
choices about a range of things, including choice in
housing.
Choice in housing is fundamental to a person’s
wellbeing and their sense of belonging, and people with
a disability deserve to have this choice. My
understanding is that the bilateral agreement that
Victoria has with the commonwealth counts in-kind
arrangements that fund specialist housing that it owns
and/or runs towards its contribution to the NDIS.
During the NDIS transition only, the NDIA have
planned management rules that have been agreed
nationally that require them to utilise in-kind
arrangements first in participants’ plans. However,
Victoria has an agreement with the NDIA to ensure that
this does not impact on choice and control of
accommodation. As the NDIS expands of course so too
will models of supported accommodation that will
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move away from the traditional group homes of the
past and towards more independent and innovative
living options, so participants who choose to select
non-government housing or indeed newer models of
housing will be supported to do so where alternative
accommodation is available. No participant who would
prefer a non-government place will be required to
accept or stay in a government place if there is a
suitable place available in the non-government sector.
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advice in the days leading up to opening weekend about
the presence of any protected species and puts
arrangements in place to close or modify access to
some wetlands. As a result of that process a number of
changes were made. For instance, the use of motorboats
at Lake Linlithgow, near Hamilton, was prohibited. A
couple of areas are reasonably consistently closed —
Kow Swamp and Reedy Lake — but there are also
closures or partial closures in a number of other areas as
well, based on sightings in the couple of weeks
immediately prior to opening weekend.

As the member did refer to in the preamble to her
question, of course people who are seeking this type of
accommodation option are people typically with the
most complex of needs. I know that the minister
responsible has also been addressing this and working
very closely with both the department, through the
Department of Health and Human Services, and the
NDIA on the establishment of a complex needs
working group to ensure that the particular needs of this
group of people with disabilities are addressed.

Mr Barber referred to infringement notices. Given the
level of participation in the season, there were actually
quite a modest number of infringement notices issued.
In terms of hunting offences, there were
15 infringements issued for minor offences. The most
common offence was a failure to have a valid game
licence. There were four infringements issued for
failure to retain a wing on a duck.

I just add that I know that Minister Foley is a minister
who is very passionate to see the best possible
outcomes for people with disabilities and that the
vision, as I said, of the NDIS is in fact delivered to
Victorians with disabilities. I am sure he would be very
happy to sit down with the member and have a
discussion with her, in particular in relation to her
concerns about this specific issue.

On the subject of protester compliance, again, as is
always the case for opening weekend, there was quite
some protester activity across the state as well —
120 people present at First Marsh, 42 at Lake
Connewarre and another 40 at Lake Martin. Some
protesters illegally entered special hunting areas, and
six protesters on the Saturday and five on the Sunday
were issued with banning notices.

Duck season
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Agriculture. Minister, in
the run-up to the opening of duck hunting season you
received numerous warnings about the presence of
threatened bird species on wetlands that were to be
made available to hunters. On the first weekend of the
season — in fact in the first hours — there were
numerous threatened and listed bird species shot, and
your department’s response was to actually fine people
who collected evidence of hunter illegality. It is not
surprising that these birds were shot, given that
shooting actually started in the dark. Minister, do you
now admit it was a mistake to allow hunters onto
wetlands where protected, threatened and listed
waterbird species were present?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Barber for his question and his interest in the
opening weekend of duck season. The long-term
average hunter participation over the opening weekend
is estimated to be around 13 000 people. There are
26 000 people licensed to hunt duck in Victoria, and
just shy of 5000 hunters were present at patrolled
wetlands. As members are aware, the government takes

We absolutely respect the right of people to legally
protest and express their views, for those who do not
like duck hunting. For those who do, I think we have
had an opening weekend that has had very high levels
of participation. We have not had the challenges in
managing the opening weekend that we had last year,
which I am sure was a relief to hunters, and in general it
has been a very orderly weekend.
Supplementary question
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Thank
you, Minister, for your statistics in which you describe
an orderly duck hunting weekend. Let me provide you
with some other statistics. These are the birds that have
been picked up so far by those with an interest in the
environment: 68 threatened freckled duck,
21 threatened blue-billed duck, 24 vulnerable and
protected blue-winged shoveler, 34 Eurasian coot,
25 grebe and hundreds of birds that were simply shot
and discarded. And you are telling us that there were
only 15 infringements issued. Minister, are you telling
us that you think these rates of shooting of threatened
species are acceptable? And if not, do you intend to
take any measures in the remainder of the season to
stop this carnage from happening?
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Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Barber for his supplementary question.
Mr Barber referred in his substantive question to
evidence of illegality, and I would certainly encourage
Mr Barber or anyone that he is in contact with who has
evidence of illegality to provide that information to the
Game Management Authority.
There are measures in place to ensure the protection of
endangered species. It is not for me to speak on behalf
of Victorian duck hunters, but certainly the
overwhelming majority of duck hunters do the right
thing, want to do the right thing — I am sure Mr Young
would have some views about this he would happily
share with the house — want this to be something that
can be participated in by future generations and are
committed to ensuring that protections are appropriate.
If Mr Barber has evidence of illegality, as he indicated,
the authorities will continue to be present on wetlands
and the Game Management Authority, I am sure, would
be very keen to receive the evidence to which
Mr Barber refers.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
have written answers to the following questions on
notice: 5281, 7464, 7629, 7694–8, 7722, 9001–4,
10 492, 10 495, 10 499–502, 10 509, 10 521, 10 522,
10 582, 10 600.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Written responses
The PRESIDENT — Order! In regard to today’s
question time, I ask for the supplementary question put
by Mr Rich-Phillips to Mr Jennings and Mr Purcell’s
substantive question to Mr Dalidakis to receive written
answers. There are no others. Two days for those.
Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, President,
two sitting weeks ago I asked a question of
Minister Tierney in relation to the cost overruns for the
implementation of the Callinan recommendations for
the adult parole system. Last sitting week, on the
Tuesday, the minister provided me with an answer, and
I think I gave you a copy of that, President, seeking
guidance as to whether a further supplementary
response should be provided given that in my opinion
that question had not been responded to. I seek your
advice about that matter.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! I do have the question.
In respect of that question that was asked on
23 February the minister has responded in the context
that fine detail is being undertaken on the finalisation of
plans for the facility, and because of that she has
indicated in her answer that that is commercial in
nature. I had already asked for a written response, and I
am not sure that the minister is going to vary that
response if I order it to go again, because clearly she
has taken the position that given the finalisation of the
plans it would not be in the state’s interest to reveal
what the calculations are at this point in time. The
minister has indicated that the funds will be in the
existing budget, and I do not believe there is a particular
value in me reinstating this particular question.
Mr O’Donohue — Thank you, President. Can I just
clarify that we are talking about the Callinan review
recommendations, not the Harper review
recommendations?
The PRESIDENT — Yes.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
The PRESIDENT — Order! I indicate that
Ms Fitzherbert raised with me the reinstatement of a
constituency question. Members should be reminded
that I actually do not have a power to reinstate
constituency questions.

Northern Victoria Region
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My question
is for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety, and it is
regarding the speed limit on the Murray Valley
Highway as it goes through Strathmerton. I recently
met with a group of progressive, forward-thinking local
Strathmerton businesspeople who are working with
Moira Shire Council to develop a clear plan for the
future direction of Strathmerton. During this meeting
the committee advised that one priority issue of concern
on its agenda is the speed limit of the section of the
Murray Valley Highway that goes through the town.
This is an 80-kilometre-per-hour section of road
normally, except when it is 40 kilometres during school
times, but the committee want to see it reduced to
60 kilometres during all non-school hours. This road
travels right through the main shopping section of town,
yet there are no traffic lights or other crossings, and
there are legitimate concerns about the safety of those
crossing the road with the current 80-kilometre speed
zone. Will the minister reduce the speed limit for this
section of the Murray Valley Highway to 60 kilometres
during general, non-school times to improve safety for
the Strathmerton community?
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Western Metropolitan Region

Western Metropolitan Region

Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety,
Mr Donnellan. Just over a week ago in my electorate a
young mother of two by the name of Arzu Baglar was
killed while riding her bike. She was riding through
Yarraville and was hit by a truck and died at the scene.
Her death was not a freak accident; we all know it was
bound to happen sooner or later. Countless people have
told me how trucks often cross over into bike lanes.
Everyone I speak to tells me how unsafe they feel
riding through the inner west. There are countless more
people who, like me, just do not ride at all because the
dangers are too real and we do not feel at all safe. Can
the minister outline what plans the government has to
create safer bike routes in Melbourne’s inner west?

Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Families
and Children and Minister for Youth Affairs, the
Honourable Jenny Mikakos. The western metropolitan
region of Melbourne is one of the fastest growing
regions of greater Melbourne, and young families with
school-age children are a key demographic. We know
that community participation is an essential part of
ensuring our suburbs thrive and that local volunteers
play a vital role in this. Can the Minister for Families
and Children please provide me with information on
what investment the Victorian government is making in
my western metropolitan electorate to help promote
volunteering and community participation among
young people?

Eastern Victoria Region

Western Metropolitan Region

Mr MULINO (Eastern Victoria) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Education,
and it relates to Gum Scrub Creek primary school,
which received a funding allocation in the 2015–16
budget. Construction of Gum Scrub Creek primary is
currently underway. It will be much needed in the
Officer community, with an expected enrolment of
around 475. My question for the minister is whether or
not construction is still on track and when it is expected
that construction will be completed at that school.

Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Families
and Children. Minister, the last time you were
questioned about your proposed youth detention centre
you were resolute in assuring the house that Werribee
South was the place for such a facility. Given the recent
change of mind on the site, will the minister provide the
reasons for her choosing this particular new site for her
youth prison?

Western Victoria Region
Eastern Victoria Region
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — My question is to
the Premier in relation to a handshake agreement he
made with a constituent of mine, Mr Wilkes. On
24 February the Australian Sustainable Hardwoods
(ASH) green mill supervisor, Anthony Wilkes, tracked
the Premier down in Morwell at a media conference.
Speaking with Mr Wilkes yesterday, he informed me
that the Premier looked him in the eye, shook his hand
and promised to visit the Heyfield mill to speak to the
mill workers. He guaranteed that he would be there
within the next four weeks. The deadline is up this
Friday. ASH put a practical proposal on the table that
would enable the 260 workers to have full employment
until January next year while a comprehensive review
of Leadbeater’s possum colonies and special protection
zones is conducted. The government has rejected this.
Will the Premier keep his promise and come to
Heyfield and explain how he is going to keep all those
260 jobs?

Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety, and it is in relation to a very poor section
of road between Deans Marsh and Birregurra. A
constituent of mine has raised concerns about the
deteriorating approach to the Barwon River bridge just
prior to the Birregurra township proper. I inspected that
section of road on the weekend on his behalf and had
some discussions with VicRoads in relation to where
the priority might be to significantly upgrade that
section of road. It is very dangerous. It has a number of
hollows leading up to the bridge and has obviously
been impacted by flooding on many occasions, which
has caused severe depressions in the asphalt. This is a
significant problem in that trucks loaded with hay or
produce actually lurch from left to right as they sink
into these quite substantial holes on their approach to
the bridge, so my question to the minister is to see what
priority this section of road has in relation to the
VicRoads works program and to move it up to the
high-priority list if it is not already there.
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Eastern Victoria Region
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My
constituency question is for the Premier, and the
question I have is: will the Premier visit Heyfield and
meet with the affected workers at the Heyfield timber
mill? The Premier has been in Gippsland on a number
of occasions in recent weeks and yet has failed to drive
the extra 25 minutes or so to visit the Heyfield timber
mill, meet with the workers and learn more about the
challenges and issues they face given the botching of
this negotiation by him and the other relevant ministers,
of which, we are learning, there are several. Heyfield is
a town of only a couple of thousand people. The mill is
the lifeblood of that community, as well as contributing
significantly to the surrounding communities in places
such as Maffra and Sale and indeed Traralgon and
further afield, so it is important for the Premier to speak
to those people, given that he did not attend the rally
today or speak to those people today. I call on him and
ask him to visit Heyfield personally and meet with
these affected workers.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) —
My constituency question is to the Minister for Roads
and Road Safety, and it regards the proposed freight
link. On 16 March the Age reported that an elevated
freight road could be built through Fishermans Bend’s
new suburbs for truck traffic in and out of the port of
Melbourne. Indicative maps from Infrastructure
Victoria show the freight link running through
Wirraway, which is planned to be a family-friendly
neighbourhood in Fishermans Bend. Many locals have
expressed concern over many years about the impact of
heavy truck traffic locally, including multiple safety
issues and also noise issues. My question to the minister
is: can he explain what plans, if any, the government
has to build a sky road for trucks in Fishermans Bend?

Southern Metropolitan Region
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question today is for the attention of the Minister for
Planning, and it concerns the announcements on Plan
Melbourne that have been made in recent days and in
particular the neighbourhood residential zones (NRZs).
I seek two things from the minister. The first is a
commitment that he will consult on the changes to the
neighbourhood residential zones, and he has not yet
done that in a precise sense. The second is that the
neighbourhood residential zones have not yet been
gazetted, although we now know that what will occur
here is that in the NRZs the government will remove
the cap of two residences per property and is now going
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to allow any number of residences, so what I seek is
that the minister will commit to consult and also
confirm in that process that there is no limit, that the
sky is the limit, in terms of the number of properties —
it could be five, it could be 10, it could be 20 — on a
suburban block.

PARLIAMENTARY BUDGET OFFICER
BILL 2016
Committee
Resumed.
Clause 19
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
1.

Clause 19, page 19, line 4, omit “This section does” and
insert “Subsections (1) and (2) do”.

2.

Clause 19, page 19, after line 10 insert—
“( ) In making a request to any person (other than the
parliamentary leader concerned) for information
for the purposes of preparing a costing, a PBO
officer must, as far as practicable, not disclose any
information that is not in the public domain
regarding—
(a) the policy that is the subject of the costing; or
(b) the identity of the parliamentary leader who
requested the costing.
()

In making a request to any person (other than the
member of Parliament concerned) for information
for the purposes of preparing analysis, advice or a
briefing that is to be provided under section 47, a
PBO officer must, as far as practicable, not disclose
any information that is not in the public domain
regarding—
(a) the matter that is the subject of the analysis,
advice or briefing; or
(b) the identity of the member of Parliament who
requested the analysis, advice or briefing.”.

Clause 19 as it stands creates a general confidentiality
requirement for PBO officers and provides that an
exception with respect to the carrying out of their
functions as PBO officers otherwise requires them to
maintain confidentiality of information that they
receive. The coalition though is concerned that the
nature of the PBO is that it will need to have access to
policy proposals by government as well as by
non-government parties and, as we have already
discussed, that includes the Independents in the
Parliament and the minor parties in this chamber as
well as the main opposition and government parties.
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Accordingly, when it receives information on policy
proposals it needs to be handled with a high degree of
confidentiality.
While the general provisions of clause 19 go to
confidentiality and the disclosure of information outside
the proper functions of the PBO, the coalition is
concerned that this provision does not require the PBO
to maintain confidentiality in the carrying out of its
functions, to the extent that it can, when it is discussing
particularly non-government proposals with offices
elsewhere in the Victorian public service and with other
Victorian government bodies.
My first amendment is consequential. My second
amendment seeks to insert a new provision that requires
PBO officers as far as practicable to not disclose any
information that is not in the public domain regarding
the policy about which they are seeking information or
the identity of the parliamentary leader who requested
the costing. This is just to provide an increased degree
of confidence around the operation of the PBO,
particularly for non-government parties when they are
providing their policy ideas to that body for costing.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — The
government is not in a position to be able to accept the
amendment. We think it is overly prescriptive in that
we would assume that those who work within the
Parliamentary Budget Office would appreciate their
obligations under the act, as they are pre-existing and
spelled out, and that in fact the confidentiality
requirements as they were originally envisaged in this
bill would satisfy the policy intent that Mr Rich-Phillips
is seeking without being overly prescriptive in the way
that the government views his amendments to be.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
minister’s tone was just a bit low there so I did not quite
hear all of his answer, but it is our view that this
amendment is redundant because the matters that
Mr Rich-Phillips seeks to cover would be under the
definition of protected information that is already in the
bill. If the minister can just clarify that he is of the same
view, then I am quite happy to not support this
amendment.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I will
lift my tone and confirm Mr Barber’s construction.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Thanks, Minister. Just to clarify, I
accept the definition of protected information, as
Mr Barber has highlighted. Subclause (1)(a) of
clause 19 provides that the exception to confidentiality
is in the carrying out of the functions of the PBO, and
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our concern is that that exemption is very broad and
would not provide the protections that non-government
parties may seek in having both their ideas and the fact
that they are seeking a policy costing protected from
wider disclosure to Victorian government agencies as
the PBO is seeking information.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — It is
intended that the operations of the Parliamentary
Budget Officer would be firewalled in operation and act
independently of other government agencies in this
regard. So with the combination of that and the
provisions that I have referred to and that Mr Barber
has relied on, the government does not believe this is
necessary.
Committee divided on amendments:
Ayes, 21
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms (Teller)
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms
Lovell, Ms
Morris, Mr (Teller)

O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
O’Sullivan, Mr
Patten, Ms
Peulich, Mrs
Purcell, Mr
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Noes, 19
Barber, Mr
Dalidakis, Mr
Dunn, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr (Teller)
Melhem, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Mulino, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Springle, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms

Amendments agreed to.
Amended clause agreed to; clauses 20 to 35 agreed
to.
Clause 36
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
3.

Clause 36, line 8, omit “Tuesday” and insert
“Wednesday”.

Clause 36 sets out the process by which a parliamentary
leader in an election period may request a costing of a
policy. It provides, as drafted, that a request should be
made before 5.00 p.m. on the Tuesday preceding
election day. I am proposing with my amendment that
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we replace the reference to the Tuesday with a
reference to Wednesday to add an extra day to that
period. The basis for that is recognition of the fact that
many election policies, indeed many significant
election policies, are announced during the final week
of a campaign, and the addition of that extra day would
allow policies obviously made on the Wednesday —
after 5.00 p.m. on Tuesday through to 5.00 p.m. on
Wednesday — to be taken into account in the cost
assessment process. We believe that better reflects the
actual release timing of election policies and believe a
more appropriate mechanism would lead to better
aggregate outcomes being released by the
Parliamentary Budget Office in those final days before
the election.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — The
government’s preference, which interestingly enough
coincides with a previous construction that the former
administration may have been interested in, indicates
that the Tuesday would be a preferable time just in
terms of the sequencing of acquitting the lead-up to the
election time frame, in that it provides a more realistic
time frame by which assessments could be made and
put into the public domain and that a later time frame
may invite less ability for the work to be completed and
scrutinised by the community prior to the election. I
understand it is an arguable call about the community’s
appetite for ongoing policy announcements right up
until election day, but from the government’s
perspective the greater the opportunity within that
critical last week to enable scrutiny to apply and be well
understood by the way in which the office is
constructed means that on balance we would prefer
Tuesday to Wednesday.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — There is
something about this amendment that we find a bit odd,
and it is quite possibly even an error in drafting. The
comments from the opposition speaker in the lower
house seemed to indicate that the Liberals intended to
extend the deadline for the PBO to complete their
costings, not the deadline for the party leader to request
costings, but instead this amendment suggests that the
Liberals intend to give to the PBO new policies for
costing on the Wednesday before election day and
expect a 24-hour turnaround or perhaps no costings at
all simply because the PBO just does not have enough
time.
The lower house speech supported extending the
election costing period to end at 5.00 p.m. on the
Thursday before the election, which is actually the date
that is in the bill, but instead this amendment appears to
extend the deadline for the party leader to request a
costing. Personally I think if the Liberals had
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confidence in their own policies, they would be
planning to release their costings well before
pre-polling started. In the last election 34 per cent of all
votes were pre-polls; that was more than double the
number of pre-poll votes cast at the 2010 election. Why
would the Liberals want to come up with new policies
for costing after one-third of Victorians have already
voted?
Worse still the amendment could leave the PBO with
only 24 hours to complete one or more costings and
would increase the likelihood of the PBO having
insufficient time or information to complete them.
Certainly most recently at the federal election the
Greens MPs released our fully costed policies in a
timely way — at the last two federal elections in fact —
using the resources of the PBO. Some of them were
released before the election was even called. Why
would anyone vote for a party that cannot get its act
together to decide what it stands for until three days
prior to the election?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) —
Earlier I predicted that Mr Barber was campaigning,
and he has demonstrated that he is.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I thank the minister and Mr Barber for
their responses. I can confirm to Mr Barber that his
reading of the amendment is correct; this amendment is
to extend the envelope which a party leader has to
request that a costing be prepared. Mr Barber
hypothesised that around the release of policy
costings — the preparation and release of policies —
the reality is parties continue to make policy
announcements up to election day, rarely on election
day but certainly up to election day. Notwithstanding
we recognise that this particular amendment does put
pressure on the PBO. The PBO will be under
considerable pressure during those final days of the
election cycle in any case, but we believe having an
extra day in which policies can be submitted for costing
would be a useful step and therefore I intend to proceed
with the amendment.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) —
Whilst I acknowledge Mr Barber’s campaigning on the
issue, I happen to agree with his argument and the
government will not be supporting this amendment.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 21
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr

O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
O’Sullivan, Mr (Teller)
Patten, Ms
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Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms
Lovell, Ms
Morris, Mr

Peulich, Mrs
Purcell, Mr
Ramsay, Mr (Teller)
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Noes, 19
Barber, Mr
Dalidakis, Mr
Dunn, Ms (Teller)
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Melhem, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Mulino, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Springle, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms (Teller)

Amendment agreed to.
Amended clause agreed to.
Clause 37
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! We are
dealing now with clause 37. I call on Mr Rich-Phillips
to move his amendments 4 and 5 which seek to include
additional election policy costing information, if such
information is contained in a financial report or budget
update under part 5 of the Financial Management Act
1994. I consider these amendments a test for
Mr Rich-Phillips further amendments 6, 7, 9, 10, 11
and 12.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
4.

Clause 37, page 37, line 26, omit “provision.” and insert
“provision; and”.

5.

Clause 37, page 37, after line 26 insert —
“(h) must include the following information if the
costing was prepared using financial information or
economic or other assumptions contained in a
financial report or budget update that has been
prepared, but not yet released, under Part 5 of the
Financial Management Act 1994—
(i)

a statement to that effect; and

(ii) a statement identifying the nature of that
information or assumption.”.

Deputy President, just on your latter point, it would be
my intention to, if necessary, test those subsequent
amendments you referred to, noting they relate to a
different report in a different section of the bill.
Specifically on amendments 4 and 5 to clause 37,
clause 37 relates to the preparation of an election policy
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costing and the clause, as drafted, makes reference to
the fact that the PBO may reference material which is
not in the public domain in preparing an election
costing, in particular a budget update or a financial
report which has been prepared in Treasury but has not
been released.
The coalition has no difficulty with that. However,
what we are seeking in relation to this clause is that
where the PBO relies on a financial report or a budget
update that has not been released the intention of this
amendment would be to require the PBO to disclose in
their policy costing that they had in fact referred to and
drawn upon information or assumptions that are not in
the public domain. This is just for the purposes of
transparency so that anyone referencing the policy
costing is aware that the PBO has relied on a report or a
budget update that has not yet been released. It would
not require the PBO to disclose what that information is
and in fact clause 37 would prevent them disclosing
what that information is. It would merely require a
statement that they have relied on otherwise
unpublished information.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — The
government is not of the view that this amendment is
required, nor are the other amendments that
Mr Rich-Phillips has foreshadowed are intended to be
tested by this provision, and I will outline to the
chamber why that is the case.
We are of the view that the effect of the proposed
amendments in each case where the PBO is costing a
policy, whether under an election costing policy request
from a parliamentary leader or a request from an MP, or
preparing a pre or post-election report, and has used as
a basis for costing that policy or preparing that report
some updated financial information or economic
assumptions which have not been publicly released, the
PBO must state that he or she has made such usage and
disclose the nature of the updated information or
assumptions.
These amendments appear to be based on a
misapprehension concerning the bill’s proposals for the
use of unpublished information or assumptions. In each
of the cases instanced by the opposition the bill requires
that a policy costing must not include any information
contained in a financial report or budget update that has
been prepared but not released under part 5 of the
Financial Management Act 1994.
The intended effect of the proposal in the bill is that if,
for instance, the Department of Treasury and Finance is
aware that a financial report containing updated
information or assumptions has been prepared and is
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scheduled to be released in coming weeks, DTF may
provide the updated information or assumptions to the
PBO together with advice of the proposed or in some
cases statutorily required release dates, so that the PBO
may prepare a costing using the most up-to-date
information in the expectation that the updated
information will have been released by the time the
PBO finalises the costing or report and provides it to
the person requesting it or, in the case of a post-election
report, releases it.
The intended effect of the subclauses cited above is that
a costing or report must not be provided or released if
the updated information or assumptions have not been
released, and instead the PBO must rework and then
provide or release the costings or report based on the
most recent information or assumptions that have been
made publicly available. This means that there will
never be a situation where a costing or report has been
provided or released which is based on financial
information or assumptions which are required to be
publicly released but have not been released at the time
the costing or report is provided or released to the
public. The provisions of the bill therefore ensure that
the circumstances can never arise in which the
provisions proposed to be inserted by the amendments
would become operational.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I
appreciate what it is that Mr Rich-Phillips is trying to
do here and that his amendments do not prohibit the use
of unpublished information but do require a statement
that the info is being used and something about the
nature of the information. The question is: would a
statement identifying the nature of that information or
assumption disclose the content of an unpublished
budget update? Because if it would, then that may
conflict with the PBO’s other obligations with regard to
confidentiality, which I am sure the government and
any future government would hold quite dearly, myself
perhaps not so much.
Maybe the government thinks these are worthwhile
amendments; I am not sure. I think I missed whether
the government has said it is supporting or opposing
them. But there are existing provisions in each of these
clauses for what is called explanatory information. No
doubt that would be footnotes. It could be miles of
them. We could perhaps sit here for some time asking
the government to clarify how it intends that existing
provision would be interpreted, but what we cannot ask
the government is how the PBO will decide to include
those footnotes because the PBO is in fact an
independent body. So I am not sure that there is
necessarily a lot of value in going into all the many
ways that the PBO might interpret these various clauses
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and indeed how they would then wind up disclosing
information when they write their reports.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Just in response to Mr Barber’s
question about ‘Would the nature of the amendment
lead to the disclosure of information?’, I would say, just
to clarify to Mr Barber, that amendment 5 relates to
financial reports or budget updates prepared pursuant to
the Financial Management Act 1994 (FMA), and in that
sense they are both proforma reports. It is not a case of
drawing on a confidential business case from an
unrelated project. The amendment relates specifically to
two types of reports under the FMA, which are
essentially proforma. Therefore the coalition’s view is
that a statement that information from a budget update
had been used relating to the latest forecast of net result
would not disclose information simply by the inclusion
of such a note. Indeed a similar note in respect of any
other element in those two proforma reports would not
disclose the type of information that Mr Barber is
getting to, but I certainly appreciate where his question
is going.
Notwithstanding the minister’s views on the way in
which the PBO would use information in unpublished
reports, if the minister’s interpretation is correct, then
my proposed amendment would not come into
operation and indeed would do no harm. If the
minister’s interpretation is not the way in which the
PBO operates, this will provide some assurance as to
the information that is used in costing reports.
Therefore I will proceed with putting these
amendments.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) —
Given that I was not compelling as far as
Mr Rich-Phillips is concerned in relation to the material
that I read into the transcript, let me take another
approach. Let me go to the source of the bill itself.
Clause 37 is headed ‘Parliamentary Budget Officer to
prepare election policy costings’.
Mr Rich-Phillips intends to add an additional provision.
Clause 37(2)(g) of the bill provides that such an
election policy costing:
must not include any information —
…
(iii) contained in a financial report or budget update that
has been prepared, but not yet released, under
Part 5 of the Financial Management Act 1994.

Mr Rich-Phillips now wants to insert a paragraph (h) to
say, ‘Yes, but if it does include that information, it has
got to issue a statement to say that it has’. So in fact
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subparagraph (iii) is far more definitive than
Mr Rich-Phillips’s proposed amendment. He is actually
creating an exposure to say, ‘Yes, you can use the
information, and if you do so, you must say that you
have’. But in fact the bill as written precludes it being
used in that way.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I thank the minister for that response.
I guess, Minister, that takes us to the definition of what
an election policy costing is. Is it the publication of a
document or is it the calculations that underpin that
document? The minister’s interpretation, which may be
how the PBO interprets the legislation once it is in
place, suggests that that unpublished information will
not be used in the preparation of a policy costing, as
opposed to not disclosed in the release of a policy
costing. Given it is certainly the coalition’s view that
that is not clear in the provision the minister referred to,
we believe that the insertion of proposed paragraph (h)
by amendment 5 would provide some assurance around
that matter.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — My
argument is that it does not add to the surety. Rather it
adds to the potential for confusion with the
Parliamentary Budget Officer in the way in which they
understand that provision of the act, how they would
read clause 37(2)(g)(iii) being in conflict with your
intended paragraph (h). I think you are adding to the
potential for there to be confusion. The intention is to
insert paragraph (h) after paragraph (g), which provides
a prohibition on using information that has not being
published. You are actually saying subsequently, ‘Yes,
but if you use information that has not been published,
tell us that you have used it’. I would think that
paragraph (g) is stronger in its own right and proposed
paragraph (h) can only lead to confusion.
Committee divided on amendments:
Ayes, 21
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr
Finn, Mr (Teller)
Fitzherbert, Ms
Lovell, Ms
Morris, Mr

O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
O’Sullivan, Mr
Patten, Ms (Teller)
Peulich, Mrs
Purcell, Mr
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Noes, 19
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Dalidakis, Mr
Dunn, Ms
Eideh, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Mulino, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
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Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Melhem, Mr

Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr (Teller)
Springle, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms

Amendments agreed to.
Amended clause agreed to; clause 38 agreed to.
Clause 39
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
6.

Clause 39, page 42, line 9, omit “provision.” and insert
“provision; and”.

7.

Clause 39, page 42, after line 9 insert—
“(h) must include the following information if the
pre-election report was prepared using financial
information or economic or other assumptions
contained in a financial report or budget update that
has been prepared, but not yet released, under
Part 5 of the Financial Management Act 1994—
(i)

a statement to that effect; and

(ii) a statement identifying the nature of that
information or assumption.”.

Clause 39 relates to pre-election reports, and we are
seeking to insert a provision that mirrors the one that
the committee just accepted in relation to clause 37
requiring the disclosure of the use of unpublished
information contained in financial reports or budget
updates.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — The
government considers that Mr Rich-Phillips’s last
amendment effectively tested this and the subsequent
clauses and will not divide on the matter.
Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clause 40 agreed to.
Clause 41
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
8.

Clause 41, line 28, omit “publicly announced” and insert
“published in writing”.

This goes to the issues that the committee considered in
clause 1 of the bill. Clause 41 of the bill relates to the
production of a post-election report by the PBO, and
what my coalition amendment is seeking to do is to
clarify that a post-election report should be prepared in
relation to policies that were announced by a
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parliamentary leader and published in writing. The
reason for this amendment is simply to provide some
scope around the activities that the Parliamentary
Budget Officer needs to include in the post-election
reports. The coalition is concerned that the clause as
drafted provides no guidance to the PBO as to what
they need to include or not include, what is a policy and
what is not a policy. Therefore clarifying that it is a
document from the leader published in writing, being
obviously a website announcement, press release
et cetera, does provide some parameters around what is
a policy and what is not a policy for the purposes of
costing.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — We
had the debate about this matter; I did say that my
preference would have been to have the debate now,
but given that you and I and Mr Barber to that extent
had that debate earlier on, let us just take it as read. The
government believes that the bill as it stands has a
better construct in that it enables the Parliamentary
Budget Office to make its decision based upon what it
believes is the gravity of the commitment — the way in
which it can justify that it sees a commitment that has
been made by a party that costs that accordingly — and
when it publishes its report after the election then I
think the community can make an assessment about
how well it has acquitted its responsibilities.
The government believes that that is a better way than
limiting the application of the work in the way that
Mr Rich-Phillips is seeking to amend the bill. We think
that that diminishes the integrity of the purpose of the
bill rather than adding to it, and so we will oppose this
amendment.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms
Lovell, Ms

Morris, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr (Teller)
O’Sullivan, Mr
Peulich, Mrs (Teller)
Purcell, Mr
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Noes, 20
Barber, Mr
Dalidakis, Mr
Dunn, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Jennings, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Mulino, Mr
Patten, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Springle, Ms (Teller)
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Leane, Mr
Melhem, Mr (Teller)

Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms

Amendment negatived.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
9.

Clause 41, page 45, line 14, omit “provision.” and insert
“provision; and”.

10. Clause 41, page 45, after line 14 insert—
“(g) must include the following information if the
post-election report was prepared using financial
information or economic or other assumptions
contained in a financial report or budget update that
has been prepared, but not yet released, under
Part 5 of the Financial Management Act 1994—
(i)

a statement to that effect; and

(ii) a statement identifying the nature of that
information or assumption.”.

Amendments 9 and 10 are the same as the amendments
that the committee previously considered in relation to
requiring the PBO to make a statement where they have
used unpublished information. Amendments 9 and 10
relate to that same requirement being put in place in
respect of post-election reports.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — As I
foreshadowed before, the government believes that this
principle has been tested and we will not divide on this
question.
Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 42 to 44 agreed to.
Clause 45
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
11. Clause 45, page 50, line 26, omit “provision.” and insert
“provision; and”.
12. Clause 45, page 50, after line 26 insert—
“(h) must include the following information if the
costing was prepared using financial information or
economic or other assumptions contained in a
financial report or budget update that has been
prepared, but not yet released, under Part 5 of the
Financial Management Act 1994—
(i)

a statement to that effect; and

(ii) a statement identifying the nature of that
information or assumption.”.
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Again these amendments insert, in this case in relation
to clause 45, ‘Parliamentary Budget Officer to prepare
policy costings’, a requirement that a statement be
made where the PBO has used a financial report or
budget update that has not yet been released, so it is
again parallel to the amendments the house has just
considered.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — The
government will accept these amendments in the course
of this committee.
Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 46 to 53 agreed to.
Clause 54
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — This is
just a matter for clarification for the government, and it
relates to the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee’s (PAEC) functions and interaction with
this body. PAEC has indicated that it is interested in
whether the committee is required to be consulted on
the PBO’s budget, and if so, what is the process for
getting the budget to the committee, since, unlike the
Auditor-General, there is no requirement for the PBO to
submit a budget for consideration by the committee.
PAEC has noted that with the exception of
clauses 54(1)(a) and 54(1)(c) there are no other
references to these activities and functions in the bill. It
also notes the discrepancy between clause 6(4), which
says the committee may specify terms and conditions of
employment of the PBO, and clause 54(1)(a), which
says that specifying terms and conditions of the PBO’s
employment is a function of PAEC. Which of the
clause 54 functions is compulsory for PAEC, and how
will those functions be funded?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I am
going for a walk; I will come back.
Mr Barber, it was a good series of questions that you
asked me and that I replicated over the fence over there,
and the significant structure that was outlined to me to
convey to you is that for all intents and purposes we
should think of this office as being established in a
statutory sense in a similar way to the Auditor-General
in that it is a statutory body that works within the
framework of parliamentary administration and would
be administered through Parliament’s budget.
The obligations of PAEC, whilst they would have the
potential to be prescriptive in relation to the terms and
conditions of employment, would not necessarily
always be a feature of ongoing reflection or decision by
PAEC, but the enduring employment relationship
would be maintained through Parliament’s
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administration. Within the head of power that is
provided for within this bill, the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee may have regard to the statutory
appointments or potential failure of the statutory
appointments or indicate where there may be some
remedy that may be required.
But for the day-to-day running of the office it will
operate under the same administrative processes that
other people who are employed under the
Parliamentary Administration Act 2005 operate under
and will be subjected to budget scrutiny or the
provision of budget allocation in a similar way, so that
there would be a line item that would come through
Parliament’s budget. There may be a recommendation
about that budget setting from PAEC — maybe a
budget recommendation that comes through the body
itself; maybe a budget recommendation that would
come through PAEC’s consideration — but ultimately
at the end of the day it is anticipated that the level of
funding would be provided by the government in
accordance with its allocations made to Parliament.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — That
sounded like a lot of maybes, and that question should
not have exactly come as an Operation Barbarossa
surprise attack. It was the Labor chair of PAEC who
wrote to all party leaders with this question, and I
would have thought there was a pre-prepared or even
pre-considered answer.
But let me move on to another somewhat related
question — also, though, from the background that I
have received through PAEC. Can the minister please
give some more information about the review of the
PBO under clause 54(1)(e)? How often will this review
be performed? Is this intended to be similar to the
independent financial auditor or performance auditor of
the Victorian Auditor-General?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I am
advised that there is a standard agreement that operates
between the Parliament and the Auditor-General on the
basis of which aspects of the Parliament’s activities are
audited, and that would be envisaged to apply to the
Parliamentary Budget Office on an ongoing basis and a
regularised basis within that structure, but as Mr Barber
has indicated, there is an additional provision should
the timing suit PAEC, as it sees fit, to instigate a
specific order to review in line with clause 54(1)(e).
Clause agreed to.
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release that document, rather than requiring the
approval of the PBO.

Clause 55
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
13. Clause 55, after line 28 insert—
“( ) Despite subsection (1), a member of Parliament
who receives information referred to in
subsection (1) in relation to a costing requested by
the member may publish that information—
(a) after notifying the Parliamentary Budget
Officer that the member intends to do so; and
(b) whether or not the Parliamentary Budget
Officer consents to that publication.
()
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A notification referred to in subsection (3)(a)—

Obviously where there is a dispute over costings, a
particular costing or a variation between a draft and a
final costing, relying on the agreement of the PBO to
release that information may not be in the interests of
transparency, particularly where it exposes the PBO to
scrutiny or, indeed, criticism of the way in which they
have costed something or changed a costing. We
believe that in the interest of transparency the party who
has requested the costing should have the as-of-right
capacity to release those documents — that
correspondence — where they wish to, which would
typically be where there is a dispute with the PBO over
the work that they have produced.

Clause 55 of the bill inserts a confidentiality
requirement with respect to preliminary documents and
provides that a person must not publish any of the
information as listed in paragraphs (a) through (c) in
subclause (1) — documents relating to draft documents,
draft costing documents et cetera. My amendment
seeks to provide an exemption to that confidentiality
requirement where a person is a member of Parliament
who has sought a costing and the documents in
question relate to that costing. The intention of the
amendment is to allow the person who has sought the
costing from the PBO and has received the draft
documents et cetera as listed to release those
documents, if they see fit, following notification to the
PBO.

Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — The
government does not accept this amendment. If we
accepted this amendment, we would be accepting the
notion that by design the Parliamentary Budget Office
is not capable of acquitting its responsibilities. I think
effectively under the argument that Mr Rich-Phillips
has just outlined, if there is a discrepancy between the
policy costings of a political party and the
Parliamentary Budget Office, the party could form the
view that it now has the opportunity to shame,
embarrass or expose the Parliamentary Budget Office
in the court of public opinion in relation to its costing
structures. The intent of this bill is to allow for greater
regard in the public domain for the standing of the
Parliamentary Budget Office in relation to being a
reliable authority of information, rather than the
potential circumstances in which Mr Rich-Phillips
seeks to undermine it.

It is envisaged that this amendment would be desirable
in circumstances where there is a dispute between the
PBO and the party requesting the costing as to the
nature of the outcome of that costing — for example,
where there is wide variation between what the
requesting party believes a policy proposal would cost
and what the PBO has come back with or, indeed,
where there is wide variation between something that
may have been submitted to the requesting party by
way of a draft document and the final document that
has been released.

If, in the circumstances that he outlined to justify this
amendment, there were circumstances where a political
party has great confidence in their costings that have
been either ascertained by their own assessment or
verified by other authorities, then I would have thought
that argument could be mounted in their own defence
without the legislation necessarily having to be used in
the fashion that Mr Rich-Phillips has outlined. I think it
would be more appropriate, to maintain the operation
and the integrity of the body, to keep it in the form that
is outlined in the bill.

The provision in the bill as drafted allows a person to
publish if they receive the consent of the PBO. What I
am seeking via my amendment is to change the
requirement that consent be obtained from the PBO to,
where the document is sought to be released by the
person requesting the policy costing, simply that they
be required to advise the PBO of their intention to

Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — It is a
fine point, or perhaps a balancing act, that
Mr Rich-Phillips is seeking to raise with his
amendment. Clause 55 is aimed at preventing
inappropriate leaks and disclosure of personally
identifying information, which the Liberals or
otherwise are quite keen to prevent. If we had seen an
amendment that limited the PBO’s ability to

(a) must be in writing; and
(b) may be given by email.”.
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unreasonably refuse to consent to release the documents
in circumstances where perhaps the publication is
necessary to assist in explaining a policy costing, the
amendment could perhaps operate in a way that is a bit
unfair because the PBO cannot publish the same
information without the MP’s consent or even in some
cases at all, even with the MP’s consent. I do not see a
great hazard of a kind of tit-for-tat discussion going on
back and forth between the requesting party and the
PBO. On the other hand, the PBO can respond to
correct a misrepresentation under clause 52. On
balance, while I understand the issue that
Mr Rich-Phillips is raising, the Greens will not be
supporting his amendment in this instance.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I thank the minister and Mr Barber for
their comments. In response to the minister, he spoke
about the standing of the PBO and the PBO’s standing
being established past the passage of this legislation.
The coalition does not believe that that standing should
be based on the PBO being able to withhold
information that may be embarrassing to it. We believe
the standing of the PBO will be established and
maintained by the rigour of the work it performs, and
simply being able to withhold consent to the release of
information that is inconvenient to its argument will not
improve, enhance or maintain its public standing. To
that extent, if that is what the minister is getting at in
not supporting this amendment, we would reject that
proposition. We believe the PBO should be open to
having its analysis subject to rigour and comparison
and that this amendment would facilitate that where
there are typically disagreements between the parties as
to the assessments.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr (Teller)
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms
Lovell, Ms

Morris, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
O’Sullivan, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Purcell, Mr
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr (Teller)

Noes, 20
Barber, Mr
Dalidakis, Mr
Dunn, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms (Teller)
Herbert, Mr
Jennings, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Mulino, Mr (Teller)
Patten, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Springle, Ms
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Leane, Mr
Melhem, Mr

Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 56 to 62 agreed to;
clause 63 postponed.
Clause 2 recommitted
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Deputy President, can you just outline
why you are seeking for the committee to give leave for
clause 2 to be amended?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — In
the interim until the Deputy President formally
responds I can assist the committee by suggesting that
the government appreciates any assistance from the
committee at this point in time by granting leave to
enable the government to move amendments to allow
the operative date of the bill to come into effect, given
this piece of legislation has been on the notice paper for
a long period of time. This matter should have been
dealt with in clause 2, and if leave is granted, then we
would be afforded the opportunity to make that
amendment.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Leave is
granted.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — If I
may, Deputy President, I would like to move
amendments in my name to give effect to the matters
that I have just raised in the committee. I move:
1.

Clause 2, line 14, before “This” insert “(1)”.

2.

Clause 2, line 14, omit “This” and insert “Subject to
subsection (2), this”.

3.

Clause 2, line 14, omit “1 July 2016.” and insert “a day
or days to be proclaimed.”.

4.

Clause 2, after line 14 insert—
“() If a provision of this Act does not come into
operation before 1 July 2017, it comes into
operation on that day.”.

If I may, whilst I am formally moving amendments 1 to
4, I would like to indicate to the committee that the net
effect of amendments 1, 2, 3 and 4 is to give effect to an
operative date to be proclaimed, given that the original
bill had an operative date of 1 July 2016. Then within
the provision of amendments 1 to 4 that I have moved
the effect on the bill would be that it comes into effect
on a date to be proclaimed, and if this is not proclaimed
before 1 July, it comes into operation on that date. So
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that is setting the outer limit of the date on which it will
be taking effect.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE
ECONOMY AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — The coalition does not oppose the
amendment moved by the minister; I just seek
clarification. I appreciate this bill is not in the first
instance the responsibility of the minister at the table; it
is the Treasurer’s bill. I wonder if the minister’s
advisers perhaps can clarify why this amendment is
being made by way of four individual amendments
rather than simply replacing the reference to ‘2016’
with ‘2017’ in clause 2. I appreciate very much this is
not this minister’s legislation; it is the responsibility of
the Treasurer in the other place.

Treasurer

Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) —
Mr Rich-Phillips, you and I know that we have debated
in relation to some of your amendments whether they
are in fact required or not. The government argued that
some of your amendments may have been redundant
when in fact there is one instance where we may have
believed that it was running contrary to the provisions
in the bill immediately before it. So I understand that
there are a variety of ways in which we can be advised
by our officers and by parliamentary counsel of the way
of remedying it. I may like the simple elegance of what
you are putting to me. That is not what I have before
me.
Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Postponed clause 63
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
move:
5.

Clause 63, line 21, omit “2017.” and insert “2018.”.

As a rejoinder to the amendments that I have just made
to clause 2, I am very pleased to adopt the method that
Mr Rich-Phillips would prefer in relation to a simple
insertion within clause 63 — to delete ‘2017’ and insert
in its place ‘2018’ as the date by which this part is
repealed.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I have received the following message from the
Legislative Assembly, signed by the Speaker:
The Legislative Assembly has agreed to the following
resolution:
That this house refuses to grant leave to the Treasurer,
the Honourable Tim Pallas, MP, to appear before the
Legislative Council economy and infrastructure
committee to give evidence and answer questions in
relation to the committee’s inquiry into infrastructure
projects.

I suspect that the committee chair will be very
disappointed about that.

WRONGS AMENDMENT
(ORGANISATIONAL CHILD ABUSE)
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 7 February; motion of
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children).
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I am pleased to rise to make some
remarks on the Wrongs Amendment (Organisational
Child Abuse) Bill 2016. This bill arises from the work
in 2013 of the Family and Community Development
Committee on the issue of institutional child abuse.
This was work commissioned by the previous coalition
government and led by Ms Crozier in this place as then
chair of the Family and Community Development
Committee. It led to the groundbreaking Betrayal of
Trust report, which is one of the most significant
parliamentary committee reports produced in the
Parliament of Victoria in recent years, and went a long
way to providing an outlet, an opportunity for those
citizens of Victoria who had been subjected to child
abuse in an organisational setting to highlight their
experiences and to see the first glimmers of justice that
they had been denied throughout their lives prior to that
work being undertaken.
It was of course the fantastic work of that parliamentary
committee that ultimately led to the federal
government, and indeed the Victorian government in
parallel, establishing the royal commission that is
currently on foot looking at child abuse. It is a great
credit to the parliamentary committee system and
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indeed to Ms Crozier and the members of her
committee at the time that that work was undertaken
and that it was such a groundbreaking piece of work
both here in Victoria and around Australia.
One of the recommendations from that Betrayal of
Trust report is recommendation 26.4 with respect to the
issue of organisations where child abuse occurred
having a duty of care imposed upon them for the
actions of individuals in their organisation. This was
recognition that so much of what had taken place in an
organisational setting in relation to child abuse had
been attributed to the acts of individuals. We had seen
time and time again over many decades leading up to
that inquiry — and indeed continuing to this day with
the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to
Child Sexual Abuse — institutions in which abuse had
taken place seeking to deflect any responsibility from
the institution, deflect any liability from the institution,
and attribute responsibility to the individuals in the
institution who may have been perpetrators of child
abuse, without the institution itself accepting any
responsibility.
The Betrayal of Trust report recommends that a duty of
care be established for organisations which are
exercising care, supervision or authority over children,
and that recommendation was supported in principle by
the coalition government in its response to the Betrayal
of Trust report. The bill we have before the house this
afternoon gives effect to that recommendation. The bill
will amend the Wrongs Act 1958 to impose on
organisations a new and additional statutory duty of
care in relation to organisations which are exercising
care, supervision or authority over children to prevent
physical abuse or sexual abuse. So the bill will establish
a statutory duty of care to prevent physical or sexual
abuse of children who are in their care, supervision or
authority.
The bill is a relatively short bill. It amends the Wrongs
Act. It seeks to insert a new section 90 into the Wrongs
Act which outlines that for an individual to be
associated with a relevant organisation this includes if
they are an officer, an office-holder, an employee, an
owner, a volunteer or contractor, a minister of religion
or religious leader. It establishes the relationship
between the individual who may be the perpetrator and
the relevant organisation, so if any person is in a
relationship of that nature with the organisation — an
employee, an owner, a volunteer et cetera — and child
abuse occurs in that setting, then that will create the
nexus between the individual perpetrator and the
organisation with which they are associated.
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The key clause of the bill inserts a new section 91 into
the Wrongs Act. This imposes a duty of care that forms
part of a cause for action in negligence on a relevant
organisation to prevent the abuse of a child by any
associated individual while the child is under their care.
Importantly it provides that the burden of proof will be
shifted in a proceeding such that on proof that abuse has
occurred the organisation is presumed to have breached
its duty of care unless it can prove on the balance of
probabilities that it took reasonable precautions to
prevent the abuse in that particular case.
The other substantive provision is a new section 92,
which provides that if an entity is not capable in law of
being sued, it may nominate, with the consent of the
nominee, a legal person that is so capable as the
appropriate defendant for the purposes of a claim. So
this is a very important step from the Betrayal of Trust
report in establishing that organisations will have a
statutory duty of care in respect of the children in their
care, supervision or authority to prevent physical and
sexual abuse, that that duty of care extends to
associated individuals as defined in the bill, and that
encompasses all the types of relationships that we have
heard about time and time again through the inquiry
that led to the Betrayal of Trust report, through the
royal commission — being staff in institutions, being
religious leaders, being teachers et cetera.
The bill establishes very clearly that an individual is
associated with an organisation in that way and that
does trigger the statutory duty of care. Importantly,
where the abuse is proved, the burden sits on the
organisation to demonstrate on the balance of
probabilities that it took reasonable precautions to
prevent that abuse. So they are presumed to be
negligent, to have breached their duty of care, unless
they can prove on the balance of probabilities that they
took appropriate action.
An amendment like this to the Wrongs Act is not taken
lightly. Anything that seeks to reverse the burden of
proof is a significant step. Anything that seeks to attach
liability to a party who does not perpetrate an action is a
substantial step. That said, there are already provisions
in the Wrongs Act which do this, but having regard to
the circumstances which have come to light through the
Betrayal of Trust report and which continue to come to
light through the royal commission, linking the actions
of an associated individual with the institution for the
purpose of negligence and an action in negligence is an
appropriate step. Likewise, providing that where the
abuse is proved there is a presumption that the
institution was negligent is also an appropriate step
given the nature of these cases and the way they have
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been continuously denied by relevant organisations
over a long period of time.

committed these abuses. The bill will go a long way
towards addressing that loophole.

I note that the Law Institute of Victoria has raised some
concerns that reversing the burden of proof, as this
legislation does, is an unusual step which is not to be
taken lightly. But given the circumstances which have
given rise to this legislation which were canvassed
extensively in the Betrayal of Trust report and which
continue to be of concern to the community, as we see
with the royal commission, the coalition believes that
this is an appropriate course of action. It does reflect
recommendation 26.4 of the Betrayal of Trust report
which was supported in principle by the previous
coalition government. Accordingly, we will not be
opposing this legislation.

As I said earlier, victims will be able to sue the
organisation in question. I think it is very important that
they are able to do that because we are dealing with
individuals who have committed a sexual abuse crime.
They might get dealt with, but it is also important to
send a message to these institutions. That includes the
state government; the government is not immune from
the bill. Whether it is the state government, whether it is
a religious institution, whether it is a not-for-profit
organisation or any employer who is in a situation
where they are looking after children, if a person
working for them commits these horrible acts against
children, this legislation will act as a deterrent.

Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — I also
rise to speak on the Wrongs Amendment
(Organisational Child Abuse) Bill 2016. The bill will
amend the Wrongs Act 1958 to impose a duty of care
that will allow an organisation to be held liable for
negligence in relation to child abuse committed by
individuals associated with that organisation. We all
know the origin of this bill, coming out of the inquiry
carried out by the previous Parliament in relation to
child abuse in the state of Victoria.

We are not just punishing the individuals who commit
these horrible acts; we are sending a message to these
organisations that they are responsible as well. That
should be an incentive for the people who are running
these organisations to make sure they have systems in
place, regular audits and checks and balances, and that
the people working for them are compliant with the
law. They need to not only have processes to report
child abuse but also take the necessary action.
Organisations really need to look at whether they have
proper systems and deterrents in place so that child
abuse becomes a thing of the past and they can prevent
any further child abuse under their care into the future.

The bill will now put the onus of proof on these
organisations to demonstrate that they have taken
reasonable action to address any issue they might
become aware of in relation to any of their employees
who have committed sexual abuse or a sexual act
against a child in particular. The current legislation is a
bit deficient in relation to that point, so this bill will
provide a mechanism whereby organisations,
employers in this instance, are responsible, whether the
employees working under their control are paid or
voluntary. The bill will provide the opportunity to
victims and survivors of child abuse to sue these
organisations. That is in line with implementing
recommendation 26.4 of the Betrayal of Trust report. It
also addresses recommendations 91, 92 and 93 of the
Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to
Child Sexual Abuse inquiry.
I am pleased that the bill has everyone’s support,
because as legislators and custodians of the law in
Victoria it is our role to protect the most vulnerable in
our society, and in this instance we are protecting our
children. Unfortunately, as we learned from the
Betrayal of Trust report and the current Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse inquiry, a lot of organisations, instead of
doing the right thing, instead of protecting vulnerable
children in their care, protected the perpetrators who

This bill is not retrospective, so it does not deal with
cases that have already been dealt with; it deals with
future cases. It will provide a tool that not only can be
deployed to ensure we fix the past but also can be
deployed to make sure that child abuse perpetrators are
dealt with as well as organisations, particularly
organisations that have done the wrong thing over the
years and that for whatever reason have hidden or
moved an individual to another place or pretended that
the problem did not occur or tried to sweep it under the
carpet.
The victims or survivors who find themselves in that
situation can go and sue these organisations. As I said,
that will now give an incentive to these organisations to
make sure that if such an unfortunate thing occurs they
have taken all the necessary steps to make sure those
sorts of abuses do not take place and they have taken all
such steps to comply with rules and regulations and the
law of the land. If they have done everything within
their scope and within their power to prevent these
things from happening and have taken all of the
necessary actions, then they have nothing to fear. This
bill gives the victims the ability to sue these
organisations. Obviously the onus of proof will be on
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the organisations to prove that they have taken these
steps, and the court will decide.

arising from the Royal Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Sexual Abuse.

There is a bit of argument about what the reasonable
steps that can be taken by a particular organisation are
and how we can determine whether or not they have
been complied with. My understanding is that
purposely the bill does not clearly define that particular
point. I think it is a matter for the court. I think it is very
important that the court is able to hear the evidence and
then make a judgement on a particular case, case by
case, about whether or not a particular organisation has
made a reasonable attempt to address a particular
situation.

I will address each of these concerns in turn, but I want
to start by highlighting a particular strength of this bill.
This bill creates a presumption of liability on the part of
the organisation. This is hugely significant given that
historically the burden of proof to demonstrate
negligence has generally fallen on the victim or a group
of victims. Proposed section 91(2) establishes that a
relevant organisation has a duty of care to prevent the
abuse of a child by any individual associated with the
organisation while the child is under the care,
supervision or authority of that organisation. Proposed
section 91(3) deals with presumption of liability, and I
quote:

As I said earlier, this is a straightforward bill. It deals
with recommendations from the royal commission into
child sexual abuse and also gives effect to
recommendations coming out of the Betrayal of Trust
report. It is one of a series of many actions taken by the
Andrews Labor government to address the outcome of
that report and also the ongoing work of the royal
commission to make sure we improve our systems in
Victoria through legislation to make sure we have got
the right tools in place to protect the most vulnerable
people in our community, who are our children, and
make sure that the perpetrators, whether they are
individuals or organisations, are dealt with accordingly
should they offend against any of our legislation. With
those comments, I commend the bill to the house.
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
The Greens welcome this bill as a key component of
the government’s response to the recommendations of
the Betrayal of Trust report. Organisations have been
dodging responsibility for their failure to protect
children for far too long, and the results have been
devastating. Not only have children and adults who
suffered as children been forced to live with the fallout
of serious abuse but their recourse to justice has also
been severely limited. As a result their capacity to
rebuild their lives has been undermined.
For these reasons I think we are all in agreement that
this is a particularly important bill and that it is
absolutely key to furthering the government’s work on
the Betrayal of Trust report. We recognise a number of
difficult challenges that the government has no doubt
grappled with in developing this bill, and several of
those challenges are particularly concerning to the
Greens. We do have concerns about which forms of
abuse are included and the issue of accountability in
relation to unincorporated entities. These concerns are
substantial, and they risk undermining the ability of this
bill to fully implement the relevant Betrayal of Trust
recommendations as well as relevant recommendations

In a proceeding on a claim against a relevant organisation for
damages in respect of the abuse of a child under its care,
supervision or authority, on proof that abuse has occurred and
that the abuse was committed by an individual associated
with the relevant organisation, the relevant organisation is
presumed to have breached the duty of care referred to in
subsection (2) unless the relevant organisation proves on the
balance of probabilities that it took reasonable precautions to
prevent the abuse in question.

The Greens welcome this shift, as I am sure dedicated
campaigners around the state and the country will.
Finally, with this and the passage of the Children
Legislation Amendment (Reportable Conduct) Bill
2016 two weeks ago, we are starting to see the
establishment of genuine organisational accountability
for child abuse and the development of systems
designed to prevent abuse.
The issues of what kinds of abuse constitute a legal
definition of child abuse where intervention is
warranted and who is held accountable for different
types of abuse represent a real challenge in developing
robust and fair legislation. One particularly contested
area relates to the status of psychological abuse as a
form of childhood abuse. Psychological maltreatment
and emotional abuse have been recognised in
legislation in a number of countries around the world
for several decades. However, the way in which they
have been defined and dealt with has been inconsistent,
and this has contributed to some persistent problems,
which continue to persist today. Insufficient provisions
in law mean that both here and internationally a large
body of case law has not been produced in this area.
Additionally, emotional abuse has tended to be
perceived by many as a component of physical and/or
sexual abuse, not a form of abuse on its own.
These barriers are problematic. They contribute to
perceptions that psychological abuse is somehow not as
serious as other forms of abuse that are more widely
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recognised in law, but the evidence shows us that this is
simply not the case. Over the past 50 years or so a huge
body of evidence has been developed enabling us to
understand the severe and pervasive impact of
emotional abuse on children both throughout their
childhood and into adulthood. Recent research in the
US examined more than 5600 cases of the sexual,
physical and psychological abuse of children and found
that children who had been psychologically abused
suffered from anxiety, depression, low self-esteem,
symptoms of post-traumatic stress and suicidality at the
same rate and in some cases at a greater rate than
children who are physically or sexually abused.
Among the three types of abuse, psychological
maltreatment was most strongly associated with
depression, general anxiety disorder, social anxiety
disorder, attachment problems and substance abuse.
Psychological maltreatment that occurred alongside
physical or sexual abuse was associated with
significantly more severe and far-ranging negative
outcomes than when children were sexually and
physically abused and not psychologically abused.
Evidence shows that this kind of abuse causes most
harm when inflicted by a primary caregiver. But
regardless of the context in which it occurs,
psychological maltreatment can cause serious damage.
According to the Children, Youth and Families Act
2005 a child is in need of protection if the child has
suffered or is likely to suffer emotional or
psychological harm of such a kind that the child’s
emotional or intellectual development is or is likely to
be significantly damaged and the child’s parent has not
protected or are unlikely to protect the child from harm
of that type. Any action by any adult that causes this
kind of harm is an offence.
The government has clearly taken the decision to
prevent and report emotional and psychological harm in
whatever context it occurs and regardless of whether it
has occurred in conjunction with physical or sexual
abuse. Recent legislative changes have reinforced the
commitment to prevent, report and prosecute that type
of abuse. I refer here to the child safe standards and the
Children Legislation Amendment (Reportable Conduct)
Bill 2016. The Wrongs Amendment Bill, however,
establishes the offence of failure to fulfil a duty of care
to protect children from sexual and physical abuse only.
The Greens find this inconsistency troubling. Frankly it
is based on an outdated understanding of how any form
of childhood trauma impacts on children’s
development.
As a society we deal with the outcomes of childhood
trauma on a daily basis. Aside from the implicit
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messages we send as a society, we also bear a financial
cost of child abuse, including emotional abuse where it
is not accompanied by physical or sexual abuse.
Children whose development is impaired — the very
functioning of their brains is shaped by neglect and
emotional abuse — very rarely come out of childhood
unscathed by these experiences. In many cases they will
go on to become high-functioning adults suffering from
anxiety and depression, and as a result of them being
functioning members of society, that is often hidden.
Still in those cases we rightly provide medical subsidies
for therapy and often medication. In the most damaging
cases these children are not able to function effectively
in regular workplaces or in other aspects of their lives.
In those cases the cost to society of dealing with the
fallout from childhood abuse is much more significant.
In a minority of cases these children become involved
in antisocial behaviour and crime, and of course we are
seeing the outcomes of the most difficult behaviour in
our youth justice system right now.
There is a very clear message coming from all of this.
The government’s rhetoric focuses on early
intervention and prevention, although it must be said
that that focus is fairly recent. Nevertheless it is a
welcome shift. But if we are going to genuinely and
effectively tackle child abuse and the wide range of
outcomes of child abuse, we need to get serious about
all forms of abuse.
In 2015, during the debate on the Limitation of Actions
Amendment (Child Abuse) Bill, I proposed the
inclusion of psychological abuse without it having to
arise from an act or omission in relation to the physical
or sexual abuse of child. Mr Herbert, the Minister for
Training and Skills at the time, argued that the
government had got the balance right in relation to the
scope of abuse included and that inclusion of
psychological abuse was beyond the scope of the
Betrayal of Trust report recommendations.
Mr Rich-Phillips, speaking for the coalition, also
believed that the nexus that is created between
psychological abuse and a requirement for that to arise
out of an act or omission was an appropriate one.
At this point we need to re-examine the issue of
consistency with regard to this bill and within the
broader context of the child protection regime. It is
important to note that this decision was taken with
respect to abuse committed in the past. What we are
discussing today is an entirely different issue, and it
relates to the standards we want to hold our society
accountable for meeting now and into the future. As a
society we believe that the psychological abuse of
children, regardless of where it occurs and whether it
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happens in conjunction with other forms of abuse, is
unacceptable. This is enshrined in Victorian law. In
holding organisations to account for upholding their
duty of care we should be consistent in relation to these
standards.
On that note the Greens are proposing an amendment to
the bill to include psychological abuse as well as sexual
abuse and physical abuse and that the definition of
psychological abuse be drawn directly from the
Children, Youth and Families Act. We have been
advised that the courts have generally taken a
conservative approach in applications for compensation
arising from emotional or psychological harm, so it is
highly unlikely that the inclusion of emotional or
psychological harm in this way would per se open any
floodgates to compensation.
Greens amendments circulated by Ms SPRINGLE
(South Eastern Metropolitan) pursuant to standing
orders.
Ms SPRINGLE — I would like to acknowledge at
this point the desire of many victims and advocacy
groups that legislation responding to abuses of the past
be made retrospective. The Greens share those
concerns. We acknowledge that in getting to this point
where clear progress is being made in holding
organisations accountable for preventing and reporting
child abuse we have relied on and sought the honesty
and efforts of victims and their families. The awful
irony here is that the legislation will apply
prospectively and will not provide the victims of the
past with the rights that victims will have going
forward. Notwithstanding that awful irony, we note
substantial difficulties in making a bill such as this
retrospective. We note the positions taken in both the
Betrayal of Trust report and the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse that
legislation of this kind not be made retrospective due to
substantial legal complexities in applying legislation in
this way.
To all those survivors, family members and advocates
who have helped us to get to this point, we owe you an
explanation on this, and I hope in seeing many of your
efforts come to fruition through legislative change, even
if it cannot be applied to past wrongs, some form of
relief and achievement is forthcoming.
Our final concern, and this is an important one, relates
to the failure of the bill to hold organisations
accountable for fulfilling their duty of care to children.
The relevant section of the bill is in clause 3, which
inserts new clause 92(1) into the Wrongs Act 1958.
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It reads:
(1) If an entity is not capable in law of being sued, it may
nominate, with the consent of the nominee, a legal
person that is so capable as the appropriate defendant for
the purposes of a claim brought in reliance on the duty in
section 91 and any liability incurred by the entity by
reason of section 91(2) is incurred by the nominated
legal person.

If an unincorporated entity is not obliged to nominate a
legal person, child abuse survivors may be denied
justice simply by virtue of the abuse happening in a
certain type of organisation. We and the Law Institute
of Victoria are concerned that this undermines the
ability of the bill to fully implement the relevant
Betrayal of Trust recommendation. In the section on
legal barriers to claiming against non-government
organisations that report recommended that the
Victorian government consider requiring
non-government organisations to be incorporated and
adequately insured when it funds them or provides
them with tax exemptions and/or other entitlements and
working with the Australian government to require
religious and other non-government organisations that
engage with children to adopt incorporated legal
structures.
In April 2015 my colleague Colleen Hartland asked
Mr Herbert when we could expect to see legislation
requiring religious organisations and other institutions
to become incorporated legal structures capable of both
having insurance and being sued by victims.
Mr Herbert responded that it was a very complex issue
and that work was currently underway to resolve these
issues. No time line was given. Nearly two years on we
have legislation on the table that highlights how
problematic this situation is.
Allow me to talk through a few hypothetical situations
in order to demonstrate exactly why this is not good
enough. At present all kinds of organisations, whether
incorporated or not, take out insurance against a
plethora of eventualities, and our legal system provides
protection and the ability to take legal action where
negligence on the part of an organisation results in
serious injury. So if I were to break my ankle at work,
there are clear avenues for action within our legal
system that would require an organisation, if found
guilty of negligence leading to that accident, to
compensate me for that injury. Compare that with the
hypothetical case of a child who has been gravely
abused over a sustained period of time by an employee
of an unincorporated organisation that works with
children. If the perpetrator of that abuse was to die or
leave the country permanently, that child would be left
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with limited opportunities for redress and no
opportunities for action through the courts.
We have noted the concerns of the Legislative
Assembly member Mr Pesutto regarding the possibility
of insurance premiums skyrocketing as a result of
requiring all unincorporated organisations that work
with children to nominate a legal person for the
purposes of litigation, but we are not prepared to accept
that the issue of insurance premiums trumps the safety
of children and their right to be protected from abuse.
There is an issue of inconsistency here too. Under the
child safe standards and the reportable conduct scheme
all organisations working with children, including
unincorporated ones, will have to put in place strong
safeguards to protect children from abuse and to
prevent anyone associated with their organisation from
abusing them. So the reality is that any organisation that
is compliant with this legislation is highly unlikely to be
liable for negligence, as they will have taken reasonable
precautions. Let us just for one moment imagine an
organisation that has not met child safe standards and
that has failed to either develop or properly
communicate its internal policy on child protection and
reportable conduct, and let us imagine that an employee
of that organisation abuses a child in the care of that
organisation. This is not an organisation that deserves
our protection. It is a negligent organisation that has
allowed a child in its care to come to harm, and it
should bear the consequences. This bill is not about
protecting the insurance premiums of unincorporated
organisations; it is about protecting children. The
Greens will therefore be proposing a second
amendment providing that if an entity is not capable in
law of being sued, it must nominate, with the consent of
the nominee, a legal person capable of acting as a
defendant for the purposes of the claim.
We note that public hearings of the royal commission
took place in Sydney several weeks ago, and part of
that process aims to examine the level of consistency
across states and territories in relation to redress and
litigation and to examine consistency within the actions
of states and territories in relation to findings of the
royal commission. No doubt that time line is partly
driving the passage of this and related legislation, and
as I said, the Greens are pleased that this bill is now
before the house, even if it has taken a bit of a push to
get it here, but I would urge serious consideration of our
amendments and an honest reflection on what it means
to either support or reject those amendments.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — This bill is an
important bill; it is a very important matter that we are
discussing in relation to this bill. The background of the
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bill, of course, is the Betrayal of Trust report, the final
report of the inquiry into the handling of child abuse by
religious and other non-government organisations of
the Family and Community Development Committee
of the Victorian Parliament. It has almost become
customary to pay tribute to the chairman of that
committee, Ms Crozier, who did a very good job —
and not just Ms Crozier: I think the committee
members generally did an exceptionally good job on
what must have been an extraordinarily difficult task. I
cannot begin to imagine how I would have coped with
some of the information they uncovered. I cannot begin
to imagine how I would have coped with seeing the
damage and the harm that was done to children by,
well, low-life scum. There are no other words that I
could use to describe them — well, there probably are,
but they would be most unparliamentary and I might
save them for another day. Certainly I might think that
the Betrayal of Trust report is something that
documents very effectively one of the great evils we
have seen in our nation in the last 50 or 60 years.
As somebody who is a member — although tentatively
I have to say at the moment — of one of the religions
that seems to be most prominent in that abuse, I have to
say that I feel disgust for those responsible. When I say
‘responsible’, I am not just talking about the priests and
the brothers who did this but am particularly speaking
about the bishops who were responsible for shifting
around the vile pond scum from parish to parish,
sometimes even from state to state, in order to allow
them to continue their abuse of children. I cannot
imagine what the good Lord must have thought of what
those people — and I use that term very loosely — did
over such a long period of time. It worries me that I
think, just looking at the religions — whether it is the
Catholic Church or some of the sections of Judaism,
and I think the Salvation Army had a bit of it going on
as well — it may well have been a lot more prominent
than the report found.
I am certainly concerned that this sort of abuse has gone
on across the board for a very long time, because there
are some evil people out there who almost live on this
sort of thing. I do not understand it. It disgusts me
beyond words. I think kids are the greatest thing that
God has ever given us; I think kids are absolutely
wonderful. Anybody who abuses a child — not only
anybody who sexually abuses a child but anybody who
abuses a child at all — just might deserve all they get.
There have been some people over the time who have
said — and I read this in newspapers — that some of
these priests and brothers who were guilty of these
heinous crimes against children died without facing
justice. I do not think that they missed out on justice at
all, because when they faced their maker, their justice
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would have been pretty full on. It is not a fate that I
would want. So do not be mistaken into thinking that
they missed out on justice, because they got, and they
are no doubt suffering now, the ultimate justice for
what they did.
This is the Wrongs Amendment (Organisational Child
Abuse) Bill 2016. It refers largely to organisations and I
suppose is directly related to some of the churches that
have been involved in this dreadful practice, but what
concerns me right now is what is happening to children
in a number of Aboriginal communities across the
country. It is well known that child abuse, sexual and
otherwise, is widely practised in a lot of Aboriginal
communities, and not just child abuse but abuse of
women — domestic violence. This is a national
outrage. It is a national outrage that we have not done
more to stop it. In fact I do not think we have done
anywhere near enough to stop it, because there are
literally thousands of women and children in Aboriginal
communities in this country who are suffering from
exactly the sort of thing that we are talking about in this
bill. It is happening today, it happened yesterday and it
will be happening tomorrow. It is still happening
because we have not done anything about it. We talk a
lot about it, but we do not actually do anything about it.
It infuriates me because it seems to me that we give our
Indigenous population what I would call conscience
money, and a lot of it — we give billions of dollars
every year to Aboriginal welfare, if you want to call it
that — and then we just forget about it. Personally I
think there should be a royal commission into
Indigenous affairs in this country. The billions of
dollars that have gone into Aboriginal affairs in
Australia over a 40-year period have achieved nothing.
We still have people living in Third World conditions,
we still have people who are subject to Third World
health services and we still have people who just do not
have the sort of education that the rest of us take for
granted.
As I said, we have far, far too many children and
women who are subject to abuse — sexual, physical or
psychological abuse — on a daily basis. That is to our
national shame. If we want to talk about what we
should be ashamed of, that is what we should be
ashamed of — that we have not as a nation done
anywhere near enough to stop it. We can talk about, as
some of our friends opposite do, what happened a
couple of hundred years ago, but we cannot do anything
about what happened a couple of hundred years ago.
You cannot change the past, but you can change the
present and you can change the future. That is what we
should be doing, and we are not.
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I am pleased that this bill is before the house. I am very
hopeful that it will go some significant way towards
stopping future abuse in various organisations. But I
ask the house and I ask the government in particular to
take on board the comments that I have made this
afternoon about our Aboriginal communities and the
problems that they face, because I am strongly of the
view that irrespective of where a child is or who a child
is there should be zero tolerance on child abuse.
Whoever that child is, wherever that child is and
whatever cultural background that child may have there
should be zero tolerance. We should as a matter of
priority be protecting every child in this nation — every
single child. Wherever they may be, however small
they may be and whatever environment they may live
in we should be protecting every child in this nation. It
seems to me that there are some who talk about it a lot
but their actions do not actually meet what they would
have us believe, and I think that is a tragedy in itself.
We on this side of the house will not oppose the
Wrongs Amendment (Organisational Child Abuse) Bill
2016. I am very hopeful that it will go some
considerable way to protecting children in the future.
As has been mentioned in the debate earlier, this
changes the onus of proof, which is a fairly substantial
jump. Our legal system is based on ‘innocent until
proven guilty’, but given what has happened in a
number of organisations, whether they be religious or
whatever, over a long period of time — and I fear to
think what would happen if we had a full investigation
into government-run organisations, government-run
homes and so forth because I suspect that the sexual
abuse and other abuse of children in those particular
places would shock us all and would set us all back on
our tails — I am very hopeful that this bill will go some
way towards protecting those children who need
protection.
As legislators — and this has always been my view,
and I think I have expressed it in this house a number of
times in the past — we have as our number one
responsibility the protection of those who cannot
protect themselves, and children inevitably fall into that
category. To hear what happens to some children —
and I am not just talking about children who are
subjected to the sort of abuse that we are talking about
today — to hear about some of the conditions that the
children are forced to live in and to hear about some of
the conditions these children regard as a normal way of
life, such as living in boarding places and just having
not much hope in life, is to my way of thinking a black
mark against us all and a black mark certainly against
the society that we live in. But I am very hopeful that
this legislation will go some way toward — not
rectifying; we cannot rectify what has happened
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before — protecting children in the future and that it
will go some way toward ensuring that never again will
we have the sort of systemic and institutionalised abuse
that we have seen over such a long period of time.
I am very hopeful that those victims of abuse who have
come forward of recent years, who have spoken before
royal commissions, who have spoken before committee
hearings and who have gone to the media and talked
about what happened to them and the difficulties —
well, more than difficulties — and the trauma that they
have faced through all of their lives will look at
legislation such as this and will feel some degree of
satisfaction and will feel that they have in some way
contributed to making Victoria and making Australia a
better place and a safer place for children. And I am
hopeful that they will sit back and say, ‘Yes, it was a
dreadful time, but it was not all for naught as we have
actually contributed to protecting children in the
future’. So I will not be opposing this bill, and I urge
the house to follow suit.
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak to the Wrongs Amendment (Organisational Child
Abuse) Bill 2016. I will not restate the purpose; I think
it has been canvassed very well by the previous
speakers. But in addressing child abuse the effect that
this most abhorrent epidemic has had on our
community is literally unquantifiable. As survivors of
institutional sex abuse speak out — and we have been
hearing it over the years, and certainly it has been on
our TV screens most recently — usually they are
speaking out after decades of painful, secretive silence.
There is a terrible consistency in the effect the abuse
has had on their lives. We have heard them say:
I feel pain and self-hatred. I tried to obliterate it with alcohol.
I’ve lost my right to a normal life.
I can no longer trust anyone; I always wonder whether they
will betray my trust the way my abuser did.
I didn’t know who to trust, so I trusted no-one.
It made my life the living embodiment of hell.

Depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, drug abuse
and other mental health problems are described by
nearly all the victims. Suicide and suicide attempts are
all too frequent. Abuse destroys people’s ability to have
close relationships, and it destroys their lives. It
destroys communities, as we saw in Mildura, where
Monsignor John Day was able to abuse tens and tens of
children with almost the knowledge of that community.
The police knew. The courts knew. The hospitals knew.
I visited Mildura last year, and the pain nearly 50 years
later is still palpable up there.
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After being up there I read Denis Ryan’s Unholy
Trinity, and while this bill goes some way to addressing
some of the issues that he raised, what he raised was
that secrecy allowed these institutions like the Catholic
Church to perpetrate these most heinous crimes against
children, and sadly many people in the community not
only tolerated it but protected the people who did it.
This bill goes some way to ending that type of
protection.
When we look at how horrifyingly widespread this
epidemic has been we see that 65 000 child abuse
redress claims are anticipated nationally, with 19 000 in
Victoria. In February 2017 the full extent of
paedophilia in Catholic institutions was laid bare before
the royal commission. It heard that almost 4500 people
have made claims of child sexual abuse in Catholic
institutions. This is a massive failure of the Catholic
Church to protect vulnerable children from their
abusers, and this was all too brutally laid out in former
policeman Denis Ryan’s book Unholy Trinity. It has all
been brutally laid out for us in the royal commission
that we have been hearing about most recently.
It is a vile stain on the fabric of our society, and redress
for these survivors is vitally important. I do not have the
same faith that Mr Finn has that somehow, if there is an
afterlife, these brutal abusers will be suffering
retribution. I do not think that answers the need, and I
do not think it addresses any of the pain the survivors
have felt. I had a call from Mrs Chrissie Foster from
Ballarat, talking about her children Katie and Emma.
Whatever happens in an afterlife, if there is one, to the
abusers of those two daughters, it will never stop or
address the suffering of that family.
In fact it was after that call that I was proud to be the
leader of the first political party in Australia to call for a
royal commission into institutional sexual abuse, and it
is very important work that the royal commission has
done. I am proud also that we as members of
Parliament are working hard to implement legislative
change that will confine systemic sexual abuse of this
nature to the past.
In its final report into redress and civil litigation the
royal commission found that the common law had not
developed sufficiently in relation to organisational
sexual abuse. Recommendation 91 proposes legislative
reform that will make organisations liable for abuse
perpetrated by persons associated with the organisation,
unless the organisation proves it had taken reasonable
steps to prevent abuse, and we certainly have not seen
those reasonable steps in the past.
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I too would like to commend the chair, Ms Crozier, on
the work that was done in the Betrayal of Trust inquiry.
It must have been quite harrowing to listen to some of
the experiences and stories that those committee
members would have heard. Recommendation 26.4 of
the Betrayal of Trust report recommended that the
Victorian government identify whether legislative
amendment could be made to ensure organisations are
held accountable and have a legal duty to take
responsible care to prevent criminal child abuse. This
bill provides that important legislative change. In doing
so, it deals with both recommendation 91 of the royal
commission and recommendation 26.4 of the Betrayal
of Trust report. I support this bill — I do not just not
oppose it, but I absolutely support it — and I commend
the fault-based duty and the reversal of onus of proof as
key features of this statutory response.
But we need to go a lot further. We can do a lot more.
This is important change, but it only extends to
organisations that are capable of being sued, and sadly
it is only prospective. Many religious institutions exist
as sizeable and wealthy organisations in the real world,
but as unincorporated associations they have no distinct
legal personality and therefore cannot be sued. For this
reason many victims of child sexual abuse will continue
to experience difficulty seeking redress, despite the
important changes that are being made by this bill. It is
my party’s policy that we should legislate to give
faith-based institutions a corporate identity so they may
sue and be sued, just like anyone else. The duty to
prevent child abuse must extend to unincorporated
associations, where so much of this abuse has occurred.
I acknowledge that some unincorporated associations
have done this and set up legal entities for child abuse
plaintiffs to sue, and I commend those organisations,
while others have pledged to nominate legal entities to
act as proper defendants in child abuse litigation. But
others of course have not pledged to do anything, nor
will they volunteer to be sued. Those organisations in
which child abuse occurred must be liable for that
abuse. An opt-in redress scheme is simply not strong
enough.
I support the changes introduced by this bill, but I
encourage this government to go further. We need to
ensure that those 19 000, or probably more, Victorians
who have already experienced child sexual abuse
receive appropriate redress that can go somewhat
towards helping the pain and damage that has been
perpetrated against them. We must ensure that
unincorporated organisations cannot hide from their
obligations to victims of child abuse. I commend the
bill to the house.
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Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak briefly on the Wrongs Amendment
(Organisational Child Abuse) Bill 2016. I have spoken
about this most serious of matters on several occasions
now, and it remains at the forefront of essential
government legislation and responsibility. This bill is
an affirmation of the Andrews Labor government’s
commitment to tackle the insidious scourge of child
abuse, but above and beyond that it is confirmation of
the government’s moral obligation to protect the single
most vulnerable section of Victoria’s community, our
children.
As the house knows, the bipartisan Family and
Community Development Committee’s inquiry into the
handling of child abuse by religious and other
non-government organisations made numerous
recommendations, and this bill is the culmination of the
government’s commitment to implement all
outstanding recommendations from that report. The
inquiry’s Betrayal of Trust report, tabled on
13 November 2013, found:
… organisations should have a clear legal duty to take
appropriate measures to minimise the risk of abuse that can
arise because of the creation of relationships of trust for which
they are responsible.

And:
… there is a need to recognise the legal obligation of
organisations to reasonably ensure the safety of children who
come into contact with their members.

Victims of organisational child abuse and legal experts
told the inquiry that the current law was inadequate.
Relevant common law and statutes have not developed
sufficiently to recognise the liability of organisations
for abuse perpetrated by their personnel. The
government agrees. Recommendation 26.4 of Betrayal
of Trust asks:
That the Victorian government undertake a review of the
Wrongs Act 1958 (Vic) and identify whether legislative
amendment could be made to ensure organisations are held
accountable and have a legal duty to take reasonable care to
prevent criminal child abuse.

The government is proud to be implementing
recommendation 26.4 in full. The government will
continue its detailed work on further Betrayal of Trust
reforms, including work in 2017 towards a redress
scheme for survivors of organisational child sexual
abuse.
In an Australian first, the bill creates a broad new
statutory duty of care to prevent the sexual and physical
abuse of children that will apply to all organisations that
exercise care, supervision or authority over children by
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individuals associated with that organisation. The new
duty will apply to all government and non-government
organisations in Victoria that are capable of being sued
and to associated individuals, whether they be staff,
contractors, office-holders, ministers of religion or
volunteers, with appropriate safeguards.
In a strong step to protect victims the bill will also
reverse the onus of proof so that organisations will have
breached the new duty unless they have taken
reasonable precautions to prevent the abuse in question
from happening. The court will examine what the
reasonable precautions would have been in each case.
To provide an appropriate balance between plaintiffs
and defendants, especially smaller community
organisations, the test of reasonable precautions will
take into account different sizes, resources and
relationships between affected children and
organisations. Larger state and religious organisations
will therefore have proportionately higher standards to
meet than smaller community organisations.
This bill engenders an Australian first in comprehensive
child protection law. It is regrettable that we need such
a law in modern society, but the reality is that we do.
The Andrews Labor government is leading the nation
in the protection of children and victims of sexual
abuse. This bill is as necessary as its existence is
lamentable, but our children must come first in terms of
community and government legislative priorities. I
commend the bill to the house.
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) —
During this Parliament it has been satisfying to see the
legislative impact of the Betrayal of Trust report. This
was of course the result of a cross-party committee
chaired by Ms Crozier. I now observe what Mr Finn
called the traditional reference to Ms Crozier and the
work that she as well as other members did on that
committee, all of whom contributed in that cross-party
body. I was not a member of this place at the time, but I
remember that it was considered very ambitious to
undertake the kind of committee work that ultimately
produced the Betrayal of Trust report. It was argued
that a parliamentary committee could not do this
work — that it was not resourced to do so — which
was such a massive undertaking. Some said it should be
left to a royal commission. Ultimately we have had a
royal commission, but this was triggered in part by the
Betrayal of Trust report. I for one am pleased that this
work began because of the obvious need within the
community for this work to be done. Putting it off for a
few more years seemed to be delaying the healing.
As I said earlier, the Betrayal of Trust report has also
led to a number of amendments to Victorian law. This
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obviously cannot address the failings of the past nor
comfort those who suffered a great deal as a
consequence, but we can work harder to ensure that we
have a legal framework that provides much better
protection for children and those who are similarly
vulnerable against institutional abuse. The Betrayal of
Trust report included specific recommendations in
relation to the Wrongs Act 1958 through
recommendation 26.4, and the coalition supports these.
The bill amends the Wrongs Act to impose a duty of
care that forms part of a cause of action in negligence
on organisations exercising care, supervision or
authority over children to prevent the physical or sexual
abuse of those children when committed by individuals
associated with those organisations. It also makes
consequential amendments to the Victoria Police Act
2013.
Recommendation 26.4 is:
That the Victorian government undertake a review of the
Wrongs Act 1958 (Victoria) and identify whether legislative
amendment could be made to ensure organisations are held
accountable and have a legal duty … to prevent criminal child
abuse.

This is a very broad recommendation, and the
second-reading speech added more detail, explaining
that it was intended to:
… create a duty of care that will allow an organisation to be
held liable in negligence for specified contexts of
organisational child abuse committed by individuals
associated with the organisation, unless the organisation
proves that it took reasonable precautions to prevent the
abuse.

It also notes that:
The duty created by the bill requires organisations to take the
care that in all the circumstances of the case is reasonable to
prevent the abuse of a child by an individual associated with
the organisation while the child is under the care, supervision
or authority of the organisation. If child abuse within the
scope of the above duty occurs, this duty will be presumed to
have been breached unless the organisation proves it took
‘reasonable precautions’ to prevent the abuse in question.

This is similar wording to provisions in other
comparable legislation — for example, section 109 of
the Equal Opportunity Act 2010 and section 106 of the
commonwealth Sex Discrimination Act 1984. These
provide that employers or principals have to take
reasonable precautions to prevent an employee or an
agent contravening the act. Nonetheless, it is a very
significant change in the context of institutional child
sexual abuse.
Typically organisations have not been held responsible
or liable for child abuse and other serious criminal acts
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against children. For example, organisations have not
been held liable for the actions of employees or other
people, such as contractors, who have been under their
direction and supervision where the acts in question that
caused loss or injury or which were illegal were outside
the scope of the person’s duties within that
organisation. The principle to date is that employers
who have otherwise discharged their responsibilities to
maintain a safe workplace, for example, will not be
generally held responsible where the action which lies
at the heart of the loss and injury was an intentional
criminal act.
The Betrayal of Trust report openly tackled this very
difficult issue and discussed some of the difficulties of
liability of non-government organisations and the duty
of care. It noted that non-government organisations
have usually maintained that responsibility for child
abuse in their organisation was that of the perpetrator.
The committee decided there should be easier access
for victims to seek redress for abuse, and this is what
this bill will seek to do.
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We see this expressed clearly in proposed section 91 of
the act under ‘Liability of organisations’:
This section imposes a duty of care that forms part of a cause
of action in negligence.

Organisations need to:
… take the care that in all the circumstances of the case is
reasonable to prevent the abuse of a child by an individual
associated with the relevant organisation while the child is
under the care, supervision or authority of the relevant
organisation.

Further, subsection 91(3) states:
In a proceeding on a claim against a relevant organisation for
damages in respect of the abuse of a child under its care,
supervision or authority …

when abuse has been proven and it —
was committed by an individual associated with the relevant
organisation, the … organisation is presumed to have
breached the duty of care referred to …

unless it can prove —
The Betrayal of Trust report considered trust and
breaches of trust in a variety of different ways. It did
acknowledge that organisations rely on the reputation
of their members and that members of the organisations
and others who are involved in some way, such as
volunteers, also share in an organisation’s reputation
when they represent them.
On page 544 of the Betrayal of Trust report we read
exactly that sentiment:
The committee found that non-government organisations not
only rely on the reputation of their members, but those
members gain that reputation substantially as a consequence
of their relationship with the body concerned. Organisations
hold out members, employees, volunteers and others who
represent them in the community as credible and trustworthy
individuals.

Through the report we see that the committee went on
to note that perpetrators too often rely on that reputation
and exploit the relationship of trust that exists between
those who are usually in a more vulnerable position,
such as students, parishioners or other people associated
with the organisation. The committee examined the
current state of the law in some detail and on page 545
stated:
… the civil law has not developed to recognise liability of
non-government organisations described above for the
criminal abuse of children perpetrated by their
representatives. Although the law recognises that such
organisations may owe a duty to ensure that reasonable care is
taken, that duty does not extend to intentional or criminal acts
perpetrated by their representatives.

on the balance of probabilities that it took reasonable
precautions to prevent the abuse in question.

This is a very significant change in law. It is a direct
response to organisations that not only failed to protect
children and keep them safe from abuse but in many
instances instead actively protected the abusers. It puts
organisations on notice, indicating that this will not be
tolerated in future and that significant penalties will
follow where children suffer abuse in the terms
anticipated by this act.
In my view this is long overdue. A number of earlier
speakers whom I listened to while outside the chamber,
including Mr Finn and Ms Patten, have spoken of the
pain experienced by victims and their families in
relation to the kind of abuse which is at the heart of this
bill. Often this pain lasts for many years and through
different generations. I hope this bill helps prevent
others from experiencing this appalling pain and
suffering, and I commend the bill to the house.
Dr CARLING-JENKINS (Western
Metropolitan) — I rise tonight to speak on the Wrongs
Amendment (Organisational Child Abuse) Bill 2016,
and I want to say right from the beginning that I
commend the government for bringing this bill to the
house. This bill reinforces by statute the existing duty
of care which all organisations have when exercising
care, supervision or authority over children to ensure
organisations take the care that, in all the circumstances
of the case, is reasonable to prevent the physical or
sexual abuse of any child while under such care or
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supervision. The physical or sexual abuse of children is
an abhorrent act which the whole community needs to
work together to prevent, and preventing it is no easy
task. Many perpetrators of sexual abuse against
children are notoriously deceptive and skilled at gaining
access to children and at disguising their criminal
intentions.
Much of the focus of recent public discussion on the
sexual abuse of children has been on the systemic
failures in the past of some religious organisations to
respond appropriately when presented with suspicions
or evidence of abuse by ministers of religion. I note
encouragingly that the approach taken by the bill has
been supported by the Salvation Army, the Anglican
Church and the Catholic Church. For example, the
Truth, Justice and Healing Council, which was
established by the Catholic bishops and religious orders
to speak for the Catholic Church on matters related to
child sexual abuse, welcomed the bill as:
… an important step forward in making it easier for survivors
of child sexual abuse to sue institutions for damages.

I also note that the bill rightly applies to all
organisations, whether religious or community-based or
government departments or agencies. Child sexual
abusers can and do and will in the future infiltrate any
organisation which provides access to their potential
victims.
The key provision of this bill before us tonight is to
insert new subsection 91(2) into the Wrongs Act 1958,
stating:
A relevant organisation owes a duty to take the care that in all
the circumstances of the case is reasonable to prevent the
abuse of a child by an individual associated with the relevant
organisation while the child is under the care, supervision or
authority of the relevant organisation.

Then proposed new subsection 91(3) provides:
In a proceeding on a claim against a relevant organisation for
damages in respect of the abuse of a child under its care,
supervision or authority, on proof that abuse has occurred and
that the abuse was committed by an individual associated
with the relevant organisation, the relevant organisation is
presumed to have breached the duty of care referred to in
subsection (2) unless the relevant organisation proves on the
balance of probabilities that it took reasonable precautions to
prevent the abuse in question.

In considering any legislative provision that reverses
the onus of proof, it is important to scrutinise the
provision carefully to see that it is fully justified and to
consider whether it may have any inadvertent or
undesirable outcomes. I note, firstly, that the burden of
proving on the balance of probabilities that an
organisation ‘took reasonable precautions to prevent the
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abuse in question’ can only kick in when it is first
proved by the complainant that ‘abuse has occurred and
that the abuse was committed by an individual
associated with the relevant organisation’. I do believe
that this is an appropriate threshold.
The note to this provision helpfully observes that:
Reasonable precautions will vary depending on factors
including but not limited to —

and then it lists a number of factors, for example:
(a) the nature of the relevant organisation; and
(b) the resources … reasonably available to the …
organisation; and
(c) the relationship between the … organisation and the
child; and
(d) whether the relevant organisation has delegated the care,
supervision or authority over the child to another
organisation; and —

of course —
(e) the role in the organisation of the perpetrator of the
abuse.

This note is important because there was some concern
that the definition of an individual associated with an
organisation may be too broad, especially in regard to
contractors. So I really appreciate the effort that the
government has gone to in getting this bill right and as
tight as possible.
I am also concerned about the notion of ostensible
authority introduced into the definition of authority by
new section 88 of the act; this means stated or
appearing to be true but not necessarily so. If an
individual claims to be exercising the authority of an
organisation but is doing so falsely, we will of course
need to be careful in how we attribute negligence to that
organisation for the actions of the individual making a
false claim to authority. The note does refer to the
resources that are reasonably available to the relevant
organisation as a factor to consider in determining the
kinds of reasonable precautions a particular
organisation ought to have taken. It would not be of
overall benefit to children if these new provisions
precluded some community organisations from
operating services for children due to an unsustainable
increase in insurance costs to cover the new liabilities
set out in the statute.
Finally I draw attention to a concern that the phrase
‘reasonable precautions to prevent the abuse in
question’ may make it difficult in some cases to ever
satisfactorily establish that reasonable precautions were
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taken, even when an organisation has implemented all
best practice precautions within its means. The abuse in
question may be of such a specific and unforeseeable
nature that no precautions could have prevented it. In
such cases a perpetrator must be held entirely
responsible and must be held accountable for the deceit
and cunning in committing such a heinous crime. But I
digress, because we are talking here about the duty of
organisations and it is the duty of organisations to take
all reasonable precautions to prevent child physical and
sexual abuse in general.
So despite these minor reservations about the specific
wording of the bill — I understand that you cannot
please everyone in the specific wording of any bill — I
agree with the assessment of the Truth, Justice and
Healing Council that the bill is, and again I will quote:
… an important step forward in making it easier for survivors
of child sexual abuse to sue institutions for damages.

This of course is their right. This will make it easier for
them to do so in the future. So I will be supporting this
bill, and I do again want to thank the government for
bringing this bill to the house.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
very pleased to be able to rise to speak to the Wrongs
Amendment (Organisational Child Abuse) Bill 2016.
As other speakers have very eloquently put the case in
relation to why this is necessary, I want to commend
those speakers who have spoken on this bill, but before
I go to the detail of the bill can I also acknowledge the
work of and how this bill originated from the Victorian
Parliament’s inquiry into the handling of child abuse by
religious and other non-government organisations and
the subsequent report, the Betrayal of Trust, which I
had the privilege as chair to work on.
As members have highlighted, this was a really very
thorough inquiry that looked into so many issues that
were extraordinarily difficult, and one of the areas that
we constantly faced as a committee was the legal
barriers to claims by these many, many victims who
were victims of child abuse through organisations that
children were in the care of. Looking at the bill, it does
go to the heart of some of those areas of the barriers and
it implements recommendation 26.4 from the report.
This, may I say, was also supported in principle by the
previous coalition government — and in fact all of the
recommendations were — and I was very pleased that
the former coalition government wasted no time in
actually implementing the recommendations that the
committee made. In doing so some excellent legislation
has gone through to further protect children in this state,
so I am very proud of that and very proud of that work.
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This work continues, and I am pleased that the
government is continuing with the important work of
protecting children. The main provisions of this bill will
provide a number of things, and they are really to
amend the Wrongs Act 1958 and impose a new and
additional duty of care on organisations that exercise
care of, supervise or are in positions of authority over
children. That will then prevent physical or sexual
abuse.
As I said, the committee and the report made a number
of recommendations, and in relation to the findings that
this particular recommendation came from I will go
back and look at the work we did. There were a whole
range of witnesses that we heard from, and the barriers
were really significant. One was the statute of
limitations. We heard very famous cases in relation to
that, and we heard about those various elements.
Of course we heard from Father Kevin Dillon in
relation to a number of areas into which he provided
insight for us as a committee. I commend all the work
that Father Dillon has done and continues to do in
relation to this excellent work, and I know Ms Tierney
is nodding because she would know him, being a
representative of the Geelong area.
Father Dillon when he spoke to the committee about his
responsibility highlighted to the committee the grey
area, if I can call it that, of the elements of how a priest
is employed. I think that goes to this issue, because
there was no real relationship in relation to how the
priests were employed. As Father Dillon points out,
they were on one hand employees and then they were
not employees on the other hand. This was one of those
areas because there was no sense of belonging. In this
quote he explains this. He says it felt ‘disengaging’
when the church considered him to be self-employed or
a contractor. He told the committee:
I have been a priest for 44 years. I started studying for the
priesthood in 1962. I have spent all my life in parishes, and I
am grateful that I have. I would not call it an insult to be told
that I am self-employed or a contractor, but I would call it
disengaging. There is a sense of not belonging.

He was really so persuasive and so sincere in his
commitment to getting this right, and he explained to
the committee just that confusion. That is what the
committee found. There was no responsibility by many
organisations to take on that. Indeed there were a
number of, as I said, barriers to those people taking
legal action.
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If you look back on this chapter where we were
discussing all of this and teasing out the issues, the key
findings include:
Victims of criminal child abuse find it difficult to:
find an entity to sue because of the legal structures of
some non-government organisations;
initiate action within the limitation period for child abuse
cases specified in the statute of limitations;
establish that an organisation has a legal duty to take
reasonable care to prevent child abuse by its members;
identify a legal relationship between the perpetrator and
the entity;
convince courts that organisations should be subject to
vicarious liability for criminal acts.

If I go back again, it was Father Dillon’s evidence that
really made it very clear to us that there was this grey
area and that for many people it was very hard to be
able to sue an organisation such as a religious
organisation. Many of the perpetrators in these settings
could, as we found, derive their credibility from their
association with the organisation, and they were able to
hide behind that. So the organisations were also able to
hide behind that.
In relation to this particular recommendation,
finding 26.9 states:
Because perpetrators of criminal child abuse in organisational
settings derive their credibility from their association with the
organisation, there is a need to recognise the legal obligation
of organisations to reasonably ensure the safety of children
who come into contact with their members. This includes
implementing effective employment controls and adopting
best practice in relation to risk management and prevention.

Really that is what this is about in relation to
understanding the obligations and ensuring that some of
these heinous crimes that were conducted by some of
these perpetrators can never happen again and that
organisations have an obligation and a duty to ensure
that that does not occur as well.
There are many elements to this issue. I will not go on
about what else we found in relation to some very
significant evidence that came before the committee,
but it was very evident that there was vicarious liability.
There were statutory models that we found through
organisations, as already stated. I think it was
Ms Fitzherbert who spoke about the Equal Opportunity
Act 2010 here in Victoria and the commonwealth Sex
Discrimination Act 1984. That really set out how that
can be undertaken through those provisions and how
those organisations also have a duty under those acts.
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As I said, I was very proud to be a part of this report,
and the ongoing royal commission is looking into many
of these issues as well. I know the royal commission is,
quite frankly, experiencing many of the issues that we
found during the course of the extensive inquiry we
conducted here. I am very pleased that the government
is moving on with implementing the recommendations.
This bill is yet another one of those. Whilst the royal
commission at a national level might be coming to its
conclusion, I think many of the issues in that inquiry
will be similar to what we found. But this is one area
where we can put in place some safeguards to ensure
the safety of children in Victoria. This amendment to
the Wrongs Act 1958 will provide those.
I note that the Attorney-General and others have spoken
about this issue. I think it is very reasonable that
organisations are held accountable for their actions and
that they have a legal duty to take reasonable care to
prevent criminal child abuse from occurring in
whatever organisation it may be. With those words I
concur with my colleagues. I am pleased that the bill is
before us and that we have got to this point, and I look
forward to more recommendations from the Betrayal of
Trust report becoming law.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! Thank you, Ms Crozier, and again
congratulations for the work your committee did in that
inquiry.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
Clauses 1 and 2 agreed to.
Clause 3
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
move:
1.

Clause 3, line 16, omit “or sexual abuse” and insert “,
sexual abuse or psychological abuse”.

2.

Clause 3, page 3, after line 9 insert—
“psychological abuse means an action that results in, or
appears likely to result in, emotional or
psychological harm of such a kind that the child’s
emotional or intellectual development is, or is
likely to be, significantly damaged; ”.

I flagged these amendments in my second-reading
speech. They seek to include in the bill the definition of
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psychological abuse as defined in the Children, Youth
and Families Act 2005 for all the reasons I outlined in
my speech. There is a significant and growing body of
evidence to suggest that psychological and emotional
abuse is as damaging as physical and sexual abuse and
therefore should be included in this bill.
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills) —
The government will not be supporting the amendments
moved by Ms Springle, essentially because
psychological abuse is not currently clearly actionable
under existing law and including psychological abuse
as a standalone cause of action in this bill would create
a new tort creating an entirely different, novel and
positive duty that did not previously exist. I understand
that there have been a number of people who have
made contributions to the inquiry that led to the
Betrayal of Trust report as well as the royal commission
on this matter. This is not a new matter that
Ms Springle brings to the chamber, but this has been by
and large the response of those bodies.
This bill in no way precludes though the recovery of
damages for psychological harm which results from
sexual or physical abuse. Indeed this may be one of the
main reasons plaintiffs wish to utilise the bill. For
example, survivors of abuse can suffer from
post-traumatic stress disorder — PTSD. Survivors will
be able to use the bill to seek damages for PTSD
suffered as a result of sexual or physical abuse in line
with the existing law.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — On behalf
of the opposition, the opposition will not be supporting
the amendments moved by the Greens either. I note the
reason given by the minister at the table. This issue has
been canvassed in the Betrayal of Trust report, the royal
commission and other forums as well. But as the
minister said, this would be creating a new legal tort, so
the opposition will not be supporting the Greens
amendment.
Committee divided on amendments:
Ayes, 6
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Dunn, Ms
Hartland, Ms

Patten, Ms (Teller)
Pennicuik, Ms
Springle, Ms

Noes, 34
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms
Dalidakis, Mr
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Morris, Mr
Mulino, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
O’Sullivan, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
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Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr (Teller)

Purcell, Mr (Teller)
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Amendments negatived.
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
move:
3.

Clause 3, page 8, line 3, omit “may” and insert “must”.

This pertains to entities nominating a body to be sued if
they are not an incorporated entity in and of themselves.
It is my contention that if a body cannot find someone
to nominate to be their legal entity, their liable entity,
then they probably should not be in operation. I do not
think that there is any situation that I can think of where
it is okay to excuse the possibility of child abuse, and
this amendment to the bill would preclude that from
happening.
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills) —
I think this is more an issue of timing and the need for
the more appropriate legal infrastructure to be put in
place, Ms Springle. But to avoid delays in introducing
this bill, options for ensuring the effective identification
of a proper defendant are currently in progress in a
separate package of reforms that I believe you are
aware of. This includes the consideration of
recommendations from both the Betrayal of Trust
report and the royal commission dealing with this issue.
However, in the meantime in response to the difficulties
identified in Betrayal of Trust and the royal
commission with suing unincorporated organisations
some of these organisations have pledged to resolve
these uncertainties by nominating legal entities to act as
proper defendants for child abuse claims. The bill
facilitates these arrangements and allows organisations
to act upon these commitments. It allows
unincorporated organisations to voluntarily nominate a
proper defendant to be covered by the bill. This
nomination can occur at any time.
The amendment before us, which we believe is to
create an oversimplistic, compulsory nomination, is
insufficient to meet the objectives of Betrayal of Trust
and the royal commission in relation to compulsory
identification of proper defendants. It provides no
practical guidance to victims, defendant organisations
or courts as to how compulsory nomination would
work in practice. The government is committed to
implementing all the recommendations from the
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Betrayal of Trust report and is progressing detailed
policy work and consultation on this important issue as
a priority this year. The government will not have this
important work rushed — —

amendments so that small organisations can actually
deal with that. Can the minister please talk about the
other reforms that she says are coming that will actually
deal with this?

Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills) —
I refer Ms Hartland to the Attorney-General’s
contribution in the other house where he stated:

Sitting extended pursuant to standing orders.

WRONGS AMENDMENT
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BILL 2016

The legal status of unincorporated non-government
organisations was the subject of separate recommendations
from Betrayal of Trust, and is not directly addressed by the
bill. The government is instead examining this issue in a
separate package of work.

Committee
Resumed; further discussion of clause 3.
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills) —
Just to repeat, the government is committed to
implementing all recommendations from Betrayal of
Trust and is progressing detailed policy work and
consultation on this important issue as a priority this
year.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I ask
members to be quiet so we can hear the minister.
Ms TIERNEY — The government will not have
this important work rushed by a premature amendment
at this stage. Stakeholders, including most importantly
victims of organisational child abuse, expect detailed
consultation and consideration and a policy response to
this issue that will deliver on the recommendations of
Betrayal of Trust.
I can indicate to you, Ms Springle, that what is known
in common law as the Ellis defence is part and parcel of
what we are attempting to achieve in the next raft of
reforms.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — The
opposition will not be supporting the amendments by
Ms Springle on behalf of the Greens. We note the
position as articulated by the minister and the
foreshadowed extra reforms flowing from the Betrayal
of Trust report and other associated reforms as
identified by the minister.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I have
a question for the minister. We are sitting here being
told that there is another tranche of reforms to come.
One of the reasons why we put forward these
amendments today is that this is very much the excuse
that the Catholic Church has used over decades as to
why they cannot be sued. We are proposing

This is not new information; it was stated when this bill
was dealt with in the other house.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 5
Barber, Mr
Dunn, Ms (Teller)
Hartland, Ms

Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)
Springle, Ms

Noes, 35
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms (Teller)
Dalidakis, Mr
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr (Teller)
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms

Morris, Mr
Mulino, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
O’Sullivan, Mr
Patten, Ms
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Purcell, Mr
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 4 and 5 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
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ADJOURNMENT
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Goulburn Valley Health
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Health and
regards outstanding freedom of information requests I
have placed with her office and her department
regarding the Goulburn Valley Health advisory
committee. My request of the minister is that she and/or
her department respond to my requests submitted via
freedom of information by providing my office with all
of the information that I have applied for in these
requests and also that the original end date of the
request of 20 December 2016 is extended to be the date
on which she and the department respond.
Given how often I raise the topic of Goulburn Valley
Health, most members in this house will be aware that
Goulburn Valley Health is and has been for some time
in critical need of a major redevelopment. Part of the
Labor government’s response to this crisis was to form
a Goulburn Valley Health Community Advisory Group
to, in the government’s own words, ‘ensure that
community needs are front and centre of the proposed
redevelopment’. However, with no report or indeed
anything released by the government since the group’s
inception in 2015, the local community is rightly
sceptical and feels the formation of this group was just
a stalling tactic.
On 20 December last year I submitted two FOI requests
in identical terms to the Minister for Health and the
Department of Health and Human Services, seeking
information relating to the progress of the group since
its formation. Specifically I sought a copy of all the
minutes and agendas for the meetings of the group from
1 November 2015 until 20 December 2016, a copy of
all briefing documents and reports provided to or
received from the group within the aforementioned date
range and a copy of all correspondence sent to or
received from the group again for the same date range.
In subsequent correspondence with my representative,
the department, which is processing both requests,
confirmed I was entitled to receive a decision no later
than 5 February 2017, which is the 45 days from the
receipt of request that is set out by the Freedom of
Information Act 1982. To date I have still not received
a response, and Wednesday this week will mark
90 days since the minister and the department received
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my requests — double the 45-day time frame the act
sets out for dealing with a request.
The requests I have placed are simple requests. They
are not voluminous or difficult, and the minister failing
or refusing to release the information I seek reinforces
the public’s fear that it is nothing more than a sham
consultation designed to keep the Shepparton
community quiet while the government further delays
delivering our hospital. Given the unacceptable delay in
response to my requests, the minister and the
department should adjust the end date of my request to
be whatever date on which the minister or her
department respond, because their failure to respond
means the original end date is now unacceptable, as a
further three months — or a quarter of an entire year —
have now passed.
My request of the minister is that she and/or her
department respond to my requests submitted via
freedom of information by providing my office with all
of the information that I have applied for in these
requests and that the original end date of the request of
20 December 2016 is extended to be the date on which
she and the department respond.

Furlong Road, St Albans, level crossing
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter today is for the Minister for Public
Transport and Minister for Major Projects, the
Honourable Jacinta Allan. Before the last election one
of the most pronounced concerns of my constituents in
Western Metropolitan Region was the gridlock and
long delays caused by the railway crossing at the
intersection of Furlong and St Albans roads. Traffic
would bank up for miles in all directions, and all local
residents would essentially become captives in their
homes, unable to travel by road for many hours of the
day.
My electorate office received many complaints about
this intersection, and I am pleased to see that the Labor
government has responded to the concerns of my
constituents. In fact it is quite encouraging to be
receiving positive feedback from constituents on this
matter. I am proud that the Andrews Labor government
has fulfilled its election commitment to remove the
level crossing at this notorious intersection. There is
already a noticeable improvement in traffic flow in the
area, and this is despite significant ongoing works at the
site. My question for the minister is: when will work on
this site and surrounding sites be completed, and how
can my constituents find further information on this and
other level crossing removal projects?
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Summary Offences Act 1966

Child protection

Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I wish to raise
a matter for the attention of the Minister for Police. It
was brought to my attention that last Sunday there was
a nude bike ride through Melbourne.

Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Families
and Children. The action I am seeking is that she
remove the requirement for government school
principals and school council presidents to sign
statutory declarations as part of their child safe
obligations, noting legal advice that it is unnecessary
and unsuited to the purpose and noting that there are
alternative instruments that would fulfil the same
purpose.

An honourable member — Was it lewd?
Mr FINN — It probably was lewd as well, but it
was certainly nude. Whilst I can see the amusing side of
this, I can also see that there has clearly been a breach
of the law. I recall that some years ago when I brought
my three daughters into the city to see a show — I think
it was Wicked, from memory — these people were
doing the same thing on that day. My three daughters
were confronted by, I have to say, some rather gross
sights on bikes. One particular gentleman — and I use
that term exceedingly loosely — was actually fully
naked on the steps of Parliament House. This
full-frontal nudity was not a pleasant sight at all. It was
embarrassing for my kids. When you are taking your
kids out for a day out in the city, you do not need to be
confronted with this sort of thing.
Clearly there has been a breach of the law. I heard an
interview with the chap who organised this nude bike
ride on the Neil Mitchell program yesterday morning.
Mr Jennings — There are all sorts on that program.
Mr FINN — That is true, Minister. The chap who
organised this bike ride intimated that not only did the
police allow the bike ride to go ahead but they in fact
facilitated it. It seems to me that if we have a clear
breach of the law, and in this particular instance I do
not think there is any doubt that we have
offensive — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr FINN — It is offensive anyway. We clearly
have a breach of the law, and the police are facilitating
that breach of the law. I wonder where exactly that
leaves us as a community. So I am asking the minister
to provide for me the criteria on which the police decide
which crimes they will prosecute and which crimes
they will ignore. I think this is a fair enough thing.
Given that there are some people in Melbourne who
can be locked up for a year just for standing somewhere
and offering some help, I think it is only reasonable that
the police tell us exactly which laws we need to follow.
I ask the minister to provide that information.

As part of the rollout of child safe standards all school
principals and school council presidents are required to
sign statutory declarations confirming that the
information they provide as part of their
self-assessment is true and that they intend to comply
with the child safe standards. Signing off on
documentation and commitments is part of a principal’s
day-to-day role, but the instruction regarding statutory
declarations is a completely new legal requirement.
There is a huge amount of support for child safe
standards within schools, particularly at principal level.
Their support and a productive working relationship
with other child safe stakeholders are fundamentally
vital to creating child safe schools. However, significant
numbers of principals question the need to sign a
statutory declaration that they intend to do their job and
are telling the truth. A legal commitment by
government school principals to undertake their duties
and comply with legislation already exists in their
contracts with the Department of Education and
Training.
Many principals have signed and submitted statutory
declarations under duress. Some have refused to sign at
all. Those refusing to sign have recently received letters
from the regional offices of the Department of
Education and Training stating that their school is at
risk of being non-compliant with the standards and that
non-compliant schools are liable to be deregistered.
Principals have received legal advice that statutory
declarations are unnecessary and indeed unsuitable for
this purpose. This requirement is having unintended
and negative consequences on the rollout of child safe
standards, and it is undermining the process as a whole.
I therefore call on the minister to urgently review and
remove the requirement for statutory declarations in
this instance.
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Mouse control
Mr O’SULLIVAN (Northern Victoria) — The
matter I wish to raise tonight is for the Minister for
Agriculture. The action that I am seeking is for the
minister to make available some resources from within
her department to allow a smooth transition for the
approvals to allow bait-mixing stations to be up and
running quickly and available for farmers to deal with
the impending mice plague in some parts of northern
Victoria. In terms of doing that, the minister’s
department would have to work closely with the
Department of Health and Human Services to ensure
that these bait-mixing stations can be set up as soon as
possible.
With the 2016 grain season having been a very strong
season, there is plenty of grain left around on the
ground. The warm spring has meant ideal conditions
for mice to breed, and they have been very much doing
so in South Australia and Victoria. The CSIRO have
already said that there are going to be significant mice
problems in the Mallee, the Wimmera and South
Australia in the coming autumn period.
We are just about to go into the 2017 sowing season.
That is when the mice will be a particular problem for
farmers, as when farmers sow the grain into the ground
to grow the mice, who get very hungry as they get into
larger numbers, will dig down into the ground and
actually eat the seed out of the ground, which will
restrict the crop from growing as it should. What is
required is a multipronged approach in terms of dealing
with this impending problem, and the farmers will
certainly take their own measures to deal with it. They
will avoid sowing dry, because that makes it much
easier for the mice to dig down and eat the grain, and
they will also use an increased seeding rate per hectare
to make sure that if some grain is eaten, there will be
other grains there that can grow up into their crop.
They will be using poisons such as zinc phosphide.
They will mix that into grain through these mobile
baiting stations, and then they will be able to spread that
out around where the mice are particularly bad, where
the holes have formed, and they will be able to
hopefully poison those mice so they do not do any
damage. The mice do not like the onset of winter, and
they will eventually die off when it gets very, very cold,
but that intervening autumn period is when the zinc
phosphide baiting will need to occur so that the farmers
can hopefully have a great season without a mouse
plague destroying the crops before they are even out of
the ground.
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Greater Geelong City Council
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — Today I
want to raise a matter for the attention of the Minister
for Local Government in the other place, and it
concerns the return of local government to Geelong. It
is the Liberal Party’s contention — and indeed this
chamber and this Parliament’s contention — that that
should occur in 2017. It is also the coalition’s
contention that the model should be a directly elected
mayor and preferably with some reform closer to the
Melbourne model, which also has a deputy mayor as
part of that elective process.
The state government has undertaken a process in
Geelong, one that we do not give high validity to — a
citizens jury process. In the early phase of that citizens
jury it was very clear that the very good citizens who
were part of that jury — how they were chosen was
always a great question — were being led by the nose
to predetermined outcomes. It was also clear that the
model that was laid out by the citizens jury was
something that required a great deal of manipulation by
the facilitators who were part of that process. We say
that citizens juries perhaps have a role in certain
circumstances but need to not be citizens juries that are
given riding instructions or predetermined outcomes. It
was pretty clear that there was a fix in this to make sure
that the citizens jury came back with a recommendation
against a directly elected mayor. After plenty of
manipulation it did, but now the jury has gone further in
terms of the model in Geelong. Interestingly the model
proposed by the jury in recent days is at variance with
the model proposed by the Victorian Electoral
Commission (VEC). I lay greater store on the VEC’s
approach on this than the model that has been laid out
by the carefully chosen groups down there and the
carefully chosen facilitators of the citizens jury.
I want to make sure that the Minister for Local
Government, in framing up the return of local
government, ensures that the VEC has prime process
and that she does not count out a model that sees a
directly elected mayor, and potentially a deputy mayor
as part of that package, and also a sufficient number of
councillors in a fair system — maybe a
three-three-three system or some other model. It is
pretty clear from the proposals that have been pushed
forward in recent days and the comments that surround
them that this is an attempt to gerrymander or fix the
outcome in Geelong. I seek the full involvement of the
VEC and a guarantee that this is a fair system.
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William Angliss Institute
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Training and
Skills, the Honourable Gayle Tierney, and is in relation
to training facilities in my electorate of Northern
Metropolitan Region. Over the past two years the
Andrews government has invested hundreds of millions
of dollars in Victoria’s TAFE and training system so all
Victorians have the opportunity to train and retrain
regardless of their circumstances. This investment has
resulted in reopening campuses that were shut under the
previous government, and I understand that the minister
was at the Greensborough TAFE campus open day in
Mr Leane’s electorate just last Sunday for the campus’s
official opening.
As well as the reopening of campuses closed under the
previous government and further new buildings,
Labor’s investment has also resulted in cutting-edge
equipment for our TAFEs to make sure our TAFE
institutes have the equipment needed to train locals now
and into the future. Through Skills First, which came
into effect at the beginning of this year, Labor is
overhauling Victoria’s training and TAFE system. This
includes guaranteed funding to secure the future of
TAFE and make sure Victorians have the right skills for
the jobs of today and tomorrow.
These initiatives and this investment are so important
for our community. My request is for the minister to
visit the William Angliss Institute in my electorate in
the near future to discuss further support for the
institute, to see the truly great work that is undertaken at
William Angliss and to meet with the executive group,
staff and students.

Community safety
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Police. As I
am sure members are aware, the crime statistics for the
year to the end of December last year were released by
the Crime Statistics Agency last week. They confirm
what most Victorians know, and that is that we have a
major issue with community safety and crime in
Victoria. Indeed these statistics show that justice
procedure offences in the 12 months to December were
up 51 per cent, transport regulation offences were up
43 per cent, alarmingly robbery was up 24.4 per cent,
dangerous and negligent acts endangering people were
up 22 per cent, theft offences were up 15.9 per cent and
assaults and related offences were up 11.8 per cent.
Breaches of orders were up 10.6 per cent, burglaries
and break and enters were up 10.1 per cent and drug
use and possession offences were up 6.9 per cent.
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As we know, behind each of these alarming statistics
are the victims of an extra 93 000 offences committed
in 2016 compared to 2014, when the coalition left
office, so there are many thousands of extra victims of
crime out there. We are aware of the horrific examples
of home invasions, carjackings and gang violence that
we are seeing on our streets. We saw it on our streets
even at Moomba. Despite the best efforts of Victoria
Police and the deployment of enormous resources —
‘columns of police’, I think, is how the Police
Association Victoria secretary referred to the
deployment — we still saw enormous unrest as well as
violent and other illegal incidents.
Obviously this is a major concern to the opposition, but
clearly the government now realise they have a major
concern, because the police minister herself has said
that Victorians do not feel safe in their homes. What an
indictment it is of two years of Labor for the Victorian
police minister to say that Victorians do not feel safe in
their homes. Two years of Labor, two years of head in
the sand, two years of soft-on-crime policies and two
years of neglect, and we have a situation where the
police minister of Victoria is saying Victorians do not
feel safe in their homes. What an indictment of her,
what an indictment of Daniel Andrews, what an
indictment of the minister’s predecessor and what an
indictment of the cabinet for their priorities, their
choices and their failings.
The action I seek from the minister is: can she give a
date when safety will be returned to our streets, when
the growth in carjackings and home invasions will be
stopped and when Victorians can feel safe in their
homes? Can the minister give us a date when that will
occur?
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! Mr O’Donohue, you may need to rephrase your
action. I am not sure about asking a minister to give a
date for something she may or may not be able to
control, so I invite you to rephrase that.
Mr Finn interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Mr Finn, I did not ask for an opinion. I think in the
adjournment debate you need to be asking for an action
where you will get an answer.
Mr O’DONOHUE — Thank you for the
opportunity, Acting President. Noting that crime under
Daniel Andrews is up over 20 per cent in the last two
years, can the minister advise when this crime wave
that Victorians are currently experiencing will be
brought under control?
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! Again, that is a question; it is not really an
adjournment action. Maybe that is something you can
ask during question time. Mr O’Donohue, I will give
you a few minutes to rephrase the question. I will deal
with other adjournment matters, and I will get back to
you in about 5 or 6 minutes.

Gatwick Hotel
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) —
My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Police.
Last week it was announced that the Gatwick Hotel in
St Kilda will probably close in a few months time. I
welcome this; it is long overdue. I have spoken of this a
number of times in this place, although I note that the
Assembly member for Albert Park has been
conspicuously silent until very recently. The Gatwick
had been for sale for a long time — estimates vary as to
how long — when it was announced last October that it
was being taken off the market, and this was met with
dismay by local residents and traders who were sick of
the effect that it had on local businesses and local
people. This has ultimately led to calls again for it to
close.
Recently I have received a range of emails, calls and
letters from constituents, many with horrifying stories.
One told me of her alarm at learning that the man
charged over the Bourke Street tragedy had visited the
Gatwick to buy drugs in the days before his fatal
journey to the city. She was appalled that someone so
dangerous and who had committed such a horrific
crime a short time later had been drawn to her
neighbourhood by the Gatwick. One reason why the
Gatwick should have closed long ago is that, while it
gave people a roof, it gave almost nothing else except
danger and exposure to a range of very serious crimes.
Indeed we know that some people who were homeless
decided to sleep rough because they considered that
they would be safer than being at the Gatwick.
Recently I have come into possession of a number of
documents obtained under freedom of information, and
they add some horrifying figures to the stories that
residents and traders tell. Between 1 January and
11 October 2016 Ambulance Victoria had 97 call-outs,
which means a minimum of 97 ambulances, to the
Gatwick. Twenty-one were for overdoses; that leaves
aside six episodes of fainting and four of convulsions.
Ten were listed as psychiatric, and there were seven
assaults or sexual assaults. The Metropolitan Fire
Brigade was called 21 times during the same period,
including on four occasions when fires were lit inside
the Gatwick.
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As to the police, between 1 January 2016 and 30 June
2016 there were 54 incidents that led to a range of
charges, and I would estimate that there would have
been in the vicinity of hundreds of charges. For
example, one incident which is listed as drug
possession also had charges of theft, assault with a
weapon, making a threat to kill and trafficking a drug of
dependence. There were 19 incidents of drugs, 12 of
justice procedures, two of rape, one incident of sexual
assault, four incidents of assault and two of arson, and
there were others.
The action I am seeking is an explanation from the
minister of what additional support and resources will
be provided to Fitzroy Street as it rebuilds from being
one of Victoria Police’s official crime hotspots, as
evidenced by these figures that are just in relation to the
Gatwick.

Southern Migrant & Refugee Centre
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs, and it is in relation to the
operations of the Southern Migrant & Refugee Centre
(SMRC), located in Dandenong. I was contacted on
several occasions last year and more recently received a
couple of telephone calls about concerns at the division
within the Southern Migrant & Refugee Centre. I was
rather curious and went along to the annual general
meeting (AGM) last year, and I have never witnessed
an annual general meeting of that nature before. To put
it simply, it was the biggest bunfight I had ever seen. It
could easily have been a stoush between the staff, chief
executive officer and the board, or it could have been a
stoush between two factions of the Labor Party. I could
not quite figure out what was going on.
All I know is that it is a very important service and
there are concerns about its governance, performance
and operations. It was headed up by a well-respected
woman called Jenny Semple, who was the chief
executive officer. I was present when she was given an
award for meritorious service to the community as part
of the Multicultural Awards for Excellence in 2016. I
was horrified to read a letter that was circulated at that
AGM by the chairman of the board, who was scathing
in his criticism of Ms Semple. However, she had some
very loyal supporters. I have now received a letter,
dated 9 March, which says:
This letter is to inform you that as of 3 March 2017, Jenny
Semple has tendered her resignation as CEO of SMRC.

It then goes on to praise her 20 years of service, the
significant contribution she has made and so on. It
seems to me that the board has had its way. It is a
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non-profit community-based agency delivering a very
important service in the southern region, receiving
grants from the three levels of government and doing a
very important job in terms of helping migrants and
refugees.
What I am asking for is some level of comfort by the
minister facilitating an independent review of the
governance, performance and operations of the SMRC
to ensure that a well-respected chief executive officer
has not been hounded out of her job for any reason
other than those associated with the performance of her
role. I am not convinced that that is the case. I want to
be comforted by that. I did not like what I saw. The
contradiction of this letter with the one that was
circulated by the chairman of the board last year could
not be more disparate, so I am asking the minister to
instigate a review.

North Road, Ormond, level crossing
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the minister
responsible for the removal of level crossings,
Minister Allan. I have raised on a number of occasions
issues in relation to the level crossing removals at North
Road in Ormond and McKinnon Road and Centre Road
in Bentleigh. This matter relates to the level crossing
removal in Ormond and involves the works undertaken
for drainage. We have had another weather event today.
I believe there are a number of areas in metropolitan
Melbourne that have been flooded, and I do hope that
there is no ongoing damage from the rains today.
On 29 December significant flooding occurred in
Melbourne and across the state from which there was
significant damage in the Ormond area and also in the
neighbouring area of McKinnon, where significant
amounts of water were coming out of the drains that
were put in place to cope with the extensive drainage
from those level crossing sites.
Nevertheless, my issue concerns, as I said, the North
Road area. Many residents have written to me and
expressed their concerns about what has actually
happened in terms of the pipes and various construction
dealing with these drainage issues, with the Level
Crossing Removal Authority (LXRA), Melbourne
Water and the local council. All of these residents have
been told that significant work was done, that
everything was okay and that the LXRA had
undertaken some investigation and found that the
system was operating as it was designed to. However,
there are still some concerns held by various residents
who have not had many of their queries answered to
their satisfaction.
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One of the areas of concern relates to all of the piping
and the drainage that was laid during the construction
phase and what other areas may be affected by this. The
action I am seeking from the minister is that the
investigation and the report by the LXRA on these
works be made public so that the affected residents can
understand fully what consultation with Melbourne
Water and the Glen Eira City Council was undertaken
and what works actually took place to cater for future
flooding, because we will get future rain events which
will be greater than the last one. If the minister could
provide that to the public, that would be most helpful.

Ballarat Hospice Care
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the attention of
the Minister for Health. The action I seek is that the
minister commit the $5.1 million of funding required to
facilitate Ballarat Hospice Care’s relocation to their
new premises and that that funding be made available
in the upcoming budget.
Ballarat Hospice Care is seeking state government
support to construct a new building in Ballarat to enable
more people to access home-based palliative care. The
new building would facilitate growth in meeting service
demand and the increasing complexity of care and
enhanced services. The proposed new building is a
$6.4 million project. A total of $5.1 million should be
allocated by the state government, and $1.3 million will
be made available by Ballarat Hospice Care. If funded,
Ballarat Hospice Care would be formally ready to open
the new building in July 2018.
Ballarat Hospice Care has outgrown its current
building, and service development cannot be achieved
without a new building. The future viability of Ballarat
Hospice Care is dependent on having this new building
completed. Various other accommodation options have
been considered, but for a variety of financial and
operational continuity issues they have all been
discounted. Ballarat Hospice Care recognises that
without a new building service development will be
inhibited and this will consequently place increased
demand on hospital admission levels.
Ballarat Hospice Care cannot currently fund a new
building themselves. However, Ballarat Hospice Care
contributes in excess of 20 per cent of operational
funding beyond the Department of Health and Human
Services recurrent funding. Non-recurrent funding is
increasing annually. The 20 per cent comes from
investments and fundraising activities that supplement
operational costs and is very much dependent on the
generosity of the local community, but it is also very
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dependent on the hardworking volunteers and staff at
Ballarat Hospice Care. It is a well-respected Ballarat
organisation and has been working very hard under
difficult circumstances for a long period of time. This
project is very deserving of funding, and I firmly
believe that this should be funded in the upcoming
budget.

Community safety
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — Thank
you for this opportunity, Acting President. I appreciate
it. The action I seek is in relation to the adjournment
matter I raised earlier. Given the increase in crime and
given the current challenges Victoria Police are facing,
can the government explore all avenues to fast-track the
deployment and recruitment of extra police that is due
to begin on 1 July?

Responses
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — What
day did Mr O’Donohue get an adjournment matter up?
He got it up today with his redefinition of an issue for
the Minister for Police seeking for her to explore all
options and avenues to fast-track police recruitment.
Good work.
Ms Lovell raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Health asking her to release documents
that the member has sought under FOI legislation.
Mr Eideh raised a matter for the Minister for Major
Projects that dealt with level crossings of a particular
nature in his community at Furlong Road and St Albans
Road in Keilor, and he sought advice for the
community about not only that project but other level
crossing removals being undertaken in the west.
Mr Finn raised a matter for the Minister for Police
seeking the minister’s advice about what criteria the
police were using in relation to enforcement of certain
aspects of — —
Mr Finn — The laws.
Mr JENNINGS — Yes, the laws. I was trying to
work out which one it was. It is the Summary Offences
Act 1966 presumably in relation to — —
Mr Finn — Offensive behaviour is one of them.
Mr JENNINGS — I imagine it is in the Summary
Offences Act. I was just trying to actually think about
the appropriate act, Mr Finn, to see what discretion may
be available to the police in relation to enabling them to
keep our streets safe.
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Mr Finn — And our seats as well.
Mr JENNINGS — Indeed that may be a problem
with such activities as Mr Finn was referring to. I
would defer to the Minister for Police to actually
provide him with that criteria.
Ms Springle raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Families and Children seeking clarity and
guidance in relation to a program that the minister is
responsible for and that affects schools in relation to the
implementation of child safe standards, and in
particular advice that is given to school principals and
to the teaching community.
Mr O’Sullivan raised a matter for the Minister for
Agriculture seeking her support for additional resources
to provide for bait mixing stations to reduce the impact
of mice plagues that may be evident in regional
Victoria.
Mr Davis asked the Minister for Local Government to
rewind the decisions that have been recently
recommended by the citizens jury in Geelong and
reinstate his preferred policy positions and the
preference of the Liberal Party in relation to local
government elections in 2017, notwithstanding the
advice that the minister has received.
Mr Elasmar has sought support from the Minister for
Training and Skills for higher education in the Northern
Metropolitan Region of Melbourne.
Ms Fitzherbert calls on the Minister for Police to
explain what additional resources may be provided in
keeping the community safe in the Fitzroy Street
precinct in St Kilda.
Mrs Peulich raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Multicultural Affairs relating to the recent
resignation of the CEO of the Southern Migrant &
Refugee Centre and seeking the minister’s review of
the circumstances in which that resignation occurred.
Ms Crozier raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Public Transport seeking the public release
of information from the Level Crossing Removal
Authority relating to a project it undertook in
conjunction with Melbourne Water and others in North
Road, Ormond.
Mr Morris has sought the assistance of the Minister for
Health in providing resources for Ballarat Hospice Care
to relocate to new premises.
Beyond those matters tonight, the government has
furnished written responses to adjournment debate
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matters raised by Ms Lovell on 9 and 22 November
2016 and 8, 9 and 21 February; Mr Davis on 7, 8 and
9 February; Mr Finn on 7, 8, 9, 21 and 22 February;
Mr Ramsay on 7, 9 and 22 February; Ms Fitzherbert on
7 February; Mr Morris on 7 February; Mr O’Sullivan
on 7 February; Ms Crozier on 8 February; Mr Eideh on
8 February; Mr Elasmar on 8 February; Mr Leane on
8 February; Ms Patten on 8 February; Mr Barber on
9 February; and Mr Mulino on 9 February.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! The house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 7.21 p.m.
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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 9.36 a.m. and read the prayer.

MAJOR SPORTING EVENTS
AMENDMENT (AFL GRAND FINAL
TICKETS) BILL 2017
Introduction and first reading
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan)
introduced a bill for an act to amend the Major
Sporting Events Act 2009 to provide for the AFL
Grand Final to be a sports ticketing event and to set
out specific ticketing requirements for that event
and for other purposes.
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where the school carpark appeared full of cars with
New South Wales number plates.
From the outset there was a clear tension in the
evidence. Some wanted to keep the driving age at 18 or
even raise it, while others felt that bringing the licensing
scheme into line with other states would have a
significant benefit on young people’s lives and their
transition to adulthood. The committee came to the
conclusion that licensing is a gateway to mobility for
many young people in non-urban areas, and that
mobility is essential for young people to access
opportunities for their future. The central
recommendation of this report is therefore that the
probationary driving age in Victoria be lowered to
17 years. I understand that there is a minority report to
this recommendation that Mr Eideh may speak on at a
later date.

Read first time.

LAW REFORM, ROAD AND COMMUNITY
SAFETY COMMITTEE
Probationary driving age
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) presented
report, including appendices, extracts of
proceedings and minority report, together with
transcripts of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report be published.
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

The reference for this inquiry came from Mr Purcell,
who asked that the committee investigate the impacts of
lowering the probationary driving age in Victoria,
including assessing the link between the driving age of
18 and youth unemployment in regional areas, and the
correlation between a lower probationary driving age
and the road toll. The committee was also asked to
review the adequacy of transport infrastructure and
services available to young people in regional Victoria.
We received over 100 submissions from a broad range
of stakeholders, including government departments,
road safety research and academic agencies and
not-for-profit organisations, but most importantly
young people shared their views and experiences with
the committee. We held a number of public hearings in
secondary schools and tech colleges. This was
particularly interesting in the border town of Wodonga,

Highlighted throughout the inquiry was the success of
Victoria’s graduated licensing scheme. It is recognised
as one of the most comprehensive in the world,
although the committee believes it can be strengthened
further and recommends a number of additional
requirements, including increasing the requirement for
supervised night driving from 10 to 20 hours, changing
the peer passenger restriction from one passenger to no
passengers for the duration of a probationary 1 licence
and restricting P1 drivers from driving between
10.00 p.m. and 5.00 a.m. unless it is for employment,
study or other authorised purposes.
Each of these changes reflect widely supported models
of best practice. We made a number of other
recommendations to assist and enhance young people’s
transport mobility, be it in their own cars or through
other community transport initiatives. It is a broad suite
of recommendations that we believe will enhance the
transport mobility of young people while introducing
new complementary safeguards to ensure Victoria
maintains its high standards of road safety.
I would like to thank the chair, Geoff Howard, the
member for Buninyong in the other place; our deputy
president, Khalil Eideh; and Murray Thompson, Martin
Dixon and Natalie Suleyman, the members for
Sandringham, Nepean and St Albans in the other place.
Thanks also for the great work from the committee
secretariat: Yuki Simmonds, Christianne Andonovski
and Natalie Lilford. I also thank the staff who left
during the inquiry: Andrew Homer, Sarah Terry and
John Aliferis. I commend the report to the house.
Motion agreed to.
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continue to keep their life on track, keep out of prison
and, hopefully, keep out of trouble.

Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General’s Reports on —
Effectiveness of the Environmental Effects Statement
Process, March 2017 (Ordered to be published).
Managing Victoria’s Planning System for Land Use and
Development, March 2017 (Ordered to be published).

MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Aboriginal prisoner rehabilitation
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) — I rise
to update the house on the Andrews government’s
programs to strengthen Aboriginal prisoners’ cultural
connections and reduce recidivism through grants
worth almost $2.5 million. Last Thursday, 16 March, I
joined the member for Geelong in the Legislative
Assembly, Christine Couzens, at the Aboriginal Justice
Forum in Geelong to announce the Kaka Wangity,
Wangin-Mirrie Aboriginal cultural program grant
recipients. These grants, which will be funded until
2019, are part of the Andrews Labor government’s
commitment to the Aboriginal justice agreement,
building on the work of successive Victorian
governments in response to the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. They are designed to
drive down the over-representation of Aboriginal
people in Victorian prisons, better rehabilitate
Aboriginal prisoners and ultimately drive down
recidivism amongst Aboriginal offenders. The
organisations delivering the culturally focused
programs in prisons and community correctional
services include the Aboriginal Family Violence
Prevention and Legal Service, Connecting Home Ltd,
the Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency and
Relationships Australia Victoria.
At the forum I also announced a $710 000 grant for a
continuity of Aboriginal healthcare pilot to be rolled out
over the next two years. The pilot will ensure that
Aboriginal women exiting the Dame Phyllis Frost
Centre and men exiting the Dhurringile Prison and the
Fulham Correctional Centre will continue to get the
care they need as they re-enter the community. The
pilot will be delivered by three Aboriginal-run
organisations. It might not sound like it, but it certainly
is true that ensuring people remain healthy is imperative
to ensuring that they stay out of our justice system.
Many prisoners who come into our care are in poor
health. Ensuring they are accessing health services
when they leave our care helps those men and women

Men’s sheds
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I rise to update the house on the Andrews
Labor government’s continued support for men’s sheds.
Last week whilst visiting Maryborough Men’s Shed I
announced that the Andrews Labor government would
provide $879 000 in funding for the 2017–18 men’s
sheds grants program. Maryborough Men’s Shed is a
fantastic community hub with a great bunch of
enthusiastic shedders. It was terrific also to meet
shedders from neighbouring men’s sheds, such as the
Avoca and Newstead men’s sheds.
There are over 350 men’s sheds across Victoria,
helping provide opportunities for men to meet,
reconnect and participate in local community initiatives
in a safe and inclusive environment. Men’s sheds give
men of all ages the opportunity to participate in
trade-based activities, health and wellbeing information
sessions and other activities. Men’s sheds contribute to
their local communities in many ways, and I have seen
wooden toys and furniture that they have donated to
kinders and nursing homes. The sheds also enable men
to reduce social isolation and improve their wellbeing.
Under this funding round, grants of up to $60 000 are
available for communities to build a new shed,
redevelop an existing men’s shed or co-locate a men’s
shed within a multifunction community facility or hub.
Grants of up to $30 000 are also available for
refurbishment of existing men’s sheds, including
modifications to meet health, safety and disability and
public access needs, increase shed capacity and expand
activities based on community demand. Incorporated
not-for-profit organisations and local councils are
encouraged to apply, especially those from rural and
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities and
areas that are experiencing significant economic and
social change.
The Andrews Labor government is a proud supporter of
men’s sheds across Victoria. We understand that men’s
sheds are not just buildings; they are enablers of
stronger and more resilient communities. The former
Bracks Labor government provided the first state
government funding for building and refurbishing
men’s sheds back in 2006. This latest funding round
will enable even more local communities right across
Victoria to benefit from the safe, friendly and inclusive
community spaces that men’s sheds provide.
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on her plan to complete a feasibility study and develop
an Australian dairy women’s network.

Members for Tarneit and Melton

The petition of the taxpayers of Victoria draws to the attention
of the house that we believe the Victorian Parliament and its
members should stand for decency, transparency and act
always in the public interest.

Vicki Perrett on the Bellarine Peninsula has just been
awarded the inaugural Monica Hayes Award for
Women, which is specific to women of the northern
Bellarine communities. Vicki is an activist and a leader
in several spheres, most notably through her work with
Geelong Sustainability and also in Portarlington where
she leads women in learning new skills and introduces
them to new areas of interest. She is a skilled initiator,
advocate and lobbyist. Vicki believes that women and
girls in our community and across the globe can only
have lives that are safe, happy, empowered and
fulfilling if there is a planet for them to live on,
embodying the principle of enough for all, forever.

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria require the member for Melton, Don
Nardella, to repay the amount claimed through his second
residence allowance and be required to resign from
Parliament at once.

Catherine and Vicki both believe in the importance of
putting in in their communities, and of hearing people’s
voices. I congratulate both and wish Catherine well in
the awards this morning.

Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) —
What an extraordinary situation: the Victorian
community with Neil Mitchell and 3AW is petitioning
the Parliament and Premier Daniel Andrews to sack his
two rorting Labor members. The petition has been
underway for less than 1 hour and there are already
2500 signatures. This is a phenomenal response. I want
to read the petition, which states:

Further, that the member for Tarneit, Telmo Languiller,
having agreed to repay, should at this stage serve out his term
but retire at the next election.
We urge the Premier and the Parliament to act in the interest
of Victoria to defend decency and ensure through whatever
means that the above action is taken.

This is a situation where Daniel Andrews went to the
election in 2014 promising accountability, transparency
and honesty in the Victorian Parliament and to restore
trust in our parliamentarians. The two people he put in
charge of upholding that promise, the Speaker and the
Deputy Speaker, have been the ones caught out in
Victoria’s largest political rort, and the Victorian
community and the Liberal-Nationals coalition will not
stand for it.

Catherine Jenkins and Vicki Perrett
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills) —
I rise to draw attention to the contribution of two
women working at a local level and making a
significant difference to other women within very
different communities. Catherine Jenkins of South
Purrumbete is a western Victoria dairy farmer who is
switched on to issues confronting the industry while at
the same time mindful of the need to create positive
images and messages and outlets for frustration. At the
height of the milk price-cut challenges last year,
Catherine and a friend set up a Facebook page
encouraging people to share positive and encouraging
dairy stories and images. Now she is a finalist in the
2017 Rural Industries Research and Development
Corporation’s Victorian Women’s Rural Award based

Australia21
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
congratulate the think tank Australia21 on their
powerful report launched on Monday, Can Australia
Respond to Drugs More Effectively and Safely?.
Drug-related deaths, diseases, injuries, crimes and
social costs continue to rise despite more than
80 000 arrests in Australia each year. Now four former
police commissioners and assistant commissioners, two
former heads of corrective services, a former Supreme
Court judge and a former Director of Public
Prosecutions have made history by putting their names
to a report that says it is time for decriminalisation.
The report was launched by Jeff Kennett, a former
Liberal Premier of Victoria, and Bob Carr, a former
federal Labor foreign affairs minister and a former
Premier of New South Wales. This report does
something that has never been done before: it tables
solutions backed by the very people who were
enforcing drug laws until recently. It comes out of an
unprecedented round table convened by Mick Palmer,
who has served as commissioner of both the Australian
Federal Police and the Northern Territory police.
The Australia21 report makes 13 key
recommendations. Chief amongst those is its call for an
approach that distinguishes between high-end
production and trafficking on the one hand and personal
use and possession on the other. It does not recommend
open slather legalisation of all drugs. Instead it supports
incremental robustly evaluated steps towards a national
policy of decriminalisation. I commend the contributors
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for their important work and encourage MPs to read
this groundbreaking work.

Multiculturalism
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Yesterday was Harmony Day, an important part of our
great Australian migration story celebrated during
Cultural Diversity Week, which runs from 18 to
26 March and occurs each year. As part of Cultural
Diversity Week I attended the Premier’s gala dinner,
held at the convention centre last week and attended by
1400 key stakeholders, who enjoyed a night of
outstanding multicultural entertainment around the
theme ‘Our journey, our stories’.
The courage and determination shown by Australians
of all backgrounds in coming to a new land to build a
new life is a critical part of a proud Australian history.
However, this history is now being rewritten by the
political activists hell-bent on changing our
multicultural narrative, which has underpinned this
policy success to make our state the greatest
multicultural success story that has ever been written.
So whilst the stories of the journey are a key feature of
our cultural diversity, it is the destination and all that it
stands for that provides the cohesion that has made
Australia great. This symbolism is critical to the
cohesive society we enjoy.
Regrettably the Premier’s Gala Dinner made no
mention of our destination — not a single mention of
Australia — and the national anthem was not played. In
fact the slogan ‘Victorian. And Proud of It’ has
strategically replaced any reference to the word
‘Australia’. Sadly it appears that our national identity is
being sidelined, our national anthem is being silenced
and our bipartisanship is beginning to fray and tatter as
a result of the deliberate policies of the Andrews Labor
government. With the Victorian Multicultural
Commission all but gutted following the recent Labor
restructure, we are seeing the results of this policy
madness in a very short few months.

Duck season
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I was
amazed to hear the Minister for Agriculture in question
time yesterday describe the opening of the duck
shooting season last weekend as ‘orderly’ and ‘a relief
to hunters’. Only someone who was not present at the
wetlands could make such a statement. What I
witnessed at First Marsh near Kerang on Saturday
morning was nothing short of a relentless massacre of
birds — and not just ducks. Hundreds of protected, rare
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and threatened species were shot and left to die. It was
shocking and sickening.
By Monday morning duck rescuers had recovered more
than 800 dead waterbirds, largely from the marshes. It
was the most they had recovered in the first weekend in
31 years. The majority of the birds were young, which
not only represents the cruelty inflicted but also will
impact on the breeding ability of those bird groups. The
protected birds include 68 freckled ducks,
21 blue-billed ducks, 24 blue-winged shovelers,
34 Eurasian coots and 25 grebes. These are all
protected and vulnerable species.
The minister also said ‘certainly the overwhelming
majority of duck hunters do the right thing’. Well, the
evidence does not bear that out, with hundreds of
protected species left to die at the marshes. She did not
take the opportunity yesterday to condemn that.

Islamic Museum of Australia
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — On Sunday evening I had the
great pleasure to represent Minister Robin Scott at the
Islamic Museum of Australia’s gala dinner. The Islamic
Museum of Australia represents a fine institution in our
multicultural museum landscape, and this week of
celebrating harmony is another reason to celebrate the
wonderful work that the Islamic museum does in terms
of both outreach and education within the community.
It was also my great pleasure at the time to announce
that Minister Scott and the Victorian Multicultural
Commission have provided a grant of $450 000 over
the next three years to the Islamic Museum of Australia
to allow them to do further education and outreach,
working against Islamophobia. It is very important that
we protect our members of the community that are in a
minority and that are being taken advantage of by
despicable and horrendous politicians like Pauline
Hanson, who want to do nothing more than be divisive
and create dissension within our community when in
fact we as a great multicultural state in Victoria look to
be inclusive and embrace diversity to support our
minorities and our ethnic communities to ensure that
what makes us great is what brings us together and to
celebrate one’s differences and not be fearful of them.
It was my great honour to be the guest speaker at the
Islamic museum dinner. I wish to commend the great
work that they do in both education and outreach in the
community.
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Public transport
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — I would like to
talk today about public transport. I commend the efforts
of my colleagues, Greens MPs and Greens councillors
in Victoria, who were out last week talking to
commuters about the troubles they are facing on our
public transport system. I particularly want to relate the
story of three commuters I talked to at Nunawading
station. They certainly had a lot of time on their hands
to talk to me, because they had been waiting 45 minutes
for the 902 SmartBus. It was not that the SmartBus did
not arrive; it was that two buses did arrive but they
could not get onto those buses.
In terms of integrating with the public transport system,
it is all very good and well to have buses, but if you
cannot actually get on them, they do not really suit the
purpose of what they are there to deliver in the
SmartBus network. It was extraordinary to hear the
stories of commuters out there who were waiting to
interchange with the buses, and particularly about the
GPS tracking on those buses. A bus on the GPS system
will seemingly be 1 minute away from the bus stop and
then all of a sudden completely disappear into thin air,
as it was, from the digital system. I just want to
sympathise with the frustrations of those commuters.

Melbourne Polytechnic Greensborough campus
Mr HERBERT (Northern Victoria) — Last Sunday
saw Minister Tierney formally open Melbourne
Polytechnic’s Greensborough campus. The
Greensborough campus is on the edge of the massive
north-east growth corridor and, as such, commands a
strategically vital location for education, training and
skills for the region and for the new generation of
young people growing up in that corridor. For newer
members of this Parliament, it is important to know that
the campus was one of the many closed under the
previous coalition government’s massive TAFE
funding cuts, which stopped opportunities for local
students to learn and also devastated the local
community, as Mr Ondarchie very well knows. The
loss of students devastated the Apollo Parkways
shopping centre.
I congratulate the hardworking local Assembly
member, Vicki Ward, who has fought tirelessly, not just
to get this important TAFE campus reopened but to
ensure that it genuinely meets the needs of the local
community — a community who are absolutely
delighted by the reopening. And why would they not
be? It includes a $10 million upgrade; a partnership
with local schools, in many ways thanks to that great
educator Howard Kelly, who fostered those
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partnerships; new courses in pathology, aged care,
business and horticulture; and the relocation of the
Diamond Valley Learning Centre, enabling
20 vulnerable kids stuck on the waiting list to get an
education. It has seen the establishment of the
Melbourne Innovation Centre, which is helping new
business in the area.
A new bus route has been opened by the government
between Hurstbridge and Greensborough to let students
visit the St Helena shops and attend the Greensborough
campus, and of course design is well underway for a
brand-new co-located state-of-the-art tech school as
part of another government commitment to the area.
This is a great initiative. The TAFE campus should
never have been closed to the community. It has now
reopened under the Andrews government, and it is
servicing the community well.

Community safety
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) — I
rise to speak briefly on Victoria’s crime wave, which
the Andrews government seems utterly helpless to do
anything about. We have recently seen new crime
figures released that show a 10 per cent increase in
crime over the last year, including highlights like
aggravated burglary increasing by a staggering 40 per
cent. The Minister for Police defended these results and
described them as being quite good, considering that
there was only a 0.1 per cent rise, she claimed, in some
figures.
I want to talk about two horrific crimes in particular
that I think epitomise the problem that we are seeing in
our community. Cranbourne is the home invasion
capital of Victoria. Last week a Cranbourne father was
looking after his teenage daughter and her friends in
their home when he was forced to fight off an armed
gang who turned up with weapons, including a handgun
and a rifle, and fired shots into his home. Even more
horrific, a 22-year-old female tourist was last week
raped outside St Vincent’s Hospital in Fitzroy. She was
accosted by a man on a tram and sought help. She got
off the tram to try to flee him. She banged on a door at
the hospital for assistance. It did not come fast enough
and she was repeatedly raped. She was rescued by a
security guard. Her assailant had been freed on bail a
day before. This is a horrendous crime. It is very clear
that what the Minister for Police says is true: Victorians
do not feel safe in their own homes because they are
not. Nor are they safe in everyday places like on trams
in the middle of Melbourne. These crimes are
appalling. The Minister for Police has no answer, and
nor does the Premier.
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Marc Leishman
Mr PURCELL (Western Victoria) — I rise today to
congratulate one of Warrnambool’s best sportsmen,
golfer Marc Leishman. On Monday Marc won the
Arnold Palmer Invitational in Orlando with an amazing
20-metre putt, but what makes Marc such a hero in my
region is that he is actually a nice guy. He regularly
returns home to see family and old friends, and he is so
highly respected in his community. Marc is an example
that being a great sportsman does not mean that you
have to be a brat like some of the young Australian
tennis players whose behaviour is an insult to our
sporting nation and a horrible role model for young
tennis players coming through. Well done to Marc
Leishman.

Chinese trade delegation
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — Last week I
had the honour of welcoming members of the China
Council for the Promotion of International Trade Gansu
Provincial Committee to Parliament House. Attending
their visit to Parliament House were representatives
from the Victoria State Office of the Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade, the Melbourne Chamber of
Commerce, the Victorian Farmers Federation, the
Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, councillors
from Whitehorse, Banyule, Campaspe, Shepparton,
Kingston, Manningham and Melbourne City councils,
as well as representatives from businesses in Australia
and China.
It was a great opportunity to learn about this region in
China, which is home to over 23 million people, and of
its capability in a variety of industries, including
agriculture — wheat, maize, millet, cotton and linseed;
livestock — beef, sheep, cattle and horses; natural
resources and power; over 60 types of mineral,
including copper, nickel, lead and zinc; and
manufacturing. Gansu was a major producer of
petroleum and has since branched out into other
industries. We are given this opportunity to connect and
grow together with this rich province that has so much
to offer and to build a strong trade relationship. I would
like to thank Michael Guo and the Australia
International Trade Association for their hard work in
helping facilitate this excellent networking opportunity.
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Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
That this house requires the President to table the
PricewaterhouseCoopers report to the Audit Committee in
relation to the second residence allowance used by the
members for Melton and Tarneit by Thursday,
23 March 2017.
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President, yesterday in this place you advised the house
that you had written to the Speaker regarding your
receipt of, or the Parliament Audit Committee’s receipt
of, a report from PricewaterhouseCoopers regarding the
claims for second residence allowance by the members
for Tarneit and Melton in the other place. In the course
of that advice you went into some depth in indicating
subject matter which is covered in that audit report and
the basis of the claims that have been made by those
two members of the other place with respect to their
obtaining second residence allowances over various
periods in relation to home bases which were not in
their electorates — indeed home bases which had no
connection at all with their electorates.
This is a matter which has been the subject of
considerable public scrutiny over the last month —
indeed considerable public concern over the last
month — which ultimately led to the establishment of
that inquiry by the Audit Committee and your
commissioning, as the remaining Presiding Officer
following the resignation of the member for Tarneit as
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, of that Audit
Committee inquiry into this matter.
Given that that audit report has now been received, as
indicated in your advice to the Parliament yesterday, it
is the view of the coalition that this audit report be put
in the public domain at the earliest available
opportunity. This is something which has generated
considerable public debate and considerable public
concern as to the conduct of the two members that are
referred to in that report. It has led to the government
indicating it will take action on this matter, though we
have not seen that action to date. So it is appropriate
that the audit report from PricewaterhouseCoopers be
now put in the public domain. The purpose of the
resolution that I am moving this morning is to ensure
that that report can be released to the Parliament and
subsequently to the public at the earliest available
opportunity, and the nominal date of tomorrow has
been set for the release.
This motion in many respects is similar to other
documents motions which are put before this house
requiring a responsible officer to present documents to
the house for its consideration. In this instance it is
slightly different insofar as it requires the President to
present this report to this house. I say at the outset to the
house that I have had several discussions with the
President in respect of this matter, and the President has
indicated clearly that he does not object to this report
being released to the house and does not have any
concerns as to the content of the report in regard to it
being released to this house. I think that is an important
threshold to be recognised — that the President, having
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seen the report, does not object to it being made
available to the house.
In moving this motion I note that it is a direction to the
President. This has been framed in such a way, and it is
not particularly common for this house to direct the
President in relation to matters. It has happened on a
couple of occasions, though, and the one that is most
notable is in relation to this chamber’s defence of its
resolution of November 2015 requiring the
Ombudsman to inquire into Labor’s staffing rorts. That
matter ended up in the Supreme Court, where the
Ombudsman sought a decision from the court as to
whether she had jurisdiction to undertake that inquiry.
This house resolved to direct the President to represent
the house in the Supreme Court, and when that matter
was appealed in the Court of Appeal this house passed
a further resolution both directing the President to
intervene in the Court of Appeal and empowering the
President to intervene in any subsequent appeals, as is
the case now in the High Court.
So a direction from the house to the President does
provide the President with cover and authority to act on
behalf of this house and makes it clear that the actions
the President takes are on behalf of the house. That was
appropriate in relation to the President representing the
Council in the Supreme Court, in the Court of Appeal
and now in the High Court. It is the coalition’s view in
moving this motion that it is appropriate also that this
requirement of the President ensures and puts beyond
doubt that the President in releasing the report, which is
the coalition’s desire, is acting in accordance with the
requirements of the house. I will come back to that
issue shortly.
Another point I would like to make and put on record in
this place is the position the government has articulated
in the other place. Yesterday not surprisingly the
statement that was provided to the Speaker from the
President in relation to this matter was the subject of
debate and questions in the Assembly, and in the course
of addressing those questions in the other place the
Premier indicated:
When the full report, which I hope is released as soon as
possible — whether it is in half an hour or tomorrow or
Thursday, I hope it is released as soon as possible …

So the Premier is on the record indicating in the other
place that it is his desire that the report be released as
soon as possible. Accordingly we would not expect the
government to object to resolving this motion today and
seeking to have this report made available to the house.
To recap, through discussions with the President it is
clear that the President does not object to the release of
the report. The motion, as it is currently drafted, does
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provide protection for the President in releasing the
report, and the government, via the Premier, yesterday
indicated it is seeking for the report to be released at the
earliest opportunity.
Following notice being given of this motion yesterday,
I had subsequent discussions with the President this
morning around the form of this motion and the way in
which it is constructed as a direction. In the course of
those discussions, and considering the issue of a
direction versus the capacity for the President to table
the report of his own volition, the President has
indicated that, on balance, considering those two
competing aspects, it is his preference that he table the
report rather than have it as a direct response to an order
of the Council.
So having regard to the President’s view and respecting
the President’s view, I indicate to the house that the
coalition would agree to an adjournment of the debate
on this motion on the basis of the discussions that the
coalition had with the President when the house started
this morning and that he is willing to table the report in
accordance with the time frames that are set down in
the motion that I have moved. And of course that
mechanism will achieve the outcome, will achieve the
objective that the coalition had in giving notice of this
motion yesterday, which was to ensure that this report
would be made available publicly at the earliest
opportunity.
The discussion with the President and the President’s
willingness to table documents indicate that the
coalition’s objective will be achieved through this
alternative mechanism. So if a motion were moved for
this debate to be adjourned on the basis that the
President has agreed to table the document, the
coalition would not oppose that, because we do believe
that this document should be made available to the
house, with the protection of parliamentary privilege, at
the earliest opportunity.
This is a matter which has caused great concern in the
Victorian community. It has damaged the reputation, I
think, of all members of Parliament in the Victorian
community and has highlighted an area that is in need
of reform. So for this report to be made available at the
earliest opportunity will go a long way in clarifying
what has occurred with these two members and
hopefully also provide further guidance as to the way
forward. So with those remarks, we indicate that we are
happy to accept an undertaking from the President to
table the report, and we look forward to that being
provided at the earliest opportunity.
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Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
move:
That the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.

In so moving, I take up the spirit in which
Mr Rich-Phillips concluded his remarks in recognising
the preparedness of the President, as the Presiding
Officer in this place and as chair of the Audit
Committee, to make a determination within his
responsibilities to release this information to the
Parliament and comply with the time frames that are
envisaged within the motion.
Yesterday, President, when I denied leave when
Ms Wooldridge sought a similar device, I took to my
feet primarily to protect the interests of you in the chair
and the institution in relation to your ability to comply
with any direction of the chamber, and that is the spirit
in which I seek to adjourn this matter today. I am very
concerned about your prerogative and responsibility to
acquit your obligations to the Parliament and the
method by which the Audit Committee has evaluated
these matters to make a determination in your own right
but on this occasion with the invitation of the chamber
to come back and table the document. I think that is a
very important principle.
President, you and many members of this chamber
know that, for all my years in this place, I do not really
rely on standing orders that often. I do not really rely on
them verbatim. I do not rely on convention. I
colloquially refer to them, but I am always mindful of
my obligations to act to protect the interests of the
government. On many, many occasions my actions are
misunderstood in the fact that I act in accordance with
protecting the statute or protecting the procedures of
this chamber and protecting the Chair. In fact my
intervention today is in the spirit of protecting the
interests of the Chair. I am most uncomfortable, and I
think the Parliament should be most uncomfortable,
with establishing a series of precedents where this
chamber directs the Chair.
This may have been an appropriate direction to the
Chair in accordance with what is a reasonable limit of
the Chair’s responsibilities, but there may be many
instances when that is not the case. I think the
institution of the Parliament should be ever mindful of
the limits of what is appropriate to demand of the
Presiding Officer. Certainly I would be concerned if
this precedent would be taken in the future to mean that
we as a chamber would be directing you, President, to
take actions outside of your responsibilities without
your ability to rely on your statutory obligations or the
conventions of the Parliament to act in a certain way, or
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you may be called upon to act in a punitive way beyond
the scope of your powers. You may be asked to
intervene in a whole range of matters beyond your
direct responsibility. I think that is something we
should be very mindful of as a chamber. We should be
very cautious about the way in which we ask you to
exercise your responsibilities. We should be respectful
of your independence within the parliamentary
institution. That is the spirit in which I make my
contribution today.
The government fully understands, accepts and
welcomes the tabling of this document in a time frame
consistent with the original motion moved by
Mr Rich-Phillips. I think it would be more appropriate
for the Parliament to furnish you with the opportunity
to give those undertakings to the Parliament of your
own volition and to table the document in accordance
with the form that you think it should be in as
acquitting your obligations not only as a Presiding
Officer but also as chair of the Audit Committee. The
government believes you should be afforded that
opportunity, and that is the reason why I am seeking to
adjourn this matter today.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Speaking
briefly on some aspects of the motion but of course on
the proposal to adjourn the motion, I am confident that
the letter you provided us yesterday, President, gives us
all the highlights — or perhaps we might call them low
lights — of the findings of the investigation. I am
equally confident that at the time you initiated the Audit
Committee inquiry you would have understood that
there was going to be a high level of public interest and
demand for this report when it was provided, so I do
not think it is any great surprise to anyone in the
chamber that we are seeking exposure of the results of
the audit itself.
I think it is notable that this process — the Audit
Committee, its investigation and its move to
findings — was done in a relatively quick time frame
and, from what I have so far learned, was actually quite
comprehensive. What that has meant is that the matters
that have been subject to great public interest have
actually been able to be brought to a finding in a fairly
short period. There are other allegations about the
misuse of entitlements that have been rattling around
inside this Parliament for a period of years now that we
have no resolution on. I think so far this process has
been a credit to the ability of you, your assistants and
the parliamentary Audit Committee to shed more light
onto the matter that we have all been discussing.
I am certainly happy to support the way that we are
going here in terms of adjourning the matter rather than,
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since it appears to be unnecessary to do so, establishing
another precedent about the house and where it may
direct the President to act in a certain way. What should
happen to this report once it is tabled is that it should be
provided to the lower house Privileges Committee,
which should be investigating the matter. When I say
investigate, a factual investigation has been done quite
comprehensively and completely from what I have
been able to see. They would be considering whether a
form of misconduct or misuse has in fact occurred and,
if so, what is to be done about that. That is the reason
why this report needs to be provided, but the two
houses together — the Parliament as a whole and
particularly the Legislative Assembly, where these two
members reside — have yet to resolve themselves
around what they are going to do with this report.
In conclusion, yes, the report needs to be made public. I
think we have come upon a good way of doing that.
But the important question now for members to
consider is: who is going to consider the report and
what action will they take with the information that is
contained in it?
The PRESIDENT — Order! I wish to make a short
comment in respect of the motion that has been put and
more importantly the adjournment motion that has been
proposed by the Leader of the Government. What I
wish to say in the following statement to the house in
relation to the production of documents motion moved
by Mr Rich-Phillips and the procedural motion moved
by the Leader of the Government is that, as President, I
do have concerns about the potential precedent of this
house ordering me to produce documents. If the house
requires me to produce documents, I am obviously
obliged to do so, but such precedent is of concern given
the potential for a Presiding Officer to be ordered to
produce a range of documents that are otherwise, in my
view, properly confidential.
At the same time the Speaker and I appreciate the
genuine public interest in the release of the Audit
Committee material in this instance. While it is not the
role of Parliament’s internal Audit Committee to
publicly report, events have clearly transpired that mean
that the public interest in releasing this information
outweighs the public interest in this Audit Committee
report remaining confidential.
I indicate to the house that following consultation with
the Speaker I will seek leave on Thursday morning,
which is consistent with the motion, to table the Audit
Committee report in this house. This will consequently
make the report publicly available, including to
members of the Legislative Assembly, in line with the
intent of Mr Rich-Phillips’s motion. It is my view that
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this is the preferable course of action, rather than a
resolution of the house directing me to produce the
same report.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Debate adjourned until next day.

HEYFIELD TIMBER MILL
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — I am pleased to rise
today to speak on this motion. I move:
That this house calls on Premier Daniel Andrews to respect
the views of the 1000 people who met at Heyfield on
Wednesday, 1 February 2017, and keep his word that he will
fight for every job to ensure that —
(1) the Heyfield mill will stay open and its 250 staff will
keep their jobs;
(2) the town of Heyfield and the surrounding areas,
businesses and communities have a future;
(3) the thousands of businesses that rely on Australian
Sustainable Hardwoods (ASH) products will also have a
future;
(4) Australian-made, high-quality, hardwood timber
products from Australian-grown, environmentally
sustainable and commercially managed regrowth forests
are not replaced by imported products; and
(5) over 7000 indirect jobs and affected families in Victoria
are saved from the flow-on effects of this disaster.

Let me start to paint a picture of the timber industry in
Gippsland and Australian Sustainable Hardwoods.
Local Victorian timber stores carbon and locks carbon
away. It is a renewable resource and is wholly
biodegradable, strong and durable. It has a low energy
consumption by comparison with other building
materials, and it has a low embodied energy.
ASH uses only 100 per cent pure regrowth, replanted
timber, and 94 per cent of Victorian forests are locked
up. They are only able to use 6 per cent for the timber
industry, and this is on an 80-year rotation, so
one-eightieth of the timber is felled each year — that is,
one-eightieth of 6 per cent. In the area we are looking
at, we have 6.7 million hectares of forest and national
parks in Victoria, and they are protected and never can
be harvested. We have 130 000 hectares of commercial
regrowth Victorian ash timber forest, and it is managed
by the government through its commercial arm,
VicForests.
ASH uses approximately 450 hectares annually for its
timber supply, and that 450 hectares, once removed, is
replanted and regenerated. It is the largest processor and
manufacturer of hardwood timber products in the
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Southern Hemisphere, and it competes very
successfully with imports. I will have more to say on
imports during my contribution. It is a viable business,
and I have to say I take great offence when people are
twittering and Facebooking, making ridiculous
statements to say that this company is not viable. It has
grown under the Hermal Group; it is a very viable,
productive and innovative company.
The green mill supervisor, Mr Anthony Wilkes, who I
have met on a number of occasions, informs me that
this company has also reinvested money back in. So
rather than it just creaming it off the top, it has
reinvested it back in. They have got a high-tech finger
joiner, and it is the only one in Australia. They are
using it to make interesting and innovative products.
The great thing about ASH at the moment is that it uses
150 000 cubic metres of hardwood sawlogs per annum,
raises $60 million in revenue with $7 million in exports,
creates $40 million in import replacements and pays
$14 million in salaries to the local community. That is
$14 million to families in Gippsland, predominantly in
Heyfield, and it is going. Any suggestion that the
government is going to buy this company out is just
ridiculous. It is just a ruse. It is a sandbag to pretend
that what they are doing is in some way moral and legal
when it is not.
The company returns $23 million to the taxpayer via
VicForests and creates 7000 to 10 000 downstream
jobs. It also makes beautiful products. Victorian ash,
often called Tasmanian oak, is one of the best species
of hardwood in the world. It is used for window sashes
and staircases and is hard wearing and durable. It is
used in a wide range of products such as doors, shop
fittings, floors and furniture. When I was up in Heyfield
a few weeks ago meeting with the CEO, Vince Hurley,
he showed me a lovely floor product that is an amalgam
of a number of different timbers. It is lightweight,
purpose built, durable and well used in our modern
society. It is manufactured at the ASH timber mill in
Heyfield. ASH employs people locally and trains them
up. There are people in the company who started work
on the shop floor and have moved into managerial
positions. There are long-term people who have been
employed there for many years.
Yesterday the ASH timber people, because of their
great frustration, attended a rally on the steps of
Parliament House. I got up very early and walked up
from my apartment. I did a lap of the precinct and about
250-odd sawmill trucks and a variety of other trucks
from Gippsland were here in protest. One of the
gentlemen I spoke to works in Melbourne. He said that
the products they produce in Melbourne are
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outstanding. He was there to show his support for the
mill workers because the downstream effects will be
profound and will impact broadly on Victoria.
The other thing Mr Wilkes told me is that this company
also has a social conscience. ASH provides gift
vouchers for use locally at Christmas time. It also
provides company incentives to encourage a safe
working environment. In terms of rewards, they
provide local gift vouchers that can be used in the town,
reinvesting that money in the town. Other users of ASH
timber include Mawarra, a disability services provider
which is reliant on timber from the ASH mill. Its
enterprise, Jigsaw, uses the timber supplied by ASH to
make hardwood doorjambs, screens and swatches. It
has also been using a docking timber which can be
returned to ASH and made into benchtops. Jigsaw’s
main employees happen to be people with disabilities,
so they will be greatly affected. I was contacted by
them to raise this matter in Parliament. It is not just
about local jobs, it is about jobs downstream as well.
With respect to Mawarra, all the transport costs are
borne by ASH, so they do have a social conscience.
What I feel is really missing in relation to this issue is
political leadership. Daniel Andrews and his Labor
government need to continue the supply of timber at the
required minimum level of 130 000 cubic metres, and
save those 260 jobs. Yesterday, as I said, we saw timber
workers out there on the steps and we saw the
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
(CFMEU). It was a CFMEU-led rally. It is shameful
that in fact no Labor members were out there — Daniel
Andrews was not on the steps to meet them. This is his
core group of people, and they are furious at what he is
doing. It was palpable. They are furious.
Ms Shing — Are you a member of the union now?
Are you a member of the union, Ms Bath?
Ms BATH — It is a member for Eastern Victoria
Region coming awake. That is good to hear.
The other thing about the workers I have met, and I
have met a number of them, is that these people are
practical self-starters. They do not want handouts; they
want to be able to work. They want to be engaged in
full employment — 260 people need to be engaged in
full employment, not some reduced up-in-the-air
thought bubble figure from the Labor government.
When I was speaking with Anthony Wilkes the other
day he said that the Premier came to Hazelwood to talk
about Hazelwood and the Latrobe Valley. Mr Wilkes
came to Morwell and spoke to the Premier. Why?
Because the Premier had refused to acknowledge
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Mr Wilkes although he had made contact many times.
Mr Wilkes came up to the Premier and looked him in
the eye and said, ‘Will you come to Heyfield?’. The
Premier looked him in the eye and shook his hand and
said, ‘Yes, I will be there in four weeks’. The four
weeks happen to be up this Friday, so I am expecting a
call from Anthony Wilkes on Friday to say that
Mr Andrews has come to Heyfield and will be
explaining why he is enabling this mill to go under.
Ms Shing — Except that we have said we will buy
it.
Ms BATH — I will get to that point, member for
Eastern Victoria Region. Daniel Andrews needs to sit
up and take notice. Gippslanders will not go quietly. He
courts the Greens in marginal seats. Let us be truthful.
That is what this agenda is about. The Andrews
government must immediately expedite the possum
exclusion zone review, and this is the key thing that the
government falls over on. They should have created this
review and put it into play over seven or eight months
ago. Gippslanders are fully aware that this Premier is
putting possums and Greens votes before people.
Mr Dalidakis interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! Mr Dalidakis!
Mr Finn interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! Mr Finn, I am on my feet. I ask the chamber to
come to order and let Ms Bath continue her
contribution without interruption. I can tolerate a bit of
interruption and interjection, but I think we need to
keep that to a minimum.
Ms BATH — Last Friday afternoon I attended the
meeting at ASH, in the process room. Both shifts were
there — about 250 people altogether. The leaders of the
Hermal Group, the owners, were there, as was the mill
CEO, the union and the Committee for Gippsland, and
they were unified in their voice. They were unified in
their commitment that they will not lie down and let the
mill go under — that they will fight for all 260 jobs.
There was anger in the room, but there was also shock
and grieving. I did not see this because at one point I
felt it was time for me to leave, but Mr Wilkes said to
me that he cried when he was speaking to people and
that grown men were crying. This is not fair. These are
people’s lives, and this does not need to happen. It is
not like the sky is falling in. There needs to be a
process, and there is a way forward.
Mr Dalidakis interjected.
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Mr Ramsay — On a point of order, Acting
President, you made a ruling in relation to interjections,
particularly by Mr Dalidakis, who has been a common
and constant interjector. I ask either that he leave the
chamber if he cannot be quiet or that you ask him to not
interject further and to allow Ms Bath to finish her
contribution in silence.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! Thank you, Mr Ramsay, for your point of order.
I was going to ask Mr Dalidakis to keep his
interjections to an absolute minimum. I see that
Mr Dalidakis is next on the speakers list, so he can
make his contribution then. Ms Bath may continue her
contribution. I remind members on the other side that
interjection is happening on both sides.
Mr Finn interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! Mr Finn, I cannot stop members of the
government from interjecting if members of the
opposition do not do the same, so I ask all members to
keep their interjections to a minimal level.
Ms BATH — In that room last Friday people were
incredibly furious. They were passionate, committed
and totally on song about keeping this mill open and
running at a capacity state. What they were also furious
about — and it was palpable — was that the Andrews
Labor government did not honour an agreement to
allow the mill staff and the CEO to comment at
2 o’clock. When did the workers hear about it? They
heard about it on ABC radio early in the morning.
People were ringing my office and the radio station
asking why was this the case. It was because the
Premier does not care. He would rather score some
political point than honour an arrangement to allow the
company to speak to those people at 2 o’clock and let
them be the first to hear. I think that says a lot.
There has been much said about contracts entered into
by previous governments. I am sure we going to hear
some flimsy arguments about this. What those who
make these arguments will neglect to mention is that
there has never been a sticking point on quantity. There
has never been an issue around quantity. It is clear that
back in 2014 VicForests allocated 155 cubic metres for
a 10-plus-year contract. The timber is there. What we
also know is that in 2014 ASH and VicForests made a
long-term supply agreement to supply 155 000 cubic
metres. The agreement was reached and it was signed.
When Labor came into government the contract was
sitting on the top of Tim Pallas’s in-tray. There is no
reason why he could not have taken it and signed off on
it. I am not even going to entertain the rubbish that we
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are going to hear in a minute, because it is not accurate.
The timber is there and it was available for a long-term
contract.

with government operational assistance of just
$1.5 million. After the subsidy is factored in we would
still see a $10 million loss.

On the table now from VicForests, which came through
in January, is an offer of 80 000 cubic metres of timber
for the next financial year, 60 000 cubic metres for the
year after and 60 000 cubic metres for the year after
that. Only a three-year contract is on the table. In terms
of production and an ongoing timber industry it is very
difficult — in fact it is impossible — to retain local and
international markets with a three-year contract and to
create positive supply lines with that amount of timber.

Let us compare this with Alcoa. I am pleased for Alcoa
and I am pleased for the people of western Victoria that
they are retaining their jobs. Jobs in regional Victoria
are so important to retain the fabric of that society and
to keep it going, because regional Victoria keeps the
city growing on multiple levels. The government spent
over $200 million to retain those jobs and keep Alcoa
going, so this figure of under $5 million is a paltry sum
by comparison. Why has the government done this?
Because it does not suit its ideology. Its ideology is to
introduce the great forest national park by stealth and
damn the timber mill to history.

The mill requires a minimum of 130 000 cubic metres
per annum under current tooling. There is an issue
around critical mass. I spoke to the mill CEO last week
and drilled down into this some more. With anything
over about 130 000 cubic metres of timber the mill can
employ around 250 people, but when the amount of
timber drops below that it tends to reach a critical level
beyond which employing people can no longer be
sustained. The ratio is one person per 1000 cubic
metres. This preposterous idea of selling the timber mill
to the government will not happen. But even if it were
to happen, at 60 000 cubic metres a year the maximum
number of employees would only be 65 to 70 people.
So the argument that they can retain 260 people is null
and void. That has come out of the mouth of the
CEO — I am not creating this fact.
The other issue I have learned about in recent times is
that if this contract does not go through, the green mill
will go in September 2017. The green mill, the log yard
and the timber stacker employers will have to go, and
that is 42 jobs gone in September this year. Next in line
will be the 25-millimetre line, and that is 13 jobs. In
September 2018 the dry mill, the drying kilns and the
boiler will close and 80 jobs will be gone. The
administration employees will go along the way. In
December 2018 the rest of the employees will go, and
that will be a very sad and tragic day if it comes to pass.
Eight weeks ago the government released a statement
saying that it would negotiate in good faith and asked
for an extension so that they could negotiate with
ASH’s owners. It was really a false hope in my opinion.
Come 14 March ASH was provided with a proposal for
the same supply that it was offered in January of 80 000
and 60 000 cubic metres. The timber industry, as I said,
cannot operate on three-year cycles. It was also offered
$4.75 million over three years, effectively as an
operational subsidy. The government said it would
provide $250 000 for retooling. In that respect it is just
ridiculous. The losses that would be felt by the business
each year under this scenario would be over $12 million

Let us have a look at the Leadbeater’s possum. The
Leadbeater’s possum is our floral emblem — —
Ms Dunn — No, it is our faunal emblem.
Ms BATH — It is our faunal emblem, correct. I am
sure that everybody standing in this room — —
Mr Dalidakis — We are actually sitting.
Ms BATH — I am standing. I am sure that everyone
present in this room wants to see our faunal emblem
flourish, thrive and live for eternity. The environment
and agriculture ministers in the former coalition
government established a Leadbeater’s Possum
Advisory Group. In January 2014 a report was
published, and it included the following
recommendations: provide protection to Leadbeater’s
possum colonies, protect current high-quality habitat,
protect existing old-growth forest and expand future
growth forest, enhance the extent and quality of the
Leadbeater’s possum habitat for the future and
proactively provide additional nesting sources.
So a 200-metre radius exclusion zone was
established — a special protection zone. Once a colony
of Leadbeater’s possum — and a colony can consist of
one — is sighted, the requirement is to put a 200-metre
exclusion zone around that area. This equates to
12 hectares. It has also been said that in actual fact the
Leadbeater’s possum’s home range is about 1 to
3 hectares. I guess 12 hectares was an
over-exaggeration, but that was the indication at the
time.
The January 2014 report also recommended that an
interim review of the establishment of the 200-metre
radius timber harvest exclusion zone around colonies
occur once a trigger of 200 new colonies had been
located. So there was a trigger that once 200 sightings
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existed there needed to be a review. When did that
occur? It occurred back in June 2016, and here is the
rub. Why did the Labor government sit on its hands for
eight months and not conduct this review? This review
needs to be a scientific investigation of the Leadbeater’s
possum colonies, and it needs to be thorough and
comprehensive.
I am pretty sure that Leadbeater’s possums do not
actually know which are timber coupes and which are
native forests that are locked up. I do not think they go
through and check out a force field. Leadbeater’s
possums will nest and live wherever there is good
habitat, whether it is in potential logging coupes or
whether it is in part of the 94 per cent of all locked-up
forest. To date we know that there are a bit over
560 Leadbeater’s possum colonies that are protected in
Victoria. We also know that pre-2014, 124 colonies
were identified, and since 2014, 361 have been
identified in state forests where logging can occur. We
further know that in national parks there are only
84 colonies.
My feeling on this one is that you find things where you
look for them. In any situation there needs to be a true
and scientific record of where Leadbeater’s possum
colonies exist. When non-government organisations
survey they tend to go into logging coupe areas and
look for them there, so has there been a biased survey?
Has there been a biased technique in that science?
Mr Ross Hampton from the Australian Forests Products
Association only yesterday was on Jon Faine’s show
indicating that there is quite likely 30 000 to 40 000
possums in Victoria — not an endangered species in
this state. The issue is the government should have
instigated the 200-metre review eight months ago.
The people of East Gippsland are desperate to keep this
mill at working capacity. ASH has commented back to
the government — I guess an olive branch offered with
a proposal. The proposal was to take that 80 000 cubic
metres that would have been delivered in the next
year — if they took up the option — and provide it
within the next seven months. Once they have done
that, within that period of time all 260 employees could
retain their full-time jobs. No-one would have to be laid
off, as I indicated earlier. That makes so much sense.
This government should make sure it gets round to
doing and completing the review, which it should have
initiated and done back in 2016 — 1 July, when that
trigger came off.
Mr Dalidakis interjected.
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Ms BATH — The Minister for Agriculture just a
few weeks ago in this house stated the following:
We understand absolutely the importance of these jobs to the
Heyfield community and to the families that are affected, and
we will do everything within our power to ensure that this
business is on a more secure footing than it is now. It needs to
have a viable business model, and we are working around the
clock on these matters.

This government has failed on all fronts on that point.
Also the Andrews government has a food and fibre
sector strategy. It is a plan for the sector, and it contains
as a key goal work towards providing greater resource
access certainty for foresters and fishers. I quote:
We are committed to securing sustainable access to fisheries
and forestry resources. We will work towards providing
greater resource access certainty to help underpin new
markets, support high-value manufacturing, and encourage
investment.

How are they doing that by shutting out this mill and
threatening the livelihood of the timber worker?
Mr Dalidakis has been constantly interjecting this
morning, and I feel that is an indication of the level of
his frustration. I know that Mr Dalidakis has been a
strong advocate for the timber industry in the past in his
role as CEO of the Victorian Association of Forest
Industries. Mr Dalidakis gave evidence to a Senate
inquiry in 2010. On threats to the forest he said:
Let us be very clear about that as well: the greatest threat to
threatened species and flora and fauna within national parks,
state forests or private landholdings is in fact the threat of
wildfire. We are not talking about something that other people
would construe as rocket science … the impacts across the
land base are greater as a result of wildfire than anything that
our industry does.

That brings us to a point in terms of fire protection. The
roads and pathways that the forest industry keeps open
are an important avenue for fire protection. The
equipment and trucks enable those to remain open, and
they form a very important part of that fire protection
network. Mr Dalidakis also commented on good forests
policy versus political expediency:
… at the end of the day good public policy sometimes gets
thrown out the window for political expediency. When that
occurs, that might mean that marginal jurisdictions or
jurisdictions where there is no political support from one
political party or the other see their futures married up against
the futures of inner-city electorates where the votes become
more critical at election time. Unfortunately, that good public
policy again sometimes gives way to political expediency.
The other thing that I would point out is that the greatest
threat to the flora and fauna and the threatened species in
particular that reside within national parks is in fact now the
threat of catastrophic wildfire.
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Mr Dalidakis also went on the record as saying on
public support for forests industries:
What this poll shows —

this was a poll conducted across people —
is that the vast majority of Victorian voters understand that
timber is a renewable, environmentally friendly product, and
that as a community we should supply our own needs rather
than import wood and paper product from overseas …

What we are going to see in the future is a shutting
down of our timber market. What we are going to see is
imports on the increase. What we are going to see is
that we are going to have imports from rainforests
across the seas, potentially from Malaysia or Indonesia,
where there are no rigorous protocols put in place.
Whilst we can pat ourselves on the back and the
government might fight off the inner-city Greens votes
if they are lucky, somewhere overseas we will see the
death and destruction of a different species.
In conclusion, the people of Gippsland deserve better.
This community of Victoria deserves better. We have
260 people who are going to lose their jobs; we have
7000 jobs downstream that will be affected. This
government is happy to roll over and let that happen. It
is due to a lack of leadership on the part of Daniel
Andrews and this government.
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — I really appreciate the
opportunity to actually speak — not be quoted —
before this house and for evermore through Hansard.
Let me make some quick comments in relation to the
somewhat deficient contribution by Ms Bath. First and
foremost, I absolutely stand by the comments that she
quoted me making — 100 per cent. The biggest threat
to biodiversity and to flora and fauna in our parks is in
fact the threat of wildfire. The reason the timber
industry is at this point suffering in relation to its
sustainable yield calculations is a direct result of the
very tragic consequences of the Black Saturday fires —
tragic not because of the loss of timber but because
people lost their lives, including people from the
industry.
I want to remind people in this place that I was the chief
executive of the Victorian Association of Forest
Industries when the Black Saturday fires occurred in
2009. It was extraordinarily challenging — emotionally
challenging — for me to represent the industry at that
point in time, when whole communities were
devastated as a result of the wildfire and as a result of
the outcomes of the fires, some of which still scar
people today and will scar them beyond today. The
outcomes were the loss of people’s family members,
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friends and homes, as well as the loss of industries,
businesses and whole communities. This is something
that we should never make light of.
The threat of wildfire to people, to biodiversity and to
flora and fauna is significant. We in Australia suffer a
threat of bushfires that is probably second only to the
California bushfires and some of the fires in South
America. That probably places us in the top two or
three areas in the world that suffer from catastrophic
bushfires. I note that shortly after I returned from my
cybersecurity trade mission to Israel in November last
year Israel suffered some tragic bushfires.
Mr Ondarchie interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Fortunately my brothers and
sisters from Greece managed to assist Israel in putting
those fires out. Mr Ondarchie should be very careful
about interjecting when I am talking about the loss of
people’s lives, families and habitats. Let me put it on
the record forevermore that Mr Ondarchie wishes to
make light of people losing their lives, their houses and
their businesses. This is the depth of the depravity of
those opposite in their politics — the politics of
partisanship. Here we go; this will be good.
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, Acting
President, as Mr Dalidakis looks to make light of his
own contributions he is verballing me in the Parliament.
It is inappropriate for those imputations to be made
against me.
Ms Shing — Further to the point of order, Acting
President, the interjection that Mr Ondarchie made
immediately prior to Mr Dalidakis talking about the
seriousness of the issues around loss of life was in fact
Mr Ondarchie provoking Mr Dalidakis by discussing
details of the trip that Mr Dalidakis had referred to. On
that basis Mr Dalidakis is entitled to take up your
catcalls and interjections in order to get back to the
topic at hand.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! I remind members that I am actually on my feet.
Thank you, Mr Ondarchie, for the point of order. What
I would like to say on this is that it is a very emotional
issue, and I think since we started the debate on this
matter there have been interjections from both sides.
While this is a very sensitive issue, we need to be a bit
respectful about members making their contributions. I
ask Mr Dalidakis to go back to the issue and debate the
motion.
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Mr DALIDAKIS — Thank you, Acting President. I
was actually being quite germane to the issue. I was
talking about the issue and the impact of forest fires on
biodiversity and how in fact our natural landscape is
one of the most susceptible to wildfires. I was referring
to my trip to Israel late last year. They suffered tragic
bushfires in the north of Israel, and I was very proud
that my Hellenic brothers and sisters assisted them to
put the fires out.

did absolutely nothing. We have seen those three
monkeys — see no evil, hear no evil, do no evil —
well; it was a bit like Mr O’Brien. He was very quick to
sign the contract for the east–west link and not so quick
to sign the contract for ASH. The contract sat on
Mr O’Brien’s desk for months and months and months.
It sat there for a very long time. The contract sat on his
desk so long that it almost grew mould on it; that is how
long it was sitting on his desk.

The point that I was making is that the quotes that
Ms Bath attributed to me were ones that I continue to
stand by. There is no greater threat to the timber
industry than the threat that catastrophic wildfire poses.
This is demonstrated by exactly the point that we are at
today where the sustainable yield across the industry
has been impacted by the reduction in timber available
to harvest as a direct result of those catastrophic
wildfires of Black Saturday. That is an inescapable
truth. It is a difficult one for everybody who loves the
timber industry, like me, to deal with, but unfortunately
it is the truth nonetheless.

The reason that these facts are inconvenient facts to
those opposite is that we would not be in the position
we are today if they had executed a contract that
required a supply of timber. But when we came to
government in November 2014, when I was elected to
this place, the best advice we had at that point in time
was that the contract could not be executed under the
arrangements put in place by the negotiations Mr Walsh
had, and no doubt Mr O’Sullivan had these negotiations
as a chief of staff to Mr Walsh as well. No doubt
Mr O’Sullivan will be able to elucidate on the
discussions that he directly had with ASH and the
department at the time. On the best advice that we have
got, as a result of the current review and prescriptions in
relation to timber harvesting, we are limited to
harvesting a volume that ensures that there are other
mills in Victoria that can continue to survive and have
their contracts honoured as well.

Ms Bath made a feeble attempt to assign blame for the
current situation that we are in purely to the actions —
or inactions, as she tried to claim — of the current
Labor government. The fact remains that we are in this
situation not just because of the catastrophic wildfires
but because of the prescriptions put in place by the
member for Warrandyte in the other place, the
Honourable Ryan Smith — not so honourable given his
actions and what they have led to today. Not once did
Ms Bath attempt to explain the actions of Mr Smith.
I note that we have Mr O’Sullivan in the chamber as
well. It is worth pointing that out because
Mr O’Sullivan in the former government was the chief
of staff to Peter Walsh in the Legislative Assembly.
Can I just say on the record that I know Peter
reasonably well and I quite like him. I think Peter did
the best that he could in the previous government, but
the fact remains that the agreement between VicForests
and Australian Sustainable Hardwoods (ASH) took a
very long time to be agreed to. I am not apportioning
blame, believe it or not, to Mr Walsh. ASH has proven
to be quite robust in discussions that it has had, no
doubt with this government but with the prior
government as well.
As a result of the very lengthy time taken in reaching a
final agreement, as I understand it, what then happened
was the contract needed to go to the then Treasurer,
Michael O’Brien, the member for Malvern in the other
place, who did nothing. In fact we should actually
nickname him the Aero bar man, because it was the
bubbles of nothing that made it really something. He

This does not seem to be brought up by those opposite,
and I do love the fact that for the first time in a long
time we now have a unity ticket between the
opposition, the Liberals, The Nationals and the
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
(CFMEU), a union that we are always proud to
associate ourselves with on the Labor side of life. I do
love the fact that the members opposite — the Liberal
members and the National members opposite — are
now trying to hug a CFMEU member. They are now
trying to hug the CFMEU; they want to bring the
CFMEU into the bosom of their inner circle. In fact I
think that they have got a call out to Michael O’Connor
right now asking him to come to their party room and
talk to them about what they can do to support Michael
and the union more, because of course they have
always been strong supporters of the union movement
over there! So much so that of course we have got the
Prime Minister coming out and attacking people on
penalty rates, and by the way that would likely include
workers at ASH that get penalty rates as well.
But that is okay; that is a completely inescapable and
inconvenient truth for those opposite. That is okay
because sometimes the truth hurts for those opposite.
And that is why we on this side of the chamber are here
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to remind them of their very negative point and place in
this sore and sordid history.
I value the fact that I have got 48 minutes and
45 seconds to go, because I am going to use every
single second of that time available. We have so much
to talk about. Let us deal right now with the
prescriptions put in place by Ryan Smith, the member
for Warrandyte in the other place, when he was the
minister for environment. What did he do? He said,
‘Every time a little possum turns up we are going to put
a 12-hectare radius around it as a protection zone’. That
is what he did.
For those people that may be listening to Parliament
through the World Wide Web — the same World Wide
Web that Malcolm Turnbull apparently created; the
very one and the same — and for those people that are
watching Parliament, although I do acknowledge that
question time is on in the other place and maybe some
people are more interested in question time there, they
would not have heard Ms Bath in her opening speech,
in her gambit, in her very deficient protection and
defence of those opposite, mention Mr Ryan Smith
once.
The reason that they would not have heard Ms Bath
mention Ryan Smith is that they are all pretty
embarrassed by him. They are embarrassed by him, and
they have got good right and good reason to be. You
will not hear Mr O’Sullivan get up and defend him.
You will not hear Mr Ramsay from the country defend
him. You will not hear Mr Ramsay take a point of order
and say, ‘You have said something mean and nasty
about Mr Ryan Smith’. Why? Because it is true, and
truth is actually a defence in this place. They cannot
stand up and defend Mr Ryan Smith or the work that he
undertook, because they know that everything that is
occurring at the moment in the industry at large can
also be traced back to him.
So we have the issue that I have already spoken
about — the impact of catastrophic wildfires. The
second issue that we are dealing with is the
prescriptions that Mr Ryan Smith put in place around
the Leadbeater’s possum.
Now, this is unfortunate, I know, and those opposite
can scream and yell all they like, but Hansard will
always show for time immemorial that Ryan Smith is
the man who put his hands around the neck of the
timber industry and constricted it and constrained it and
reduced it.
Let us talk about contracts for a moment, because those
opposite want a contract to be signed with ASH and
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then for contracts with other timber mills around
Victoria to be ignored. That is what they actually want,
because right now the sustainable yield dictates that any
timber provided beyond what has been offered at this
point in time will mean that other mills will suffer. That
sustainable yield, that produce and that resource will
have to be taken away from other mills to give to ASH.
What those opposite are trying to do is say to the timber
mill in Powelltown, to Graeme Brown’s timber mill in
Noojee and to Ryan & McNulty in Benalla, which is a
great business — Ryan & McNulty is a fantastic local
business in Benalla, and Greg McNulty does a lot for
the local community — ‘You guys are worthless to us.
You are nothing to us. We should give you nothing.
We’re going to give it all to ASH’. That is exactly what
they have just done, because the resource unfortunately
is not there. The resource unfortunately is not open and
available to the industry at this point in time. It does not
matter how you cut up a pie, you only get so many
pieces from it.
Those opposite are actually trying to say to
Ryan & McNulty, they are trying to say to Graeme
Brown and they are trying to say to Powelltown, ‘We
don’t care about you’. That is what they are trying to
say. You cannot give a resource to one customer only
from one supplier and take the resource away from
everybody else. That is not how it works.
Ms Bath would like to try and have you believe that
somehow she bleeds for the timber industry. Well, do
you know what? There has been no bleeding for the
timber industry, because when they had a chance in
government to try and do something about Ryan Smith
they squibbed it. They did nothing. They decided to
retreat, because the country cousins of the city Liberals
did nothing. Once again they have proven to be
completely impotent and ineffective with their larger
coalition partner. That is it; that is the truth of the
matter. The truth of the matter is that country Victorians
can never rely on The Nationals to deliver anything.
That is why the Liberals try so hard to unseat them
when the opportunity to have a three-cornered contest
comes up. They try and work hard — why? Because
the socialist agrarians of the Parliament — those people
that are far more socialistic in their endeavours than
anybody would like anyone to be in a democracy like
Australia — are trying their very hardest now to shovel
all of the resource into ASH, and it does not matter
which other customers have contracts with VicForests
or the government. It does not matter what contracts
exist. It does not matter how many people are affected.
It does not matter about the families in Yarra Junction
or the families in Powelltown or the families in Noojee
or the families in the local community of Benalla. None
of those families matter to those opposite. They want to
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rip the resource right out of all of those sawmills and
put it into ASH. That is what they want to do, but even
then that amount of resource still will not give the
adequate supply that they want, because unfortunately
if the supply is not there on the current indications then
there is nothing we can do about it.
Now, let us deal with this. As I have indicated in this
place, Mr Walsh in the other place is somebody I have
known for a long time, and I do enjoy his company. He
and I have known each other for a long time. Outside of
this place I would even happily buy and share a beer
with Mr O’Sullivan, because I know that deep down he
loves the timber industry as well. But unfortunately the
circumstances and the truth dictate this situation, which
is that The Nationals only have themselves to blame,
because they rolled over when Ryan Smith put his
prescriptions forward.
Mr O’Sullivan interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Mr O’Sullivan takes issue
with my commentary about them rolling over, and no
doubt Mr O’Sullivan, with the integrity and the strength
of character he has, will in his contribution directly deal
with the fact that when Ryan Smith put his
prescriptions to cabinet, The Nationals rolled over and
did not so much as yelp. They did not say to the leader
at the time, ‘If you move forward with this public
policy, we will leave the coalition’. They did not say
that. They did not defend the industry. They said, ‘Oh,
okay. We’re only one or two in this cabinet. If that’s
what the Liberals want to do, then we’ll roll over and
allow them to do it’. So they put these prescriptions in
place.
I look forward to listening to Mr O’Sullivan’s speech,
because no doubt Mr O’Sullivan will want Hansard to
reflect exactly what happened. While Mr O’Sullivan
would not have been in the cabinet room, his boss at the
time, Mr Walsh, was. Between now and him making
his contribution he has plenty of time to ask Mr Walsh
exactly what happened in the cabinet room. He has
plenty of time to correct the record. He could stand up
on a point of order and say, ‘That’s factually incorrect’,
but he cannot. He cannot stand up and say, ‘I make a
point of order’, because it is true: Ryan Smith and the
Liberals rolled The Nationals.
The very fact of the matter is that the Liberal Party is
far closer to the Greens, which is why we see the Libs
and the Greens do such dirty deals in this Parliament all
the time, especially when they kicked out Gavin
Jennings for six months. That is why we have seen
them repeatedly get together to try and frustrate and
block legislation the government tries to put through
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this Parliament. The Liberals and the Greens are
actually merging into one as we speak. The colour of
one party and the colour of the other seems to be
merging to become a murky, dirty green-brown colour.
But the Nats will come into this chamber and stand
strong. They will stand strong for country Victoria, and
they will stand strong for the timber industry because as
you, Acting President Dunn, know, when it comes to
the timber industry there is no-one better at saying ‘We
support you’ and then rolling over when their action
actually counts. There is no-one better.
So what did we see? There was no mention in 2015 of
the federal Liberal Minister for the Environment, Greg
Hunt, who also prescribed the possum under the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999 (EPBC act). No, that was not mentioned by
Melina Bath either, because that is another
inconvenient truth that The Nationals do not want to
also highlight — that once again another Liberal in
another Parliament rolled The Nationals. We had the
cabinet in a state government of a coalition nature roll
the Nats, and then federally we had the Liberals roll the
Nats again.
So here we go — we have got two examples. If you do
not want to believe me, because ‘trust’ and ‘politicians’
are two words that do not often get used together by the
community, you do not need to trust me, you just need
to go back and look at history. You just need to go back
and see what actually happened: Ryan Smith in the
Legislative Assembly, a Liberal member of a Liberal
government, put through a prescription that killed the
timber industry, and then a federal Liberal minister in a
federal Liberal government rolled The Nationals in the
federal coalition to prescribe the possum under the
EPBC act, which was not required. It is my personal
opinion that it was not required.
Of course Mr O’Sullivan probably agrees with me, and
maybe he will come out and agree with me on that
purpose as well and on that basis. The problem of
course that we all have is that Ryan Smith is still a
colleague of Mr O’Sullivan’s on that side, so the two do
this merry little weird dance, and of course the federal
environment minister is still in the federal Parliament
and is still a colleague of Mr O’Sullivan’s Nationals
friends in that Parliament — very inconvenient truths.
Once again what we have seen is the National Party
lose its soul. That is what it has done. The National
Party has lost its mojo.
We then see Melina Bath come into this place and shed
these crocodile tears — ‘Woe is us. The timber industry
is suffering’. Well, it is suffering because of people like
you, Ms Bath. That is why it is suffering.
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Ms Bath — On a point of order, Acting President,
could you please give the house your feelings and your
thoughts on the fact that Mr Dalidakis has used my
name twice? Normally we go by our honorifics and
then our surnames.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
Thank you, Ms Bath. I remind members when they are
making contributions in the house and referring to
members that Ms Bath is quite correct that we do use
honorifics and surnames.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Thank you, Acting President.
Let us deal with the big issues. ‘No, we don’t want to
take issue with the fact that the member is making a
contribution that attacks us, that says that we rolled
over for the Liberals. No, no, please don’t call me by
my first and second names, just “Ms Bath”‘. They are
the big issues of the Parliament. I can see why you
made that point of order, Ms Bath. I can see why you
are embarrassed to be a member of a party that rolled
over and allowed the Liberals to roll The
Nationals — —
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, Acting
President, and it goes to relevance, the member stands
there and bullies Ms Bath and decides to take issue with
her about his reflection of her in the chamber, so I ask
you to bring him back to the motion at hand rather than
bullying some woman in the chamber.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Further on the point of order,
Acting President, if I may. Ms Bath quoted directly
about me in her speech. I am well within my rights to
make mention and take note of Ms Bath’s contribution
in my response to this motion.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
Mr Ondarchie! In relation to the point of order, I would
just remind all members when they are making their
contributions to stick to the issues and not personalise
the debate. It is not a place for incitement.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Thank you, Acting President; I
appreciate the guidance. Unfortunately for those
opposite it cannot be incitement when I look at the
record of the Liberal Party. Unfortunately the truth
hurts. The truth is the truth is the truth. This is not some
weird kind of Donald Trump fake news line; this is
actually fact. The fact is that a Liberal minister in a
Liberal government and then a federal Liberal minister
in a federal coalition government got their policies
through and rolled their National Party colleagues.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
Mr Ramsay!
Ms Shing — On a point of order, Acting President, I
was just wondering if perhaps the minister could stop
talking for a moment so that Mr Ramsay can be
properly heard!
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
That is not a point of order, Ms Shing.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
Mr Ramsay! Can I just remind members to keep their
contributions to the motion that we are contemplating
and let all members speak, as they have a right to do in
this chamber, without hindrance.
Mr DALIDAKIS — That is a fine principle, and
one that I adhere to regularly, Acting President. I
appreciate your support. Again let us get back to the
reason that we are in this situation. As I have said,
catastrophic wildfire is a significant impact on the
sustainable yield that we have, sadly, today. We also
have the issue of prescriptions around possums, and I
have spent some time labouring on that fact. Why?
Because it is important to remind those opposite of the
role that the Liberals played in getting to the position
we are in today.
Mr O’Sullivan interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Unfortunately Mr O’Sullivan
is interjecting, and I will not take up the interjection
because I know he will have his own contribution to
make. But again, why do we not put in Hansard that
Mr O’Sullivan will commit himself to telling this
chamber exactly what the role of The Nationals was in
trying to stop the prescription by Ryan Smith, what the
role of The Nationals was in trying to stop the addition
of the Leadbeater’s possum to the EPBC act — —
Mr O’Sullivan — On a point of order, Acting
President, it appears that the minister has run out of
material to speak from, and he has still got 32 minutes
in which he is going to try and just reflect on the views
of people on this side of the chamber in terms of what
they might say in the future. I think it would be handy
for him to come back to the subject matter, but I think
he has actually run out of material and might want to sit
down and go and have lunch.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
Thank you, Mr O’Sullivan. That is not a point of order.
Mr Dalidakis is the lead speaker for the government
and therefore can make a far-ranging contribution.
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Mr DALIDAKIS — Thank you, Acting President. I
think Mr O’Sullivan is upset that he is the Deputy
Leader of The Nationals today. Maybe he will be the
leader tomorrow. I think again we need to remind this
chamber that we look forward to the contribution that
Mr O’Sullivan will make when it is his turn. We look
forward to the contribution and to him setting the
record straight — setting the record straight very
specifically in relation to this motion and the role that
his old boss, Mr Walsh in the Legislative Assembly,
had in trying to — —
Mr O’Sullivan — He’s still the boss.
Mr DALIDAKIS — And still the boss, yes. That is
a very good point, Mr O’Sullivan. We look forward to
Mr O’Sullivan elucidating what happened at the time
those prescriptions were made, because we should all
be enlightened by the tough and gruff nature of the
argy-bargy between The Nationals and the Liberals that
saw The Nationals steamrolled by Ryan Smith and the
Liberals in the last government.
Maybe Mr O’Sullivan can text message Senator
McKenzie, who is obviously a fine, upstanding
Nationals senator representing Victoria in Canberra. I
think Senator McKenzie might also have some views
about what the federal Liberal government did in
prescribing the Leadbeater’s possum under the EPBC
act. Of course I will leave that to Mr O’Sullivan to
contribute as Ms Bath cannot contribute any further to
this debate because she spoke to the motion at its
inception. But I look forward to Mr O’Sullivan setting
the record straight. It is an important opportunity that he
has to prove to the people of rural and regional Victoria
that The Nationals did not get steamrolled, that The
Nationals did stand up for timber workers right across
country Victoria, because otherwise these words are
hollow.
I did acknowledge the difficulty in dealing with
Australian Sustainable Hardwoods in robust
negotiations and discussions with this government and
the last. I note that Ms Bath in her contribution wanted
to refer back to comments that Australian Sustainable
Hardwoods has made about the government. Well,
Acting President Dunn, you will like this. You should
listen to this, Acting President, I know you will be
delighted by it. In an interview last Friday morning on
ABC Gippsland the chief executive of Australian
Sustainable Hardwoods said this, and let me just read
exactly what the chief executive said about Mr Walsh,
and I quote:
Peter Walsh allowed a contract to be signed with us and then
did not sign the indemnity at the close of government, despite
promises, undertakings and gentlemen’s handshakes. That
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man, Peter Walsh — do not vote back in, voters — he is the
biggest liar you will ever come across and will lie and lie.

I did not say that. That was said by Clinton Tilley from
Australian Sustainable Hardwoods. Can I just say that
that has not been my experience.
Ms Bath interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Just settle down, Ms Bath. I
am about to defend Mr Walsh. Just settle down. Take a
Bex and have a lie down.
That is not my experience with Mr Walsh. Let me say
that my experience of dealing with Mr Walsh is that he
has always been very honourable in the dealings that he
has had with me.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — No, I am telling you.
Mr Walsh has always been very honourable in the
dealings that he has had with me. I put that on the
record in Hansard. I will say it inside the house, I will
say it outside the house that Mr Walsh and I get on very
well and I have not once — —
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — No, Mr Ramsay. Let me tell
you that never once have I had occasion — —
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — I have not bagged the hell out
of Mr Walsh, not at all. I reject that assertion. Go and
read Hansard. What I said is that he rolled over because
of Ryan Smith and the Liberals. There is a difference. I
respect Mr Walsh. I have never had the experience with
Mr Walsh personally that Mr Tilley described. I have
always found Peter — —
Ms Bath interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — I am being heckled by one of
Mr Walsh’s members when I am defending him. This is
hysterical. Let Hansard reflect that Ms Bath is heckling
me while I am defending Peter Walsh, the Leader of
The Nationals in the other place. This is like a Twilight
Zone episode. This is preposterous. This is like me
having some kind of existential crisis with the way that
politics should be — that people on your own side
defend you and people on the other side attack you.
Here I am defending somebody on the other side and I
am being attacked for it by one of Mr Walsh’s own
colleagues, Ms Bath. This is just hysterical.
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Let me say once more, hopefully without being heckled
by Ms Bath, that in all of the dealings that I have had
with him I have found Peter Walsh to be very
honourable. I have found every discussion I have ever
had with Mr Walsh, either in this place or outside this
place, to be honourable. But that does not mean to say
that The Nationals do not get rolled by the Liberal
Party. That does not mean to say that they did not put
up a good fight, but unfortunately they got out-muscled.
That does not mean to say that that political giant, Ryan
Smith, did not manage to get one over Mr Walsh in the
other place.
That is pretty embarrassing and I can understand why
The Nationals bristle at my trying to make that
suggestion. I understand why because, quite frankly,
they are not even close to being in the same postcode in
terms of their political and policy aptitude. Mr Walsh
has it far over Ryan Smith on pretty much every level
on which you could actually assess a contribution from
a member of Parliament except one — that is,
Mr Smith got the outcome. That is about the only
positive contribution I could make about the
competition between Ryan Smith and Peter Walsh, that
Ryan Smith won out on this occasion.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — It is funny that Mr Ramsay is
piping up, because I may just spend the last 24 minutes
of my time talking about when I was the chief
executive of the Victorian Association of Forest
Industries, because at that time Mr Ramsay spent some
time as the president of the Victorian Farmers
Federation (VFF). I look forward to Mr Ramsay’s
contribution because, let me tell you, the VFF used to
hide him. Every time they had to make an
announcement they used to roll out the chief executive
and hope that the president did not turn up. When it
came to forestry, poor old Mr Ramsay did not know
one tree from another. He did not know what an ash
species was, let alone a mixed species. He did not know
what was state forest and what was national park. When
it came to forest policy, let me tell you that the VFF had
no idea whatsoever.
Fortunately, as the chief executive of the industry, I was
able to do my own representation and did not rely on
support from Mr Ramsay, because he went missing in
action. We almost put out wanted posters in country
Victoria saying ‘Have you seen this man? Do you know
where Mr Ramsay is? If you do, dial 000 because
everyone needs to find him’. Secretly, the VFF were
happy that he went missing. They did not want him
speaking out on behalf of country Victorians because,
as his interjections are proving, he is incapable of
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understanding the timber industry and siding with rural
and regional workers in the timber industry.
I welcome every interjection from Mr Ramsay, and I
look forward, if he has a contribution to make, to
listening very carefully to his contribution. Maybe he
can explain the difference between mixed species and
ash. Maybe he can describe where one is found and
where the other is. Maybe he can describe what the
difference is between softwood and hardwood. Maybe
he can describe what the difference is between a green
mill and a brown mill. I know that Mr O’Sullivan
knows all of these details; I am not sure whether
Ms Bath does, but I will give her credit and say she
does because of a generosity of spirit. But I know for a
fact that Mr Ramsay has no idea about the different
definitions that I have just asked about — none at all.
Maybe in his contribution he can actually try to
reference them. Maybe he can try to do some work
before his contribution, and we look forward to that
contribution because if he stands up and talks about the
differences between a green mill and a brown mill, if he
stands up and talks about the differences between
softwood and hardwood — —
Ms Lovell — On a point of order, Acting President,
I have just come into the chamber. I was listening to
this debate through the speaker in my office and this
member has been reflecting on other members of this
chamber. I think what he was saying about Ms Bath
and Mr Ramsay was quite offensive, and I ask you to
ask him to withdraw.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
Thank you, Ms Lovell. There is no point of order. I
remind members that if they do take offence, they
should alert the Chair and I will make a ruling at the
time. It is up to the affected members to ask for a
withdrawal.
Mr DALIDAKIS — I appreciate Ms Lovell’s
contribution. She comes in and she makes a point of
order, she gets denied and she scurries out of this place.
She is a country — rural and regional — Liberal in this
place too, and she was in cabinet when Mr Ryan Smith
put through the prescriptions in relation to the
Leadbeater’s possum, but she does not want to be here.
Currently in this place there is no-one sitting here that
was in cabinet at the time. I would welcome
Ms Wooldridge and Mr Rich-Phillips coming back in, I
would welcome Mr O’Donohue coming back into this
place and I would welcome Ms Lovell coming back
into this place. Then I could put to them: what did they
do and how did they speak up for country, rural and
regional Victorians working in timber mills? What can
they possibly say that could assuage the fears of timber
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workers — that somehow they are now being used in a
political stunt by those opposite?
The fact of the matter is that the timber supplier we
have is the timber supplier that we have. That is the
problem we are faced with. If there is additional
scientific work, if there is additional forestry
silviculture that can be undertaken that could increase
the sustainable yield, then we on this side of the house
would welcome that work being done. But the advice
we have got from VicForests, which has some of the
best forest scientists, is that at this point in time in order
for VicForests to meet its existing contracts of
supply — and I made this point very early on — with
mills like Graeme Brown’s in Noojee, or Powelltown,
or Ryan & McNulty in Benalla, it cannot give ASH
everything that they want. It just cannot do it.
If you have got existing contracts, then you need to be
able to meet your obligations under those contracts, and
if you do not have an existing contract — and there is
not an existing contract past 30 June for Australian
Sustainable Hardwoods — then this is the predicament
we face. This is the contract reality that we are placed
in. Why are we placed in it? Why is their contract
running out on 30 June? I could hear you and see you
thinking that question, Acting President, and it is a very
good question. The reason we do not have a contract
beyond 30 June is that the previous minister responsible
for forestry, Mr Walsh, put forward a contract to be
executed by the then Treasurer, and it was not executed.
The former Treasurer executed a contract that cost
billions of dollars to this state potentially in the
east–west link, but he was not prepared to execute a
contract for Australian Sustainable Hardwoods, and
unfortunately that is why they do not have a contract.
They do not have a contract, because the former
government would not execute one.
So again they can jump up and try to pretend. They can
try to play wordsmith games. They can try to say, ‘It
wasn’t us’, but the fact of the matter is it was ‘us’, in
terms of ‘us’ being The Nationals and the Liberals.
Unfortunately we do not have a contract. There is not a
contract provision available, and there is not a contract
provision available because those opposite did not
execute a contract. You cannot not execute a contract
and then complain that you have not executed a
contract; it is a double negative. I note for Hansard that
Ms Lovell has returned to the chamber. Maybe I can
look forward to Ms Lovell contributing in relation to
when she was a cabinet minister, about the role she
played in Mr Ryan Smith’s prescriptions, as we know.
As we know, the quantum of supply that was put
forward by VicForests to Australian Sustainable
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Hardwoods was a significant reduction on their current
volume. No-one disputes that. It is an inescapable truth
that there is a reduced volume because of the possums
and the prescriptions put in place by those opposite in
the previous government and also because of the
catastrophic impacts of wildfire from the tragic 2009
Black Saturday bushfires.
At that point in time of course we had sympathy for the
workers, their families and the plight of the town of
Heyfield. Before Ms Bath knew where Heyfield was on
a map, I was dealing with them on a regular basis. As I
have said in this place before, I have been to towns as
chief executive of the timber industry that people on
that side would be unable to point out on a map with a
magnifying glass. I suspect, Acting President Dunn,
that you have a much better idea of the types of towns
that I have been to, and I suspect that you have
probably been to more of those towns in an activist role
prior to entering Parliament than the Liberals and The
Nationals bleating on that side of the place have been to
themselves.
That is a credit to you, Acting President, because you
are passionate and you believe in that policy. I do not
agree with you, Acting President, on your views in
relation to forestry vis-a-vis environmental protection; I
think we can do both. I know that when you have had
the opportunity to ask questions in this place you put
forward a different public policy position, and I respect
that. I respect that because you have lived it. Instead of
just walking into this place mouthing platitudes and
crying crocodile tears, you have at least gone out to
these towns. You have probably been to Bendoc. You
have probably been through Cann River. You have
definitely been through Bairnsdale, and I know you
have got to Orbost. These are all wonderful country
towns, Acting President, and you and I know where
they are because we have been there, but unfortunately
those opposite who are crying crocodile tears would not
be able to pick them out on a map with a magnifying
glass.
Mr O’Sullivan interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Mr O’Sullivan is indicating
that in fact he can, and I welcome the fact that he can. I
think that is important, given that he was chief of staff
to a minister that looked after forestry. I welcome that. I
dare say in Mr O’Sullivan’s contribution he will be able
to talk about people like Bob Humphries, rest his soul,
who was a wonderful, wonderful champion of the
timber industry. He was often referred to as the mayor
of Bendoc, because he ran the timber mill there.
Ms Bath interjected.
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Mr DALIDAKIS — I am not struggling, Ms Bath. I
am paying tribute to a man. If you had any feeling for
the industry, Ms Bath, you would do well to be quiet
because I am paying tribute to a man that, if you had
any feeling for the timber industry, you would
understand is considered to be a giant of the timber
industry. He was a man that gave more of himself for
the timber industry and for his workers and for that
community than just about anyone else in the history of
Bendoc, but it is too much for Ms Bath to be generous
enough to allow me to make that point. He was
somebody who gave of himself as president of the
Victorian Association of Forest Industries over many,
many years, on many different occasions, and
somebody who worked closely with me and who I used
as a mentor — somebody, by the way, who contributed
greatly to the Liberal Party in donations. Bob
Humphries donated to the Liberal Party.
Mr Ondarchie interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Yes, I do know that for a fact.
Bob Humphries was one of the greatest men in the
timber industry that I got to deal with, and he always
supported me and gave as much to me in my growth as
chief executive in the industry as he could. Nothing was
ever too much when I asked it of him. He always
supported it. He was a great man, and God bless his
soul. May his wife and Mitchell, Mitchell’s children
and his other grandchildren continue to remember a
great man who loved them all deeply and loved the
industry.
There are others. For example, Steven Jamieson lost his
life fighting a fire up at Bendoc. He lost his life, and I
paid tribute to him when I was the chief executive. So
when Ms Bath in her contribution talks about the
contribution of the global timber industry into local
communities, I understand that better than most. I get it.
I have seen it, I have witnessed it, I have experienced it,
I have bled for it and I have sweated for it — blood,
sweat and tears, you had better believe it. And Steven
Jamieson, who was clearing a forested area as a
subcontractor at the time to try to protect the township
from the oncoming fire front, lost his life when his
tractor tipped and rolled, and unfortunately he died in it.
These are very serious issues. We look at towns like
Bendoc that had a primary school, and the children in
the primary school were children from people that
worked at the timber mill, so as the timber mill reduced
in its importance to the community people had to move
elsewhere for jobs. What happened to Bendoc was that
the school then reduced its classes. The size was
reduced. When a threat is in place, you have then got
problems with the Country Fire Authority and the State
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Emergency Service. The local football club, the local
netball club and all of the ancillary benefits to a
community of having a large employer — and in this
case we are talking very specifically about the timber
industry — are impacted by the closure of a mill.
I know that the threat of a reduction in volume to
Heyfield will have serious impacts for the town. I am
well aware of that, and it gives no-one any comfort that
this is the potential impact. The problem we have got is
that when you have a reduction in supply available the
difficulty is meeting supply in terms of contracts
wanted versus contracts already entered into.
This becomes a difficult challenge. When you add one
challenge to another challenge to another challenge and
you get to the issue we have before us in terms of the
prescriptions that were put in place by Ryan Smith, the
member for Warrandyte in the other place, in the last
government — —
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Again, it is unruly to respond
to interjections. It is unruly to respond to interjections
from the man who was missing in action when he was
president of the Victorian Farmers Federation. It was
unfortunate that that was the case. It is unfortunate that
he continues to pay lip-service, because I will tell you at
this point in the contribution I have made that has
spanned nearly 50 minutes thus far — guess what? —
that Mr Ramsay was a backbencher in the previous
government when Ryan Smith, the member for
Warrandyte in the other place, did his dirty deed
protecting the possums at the expense of local timber
jobs.
What representations did Mr Ramsay make, I ask?
How many conversations did Mr Ramsay have with his
colleague Ryan Smith to say, ‘Ryan, you’ve got it
wrong, buddy. What are you doing’? I want to know
how many conversations he had. So when Mr Ramsay
gets on his feet to make a contribution, I know all of us
on this side of the chamber, anybody in the gallery,
anybody listening on — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
Can we allow Mr Dalidakis to continue his contribution
without assistance.
Mr DALIDAKIS — All of us on this side of the
chamber and those watching the Parliament from afar,
online or in the gallery will wait for Mr Ramsay’s
contribution when he stands up here and tells
everybody what he did so that it can be put in Hansard.
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We will be able to see how many conversations he had
with Mr Ryan Smith, how many times he tried to stand
up for the timber workers and how many times he said,
‘This is wrong. This is bad policy. We need to change
it’. Do you know what? Hansard will be very silent.
There will be almost nothing that Mr Ramsay will have
contributed, because I am putting my betting dollar on
the fact that when Mr Ramsay gets up he will not tell us
how many contributions he made, he will not tell us
how many conversations he had, he will not tell us how
many petitions he provided and he will not tell us how
many phone calls he made. He will not tell us what he
tried to do to defend the timber industry.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
Mr Ramsay, I am on my feet. I have made a number of
rulings in relation to this item on our agenda, and I ask
that Mr Dalidakis be allowed to continue without
assistance.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Thank you, Acting President. I
appreciate your support. This is a contribution that
those opposite just do not want to hear, because of the
role they have played in this continuing crisis. I can
understand that. I can understand why they are quite
sensitive to that. I can understand why they do not like
somebody on this side of the chamber standing up and
pointing out what the truth is, pointing out what the
facts are and pointing out what role they have played in
the outcome we have at the moment.
Mr Ramsay — On a point of order, Acting
President, I assume Mr Dalidakis is finished his
contribution. I was going to make a point of order on
relevance — —
Mr DALIDAKIS — I am sitting down until you
make your point of order.
Mr Ramsay — There was no relevance in his
previous commentary to the motion at hand.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) — Order!
That is not a point of order, Mr Ramsay. I ask
Mr Dalidakis to continue, and I draw him back to the
motion.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Again if we look at the
substance of the motion we have those opposite with
crocodile tears trying to engender support in the broader
community against a very difficult situation we have
found ourselves in, where we have to deal with the
issue before us of a reducing sustainable yield, the issue
of existing contracts that need to be supplied and met
and the issue of a contract that was not signed by those
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in the previous government. We continue to have those
opposite bleat, cry and pretend. They want to take issue
with the fact that we have a situation that is largely of
their making.
President, I welcome you to the chair. I am sorry you
missed my contribution, but I will recap it for you later
because I am sure that you will be interested in it as a
supporter of the industry.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you, Minister.
You will have the call on the resumption of this debate.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
The Clerk — I have received the following letter
from the Attorney-General relating to the resolution of
the Council of 8 March 2017 relating to the business
case for the proposed new youth justice facility for
Victoria:
I refer to the Legislative Council’s resolution of 8 March
2017 ordering the production of the business case for the
proposed new youth justice facility for Victoria, including any
attachments or appendices, by 12 noon on 22 March 2017.
The government has identified two documents that fall within
the scope of the Legislative Council’s order, and has assessed
these documents against the factors listed in my letters to you
of 14 April 2015 and 29 April 2016, which note the limits on
the Council’s power to call for documents and the
government’s approach to claiming executive privilege.
The government has determined to withhold both documents
on the basis that their disclosure would be contrary to the
public interest. Disclosure of these documents would, in each
case, directly or indirectly reveal the deliberative processes of
cabinet.
In compliance with standing order 11.03(a), the attached
schedule refers to the documents in respect of which a claim
of executive privilege is made.
Notwithstanding that the government has determined to
withhold both documents, it has released information that is
relevant to the Council’s request. That information is
available at
https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/news-media/news/alternative-lo
cation-announced-victorias-new-youth-justice-facility.

The letter is signed by the Honourable Martin Pakula,
MP, Attorney-General.
Ordered to be considered next day on motion of
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan).
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Parliamentary committee inquiries
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Special Minister of State. The purpose
of parliamentary committee inquiries is to investigate
issues before the Parliament and to help inform the
legislation we are to vote on, but there is a trend of
pushing ahead with bills despite committees being yet
to hand down reports. Reforms to the taxi industry and
new laws on synthetic drugs are just two examples
where the government is pushing ahead with legislation
despite parliamentary committees still hearing the
views of experts and diligently investigating the issues.
Given the government’s approach of forging ahead
despite committees being yet to hand down reports, can
the minister confirm its commitment to listening to
experts as part of its transparency and integrity agenda?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) —
Thank you, Ms Patten. The reason why I smile in
response to your question is that it is a fair enough
question. From the government’s perspective we see
some of the investigations which are sometimes
imposed by the Council and sometimes across the
Parliament and which may cause obstruction in relation
to the legislative program as a bit of problem. From
whatever end of that continuum you may start, there is
an appropriate balance to be struck between the
scrutiny of the Parliament, the way in which that
scrutiny should be undertaken in accordance with
obtaining expert advice for us to validate the technical
and the legal elements of a piece of legislation and what
programmatic outcome there might be that flows from
it and the need to make sure — whether we do it as a
committee of the whole or whether we do it as a
committee of Parliament — that we acquit that
obligation appropriately and with due consideration to
how long that process should take.
For instance, I was somewhat aggrieved that a piece of
legislation that had been on the notice paper for the best
part of six months and was available to be debated
about two or three weeks ago was in fact at that point in
time referred off to a committee for what I thought was
a moment of political opportunism. I thought that in
fact if there was a real issue of substance to be assessed
by a committee, that referral could have been made at
any time in the previous six months while the piece of
legislation was on the notice paper.
I do take your point that the government should be
mindful of the due consideration of committees that
have been established to investigate these matters and
take those into account in the processing of the
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legislative program. I will have a look at the appropriate
balance that needs to be struck in relation to the two
items that you have addressed. I just raise that for our
collective reflection as a chamber as to how we think
we get the right balance between the scrutiny of
parliamentary committees, the scrutiny of the
committee of the whole and the preparation of the
legislative program. From my vantage point, with
greater maturity, wisdom and reflection on how we get
that balance right I think the chamber will work better
and the parliamentary process will work better and the
legislative program will flow.
Supplementary question
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — Thank
you, Minister. I do note that the government has
supported a number of the inquiries, particularly the
ones that I mentioned, so obviously there was support
for listening to those experts, but it seems that the
legislative agenda has got ahead of that. So my
supplementary question is: why does the government
not delay its changes on synthetic drugs until after the
Law Reform, Road, and Community Safety Committee
has completed its inquiry into drug law reform so that
the government can fashion its laws informed by the
experts, like the 17 senior law enforcement experts who
this week called for governments to work towards the
decriminalisation of drugs?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
think ultimately the chamber will be forming a view on
that subject, so maybe you are anticipating a matter that
may be raised in the consideration of this piece of
legislation by the time it gets to us. You have clearly
put us on notice in relation to your view. Again, in
relation to the commitment that I made to you in my
substantive answer, the government needs to make an
appropriate reconciliation between its desire to achieve
the speedy and appropriate delivery of our legislative
program, in accordance with either our commitments or
the concerns that may be in the community about
legislative reform, and the expectations of the
Parliament and the process by which we get there. You
have clearly flagged your position today. It probably
will not be the last time that you flag it in relation to
that matter. Without anticipating it further, I look
forward to the next time that we have a discussion
about it.

Australian Paper
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — My question
today is for the Minister for Agriculture and Minister
for Regional Development. If the Heyfield mill closes,
the Australian Paper (AP) mill in Maryvale stands to
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lose a lot of its pulp supply, which it needs in order to
make paper. AP has a new paper recycling plant that
may be viable on its own should the Victorian
government buy all of its printer paper in the form of
recycled paper from AP. I have been told previously
that the government will not do so because it already
has contractual obligations to purchase paper from
elsewhere. My question is: given the multiple hits to
jobs in the Gippsland region, what assurances can the
government give to the workers of the Australian Paper
mill that their jobs as well as those of Heyfield and
Hazelwood are not at risk?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Bourman for his question and his interest in
the future of Australian Paper, which is a very
significant employer — very significant by any
standards — and the largest private sector employer in
the Latrobe Valley. It employs around 900 people, and
of course there are then many others in the supply
chain. The government is absolutely determined to
ensure that we have the supply to meet both the
legislated agreement and other contractual
arrangements that sit alongside that to ensure that
Australian Paper has what it needs. This is a company
that has a very strong future in Victoria. It is a company
that has had some challenges that I think are well
known and well understood. They have been working, I
believe very successfully, on what they have called
project pivot, a turnaround project where they have
properly evaluated all the inputs and outputs in the
business. But I am certainly very confident that
Australian Paper has a strong future, and I am very
confident about our ability to provide the supply that it
needs.
Supplementary question
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — I thank the
minister for her answer. She has partially answered my
supplementary question. Other than buying a mill that
is not for sale, what other initiatives, such as potentially
buying Australian Paper-made Australian recycled
paper, is the government looking at to protect jobs?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Bourman for his further question on what
initiatives the government is taking to work with
Australian Paper to support them having a strong
future. What I can say is that I have met with Australian
Paper executives on many occasions over the last
two-and-a-bit years and I have met with representatives
of the parent company, Nippon Industries, on a number
of occasions, both here and in Tokyo. We have
certainly made it very clear to that company that we
believe that they have a very strong future in Victoria.
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In terms of the nature of those discussions, I think there
are probably limits to what it is appropriate to disclose
publicly, but suffice it to say that we are certainly well
aware of some of the challenges the company has been
experiencing over previous years and also some of the
great opportunities that exist. Our constructive
discussions with both the company and the parent
company will continue.

Duck season
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Agriculture. On the
opening weekend of the duck shooting season at First
Marsh, near Kerang, I noticed the presence of quite a
large number of children at the wetland. In fact I saw
some children entering the water accompanied by an
adult with a shotgun. Those children were walking into
the water before the hour of 10.00 a.m. Sections 58C(1)
and 58C(1)(a) of the Wildlife Act 1975 and
regulation 18 of the Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012
allow children between the ages of 12 and 18 to be on
the water without having undergone a waterfowl
identification test. However, it is not clear from the act
or the regulations what the status of children under the
age of 12 entering the water during duck season is.
Could you please clarify that status?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Ms Pennicuik for her question and her interest in
this matter, which is no doubt interest in the safety of
children in an environment where duck hunting is
occurring. I am happy to undertake to provide
Ms Pennicuik with some further detailed information
about the regulations, controls and protections that exist
in relation to children and in particular in relation to
children under 12 years, and I will do so by tomorrow.
Supplementary question
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Thank you, Minister, for that. It is quite an important
issue because under section 58C(1) of the act certain
persons, such as those who are not in possession of a
game licence, are not allowed on the water before
10.00 a.m. on the first day and also from 2 hours before
sunset on each day of the opening season until
10.00 a.m. on the following day for up to three months
of the duck shooting season, in effect handing over the
wetlands to duck shooters for every morning of three
months of the year. But at the wetlands on the weekend
those without game licences — that is, duck rescuers —
were being apprehended by authorised officers but no
action was taken about these children entering water.
So what advice is given to authorised officers with
regard to children on the water?
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Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Ms Pennicuik for her further question. I cannot
help but reflect on living with a 12-year-old and on just
how big they get.
Ms Pennicuik interjected.
Ms PULFORD — Yes. Ms Pennicuik has made
some observations from her own visit last weekend and
presumed the age of children. I have not been provided
with any details prior to today by Ms Pennicuik or any
other agency that is part of the enforcement effort
around opening weekend around this issue. But if
Ms Pennicuik is in a position to provide me or the
Game Management Authority with further information,
we will certainly ensure that that is followed up.
But in terms of knowing specifically the details, it is a
little hard to comment further other than to reiterate my
offer to provide Ms Pennicuik with further information
about the controls and arrangements in place for
children under the age of 12. But again, without
knowing the details of the minors that Ms Pennicuik
alleges were on the wetlands on Saturday morning, I
think perhaps Ms Pennicuik might be making some
assumptions, and I do not want to be overly drawn on
those.

Drug law reform
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
question is for Minister Mikakos on behalf of
Minister Foley. On Monday former Victorian Premier
Jeff Kennett and former New South Wales Premier Bob
Carr launched the Australia21 report, along with former
senior police, which called for the decriminalisation of
personal drug use, for the introduction of pill testing at
music festivals and for the realignment of our drug
policies to focus on harm minimisation. It was great to
see former premiers from both sides calling for
dramatic change, but it is always disappointing when
they do this after they have retired rather than actually
taking the action that is required to do it while they are
in power. My question for the minister is: will he take
bold action and take on the recommendations in the
Australia21 report?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I thank the member for her question. Can I
just say that the part of the preamble to her question
relating to the new-found courage that former members
do have is a sentiment that I share. What I will do of
course is refer Ms Hartland’s question to
Minister Foley as the responsible minister for a
response.
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I can advise the member that I am aware that
Minister Foley has invested a very significant amount
of funding in relation to these issues — $17 million of
investment in key harm minimisation activities such as
the needle and syringe program, the opiate substitution
treatment program, overdose response and education
and training on the use of life-saving medication and
Naloxone. So there are harm minimisation activities
that the government has invested in, and in the last
financial year the Victorian government has invested
$192.5 million to support a wide range of drug
treatment services and harm reduction initiatives, which
represents a 12 per cent funding increase over the past
two years. But I will be very happy to refer the
member’s question to Minister Foley for a more
detailed response.
Supplementary question
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — Thank
you, Minister Mikakos. Considering that this is a very
comprehensive report done by senior police and former
politicians, my supplementary question to the minister
is: what is the blockage for this government to actually
take on the issues, such as a supervised injecting room
for Richmond?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I thank Ms Hartland for her
supplementary question. In her substantive question she
referred to this report and she did say that it is
wideranging in nature and it does touch upon a range of
issues. But specifically in relation to the issue of the
safe injecting facility, as both the Leader of the
Government and I have referred to in previous
questions and debates in this house in relation to these
issues, whilst there are currently no plans to introduce a
safe injecting facility in Victoria, we will carefully
consider the coroner’s recommendations and respond to
them in coming months, as is standard practice.
In addition to that of course we welcome the
parliamentary inquiry that will commence later this
year. We look forward to the recommendations of that
inquiry as well. That will provide an important forum
for various views to be canvassed around these issues,
and I am sure that some of the individuals that have fed
into this particular report that the member mentioned
will be able to have that opportunity to provide their
expert views to that parliamentary inquiry.

Metropolitan Remand Centre
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My
question is to the Minister for Corrections. The prison
riot at the Metropolitan Remand Centre on 30 June and
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1 July 2015 — the worst in Victoria’s history,
according to the corrections commissioner — has left
the lives of many hardworking prison officers
destroyed. One such brave prison officer is Mr Matt
Kent, who worked throughout the riot and on numerous
occasions put himself at risk to protect others. As has
been established elsewhere, clear warning signs of the
coming unrest were either ignored or not given the
weight they clearly warranted. The consequences for
these oversights and failures have cost Mr Kent his
career and his wellbeing. He has been diagnosed with
post-traumatic stress disorder, he is currently unable to
work and he has suffered nightmares from that day.
One of the things that makes Mr Kent so angry is that
no-one has been held accountable for this human and
financial disaster. Minister, on behalf of Mr Kent, can
you tell the house who has been held accountable for
the worst prison riot in Victoria’s history?
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) — I thank
the member for his question. Firstly, can I say that it is
highly inappropriate for me to make comment on an
individual staff member or their circumstances, but this
government takes the welfare of all government
employees extremely seriously. Corrections Victoria
continues to support any staff affected by the incident at
the Metropolitan Remand Centre (MRC) in June 2015.
All employees have access to counselling and support
services, as you well know, and we will continue to
provide those services. Senior management continue to
work with prison staff to make sure that they feel safe
and secure in their workplace. But it is clear that what
happened that day is totally unacceptable. The riot was
unacceptable, and those who took part are being
investigated by police. It has cost the state tens of
millions of dollars and has had a very personal effect on
many, many staff. We have been very busy at work
since that time repairing the MRC and strengthening
and hardening its facilities, and I have talked about that
many times in this chamber.
Ms Wooldridge — Who is accountable?
Ms TIERNEY — I would actually lay the blame, in
terms of who is accountable, on the people over there,
because Mr Walshe in his report determined that it was
your government that allowed the overcrowding in that
facility — and you well know that. A major
contributing factor to that riot was your overcrowding.
Supplementary question
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I think we
have reached a new low in playing politics with such an
important issue. By way of supplementary I ask:
following the riot, Mr Kent believes his wellbeing and
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that of other prison officers was less of a priority than
getting the prisoners out of their cells, with the pressure
from prisoners’ lawyers and other advocates. It took a
full eight months before Corrections Victoria even
broached the issue of ‘people recovery’. Mr Kent felt
abandoned and unsafe at work, and this made a terrible
situation even worse. Minister, given you have failed to
identify anyone who has been held accountable for the
riot, will you now take this opportunity to do what your
predecessors have not done and apologise to Mr Kent
and his colleagues who worked that night during a riot
that should never have happened?
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) — I thank
the member for his question. The member is actually
correct on one point — that is, that we have reached a
new low. The new low is of the opposition not
recognising that they caused the overcrowding in the
prison system. That is documented in the Walshe
report. The other matter, which the member has not
raised, is that the issue he is raising, in terms of the
individual, is a matter before the courts. I am not going
to make any comment. It is inappropriate to make any
comment, but I can say to you that the commissioner
for corrections has on the public record encouraged all
employees affected by the riot on that particular
occasion to please come forward and contact the
authorities — the local management at the Metropolitan
Remand Centre. We are very sensitive of the fact that
that was a horrific situation.

Metropolitan Remand Centre
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My
question is again to the Minister for Corrections.
Minister, your predecessor Wade Noonan promised that
a review of the implementations of the Walshe
recommendations would take place on the first
anniversary of the delivery of his report — in other
words, last December. That review has been postponed
indefinitely because, in an extraordinary move — and
you referred to this in your previous answer —
WorkSafe is now taking the Department of Justice and
Regulation to court for negligence. Minister, the
Walshe review has never been released in full, and now
the one-year score card on the implementation of those
recommendations has not even been commissioned.
Given this secrecy, what confidence can prison officers
such as Mr Kent and the broader community have that
such a shocking riot will not happen again?
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) — There
is no secrecy around this. Indeed we are looking
forward to Mr Walshe coming back and reviewing his
recommendations. We look forward to that. We have
acquitted those recommendations. The fact is that
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Mr Walshe was to commence in January; however,
there are a number of court matters that make it very
difficult for him to fulfil that role. When those matters
are dealt with Mr Walshe will be engaged to come back
and review his recommendations and the
implementation work we have undertaken, and I am
sure he will have an enormous amount of confidence in
what we have done.
Supplementary question
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I think it
may be a little pre-emptive to predict what Mr Walshe
may find from this government’s work and that of the
three corrections ministers. I ask by way of
supplementary: the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee outcomes hearings were told the prison riot
at the Metropolitan Remand Centre took a toll on a
number of staff, with 26 WorkCover claims approved,
19 of which are currently ongoing. Minister, some of
these prison officers have provided feedback to
Mr Walshe as part of his review into the riot. However,
I ask: will you agree to meet with Mr Kent, who is in
the gallery today, and a group of those impacted by
trauma following the riot so you can gain a greater
appreciation of the toll it has had on these dedicated
workers?
Mr Dalidakis — On a point of order, President, that
was absolutely not apposite to the question. The
question was specifically around the recommendations,
and the supplementary question was to meet with
somebody in the gallery — a complete non sequitur to
the Walshe recommendations that were asked about in
the substantive question.
Mr O’DONOHUE — On the point of order,
President, the supplementary question is absolutely
apposite to the principal question, because it is about
the Walshe report. Mr Kent provided feedback through
that process, and I have asked, as a result of that, for the
minister to meet with Mr Kent and others.
Mr Dalidakis — That’s not what you said.
Mr O’DONOHUE — It is exactly what I said.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I prefer thinking
music rather than interjections. My view is that
Mr Dalidakis is correct — that in fact the
supplementary question does not go to the same matter
that was raised in the substantive question.
Furthermore, I am not sure that, if this question were to
be posed, the minister would be circumventing an
investigation and a process that is already underway.
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That would really be for the minister to reflect on, but
as it stands I do not believe the question is apposite. I
will give you one chance to rephrase the question so it
is actually apposite to the substantive question.
Mr O’DONOHUE — Thank you, President.
Minister, in my substantive question I asked about the
confidence prison officers can have in the government
to prevent a riot in the future. Minister, will you meet
with a group of prison officers, including Mr Kent, to
provide them with direct evidence that you can
guarantee such a riot will not happen again?
An honourable member — It is the same question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is couched
differently, and I am prepared to accept that. I might
also just comment at this stage that references to people
in the gallery are not allowed in the chamber during
debate. Obviously we do from time to time recognise
distinguished visitors, and I am sure that Mr Kent is a
distinguished visitor of some note, but nonetheless that
was an inappropriate reference in the course of this
question period.
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) — I
always have got the rights and the care of workers on
my mind. I have been an advocate for workers for
many, many years, and it absolutely galls me that I
have to confront this sort of behaviour from those
opposite. I am always prepared to meet with people in
any area that I have got a connection to. In terms of the
specifics of what is being asked, I cannot comment
publicly in respect of those issues, but I am always
available to meet those involved in the sector, including
prison officers, who work tirelessly for this community
day in, day out and deal with very extreme situations.

Prisoner court attendance
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My
question is to the Minister for Corrections. Minister, the
Secretary to the Department of Justice and Regulation
told the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee at
the outcomes hearings last month that during 2015–16
the number of prisoners in police cells exceeded
200 prisoners on 236 days, more than double the
maximum agreed between Corrections Victoria and
Victoria Police of no more than 100 prisoners in cells at
any one time. This shocking record led to $194 000 in
costs being ordered by the courts in 2015–16 for
245 separate matters where prisoners were not
presented to court in contravention of a court order. The
recent case of Kyle Stewart, who despite being in
custody was not presented to court, highlights the
ongoing police cell and prison overcrowding. It was
subsequently ordered by the Supreme Court that he be
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released from custody. Minister, given this explosive
decision by the Supreme Court to release prisoners
from police cells if your department cannot deliver
them to court, what are you going to do to ensure
criminals and alleged criminals are not simply released
onto our streets?
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) —
Goodness me, you are in fine form today! The fact of
the matter is that the system is under enormous
pressure. That is not news to any single person who
follows this area. There are good reasons why we have
a system that is under pressure. That is because we have
had a change in bail laws, we have had an increase in
police officers and we have also encountered a range of
crimes that have been committed in this state that are
completely unacceptable. The police cells situation also
needs to be closely monitored, as you well know — —
Ms Wooldridge — What are you doing?
Ms TIERNEY — Well, we are doing a lot more
than what your government did, Ms Wooldridge. I
remind you it was under your government that there
were 372 people in police cells; that is an all-time
record. You come in here and ask, ‘What are you
doing?’, but you did absolutely nothing, and we are
managing the best we can. I have got absolute, full
confidence in Corrections Victoria and the corrections
commissioner to continue to manage the system that we
have found ourselves in as we lead to the Ravenhall
facility coming online later this year.
Supplementary question
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — Minister,
following the Stewart decision, how many criminals or
alleged criminals have been released into the
community in the past week because of your
department’s inability to present prisoners to court in
contravention of a court order?
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) — The
proposition is completely skew-whiff, to say the least,
but I do not have that sort of detailed information on
me. I am prepared to provide that to you in writing,
Mr O’Donohue.

Ravenhall prison project
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Corrections. Minister, the new
Ravenhall prison is contracted to be open by
1 November. Given the delays with the rebuild of the
Metropolitan Remand Centre (MRC) and the ongoing
reduced remand capacity, you have recently advised the
Geo Group that the prison must now accommodate a
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50-50 split between sentenced and remand prisoners
rather than 100 per cent sentenced prisoners.
Remand prisoners are usually held in maximum
security, which is done to mitigate risk. Some prisoners
new to prison will be coming off drugs, others will be
angry at being incarcerated, while for some they may
be at risk of attack or assault because of their type of
offending or because they are involved in rival criminal
gangs. The new Ravenhall prison is not maximum
security but medium security, and it was not intended to
hold 500 or more remand prisoners.
Minister, given this massively increased risk, what are
you doing to enhance security to prevent another
serious riot similar to the one your government failed to
prevent at the MRC?
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) — Is it
not interesting; the place is not even built and they are
starting the scaremongering already. The fact is that the
remand population in this state has dramatically
increased in recent years. It started when those opposite
were in government. We have, as a result of managing
the situation, placed cohorts of remand prisoners in a
range of prisons across Victoria. Yes, Mr Ramsay is
correct: there have been conversations with the
management of the new facility and there is an
opportunity for the contract to be changed. And yes,
there will be an ask for 500 remand prisoners. That will
be taken into account in terms of all these services that
will be provided within that prison, and that is a
consequential change to the ask for 500 remand
prisoners.
Supplementary question
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My
supplementary question is: this major change in
approach is happening nearly two and a half years after
the contracts for the prison were executed and just
eight months from when the prison is required to open,
and is it not a fact that this is now occurring so close to
opening date because you have had four corrections
ministers in two years and you and your government
have completely dropped the ball on running a safe and
effective corrections system?
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) — I thank
the member for his question. Mr Ramsay, I think if it
could not be done, then we would have been told that it
could not be done. What this demonstrates is this is an
agile government that is responsive to the changing
nature of the prison population. It is a good thing, and
you should be applauding it instead of scaremongering
the population.
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Ravenhall prison project

Supplementary question

Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — My question
is to the Minister for Corrections. Minister, on
16 September 2014 the successful consortium for the
new Ravenhall prison was announced. A key
consortium partner was the Werribee-based Gathering
Place Medical Aboriginal Corporation. All members of
the house would be aware of both the
over-representation of Indigenous Victorians in prison
and the high Indigenous recidivism rate. Having an
Aboriginal corporation as a central partner in the
delivery of services was an Australian first designed to
enable Aboriginal prisoners to have consistency in the
delivery of behavioural change and other programs
from both within and later outside prison.

Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — Despite the
minister’s total inability to answer that last question, I
am an optimist and I will push on. The involvement of
the Gathering Place in this project was aimed at
reducing the over-representation of the Indigenous
prison population, which under your government stands
at approximately 8 per cent of all prisoners, even
though Aboriginal Victorians represent less than 1 per
cent of the adult population. Minister, given the
important issues at stake here, what specifically are you
doing to ensure this groundbreaking project, designed
to reduce Indigenous incarceration and recidivism, is
maintained?

Minister, despite a memorandum of understanding
existing between the operator, Geo Group Australia,
and the Gathering Place, their services as the lead
Indigenous service provider have been terminated.
Minister, does the Andrews government support the
termination of this agreement?
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Mikakos, it may
be that you are suffering deprivation because you did
not get the question; however, I do not need to hear the
interjections.
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) —
Mr Finn, this government has got a very proud history
of a relationship with our Indigenous communities
across this state, and that is also being delivered in part
with Minister Hutchins and the activities that she is
undertaking in other aspects of portfolios of this
government. But in terms of corrections, we stand
proud of our relationship with our Indigenous
stakeholders, organisations and individuals.
I was very pleased to be in Geelong last Thursday night
to announce a whole range of programs that we are
funding. As I stated in my ministerial statement this
morning, $2.5 million was allocated to a number of
very important programs, and I announced a further
$710 000 for a pilot program that will be organised
through three major Indigenous organisations and will
be about the health and wellbeing of prisoners when
they are released from prison. You come in here to try
to besmirch this government in terms of its relationship
with its Indigenous community, but we understand that
Indigenous Australians are over-represented in our
prison system and we are working tirelessly and with
them to reduce recidivism.

Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) — We are
very much committed to working very closely with our
Indigenous community organisations. It is absolutely
crucial that we have a very, very close relationship
because of the challenges that we face in terms of the
number of Indigenous people in our prisons. I am very
concerned to see that we demonstrate great love and
care for those that are in our care, and therefore I am
quite concerned about the temper of this discussion
today. What I can tell you in terms of the new
Ravenhall contract is that the work we are doing there
is with Aboriginal community-controlled organisations,
and I am assured that the work that we will do in that
space will be groundbreaking and will drive recidivism
down in this state.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
have answers to the following questions on notice:
9407, 10 580, 10 581.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Written responses
The PRESIDENT — Order! In regard to today’s
questions, on Ms Pennicuik’s substantive question to
Ms Pulford, Ms Pulford undertook to provide some
information in writing in response to that, and that is
one day. Ms Hartland’s substantive question to
Ms Mikakos was to a minister in the other place,
Mr Foley, and that is two days. Mr O’Donohue’s first
substantive question to Ms Tierney is one day;
Mr O’Donohue’s third question to Ms Tierney, both the
substantive and supplementary questions, is one day;
and Mr Finn’s question to Ms Tierney, both the
substantive and supplementary questions, is one day.
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Ms Crozier — On a point of order, President,
regarding a written response I received from the Special
Minister of State in relation to a question I asked, I
received a response which referred to the cost to the
taxpayer in relation to Ms Cassandra Kelly from the
Treasury Corporation of Victoria. At the time I think
the ruling was that the minister had two days to respond
further. Those two days are up, so I am just asking for
an explanation from the Special Minister of State as to
why that has not been provided to date.
Mr Jennings — On the point of order, President, it
is not for the first time I have had to give a response
detailing my urging of my colleague to provide the
answer that has either been sought by Ms Crozier or
been reinstated by the President. I have urged my
colleague to look at the form so that the response that is
expected by the President may be acquitted. I have
reminded him of this, and I will do so again because I
am not in a position to be able to furnish it to the
chamber today.
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those in my electorate, come to market quickly after
rezoning?

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Public
Transport in relation to the notorious 902 SmartBus
route. A constituent has raised this concern after I
attended Nunawading train station last week. The
902 route runs north–south along Springvale Road and
provides a necessary alternative to cars on an overly
congested road. The highly utilised service often runs
well over 20 minutes late during morning peak times,
resulting in overcrowded buses and passengers who are
unable to get onto the next bus because it is too
crowded. In lieu of this, will the minister review the
timetable of the route, increase the frequency of the
service and investigate options for separated bus lanes?

Northern Metropolitan Region

Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — My
constituency question is directed to the Minister for
Regional Development. My question is: why has the
development of the freight hub at the Ballarat West
Employment Zone (BWEZ) stalled? The Liberal
federal government committed $9.1 million to the
freight hub in 2014 and Major Projects Victoria ran an
expression of interest process for the freight hub, which
closed in February 2016. Since then we have heard
nothing. BWEZ is critical to future job opportunities in
Ballarat and must be supported to grow and not be
stifled by government.

Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Public
Transport, and it relates to the extension of the South
Morang train line to Mernda. On 6 May last year the
member for Yan Yean in the Legislative Assembly
indicated by way of Facebook that the train line was
due for construction in 2016 and would be completed
and opened in 2018. Right now there has been nothing
done — no dirt turned, no sod turned, just some
markers on the road — and the member for Yan Yean
claims it will be open in 2018. Well, they have got a lot
of work to do if they are going to get this thing open in
2018. I would like to ask the minister: can she provide
me and the constituents of the Northern Metropolitan
Region a date when the Mernda train line will be fully
functional?

Western Metropolitan Region

Western Metropolitan Region

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Western Victoria Region

Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Planning,
the Honourable Richard Wynne. I was pleased to see
the recent announcement of 100 000 new land lots and
17 new suburbs being created in the next two years,
seven of which will be in my electorate of Western
Metropolitan Region. This will surely keep us ahead of
population growth and deliver the most housing
possible to the market to suit the needs of Victorian
families. The additional $3.3 billion invested towards
the state’s public transport system and the $1.1 billion
towards our health system will make sure these areas
support and meet the exceptional living standards
Victoria is known for. The question I ask is: what work
is the government doing to ensure these lots, especially

Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing, the Honourable Martin Foley.
My electorate of Western Metropolitan Region is a
diverse and multicultural mix of hardworking people
who are dedicated to their families and their
community, and they are struggling with health,
unemployment and housing-related crises. This of
course requires government to intervene and provide
proper health, unemployment and housing services.
This is what the Andrews Labor government does for
all Victorians. We are proud of our record on these
matters, and we can justifiably say that proper and
comprehensive social welfare services are at the heart
of what this government is about. There is no doubt
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about and no hiding the reality of the stresses on our
social welfare system, and public housing is near the
top of the list of government priorities. In my electorate
of Western Metropolitan Region there are many people
who are in need of public housing. Some are actually
suffering from a housing crisis, so my question to the
minister is: what is the government doing to alleviate
this housing stress? Also, how many people are on the
waiting list for public housing and what is the average
waiting time for access to public housing?
The PRESIDENT — Where?
Mr EIDEH — In Western Metropolitan Region.

Northern Victoria Region
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My question
is for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety. I have
recently been contacted by constituents who live on
Stevenson Street in Murchison. They advise that the
street was resurfaced early last year, leaving a join in
the street between their property and a neighbouring
property which is currently unoccupied. My
constituents advise me that these works have created a
hump in the road, and the side of the road has a
noticeable hollow. Since this work was completed a
significant vibration has developed through their home
when heavy articulated vehicles travel on the road. My
constituents advise me that they have met with
VicRoads twice and been told by VicRoads that it does
not consider there is a problem and nothing can be done
to fix the concerns. The next stage of roadworks will
not be until 2026. The constituents say they cannot live
with the vibrations and associated noise for another
nine years and are desperate for assistance. Will the
minister look into the concerns raised by my
constituents with a view to achieving a satisfactory
outcome for them?

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Recently I
had a conversation with people at Eastern Volunteers.
As I am sure the President knows well, it is a
not-for-profit volunteer resource centre that covers a
number of local government areas in the east. They do
some really important work in recruiting and training
volunteers for all sorts of different charities and
not-for-profit organisations, and that work is partly
funded through federal funding, which they are
concerned may cease soon. I ask the Minister for
Housing, Disability and Ageing, Martin Foley, who has
responsibility for volunteers, whether he is aware of the
potential federal funding being cut, and is there
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anything more he can tell me about that particular issue
so I can pass it on?

South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My constituency question is for the Minister for Small
Business, Innovation and Trade, Mr Dalidakis.
Notwithstanding the fact that the Level Crossing
Removal Authority is responsible for consultation in
relation to the level crossing solutions along the
Frankston line, recently there was a government
announcement that would see seven businesses closed
around the Kananook station area to accommodate the
relocation of stabling yards from Carrum to Kananook.
This would mean the loss of some 100 to 200 jobs in
the area, and that also includes Page Bros Jayco of
Seaford, which are on a 3-hectare site in the relevant
area. They employ people in 50 businesses and are at a
loss as to how they could be so callously treated. I am
asking the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and
Trade whether he is prepared to meet with that group of
small businesses in order to discuss their future and any
other options for completing the level crossing
removals without this policy that will impact on and
close their businesses.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
constituency question today is for the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety, and it concerns the interaction
between VicRoads and Stella Alevizos, who lives on
Punt Road. It is an important situation because we all
support the step that has been taken on Punt Road to put
the clearway there — it was Liberal Party policy — but
the government has to implement this policy in a way
that does not impact unfairly on communities. What has
happened with Stella, and I have had a number of
conversations with her, is that VicRoads has created so
much dust and dirt and failed with water suppression
techniques that her white home — her home that was in
immaculate condition — is now a dark, dirty brown
and the carpet and curtains have been impacted. I ask
the minister: will he ensure that VicRoads behaves
properly in this way and contacts Stella?

Western Metropolitan Region
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety. For almost two and a half years now the
Andrews government has been promoting a new toll
road, the western distributor, as the answer to road
congestion in Melbourne’s west. Putting aside the
ineffectuality of this project, it is clear the government
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is working hand in glove with Transurban to provide a
windfall to that company. I ask: what agreements does
the Andrews government have with Transurban to
deliver the western distributor, truly a dog of a project?
Sitting suspended 12.58 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.

HEYFIELD TIMBER MILL
Debate resumed.
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — Thank you, Acting President.
I appreciate the fact that you called on me with such
gusto and enthusiasm, because you know that with the
remaining 6 minutes I have I am going to remind the
chamber a number of times about the unfortunate
impacts that the previous government’s decisions have
had that have led us to the very situation we have found
ourselves in.
As I was saying earlier, we are in this position today
because those on the other side — and I notice that
Mr Davis, Mr O’Donohue and Ms Lovell are in the
chamber — were not prepared in the previous cabinet
to stand up to their colleague in the other place, Ryan
Smith. They were not prepared to say, ‘We value
CFMEU jobs’. They were not prepared to say, ‘We
value timber industry jobs’. They were not prepared to
say any of that, because all they wanted to do was try to
kill the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy
Union (CFMEU). Yet today we now see them wanting
to hug the CFMEU. So last time it was kill and this
time it is hug. Unfortunately the Liberal Party has
previously and continuously shown that when it comes
to jobs in rural and regional Victoria they are nowhere
to be seen or to be heard. They are like those three
monkeys — see no evil, hear no evil, say no evil.
Unfortunately that is the history of the Liberal Party.
I will contrast that with Mr O’Sullivan’s previous and
current boss, Mr Walsh, in the Legislative Assembly.
Mr Walsh at least tries to believe in the industry.
Mr Walsh believes in the industry; he just was not very
good at putting forward the arguments to win the day in
cabinet. He got rolled by his city cousins, the
city-centric Liberals — and this is an inconvenient truth
to those opposite. I have already told the chamber,
Acting President — though not while you were in the
role, I must say — so let me repeat myself for your
benefit, if for nobody else’s.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Mr Ramsay keeps interjecting
from afar, but let me tell you: he was nowhere to be
found when this issue came up in the last Parliament.
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He did not stand up in caucus, in the Liberal party
room, and say, ‘We need to defend CFMEU jobs. We
need to defend timber workers jobs’.
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, Acting
President, I draw your attention to the standing order
that relates to tedious repetition. We have had the same
subject over and over and over again from
Mr Dalidakis. I ask you to bring him back to the core
aspects of the motion before us.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Morris) —
Order! At this point I will not uphold your point of
order, Mr Ondarchie, but I remind Mr Dalidakis that
tedious repetition is not allowed under the standing
orders.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Acting President, it will be
3 minutes and 45 seconds.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Morris) —
Order! Mr Dalidakis, I had not finished. Tedious
repetition is not allowed under our standing orders. I
remind you of that and ask you to keep that in the front
of your mind while making the rest of your
contribution.
Mr DALIDAKIS — With 3 minutes and
20 seconds to go and without tedious repetition, let me
remind those opposite that Ryan Smith, the
environment minister in the former government,
created prescriptions around the — —
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, Acting
President, albeit that you were not in the chair when the
motion was being debated earlier today, I remind you
that you have just given a directive to the minister to
avoid tedious repetition and he has completely defied
that order by coming back to the exact subject matter he
was dealing with before lunch. If the minister has not
got anything more substantive to say, maybe he could
sit down.
Mr Dalidakis interjected.
Mr Herbert — On the point of order, Acting
President, if there is one thing that is tediously
repetitive, it is Mr Ondarchie’s comments. There is
nothing tedious or repetitive about Minister Dalidakis’s
comments.
Mr Ramsay — On a point of order, Acting
President, I distinctly heard Mr Dalidakis call
Mr Ondarchie a ‘silly old windbag’. It is totally
inappropriate and unparliamentary.
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Morris) —
Order! Mr Ondarchie is present in the chamber, and if
he wishes to draw attention to any comments that have
been made, he may do so.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Morris) —
Order! I am having difficulty hearing Mr Dalidakis’s
contribution. If members could lower the level of
interjections I would appreciate it.

Mr Ondarchie — On the point of order, Acting
President, I must admit I did not hear the minister say
that, but it is not unusual given the level of highbrow
contribution that we are used to from him.

Mr DALIDAKIS — This motion is absolute
rubbish, and that is why the Liberals have absolutely no
credibility on the issue.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Morris) —
Order! I believe there have been two points of order. I
do not uphold either point of order, but I do remind
Mr Dalidakis to remain on point with his contribution.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr RAMSAY
(Western Victoria).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

NATIONAL FIREARMS AGREEMENT
Mr DALIDAKIS — In the remaining 1 minute and
50 seconds I indicate that we now have a situation
where those opposite cannot stomach hearing the truth.
They do not want to hear that former minister Ryan
Smith put the prescriptions, put the 12-hectare radius,
around the possum sightings, and that Mr Ramsay,
Mr Ondarchie, Mrs Peulich and Mr Davis did not stand
up in cabinet or in their party room and tell Mr Smith
that what he was doing was going to kill the industry.
They now want to hug the CFMEU. They now want to
pretend they are a friend of the worker. They now want
to stand up here and raise points of order to try to stop
this truth from being told.
Let me tell you that democracy will not stand in the
way of the truth being told — that Ryan Smith and the
Liberal Party are responsible and that members of The
Nationals did their very best but it was not good enough
and they got rolled by the Liberal Party. The Nationals
got rolled at a state level and at a federal level. The
federal environment minister listed the possum under
the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999. The former state environment
minister put in a 12-hectare radius every time a possum
was found, but this is an inconvenient truth for them.
Ms Bath interjected.
Mr DALIDAKIS — Instead, Ms Bath wants to
heckle me when I am defending Peter Walsh. That is
what she did before lunch. She heckled me for
defending Mr Walsh — the leader of her own party.
She wanted to heckle me for defending her own boss,
for saying in all my dealings with Mr Walsh I found
him to be honourable — that I actually found him to be
honourable when I dealt with him.
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — I move:
That this house —
(1) acknowledges the legitimate recreational pursuits of
sporting shooters and hunters;
(2) recognises the contribution made to the economy and
environment by recreational and sporting shooters in
Victoria; and
(3) notes that changes currently being proposed to the
national firearms agreement would place unfair
conditions on law-abiding firearm owners who have
already proven to abide by stringent regulations that
limit the use of firearms in shooting sports, recreational
hunting and pest control.

It gives me great pleasure today to have a little chat
with the house and to move that this house
acknowledges a few things. The motion acknowledges
that the sports of shooting and hunting are legitimate
recreational pursuits. It recognises that we, the shooters,
hunters, fishers and farmers, make a contribution to the
economy and to the environment with our actions. I
will go into tedious but not repetitious detail about that.
Most importantly the motion notes that there are
changes currently being proposed to the national
firearms agreement (NFA) that would place unfair
conditions on law-abiding firearms users. We already
have a national firearms agreement that is quite
stringent, and whether or not we like it we have to abide
by it. Because of that we really do not need any more
useless regulations.
Shooting and hunting have been under attack as
recreations for a long time. I cannot even remember
them not being under attack. You may wonder what
sorts of problems we licensed shooters have been
causing to warrant this sort of treatment. We are a
group of men and, increasingly, women and juniors
participating in a sport, a recreational pastime —
whatever you want to call it — that encourages
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responsibility, safety and environmentalism, as well as
improving hand-eye coordination. It encourages a
competitive spirit, and in some cases this results in
international representation at Olympic and other
events. Shooting is gender neutral and does not
discriminate at all. All you need is an interest in it, and
as long as you are not a criminal you can participate.
These are the people who are regulated by the Firearms
Act 1996, not criminals. These are not the people, as I
will demonstrate, who are the problem that society
faces with regard to firearms crime. We are the people
who practise, the people who train and the people who
employ hundreds if not more people across Australia in
an industry that used to be one of innovation but is now
constantly being interfered with by governments of all
persuasions, making the manufacture of anything
firearms related an uphill battle. Having said that, there
are some small operators working at making
Australian-made products for Australia and
international markets, despite these hurdles.
Shooting and hunting are legitimate pursuits. In fact,
the human race has been hunting since humans became
hungry, and we have been refining it ever since. Some
in society do not like this, but whether they like it or
not, meat does not just appear in supermarkets. It is not
made in a plastic tray. It was once a living being, but
we have become so divorced from the reality of it that
hunting your own food is a problem but eating meat
someone else has killed and butchered and put into a
tray for you is not a problem. This disconnect is a sign
of the increased urbanisation of society and its
increased removal from the realities of life, rather than
the supposed cruelty of hunting your own meat. I am at
a loss as to how hunting and harvesting something in its
natural environment when it has been living free and
wild is worse than killing an animal that has been
penned up for its life, herded onto a truck and then
killed. Both are valid ways of obtaining your meat. It is
just that some of us prefer to do it ourselves and control
what we eat.
Game and pest species require careful and totally
different management. Game species such as duck and
deer need a different approach to pest species. Game
species need their numbers reduced by hunting to
reduce pressure on the environment. Deer numbers in
particular have been increasing, but whilst recreational
hunters have been taking in excess of 50 000 deer a
year in areas we can hunt, we cannot hunt in most
national parks, so the deer are breeding there
unhindered. Given the greenies are against hunting,
presumably their answer is to poison them or perhaps
spend some hideous amount of money on helicopter
shooters with dreaded semiautomatic rifles from New
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Zealand. Apparently hunting is okay and hunting with a
semiautomatic is okay if you get paid for it, not to
mention that if poison is used an animal dies in agony
over a few days rather than quickly from a bullet.
Strange.
The fix, from my perspective and from a practical and
ethical perspective, is to increase the area where
recreational hunters can take deer. This can be managed
on an area-by-area basis. Somewhere like Wilsons
Promontory needs to be carefully and tightly managed,
but then we have huge expanses of wilderness where a
hunter or two could roam for a couple of weeks and not
see another person, though hopefully they would see
some deer to take. This could be done on a seasonal
basis, where appropriate, and on a year-round basis
everywhere else. In fact the management of hunting
areas in the USA gives us some ideas on how the
shared use of public land can be quite successful.
Recreational game hunters have proven over the years
to be safe and effective, free for the government and a
practical and reasonable addition to the methods of
controlling animal numbers.
Pest species need a different approach, and again this is
where recreational shooters can help. Pest species need
to be wiped out, and every effort must be made to make
this happen. Rabbits and foxes are the predominant pest
species that are hunted, and along with other methods
we generally keep a lid on their numbers so that they
are at an acceptable level. Wild dogs present a different
issue in that numbers need to be reduced but care must
be taken to ensure that dingoes or hybrids are not
completely wiped out. Baiting and the recently
reintroduced wild dog bounty help, but when hunting
deer in the small areas of national parks where it is
allowed you cannot take any pest species at all at the
risk of your licence. The greatest irony of all is not
being allowed to hunt pests in state game reserves.
Hunting pests on land set aside for hunting game is not
allowed. That is just strange.
My real interest in shooting was started by pest
shooting on our farm back in the 1980s. Rabbits and
foxes were the name of the game, and it was not
unknown for us to take 100 or so rabbits in a night, plus
a fox or two here or there. Even as recently as a couple
of years ago I took 100 rabbits in an afternoon.
Myxomatosis, the calicivirus and the new calicivirus
are taking their toll, but that is still a lot of pest animals
that would not have been removed if we had not done
it. That was on one small farm of 600 acres. You can do
the maths on how many pest animals there must be
around Victoria and how out of control they would be
without us recreational shooters.
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We must also remember that a study commissioned
years ago showed that hunting contributed about
$439 million to the economy of Victoria. That is a lot of
money for anyone, including a government. You would
think that every effort would be made to support
hunters so that they would spend more.
Shooting is an Olympic and Commonwealth Games
sport, but shooting on the international stage is not
limited just to those avenues. There are many
internationally recognised events that hold world
championships. A few but not all of them are the
International Practical Shooting Confederation, better
known as IPSC; WA1500, which is another pistol
event; and F-class rifle and so on. There are many
more, but I will not do more than highlight the fact that
there are many forms of competition that are providing
a legitimate pastime for those wishing to shoot.
The proposed changes to the NFA ignore the
occasional target shooter, the plinker and the person
that just enjoys a finely crafted firearm or an antique
from a couple of hundred years ago. Many people just
have an heirloom firearm, something that is important
because of its sentimental value. All of these pursuits,
pastimes, recreations and sports are generally done by
law-abiding, government-vetted individuals. Not a lot
of criminals apply for a shooters licence, go about
getting secure storage, practise at a certified range and
compete in international events.
This brings me to the proposed changes to the national
firearms agreement. Late on Friday, 17 February, the
Council of Australian Governments — COAG —
silently uploaded their review of the NFA to the
commonwealth Attorney-General’s website. This
comes after 18 months of cloak and dagger discussions
and no industry or community — at least shooting
community — consultation, even though the minister
advised there would be.
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The review of the national firearms agreement comes
on the coat-tails of a decision taken many months ago
to reclassify a firearm invented over a century ago
based on it being new technology; in other words,
based on conjecture, misinformation and
scaremongering. How firearms operate is how firearms
were initially classified. Somehow the way a firearm
looks has become a measure of its supposed lethality as
well. The Chief Commissioner of Police, presumably
on advice, has had power delegated to make a change
of category and therefore a change of licence required
to own or use a firearm. The functionality of the firearm
remains the same. It could be a bolt action, pump
action, straight pull action — whatever — but it gets
changed to another category, generally that of a
semiautomatic rifle, based on how it looks. If looks
could kill, this would actually have some validity, but
that is just not how it works.
This brings me to the question of how these decisions
were made and, more importantly, who makes these
decisions. With a lack of credible, reliable advice and
no information regarding the qualifications of the
people involved in the making of these decisions, I
have many unanswered questions regarding the
transparency of the process. The minutes of meetings
should reflect not only the content and decisions of the
meetings but also conflict of interest declarations. What
about the experience of committee members with
extensive technical expertise? What are their specialist
firearms qualifications? For that matter, I am told that
in Victorian government, irrespective of formal
qualification, someone with more than three years
experience in a role is considered a subject matter
expert despite their knowledge or lack of the same.
The Victoria Police licensing and regulation division
website states that when reclassifying a firearm the
classification review committee includes:
a person with no expertise with regards to firearms;

The NFA applies even more restrictions to law-abiding
firearm owners yet the review provides no
recommendations to combat the illegal use or
possession of firearms. There are no recommendations
to increase penalties for unregistered or unlicensed
possession of firearms, penalties that have not increased
since 2003. There is no focus by COAG on the criminal
importation or the illegal manufacturing of firearms —
the very issues that will actually give us a chance of
improving safety in our communities. Instead further
restrictions are imposed to punish members of the most
law-abiding of recreational groups, people who are
compliant with several pieces of legislation, not just the
Firearms Act 1996.

an operational member of police;
two people with extensive technical expertise (one of which is
independent of LRD); and
a person with extensive knowledge of import permits.

Where are the minutes of this decision-making process?
How do we verify that the information is factual? Again
I ask: what are the qualifications of the members with
extensive technical expertise?
The same goes for COAG. We are told that members
from each jurisdiction, including the commonwealth,
are present. What are their qualifications? How do we
verify their expertise? If I had a heart condition, I would
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not see a plumber. If I had a problem with my plumbing
at home, I would not get on the phone and get a cardiac
surgeon, would I? So why would I have someone with
no knowledge of firearms on these panels or
committees? It is just faceless bureaucrats continuing to
make policy decisions, and in one case being
specifically selected for having no expert experience.
As Aldous Huxley said, ‘There are things known and
there are things unknown, and in between are the doors
of perception’. My perception, which I know is a
perception shared by many in the shooting community,
is that we have faulty advice given by faceless and
unelected bureaucrats with little or no knowledge of
what they are making policy about. Indeed it is a brave
new world.
Whilst thinking about experts, this is one of my
favourites: the anti-gun crowd have a widely acclaimed
expert who holds the title ‘adjunct associate professor’.
This expert, who has no academic qualifications or
training, has stated to the media that he attended
university without enrolling. He enjoyed smoking drugs
and lived in the hippie drug world. He makes claims
that dealers are importing more firearms than ever, yet
makes no mention of the fact that these dealers could be
acting on behalf of the number of law enforcement
agencies that have fully replaced their stocks, whether it
is completely re-outfitting all serving members or
replacing ageing equipment.
We also have the transition of our border protection
agency, which has increased its use-of-force provisions
to arm greater numbers of its officers. We are talking
tens of thousands of handguns for the government. His
words are so flawed and his premises are so
indefensible that they should never be used by any
credible authority. Yet his tenure at a university remains
and the public continues to finance his research, which
is nothing more than dogmatic tripe. Never let the truth
get in the way of a good story, it seems. Blaming
law-abiding people for the criminal element’s misdeeds
is at the heart of the message peddled by our adjunct
associate professor. It is pure propaganda. It would
seem that licensed shooters are the cause of all society’s
ills if you believe it, despite how illogical this is.
On licensing, the licensing of shooters is one restriction
I wholeheartedly agree with. The government does
have a responsibility to ensure that unsuitable people
cannot get a firearm legally. Licensing is a basic
method of doing that, but once you have proven to be a
suitable person and have been issued with a licence by
the government you should not be the focus of a
never-ending tightening of restrictions.
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Prerequisites for submitting an application for a number
of categories of firearms licence, including for
handguns, included fingerprinting and a national police
check, at the expense of the applicant, along with the
very same national police check that is undertaken by
the licensing and regulation division when the
application is processed. These extensive criminal
history checks against Victorian and national law
enforcement databases are also undertaken every time
an application for a permit to acquire a firearm is
submitted. On top of this continued data matching, a
subsequent review takes place for the life of any
licence, and should any licence-holder have pending
charges for offences that may compromise their
firearms license, action to suspend the licence and seize
the firearm is taken swiftly. So there are already plenty
of restrictions on who can and cannot have them.
The requirement for fingerprinting was introduced a
number of decades ago. I have it on good authority that
the agreement that was reached all that time ago was
that fingerprints would be taken at no cost to the licence
applicants; however, an increased fee for a handgun
permit would apply — a fee that now increases every
year along with the cost of fingerprinting, which is now
about $180.
Clearly getting your fingerprints taken for a handgun
licence is no longer free, so presumably the permit to
acquire one should not be indexed given the agreement
is no longer valid! And that was sarcastic. So I asked
the question: how many actual applications have been
refused due to fingerprints being connected to criminal
activity? Has the fingerprinting process actually led to
an arrest for a crime where fingerprints exist but have
not been identified? I asked the government to provide
stats on this very issue, only receiving a response
directing me to the Crime Statistics Agency.
Getting onto the Crime Statistics Agency, which is now
responsible for collating, analysing and disseminating
statistics on crime in Victoria, there seems to be a
vagueness or generalisation of reporting. The category
of weapons and explosive offences is too broad,
providing no real snapshot of firearms offences. Even
when breaking down to the police service area or local
government area, offences are only broken down to
weapons or explosives. Looking at previous years knife
crime makes up the majority of these crimes, with
firearms only being about 10 per cent.
Up until 2015 Victoria Police provided annual crime
statistics. Weapons and offences were categorised to
the type of weapon, including to the breakdown of
different firearms types. In the Victoria Police report for
2013–14 armed robberies accounted for 1254 of all
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robberies — in other words, 48.5 per cent for that year,
which was a decrease of 13.3 per cent since 2012–13.
The most common weapon used in armed robberies
was a knife, 52.4 per cent, where 10.7 per cent of all
weapons used in robberies were a firearm, including
imitation firearms, being a decrease of 5.2 per cent. In
that same report knives were the most commonly used
weapon for assault and accounted for 1290 incidents, or
28 per cent, an increase of 6.1 per cent on the 2012–13
figures. Coming in at a quarter of that figure,
356 firearms, including imitation firearms, were used in
assaults, a decrease of 2.7 per cent from the previous
year. So you can see a pattern here.
With the Crime Statistics Agency lumping in firearms
with weapons offences there is no clear data on whether
firearms offences have in fact increased, and with the
previous evidence of certain weapons crimes
decreasing, why all of a sudden have weapons and
explosives crimes increased by 18 per cent for
2014–15? Without the breakdown of data as provided
by Victoria Police in the previous years it is really
impossible to draw conclusions from the current data. If
the media and these committees really realised the
inaccuracy of the data, would they stop the
fearmongering, the spreading of misinformation and the
further restriction on the law-abiding?
As for the Crime Statistics Agency it would be nice to
see a comprehensive and specific set of statistics that
provide an accurate snapshot. Maybe then we will see
accurate reporting and a sensible and logical approach
to the regulation that is in fact based on whim and
emotion.
I have to mention the ideology of the Greens, our main
opponents on these sorts of things, who in the face of
facts and figures peddle emotions to further their
sanctimonious cause. Their policy is to make our streets
safer by banning the private ownership of
semiautomatic handguns that are already heavily
restricted, as if the thousands of law-abiding firearms
owners are the cause of these problems. It is as if
no-one actually seems to accept that there is a knife
crime problem and that knife crime exceeds handgun
shootings by the thousands.
In 2015 there was one — yes, one — homicide
committed with a handgun. It is no secret that the
Greens are about regulating law-abiding people, but
they refuse to stand up for a police officer who has been
murdered. All I can say is that, while they direct their
intellectual dishonesty towards the law-abiding, they
are enabling the criminals. If they really want to make
the streets safer, they should try working on an issue
that exists.
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Here is something that will get you thinking: while the
national figure for road deaths in 2015 saw 252 deaths
on Victorian roads and over 1200 nationwide, with
injuries exceeding 10 000 annually, in recent years
these have been on the rise even with increased road
safety, the expenditure campaign and police presence
on the roads. In that same year firearms deaths were 38
in Victoria, comprising two homicides, 35 deemed
suicide and one undetermined. These stats show on
average a steady decline over the past 20 years of
firearm-related crime. There is never any mention about
whether they are legitimate or illegitimate firearms. The
fact is that you are far more likely to be the victim of a
road death, stabbing or bashing than of being shot. If
you do not believe these figures, feel free to take a look
at the Australian Bureau of Statistics website. The
Australian Institute of Criminology is a good read too.
We have the governments of Australia investing so
much time and money into further regulating a select
issue that is clearly not an issue and spending
$10.5 million in Victoria alone that could and should be
spent on other areas, such as working on solutions to
family violence, which is a real problem and which
could use all the money possible to help battered family
members to escape that cycle.
One of my pet hates is firearms registration. Many
times I have been told that the registration is in the
public interest. Okay then. Early on in my term here I
asked the government how many crimes registration
had solved, just to be advised that the data is not held.
Given that it costs about $10.5 million a year to run a
registry, it would be nice to know if we were getting
some value for money. The reality is that registration
will not solve anything, as clearly law-abiding people
are not likely to commit a crime with a legally
registered firearm, not to mention that if a firearm is
stolen, the registry does nothing, as criminals do not
ever call the police to tell them where they are keeping
their illegally obtained and held firearms.
This means then that part of the national firearms
agreement that links all of the states’ registries together,
notwithstanding technical issues, is going to be nothing
more than a monumental waste of taxpayers money that
could be spent elsewhere on tangible benefits —
perhaps better border controls to stop the flow of illegal
items, including firearms, through what are widely
acknowledged to be porous borders.
The picture I hope I have painted is that we have a
group of law-abiding citizens who have been the focus
of government attention over the decades at the cost of
an out-of-control criminal element, and the most telling
part of the old or new national firearms agreements is
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that not one part of them is aimed at combating that
criminal element.

the receiving end of this inflow of hunters, and it is their
biggest, busiest weekend of the year.

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I rise
to speak on Mr Bourman’s motion and look forward to
the opportunity to talk about some of the work that the
government is doing to support those in the Victorian
community who participate in hunting and to share
some observations about the economic benefits that
flow from that.

Ensuring that hunting can be safe and sustainable for
future generations is something the government has
been putting some effort into. In Victoria we do like to
celebrate having the best of everything. With our deer,
duck, quail, pheasant and partridge populations, many
hunters from around the country recognise that we have
some of the best hunting opportunities in Australia,
which are of course also very much enjoyed by
Victorian hunters. We understand the importance of
education, awareness and communication, and that is
why our government has been supporting hunters in a
number of ways since we were elected.

Mr Bourman’s motion comes in three parts, however,
and the third part is unfortunately going to prevent us
from being able to support it as it currently stands. I
propose an alternative set of words, though, and I have
had an opportunity to discuss this with Mr Bourman
outside the chamber. I seek to move an amendment to
Mr Bourman’s motion, and I ask that it be circulated.
The effect of the amendment is to change the third
point in Mr Bourman’s motion, and I move:
That all words after ‘notes’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in their place the words ‘that the state of Victoria,
like all other Australian jurisdictions, continues to support the
national firearms agreement as it provides a nationally agreed
and consistent set of conditions that provide certainty for
law-abiding firearm owners and maximises public safety
outcomes’.

I will come to that in a moment, but first I would like to
state that the Andrews Labor government does consider
hunting a legitimate recreational activity and it respects
the fact that many people in the community have
deeply held and divergent views about some forms of
hunting. Our government believes that hunting in
Victoria should remain safe, responsible and
sustainable.
As all members are aware we have canvassed issues
relating to the opening of duck hunting in the
Parliament on a couple of occasions this week. This is a
particular time of the year when the contrasting views
in the community come into sharp relief. There were
around 4900 licensed hunters participating in the
opening weekend of duck hunting at wetlands that were
patrolled by a multi-agency effort to ensure that activity
was safe and within the rules. Similarly we had
numbers of protesters also expressing, as they do each
year, their view about duck hunting and about opening
weekend.
Hunting does continue to grow in popularity, and it
does make a significant contribution to the state’s
economy. An estimated $439 million flows into towns
and regional centres across Victoria, supporting
approximately 3500 jobs. I have spoken to people
operating small businesses in communities that are on

The 2016–17 budget set aside $5.33 million to support
this. The funding has supported government agencies
working with hunters to improve the promotion of
responsible hunting, provide better hunting
opportunities and ensure our game species remain
sustainable. The Australian Deer Association has been
supported to coordinate its members participating in
controlled culls of invasive deer species on public, and
some private, land. Funding has flowed to the Firearm
Safety Foundation (Victoria) too. The foundation
educates gun owners and shooters about the responsible
and safe storage, handling and usage of firearms.
Late last year I launched the Sustainable Hunting
Action Plan: 2016–2020 (SHAP). The four-year plan
sets out a multimillion-dollar investment to support
Victoria’s 50 000 game hunters. The plan marked a
significant milestone for game hunting in Victoria.
Never before have community and government
partnered to develop and identify so many measurable
outcomes. Over the next four years the government will
work with our agencies and hunting groups to promote
responsible hunting; to maximise the economic,
environmental and social benefits of hunting in
Victoria; to improve hunting opportunities; and to
ensure that game hunting remains sustainable. I have
asked the Game Management Authority (GMA) to
provide me with a quarterly report, indeed one that I
fully expect to be a public report that can sit on the
GMA website for people who are interested in seeing
the updates on each of these identified actions so that
people who are interested in the progress of the
Sustainable Hunting Action Plan are able to see the
progress as these measures are rolled out.
In contrast with the hunting initiatives of the former
government, ours are backed by necessary funds. Our
plan is funded, and therefore it will be delivered. The
government’s Sustainable Hunting Action Plan sets out
practical objectives for the Game Management
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Authority; the Department of Economic Development,
Jobs, Transport and Resources; and Parks Victoria.
There are 22 clear and measurable actions that the
government will undertake between now and June
2020.
Some of the key actions within the plan that the
government will be delivering are the implementation
of the waterfowl adaptive harvest model, which will
provide a more robust system for monitoring and
declaring each duck season, where we have made some
improvements, but I think there is certainly room for
further improvement; an improved game licence
system, which will allow hunters to pay licence fees
online, which sounds fairly straightforward but is
something hunters are keen to be able to do as our
world and all of our lives move increasingly online;
improved and more accurate maps of hunting areas,
which will allow hunters and non-hunters to better
understand where hunting may occur; and a deer
management strategy and easier processing of wild deer
meat, which will allow hunters and landowners to better
manage deer, particularly in the north-east of the state.
The government is also committed to partnering with
Victoria’s traditional owner groups. That is why the
Federation of Victorian Traditional Owner
Corporations has been invited to be a member of the
SHAP’s project control board. As part of the actions we
have committed to, the government will also be
partnering with traditional owners to develop a
traditional owner game hunting strategy to improve
hunting opportunities for traditional owners. I have had
a number of conversations with the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs, Natalie Hutchins, about the desire
of traditional owner groups to progress this work, and
we look forward to supporting that.
Hunting opportunities are available on both public and
private land. Victoria’s public land provides for a wide
range of uses, and the government recognises that this
diversity of recreational opportunities is important to
the community. A substantial proportion of the state’s
public land is available for recreational hunting,
including large areas of state forest and hundreds of
state game reserves. In August Victoria’s 200th state
game reserve came into being. As Mr Young and I
discussed in question time in the last sitting week, there
has been a recent audit which I think shows us all the
work that needs to be done to improve access to and
amenity in some but perhaps not all 200 state game
reserves, but I think the audit demonstrated there is a
good bit of work to be getting on with there. The
Kerang State Game Reserve includes Foster Swamp
and Crown land along Pyramid Creek east and
north-east of Kerang. This is our 200th state game
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reserve, and its creation demonstrated the value of the
area for waterbird habitat and for hunting.
The government has also allowed the hunting of hog
deer at Snake Island in South Gippsland under a
two-year trial. Commencing this year the trial is
providing a prized opportunity for safe and sustainable
recreational hunting of hog deer in the area. Balloted
hunting on Snake Island follows the successful model
that has operated at the Blond Bay State Game Reserve
and Boole Poole Peninsula for nearly three decades. Up
to eight hunters are permitted to hunt at any one time,
with a range of safety measures in place to protect other
users. Opening up Snake Island to balloted hog deer
hunting is bringing new visitors into the region and is
being conducted in a way that minimises the impact on
other users of Snake Island. Sustainable hunting
requires sound game, conservation and land
management. It must also incorporate the principles of
responsible, safe and humane hunting to ensure
environmental, economic and social benefits are
maximised.
Since 2001 the total number of game hunters has
increased by about 70 per cent, from just under 30 000
to over 50 000. Of the 50 000 hunters that are now
registered, 34 321 are licensed to hunt deer, 25 753 can
hunt ducks and 28 693 can hunt quail. Many of the
state’s hunters come from regional Victoria, with three
Gippsland postcodes — Traralgon, Bairnsdale and
Moe — topping the list of the most licences held,
followed by Werribee and Wodonga.
In 2013 the former Department of Environment and
Primary Industries commissioned research by RMCG,
EconSearch and DBM Consultants into the economic
value of hunting. The total expenditure for hunting
game animals was estimated to be $282 million. When
pest hunting by game licence-holders was included, the
estimate was $417 million — 42 per cent on off-trip
expenditure items and 58 per cent on on-trip
expenditure items. Of this expenditure, 40 per cent
occurred in metropolitan Melbourne and 60 per cent in
regional Victoria.
The direct gross state product impact of game hunting
by game licence-holders in 2013 was estimated to be
$118 million, with flow-on effects of $177 million,
giving a total contribution to gross state product of
$295 million. There were an estimated 1115 full-time
equivalent jobs generated directly by hunting-related
expenditure, with a further 1268 jobs stemming from
flow-on employment, and we recognise the significance
of those numbers. When pest hunting by game
licence-holders is included to give the economic impact
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of all hunting effort by licence-holders, the total impact
is $439 million.
Hunting activity is concentrated in certain areas, with
the highest concentration of hunting being around
Mansfield, where hunting accounts for 2.5 per cent of
the local government area’s economy. It is also
economically significant in the Murrindindi and
Gannawarra shires.
In paragraphs 1 and 2 of Mr Bourman’s motion we
have much to agree on. But I now come to paragraph 3
and Mr Bourman’s wording and my amendment, and I
will make some comments on the national firearms
agreement (NFA). The government understands that the
Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party does not
particularly like the national firearms agreement, but I
do know that Mr Bourman, Mr Young and of course
many others are committed to firearm safety and
responsible gun ownership. The government absolutely
supports the rights of legal firearms owners, but we
respectfully disagree with Mr Bourman’s party on the
NFA. The government strongly supports the national
firearms agreement and a sensible and consistent
approach to firearms regulation across Australia. The
agreement was, as members are perhaps aware, first
developed in the wake of the Port Arthur shootings in
1996 under the leadership of the then Prime Minister,
John Howard. It is also important to note that the
current NFA recognises the rights of legal firearms
owners and enshrines them in the agreement.
Mr Bourman spoke about the classification of lever
action shotguns. No?
Mr Bourman — No, it was based on appearance.
Ms PULFORD — Well, Mr Bourman and I have
had a number of discussions about the classification of
lever action shotguns, but I also take this opportunity to
point out a number of other changes that have been
made in that refresh of the national firearms agreement.
The classification of rim-fire rifle-shotgun
combinations has also changed. Under the original
agreement break-action shotgun and rifle combinations
were classified as category B firearms. However, this is
inconsistent with the way other non-repeating rifles and
shotguns are classified. It is also inconsistent with their
classification under state and territory legislation. The
classification of break-action shotgun-rifle
combinations is now dependent on whether the rifle is
rim-fire — that is category A — or centre-fire,
category B. As all combinations were category B under
the original agreement, this change has resulted in
rim-fire rifle-shotgun combinations being categorised
as category A shotguns.
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Another change that has come about as a result of the
recent discussions at a national level is to remove the
home address from a shooters licence. The NFA signed
in February removes the requirement that all firearms
licences must include the home address of the
licence-holder. This requirement had caused some
concern among legitimate gun owners whose wallets
may have been stolen or lost — concern naturally
arising that people who should not have firearms might
have information about where the owner of the gun
lives and that they own a gun. So the new national
firearms agreement of February 2017 has deliberately
omitted the requirement that firearms licences must be
endorsed with the holder’s address. For many hunters
and for people who have other legitimate reasons to
have weapons, this is a very welcome change.
I think it is important to note that all Australian
governments, now and in the past — Labor and
coalition alike — accept that public safety can only be
improved by the safe and responsible possession,
carriage, use, registration, storage and transfer of
firearms. People with a genuine reason for possessing,
acquiring or using firearms can still do so. The NFA is
intended to help us tackle the issue of illegal guns in
this country, not those held by fit and proper people.
Last year the Australian Criminal Intelligence
Commission released a report entitled Illicit Firearms
in Australia. The report estimates that there are
260 000 illegal guns across Australia. Of these, 10 000
are estimated to be illegal handguns, but 250 000 of that
number are estimated to be longarms such as rifles and
shotguns, and many of these are thought to be from the
so-called grey market.
On 9 December last year, at the Council of Australian
Governments, first ministers again confirmed their
commitment to a national approach to firearms
regulation. The strength and integrity of the NFA do
rely on national consistency, and different jurisdictions
cannot pick and choose which elements of the NFA
they support or do not support. To do so, we believe,
undermines the integrity of the NFA. It is important to
note that every police force in the country has
supported the NFA and the reclassification of lever
action shotguns.
Whilst the government does acknowledge the position
of Mr Bourman and his party, the government does
support the NFA and will continue to support the NFA
as we believe a nationally consistent approach to
firearm management has been and remains the best way
to keep people safe and to do so without unduly
limiting the rights of legal firearm owners.
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I imagine that Mr Bourman will not much like the
amendment that I have moved, but we certainly offer it
in the spirit in which I have contributed to the debate.
We are proud of the work that we have done on the
Sustainable Hunting Action Plan and in providing
funding in last year’s budget to back in that good long
list of initiatives. We are looking forward to working
with the hunting community to get that list done and to
provide more opportunities for people to participate in
hunting in a way that is safe and sustainable.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I am
pleased to speak as the first speaker for the coalition on
this important motion, and it is an important motion
because the issue of firearms and firearm safety is one
that is relevant to all members of the community and
impacts all of us. The issues Mr Bourman has raised in
his motion in relation to the legitimate recreational
pursuits of sporting shooters and hunters and, in
paragraph (2), recognising the contribution made to the
economy and environment by recreational and sporting
shooters in Victoria are points that are acknowledged
by the opposition and indeed strongly supported,
because from my perspective as a member for Eastern
Victoria Region I know that recreational hunters and
shooters do bring significant benefits to the economy,
particularly through the Gippsland region.
Farmers and others also play an important role in
managing or helping to manage feral animals. In East
Gippsland we see far too often feral dogs, cats and
other animals that kill livestock and cause all sorts of
issues, particularly in more remote areas. I think the
farmers themselves and others can play a very
important role in helping to manage those populations,
which is in the interests of the environment. It is in the
interests of the economy, and obviously for farmers
themselves it is very important for them to be able to
manage their animals and also reduce what can be a
horrendous trauma that dogs — feral dogs in
particular — can inflict on animals. I think those points
are very well made, and I have noted Mr Bourman’s
comments in relation to that.
I think by and large it is widely agreed that sporting
shooters are responsible and they should not be subject
to excessive regulation. Sometimes the devil is in the
detail when you try to define that, but I think it is
important to recognise that the biggest threat to
community safety from firearms comes from illegal
firearms. I noted with interest and concern a report last
week in which it was estimated that 5000 weapons
were prevented from being imported into Australia by
alleged bikies — or outlaw motorcycle gangs — and
other organised crime entities because of the great work
of the Australian Border Force, the Australian Federal
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Police, Victoria Police and other state police forces
coupled with international partners.
To me this is where the great challenge for the future is,
and I know Victoria Police is doing a great deal of work
in this space and is working very cooperatively with the
federal agencies. As organised crime syndicates
become more sophisticated, as their international links
expand and as technology improves, the challenge for
law enforcement to keep illegal firearms out of the
country will grow and interrupting that illegal
importation will become more and more challenging.
Governments — it does not matter which government,
where they are or of what political persuasion — will
need to make sure that those different agencies are
given resources and that they work together in a
seamless way to interrupt, disrupt and stop that
importation, because I think that that is a major issue.
I think it is fair to say that the national firearms
agreement, introduced by John Howard with the
support of the states, has served the country well since
the Port Arthur tragedy, but technology is
ever-changing and it is important that regulations are
reviewed from time to time to take into account this
situation.
The opposition will not be supporting the amendment
moved by Ms Pulford. Let me say, in concluding my
remarks, that the biggest challenge facing law
enforcement agencies and the biggest risk to
community safety is the illegal activity of criminals and
the importation of illegal firearms, and that is one of the
reasons we committed some time ago to the creation of
a new criminal offence for drive-by shooting, because
we have seen a spate of drive-by shootings in Victoria
and we have seen an ever-deteriorating community
safety environment in Victoria, with crime up over
20 per cent in the two years of the Andrews
government.
I congratulate Mr Bourman for moving this motion, and
I acknowledge the contribution made by sporting
shooters, hunters and recreational shooters in a range of
ways to the economy and in helping to control feral
animals. Collectively we must redouble our efforts to
ensure that illegal firearms are kept out of Australia and
that this sort of criminal activity is reduced as much as
possible.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I will
have to say from the outset that the Greens will not be
able to support the motion moved by Mr Bourman
today regarding sporting shooters and hunters, the
so-called contribution made to the economy and the
environment by those activities and the role of the
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national firearms agreement (NFA) in Australia. I
would like to address separately each of the points that
Mr Bourman has raised in his motion. The first part of
the three-part motion that Mr Bourman moved today
asks that this house:
acknowledges the legitimate recreational pursuits of sporting
shooters and hunters …

I note that Mr Bourman has used the term ‘sporting
shooters and hunters’ but that every other speaker,
including himself really, referred to recreational hunting
in this context today and did not mention much about,
for example, target shooting. It has not been mentioned
in the motion, so I will not mention it either. I will
concentrate on the recreational hunting side.
I turn now to the word ‘legitimate’. People would
understand that the word legitimate has two main
definitions. The first is of course that an activity is legal
or lawful. Sadly in Victoria the activity of recreational
duck shooting, for example, is legal and lawful under
the Wildlife Act 1975 and wildlife regulations. Of
course the Victorian and Australian Greens are opposed
to recreational hunting on public land and have called
for a very long time for a ban on recreational shooting
of our native waterbirds. It is something that I have
pursued the whole time I have been in Parliament and
indeed before I entered the Parliament. While it is
lawful, I would make the comment that under the other
definition of legitimate, which is the definition that
something is widely accepted by the community, I
would say that duck shooting, for example, is not
legitimate, because the majority of Victorians —
between 80 and 90 per cent — have been shown time
and again to be opposed to duck shooting. It is not
legitimate in that sense. It is not legitimate in the sense
that is not accepted by the community. I take issue with
that first definition of legitimate whilst acknowledging
that duck shooting is legal under the Wildlife Act.
In order for a lawful activity to have any legitimacy in
the community it must in fact be enforced. I would like
to take the opportunity now to elaborate on my
experiences of the opening of the duck shooting season
last weekend, which I mentioned briefly this morning in
my members statement. I was not able to say too much
in the 90 seconds that we each have for members
statements every week, but I did say that what I
witnessed at First Marsh just outside of Kerang was one
of the worst things I have ever seen, and I have been
going to the wetlands for the opening of duck shooting
season for many years.
What I saw there was nothing short of an absolute
massacre of birds that went on for hours over the
morning. A great number of shooters had gathered at
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that wetland, and it was just a barrage of shotguns firing
into every bird that was flying in the sky from 20 or
25 minutes before the official start of duck shooting
season, which is at sunrise. Of course that was in the
dark, which is illegal, and of course nobody is able to
identify what birds they are shooting at when it is dark.
But even when it became light, shooting continued
relentlessly from 7.30 to around 10.00 a.m., and even
after that we saw thousands of birds killed. There was
little or no action taken against those shooters. I think I
saw one action taken by police and authorised officers
to apprehend a shooter who they were able to identify
as having started shooting early, but that was the only
thing I saw during that whole morning.
However, there was a lot of activity from authorised
officers and police to apprehend any duck rescuers who
came within 25 metres of the edge of the water or into
the water, and a lot of those were apprehended and
issued with infringement notices. That side of the
enforcement was carried out, but there is the offence
regarding hunting, taking or destroying protected
wildlife under section 43(1) of the act that says:
A person must not hunt, take or destroy other protected
wildlife.

It carries a penalty of 50 penalty units or six months
imprisonment. We know that on Monday morning the
Coalition Against Duck Shooting brought to Melbourne
more than 800 birds that they had recovered from the
marshes on that opening weekend. Some of these I did
mention in my members statement this morning. There
were 68 freckled ducks and 21 blue-billed ducks, which
are threatened species; and 24 blue-winged shovelers,
which were specifically outlawed from being taken this
year as they are a vulnerable and protected species;
34 Eurasian coots, which are not ducks, do not look
anything like ducks and are also a protected species;
25 grebes, which are also a protected species and do not
look anything like a duck. They were recovered from
the wetland, brought to Melbourne and displayed
outside the Premier’s office. Along with them were
320 teal ducks, 214 pink-eared ducks, 56 wood ducks,
33 hardhead ducks, four mountain ducks, seven black
ducks, one chestnut teal, two swallows and one seagull.
That is a total of 810 birds that were recovered and that
had been left for dead by the hunters on the marshes. I
am informed that the group of duck rescuers there were
not able to recover all the ducks, and they have gone
out there again in subsequent days to bring more in.
This happens every single season. Every single season
protected birds are illegally shot and virtually no-one is
ever charged under section 43 of the act. So in terms of
the legality and legitimacy of this activity, it is not
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enforced to the benefit of our protected species. Even
for the so-called game species, which are only game
species for three months of the year and are otherwise
protected birds, hundreds of those are left by shooters
on the wetlands all over Victoria every single year, and
that is also an offence under the act that is not
prosecuted or very rarely prosecuted. So while duck
shooting, for example, may be legal under the act, the
illegal activity of shooters is never prosecuted.
So I was standing there with members of the Coalition
Against Duck Shooting watching as Game
Management Authority officers stood by and watched
as native waterbirds were shot down before them.
People started shooting before the proper time — the
start of the season in the dark — and nothing happened.
I also have to say that in the lead-up to the opening
weekend Animals Australia and the Coalition Against
Duck Shooting had called for the marshes to be closed
to shooting due to numerous surveys having identified
freckled and blue-billed ducks being present at the
wetlands. However, Minister Pulford did not use her
powers — and neither did Minister D’Ambrosio — to
close that wetland, and so what we saw was the
inevitable: a large number of protected species killed.
There is really no government department that protects
the interests of our waterbirds, including the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning.
So in terms of legitimate activity, we do not agree that
it is a legitimate activity at all and we do not agree that
the laws are being enforced under the act to protect
waterbirds, even if one does accept that it is legal under
the act; of course the Greens would like to see that
changed and a permanent ban brought in on duck
shooting in Victoria. Victoria is really the only state that
not only allows but promotes duck shooting season
every year, and the Game Management Authority has a
complete conflict of interest in apparently being the
promoter of hunting and also the regulator of hunting
and of course being populated by a number of hunters.
It is a complete conflict of interest.
The fact that the Minister for Agriculture stood here
before and outlined the amount of money that is being
put into the Game Management Authority and put into
supporting hunting would fill most Victorians with
horror because most Victorians do not want to see duck
shooting on our wetlands for three months of the year
and do not want to see hunting in our state parks and
national parks and on our public land at all. In fact it
keeps a lot of other people in the community away from
these areas when they know people are roaming around
with shotguns and other firearms.
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The second part of the motion says that this house:
recognises the contribution made to the economy and
environment by recreational and sporting shooters in
Victoria …

We do not recognise that at all, and I have covered the
issue of the environment and the destruction of our
protected native waterbirds and other birds that are shot
every single season. Of course if they are protected
birds or birds that cannot be shot, they are by definition
left on the water by shooters because they do not want
to be caught if there is any type of enforcement activity
going on, which there rarely is.
In terms of the economic contribution, I know
Ms Pulford quoted selectively from the report entitled
Estimating the Economic Impact of Hunting in Victoria
in 2013 that was prepared for the then Department of
Environment and Primary Industries (DEPI). She took
some figures and facts out of that. It is quite a long
report, full of repeating facts and figures but coming to
no great conclusion except to say:
The total expenditure for hunting game animals was
estimated to be $282 million —

in Victoria. It is a very small number actually when you
think about the fact that this is economic activity. It is
not a cost-benefit analysis. The problem with these
economic activity reports is that if the economic
activity was not spent on hunting it would be spent on
something else. But even considering that, if I could
pick out some of the important parts of that report, it
says that:
Forty per cent of expenditure —

for hunting —
occurred in metropolitan local government areas …

and was not spent in the regional areas at all. It
continues:
A large proportion of economic activity occurs in the
Melbourne region.

Among the regions the largest impacts were in
Gippsland, which the minister did say. She also
mentioned the Mansfield local government area, but
she did not mention that hunting accounts for 2.5 per
cent of the economy there. She then skimmed over
Murrindindi and Gannawarra, where, according to this
report, hunting:
… makes up 1.2 per cent and 1.6 per cent of their economies
respectively.
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That is a very, very tiny amount, and that is economic
impact. It is not a cost-benefit analysis; it is economic
impact that could be spent on other things.
A further report entitled Out for a Duck that was
released by the RSPCA found differently. It found that
87 per cent of Victorians support a ban on duck hunting
and that claims that duck hunting or any other
recreational hunting contributes significantly to the
economy of Victoria are false. These claims assume
that without hunting any related expenditure would be
lost to Victoria. On the contrary, if duck hunters were
prevented from hunting ducks, they would go fishing or
camping or do some other activity and there would be
no impact on expenditure in Victoria from a duck
hunting ban.
It also found that revenue from non-hunting tourism is
far more important to Victoria’s economy. In fact
respondents to this survey would be less likely to
holiday in an area where there is duck hunting, which I
mentioned before. Most Victorians are willing to pay
for improvements to animal welfare and would be
willing to pay to end duck hunting. The non-monetary
benefits of ending duck hunting and the improvement
in the welfare of the non-duck-hunting public are far
greater than the non-monetary losses that hunters would
incur from a ban. The RSPCA estimates the benefit
from the banning of duck hunting to be around
$60 million per year.
I go back to the point that was included in the report
done for DEPI in 2013 that a significant proportion of
economic activity related to hunting actually occurs in
Melbourne. This is something that I have observed
myself over the years. Whenever I have gone to country
centres such as Kerang or Donald or Sale, I have
observed very little benefit to the local area. For
example, at Kerang last weekend I made it my business
to go around the town on the Friday evening when I
arrived. There were a lot of hunters at Kerang —
several hundred at least — but there was no sign of
them. They were not buying takeaway, they were not
eating out at the restaurants; they were just not there.
That supports the point made in the report done for
DEPI in 2013 that a lot of the economic activity
actually occurs in Melbourne. People buy their supplies
and take them with them to the camping spots and do
not spend much money in the regional centres near the
wetlands where the shooters congregate.
In fact in 2013 I made the point in the Parliament about
being told by many people when I went to Donald that
they did not support duck shooting there and they
wished that it would go away because it was a
hindrance to economic activity in their town. That
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caused a great furore in the Weekly Times and I had
several conversations with the secretary of the Donald
Chamber of Commerce. At the end of the day she and I
agreed that all I was saying was that not everyone in
Donald supports duck shooting, which is true — not
everyone does. In fact a survey run in the Bendigo
Advertiser last weekend showed the majority of people
in that area do not support duck shooting. There was
also a report in the Bendigo Advertiser of 15 March
that:
A band of residents and business owners from rural towns
across Victoria are demanding a ban on duck hunting, a move
they say would protect the animals and safeguard tourism to
their regions.
Dozens of people with property and businesses backing on to
popular hunting sites have joined new group Regional
Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting in the last fortnight.

Their spokesperson said:
… the members had unsuccessfully ‘tried independently to
get some sense out our [their] MPs, water bodies and the
Game Management Authority for years’ and hoped their new
coalition would strengthen calls to bar waterbird hunting.

The group’s case for a moratorium on hunting is an
environmental and economic one. They believe bird
watching would attract more tourists to rural Victoria
than bird hunting and that the presence of shooters
deters other visitors during the annual three-month
season.
I made the point in my members statement this morning
and my question without notice to the minister that
under the act and the regulations people without a
wildlife permit are not allowed on the water any
morning from sunrise until 10.00 a.m. Those
200 wetlands are actually handed over to duck shooters
and nobody else is allowed to go into the water or
within 25 metres of the water. Duck shooters make up
less than half a per cent of the Victorian population but
they basically get unfettered or exclusive access to our
wetlands for three months of the year. Most Victorians
do not realise that and would be appalled.
This group wants to see peaceful, ethical, sustainable
income year on year. They also say that:
‘We don’t see hunters coming into the town, buying cases of
wine or buying trinkets in the shops …

That is why they want to see a ban on duck shooting. I
am not surprised that this group has been formed
because I have seen over many years that the notion
that hunting brings some sort of economic bonanza to
these areas is a myth.
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(3) notes that changes currently being proposed to the
national firearms agreement would place unfair
conditions on law-abiding firearm owners who have
already proven to abide by stringent regulations that
limit the use of firearms in shooting sports, recreational
hunting and pest control.

assault with a weapon or aggravated assault. It puts in
place minimum numbers of shooting events that
someone must participate in to be eligible for a
handgun licence for target shooting or pistol shooting. I
will have to look at that a bit more closely, because in
Victoria these were watered down back in 2013 and it
is a little bit more complicated than it appears in the
NFA in terms of the categorisation of guns et cetera.

Mr Bourman is asking us to note that the changes
currently being proposed would place unfair conditions
on law-abiding firearm owners. That is his main point.
First of all, I take issue with the idea that it places unfair
conditions on firearm owners. If you look at the front
page of the refreshed national firearms agreement, you
will see that under paragraph 4 it says the new
agreement:

Ms Pulford talked a little bit about the lever action
shotgun. I am disappointed that the more than
five-round lever action shotgun has been put into
category D; I think that should have been banned
altogether, but at least it is in the most restricted
category. I would have thought that the five-round and
under lever action shotgun should have been put in a
higher category than category B.

… will ensure that the agreement remains true to its
fundamental aspects, being: the requirement for a genuine
reason for possessing or using a firearm, the appropriate
categorisation of firearms, the registration of firearms,
firearms licensing (including fit and proper person
requirements ), the requirement for a permit to acquire each
firearm, the safe and secure storage of firearms, the recording
of firearms sales, and suitable firearms transaction practices.

There is a lot I could say about this particular motion. I
think I have made some fairly apposite points as to why
we cannot support Mr Bourman’s motion. I also add
that recent reports by Gun Control Australia under
freedom of information have revealed that a record
number of firearms — 6500-odd — have been stolen
over the two-year period from 2014 to 2015 and that
the state of Victoria has the largest number of firearms
stolen.

I turn now to the final point in Mr Bourman’s motion,
which is that this house:

I think they are all very reasonable requirements to be
put on firearms holders and not unfair. If we go back to
the original agreement of 1996, we see it paved the way
for Australia to have world-leading gun control
measures. I was listening to Mr Bourman talk about the
relatively low level of gun-related crime in Australia.
The reason we have a relatively low level of
gun-related crime in Australia is because of the national
firearms agreement.
There are quite a few changes in this new agreement.
While the Greens support in principle the national
firearms agreement, we do believe that it is not strong
enough in the categorisation or the banning of
semiautomatic weapons, particularly semiautomatic
handguns, which we believe should be completely
banned. But it does move ahead in terms of a
nationwide registration of firearms. I saw that
Mr Bourman was opposed to the registration of
firearms. I am amazed that anyone could be opposed to
the registration of firearms. It seems to me to be basic
that firearms should be registered because that is how
the police actually trace them — by having them
registered.
The agreement also includes something that the Greens
have called for before, which is that in terms of grounds
for refusal of licences under specific reasons it includes
where an applicant or a licence-holder has been the
subject of an apprehended violence order, a domestic
violence order, a restraining order or convicted of

Previous reports by the Australian Institute of
Criminology have pointed to the fact that most of these
firearms are stolen in rural and regional areas from
homes and rural dwellings, including farms. The new
NFA does make some inroads into clamping down on
unsafe storage of firearms as well, because even though
sporting shooters or shooting advocates say that the real
problem is illegal firearms, in fact it is stolen firearms
which become illegal firearms. The police have been
reporting for several years now that they are finding
firearms in vehicles on a routine basis, and this is of
concern. So in fact we do need the national firearms
agreement and we do need more stringent gun control
laws in Australia.
Having said that, we will not be supporting the
amendment put forward by Ms Pulford. That is not to
say that we do not support the national firearms
agreement in principle, even though as I have already
outlined we would like to see more strict provisions in
it. It is more that it does not really change the motion
from our point of view — the fullness of the motion —
and we often get motions in the house where you will
agree with some parts and not agree with other parts.
The other issue is that we do not in principle support
general business motions brought forward by
non-government members being amended by the
government and, particularly in this case, about half an
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hour before we walked in here. That left me with little
time to actually discuss that with my colleagues, so we
will not be supporting the amendment either.

the whole lot, and that spread also means it is spread
right across the whole of regional Victoria in terms of
where that activity actually occurs.

Mr O’SULLIVAN (Northern Victoria) — I rise on
behalf of The Nationals to speak to the Shooters,
Fishers and Farmers Party motion, and I certainly look
forward to making a short contribution in relation to
this motion. I want to start off in relation to the
economic impact of hunting in Victoria. This is a very
salient point, and it is one that the coalition has been
very strong on all the way through.

The coalition also did a whole range of other things that
were very important for the hunting industry. One that
was probably number one on their wish list in terms of
what they wanted to achieve was the implementation of
the Game Management Authority, so I was very
pleased to be a part of the government that was able to
introduce the Game Management Authority, which has
given the industry a much clearer line of sight in terms
of the regulation of hunting. What you must understand
about hunting is hunters are the most conservative
people when it comes to wanting to look after animals
and the environment so it can sustain a hunting
fraternity into the future. If you ever go down to Heart
Morass at Sale and see the work that has been done
down there, it is absolutely amazing to see where that
has come from to where it is now and what that has
done in terms of conservation for the wildlife down
there.

In the last term of government I was working for Peter
Walsh — who was the Minister for Agriculture and
Food Security at that time — as his chief of staff, and
we took the decision that we actually wanted to find out
what the actual worth of hunting in Victoria was,
because we had arguments on both sides. Some were
saying it was good and some were saying it was bad, so
we thought, ‘Let’s actually find out once and for all’.
So we got RM Consulting, a reputable consulting firm
with a strong background in regional issues that
understands these sorts of impacts on regional
communities, to do that study, and that study was pretty
comprehensive in its findings, with a figure of
$439 million in 2013 in terms of the contribution of
hunting to Victoria’s economy.
A lot of that is spent in regional Victoria and some of it
is also spent in metropolitan Melbourne, but obviously
hunters come from both metropolitan areas and
regional areas. The coalition very clearly at that time
understood the importance of hunting in Victoria and
took it upon itself to put that investigation into play in
terms of what that would be worth to Victoria’s
economy. It is not just the dollars that are significant, it
is also the jobs that are created, and thousands of jobs
have been created as a result of hunting in Victoria.
Whether that is working in the shops that sell
equipment for hunting or whether it is at the service
stations from which hunters get their fuel, ice, beer or
food. Whatever it is, it is spread right around the state’s
economy and has a big impact.
Just recently I have contributed to that economic
activity, having bought my first rifle only a few months
ago. So I am very pleased to say that I am now one of
the firearm owners in this state. If you look at where
that money has come from, it is in relation to pest
animal hunting, which is about $59 million, including
the hunting of deer — and it was good to see the
executive officer of the Australian Deer Association,
Barry Howlett, in the gallery before; duck season is
about $43 million; and quail is at $18 million. So it is
not just in one particular area; it is spread right across

Also the coalition brought in the fox bounty — $10 if
you brought in a scalp from a fox. It is a pity that the
current government scrapped that for a period of time,
and it was only after 18 months of severe pressure from
this side of the chamber that the government reluctantly
brought back in the fox bounty. It is one of the clear
ways that we are able to manage foxes out in the
regions, because they do enormous damage to young
stock, whether it be lambs, calves or baby goats. They
do enormous damage to the economy and to those
animals. Also with the wild dog bounty we introduced
that at $50 per scalp and then raised it to $100 because
we could see we were getting a real impact in terms of
the impact on wild dogs and foxes. So the coalition has
been very strong all the way through in terms of the
contribution that we have been able to make in terms of
supporting the hunting industry.
In terms of the national firearms agreement the
comment I want to make in this space is that in terms of
the changes that were made back in 1996 I think
everyone agrees they were probably reasonable at the
time and those rules have really stood the test of time
some 20 years later. But any changes to the firearms
agreement must involve people from the hunting
community who actually understand what the
implications are on the ground, because what the
hunting fraternity gets very sick of is when you have
public servants who make decisions in relation to these
issues who do not really understand what they are
talking about. They might understand the theory, but
they do not understand the practice of actually
undertaking these activities. So we need to ensure that
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any changes that occur involve a full representation at
the table from the people who actually undertake these
activities and know what they are on about.
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I am very
happy to make a small contribution to Mr Bourman’s
motion. He is not in the chamber — yes, he is; he is
hiding over with the Greens, an interesting alliance
given this motion. As mentioned in previous
contributions, this motion is in three parts. The first part
acknowledges the legitimate recreational pursuits of
sporting shooters and hunters, and I am pleased to see
that there is a consensus amongst all in this chamber in
relation to the honourable pursuits of recreational
shooting, hunting and fishing.
I have an interest — not a pecuniary interest, but an
interest — in that I am the holder of an A and B-class
firearms licence and in a previous life have been
engaged in hunting on my own property and in
encouraging a number of gun clubs to utilise my very
small landholdings around the Birregurra area. I am
very thankful for those gun clubs, given that they
played a significant role in pest control on my property,
mainly foxes and to a lesser extent kangaroos now — I
might add, with the appropriate permits, as always,
before Ms Pennicuik jumps to her feet in horror. Not
only in a legitimate recreational pursuit but also in an
important pest control pursuit, shooters and hunters
play a role in our society, and I thank Mr Bourman for
giving the house an opportunity to acknowledge the
importance of those pursuits.
Paragraph (2) of the motion recognises the contribution
made to the economy and environment. The previous
speaker, Mr O’Sullivan, drew the same conclusion as
me in relation to the study that was initiated by the then
Minister for Agriculture and Food Security, Peter
Walsh, in relation to — —
Ms Pennicuik — Rubbish.
Mr RAMSAY — What is rubbish? It is not rubbish.
You can google it. It is all there in relation to the work
that was carried out on the economic value of shooting
and hunting in Victoria. The data indicates that in 2013
there was a benefit of over $439 million in economic
value from the legitimate pursuits of sporting shooting
and hunting, something the Greens would never be able
to achieve in their pursuits, whatever they might be, and
with their priorities. That was the value in 2013. I can
only imagine what economic value is being contributed
to the Victorian economy in 2016 by those engaged in
those pursuits.
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I noticed that Mr O’Sullivan also mentioned the work
that the coalition government did in relation to fox
control and wild dog control when we were in
government. It is true that many of our shooters and
hunters who were helping with pest control were very
minimally rewarded with the opportunity to be able to
cash in fox scalps or fox tails, depending what the
program was at the time. They were able to recoup
some of the cost of the ammunition and be rewarded for
the effort that goes into some of those collective gun
clubs that use their weekends to help landholders,
farmers like me, in reducing pests and invasive animals
that are causing considerable economic damage to our
farming businesses. They play a significant role in pest
control as well as obviously enjoying the sports of
shooting and hunting.
Mr O’Sullivan also talked about wild dogs. It is
interesting to note that the government has flip-flopped
on this issue for the whole two years of its current reign
about the best strategy to manage wild populations,
particularly on our interface properties, both private and
public. One minute they were refusing to aerial bait,
and the next minute they took off the bounty — and
then they put it back on, as they did with the foxes,
realising in the case of wild dogs and the impact they
were having that there is value in having a concerted
preventative approach to control using both the bounty
and aerial baiting. They both played a significant role in
working together to try and reduce the impact of wild
dogs and foxes while the government flip-flopped over
the strategy and method for controlling those pests. It is
interesting to see that they have almost reverted back to
the coalition’s policies in the previous government. We
see a lot of flip-flopping with this government, and no
doubt they will always trend back to whatever policies
worked in the past. I have to congratulate the coalition
government on its policies in relation to pest control
that obviously this government has seen fit to copy in
its term.
In relation to the national firearms agreement — and I
do appreciate that we are not opposing this motion — I
am extremely supportive of what John Howard did in
relation to Port Arthur and the way the government
responded at the time with the firearms amnesty and the
initiation of a national firearms agreement where
certain categories of firearms were banned. The owners
of those firearms had the luxury of being able to
surrender their firearms through the amnesty period,
and I think this got a lot of firearms out of the system
that were either not being used or were overcalibrated,
whether it be for sport or for hunting. I hope that will
continue to be the case.
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While we are not opposing the motion as a whole, I
certainly hope that common sense will prevail and guns
will be available to those who are appropriately
licensed and registered to continue the sport of shooting
and continue hunting, both in a sports sense and in a
pest control sense, with the appropriate firearms that do
not impact community safety. I am sure there will be
appropriate balances through that agreement.
I would also like to take note of the work that was done
in relation to the formation of the Game Management
Authority. Mr O’Sullivan has referred to this. Mr Peter
Walsh in the Legislative Assembly, as the minister at
the time, initiated the Game Management Authority. A
current inquiry that the Environment, Natural
Resources and Regional Development Committee is
conducting involves investigating the role the Game
Management Authority is playing in responding to
invasive pests and in particular the significant
escalation in the number of sambar deer and the impact
it is having, particularly in the northern areas.
The Game Management Authority’s role is to collect
data and record the current number of invasive species
and also to implement appropriate control methods with
the assistance of the Sporting Shooters Association of
Australia and Field and Game Australia. Those
wonderful sporting groups are combining and
collectively getting their members to help us respond to
what is becoming a really significant problem,
particularly in the north but not only in the north. Wild
deer are also starting to permeate through the southern
areas of the state.
It is good to see that the Game Management Authority
is using a huge number of unpaid volunteer hours, at a
significant reduction in cost, through the membership
of the shooters association and Field and Game to
respond to this increase in the numbers of invasive
pests. Not only are these pests having a significant
impact on the productivity of our farmlands and
causing destruction of our crown reserves but they are
also having an impact on the community. Some of
these animals are actually getting into suburbia and
creating significant mischief for the community.
All in all, I congratulate Mr Bourman for bringing this
motion to the house. As I said, the opposition is not
opposing it. It does give us an opportunity to
acknowledge the legitimate pursuits of both sporting
shooters and hunters — the role they play and the
economic value they provide. I also note the part of the
motion that relates to the national firearms agreement.
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Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — I am
conscious of time, so I will get down to this pretty
quickly. The main thing is that it is good to get support
from the coalition, and the government is two-thirds
supportive. I do not normally comment on the Greens’
contributions, but I will say one thing: this motion is not
about the abolition of the national firearms agreement;
it is about any new restrictions. It is more about saying
that we have had enough. You are squeezing blood out
of a stone. On that note, I will wind it up.
Amendment negatived.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 18
Atkinson, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Carling-Jenkins, Dr
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr (Teller)
Finn, Mr
Fitzherbert, Ms
Lovell, Ms

Morris, Mr (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
O’Sullivan, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Wooldridge, Ms
Young, Mr

Noes, 20
Barber, Mr
Dalidakis, Mr
Dunn, Ms (Teller)
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Herbert, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms

Mulino, Mr (Teller)
Patten, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Purcell, Mr
Shing, Ms
Somyurek, Mr
Springle, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tierney, Ms

Pairs
Davis, Mr

Eideh, Mr

Motion negatived.
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Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
move:
That this house:
(1) takes note of the matters surrounding the Audit
Committee on second residence allowance pursuant to
the Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation
(Allowance) Regulations 2013;
(2) calls on the government to immediately amend those
regulations to provide that in addition to existing
requirements, members claiming a second residence
allowance must have their home base within the
electorate they represent; and
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(3) calls on the government to amend the Members of
Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978 to require
claims for the second residence allowance to be
disclosed annually in the register of interests.

I note that since notice of this motion was given the
President has announced that the report of the audit
undertaken by PricewaterhouseCoopers on behalf of
the Department of Parliamentary Services will be tabled
tomorrow, and I see that as absolutely critical to us
moving forward and addressing the sorry state of
rorting and defrauding of the Victorian Parliament by
the members for Tarneit and Melton in the Legislative
Assembly, addressing the culture of rorting and putting
in place some measures which are going to make it
more difficult for people to rort the system not only at
the expense of taxpayers — the public — but also at the
expense of the reputation of the Victorian Parliament
and, dare I say, at the expense of themselves as
members of Parliament.
It is very sad. I would like to put on the record that I
have enjoyed a very good relationship with the member
for Tarneit. We have shared many functions and events
through our activity in multicultural communities. But I
am disappointed to have learned of the nature of the
rorting and defrauding of the second residence
allowance, which this Parliament provides for the
benefit of members who live in rural and regional
Victoria. That has always been the understanding —
that it is exclusively for members who live in rural and
regional Victoria and who have to spend time staying in
Melbourne when Parliament sits or when there is other
parliamentary work. The rorting we have seen, where
members who are essentially metropolitan residents
have set up residences in country or regional Victoria in
order to be able to access an allowance that was not
intended for them, is nothing short of corruption, in my
view.
This motion is intended, as I said, to first of all provide
an opportunity to document the events which have seen
this sorry state of rorting and defrauding emerge
surrounding the members for Melton and Tarneit, who
do need to be held to account for their actions not only
as members of Parliament but also as senior
office-bearers of this Parliament — Speaker and
Deputy Speaker — who were responsible for upholding
those rules and holding everyone else to account. That
in my view not only shows them to be in dereliction of
their duties but escalates their offences given their
senior office-bearing positions.
The standards which apply to their once-held high
offices and the duties which are required in those
positions means that it is even more important that the
proposed changes we are putting forward in
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paragraphs (2) and (3) of this motion are implemented.
Paragraph (2) of the motion relates to the second
residence allowance regulations, which we are seeking
to have changed to clarify once and for all that
members of Parliament should be resident in the
electorates they seek or purport to represent.
I note that there is quite a long list of people who do not
live in the electorates they represent. They include, and
I am just working down the list, Mr Nardella, who
purports to represent the electorate of Melton and who
has given his residence as Ocean Grove. Everyone who
knows Mr Nardella also knows that he spends a lot of
time at Beach Road, Mordialloc.
Mr Ondarchie — What’s there?
Mrs PEULICH — I will not go into the personal
details of the member; he is entitled to that. But he has
been seen on a regular basis in Mordialloc.
Mr Languiller, the former Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly and member for Tarneit, purported to live in
Queenscliff, but we know from the evidence in the
letter read out by the President yesterday that this
residence has never been taken up, and I will come
back to the detail of that.
In the Legislative Assembly Mr Donnellan, who
represents Narre Warren North, lives in Fitzroy North;
Ms Graley, who represents Narre Warren South, lives
in Mount Martha, Mornington; Ms D’Ambrosio, who
represents Mill Park, lives in Brunswick; Mr McGuire,
who represents Broadmeadows, lives in Fitzroy; and
Ms Halfpenny, who represents Thomastown, lives in
Preston. Mr Pakula is a little closer to home: he
represents the Assembly electorate in which I live,
Keysborough, and lives in Black Rock.
Also in the Legislative Assembly, Mr Pallas represents
Werribee but lives in Williamstown; Ms Hennessy,
who represents Altona, lives in West Footscray;
Ms Edwards, who represents Bendigo West, lives in
Longlea and Axedale; Mr Howard represents
Buninyong but lives in Alfredton; Mr Wynne
represents Richmond but lives in North Melbourne;
Mr Edbrooke represents Frankston but lives in Mount
Eliza; Mr Carroll represents Niddrie but lives in
Moonee Ponds; Mr Foley represents Albert Park but
lives in Elwood; Mr Perera represents Cranbourne but
lives in Sandhurst; Ms Hutchins represents Sydenham
but lives in Keilor; and Ms Neville represents Bellarine
but lives in Geelong West.
In this chamber Mr Mulino represents Eastern Victoria
Region but lives in Northcote and Mr Jennings
represents South Eastern Metropolitan Region but lives
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in St Kilda, which is nowhere near the electorate he and
I represent.
I have always lived in the electorates I have
represented, and indeed it is a rule in my party that
members of Parliament must live in the electorates
which they represent. I think we must amend the
regulations with the addition to the existing
requirements that members claiming a second residence
allowance must have their home base within the
electorate they represent. This will not only make it
more accountable but also, I believe, provide for
stronger representation of those constituencies that elect
these members.
One further way of doing that is by actually recording
on the ballot paper the suburb in which a candidate or
member of Parliament seeking re-election is registered
or lives. This is, as I said before, to prevent the home
base of MPs claiming the allowance being located
outside of their respective electorates. This is intended
to be an allowance for rural and regional MPs, not for
city-based MPs who, driven by self-interest, establish a
residence, often in name only, in order to tap into the
public purse and rort an allowance that is not designed
for them. The change that is required to the second
residence allowance rules — namely, that the home
base be within the electorate where the member was
elected — would also be what electors would expect
and welcome.
Paragraph (3) of the motion seeks to enable Parliament
to take action against rorters of the second residence
allowance and to strengthen the accountability of MPs.
This means amending the code of conduct which
applies to MPs under the Members of Parliament
(Register of Interests) Act 1978 and requiring these
allowance particulars to be included in the register of
interests. Actionable penalties, imposed by the
Parliament, apply if there is a failure to comply with
section 9 of the Members of Parliament (Register of
Interests) Act 1978. This is about accountability and
transparency. This Parliament has a duty to act to
ensure that such rorting cannot and does not occur.
There is no reason MPs should be allowed to derive a
financial benefit by simply gaming the system. It seems
that both of these members have simply been gaming
the system. The definition of rorting is gaming the
system and manipulating the rules in order to access a
benefit. Indeed I think this is more than just a rort. On
the basis of the draft audit report it appears there is also
fraud involved and that further action is required in
order to address that.
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Quite simply, if there is fraud, these members of
Parliament need to be booted out. I am not sure what
the machinery is, but clearly the Premier must set the
tone. He was the one who prosecuted the case against
the former member for Frankston in the Assembly for a
much, much smaller amount of money than anything
these two members have accessed. The now Premier
prosecuted that day in, day out. He called him a rorter.
He called for him to be expelled from the Parliament
every day he sat and indeed often said — I cannot
exactly recall the quote, but it is something like — ‘The
standard you walk by is the standard you live by’.
Indeed if the Premier takes no action to address these
two very serious cases of rorting, that is a reflection on
him and his government. Dare I say this culture of
rorting seems to be transcendent; this is just another
example of rorting. We saw the red shirt rorts, where
electorate office budgets were rorted when electorate
officers were hired to fulfil political campaigning
activity. We saw $10 million given to Trades Hall for
the upgrade and refurbishment of its building. Can you
imagine what would happen if any other political party
made such a gift to their own benefactors? We have
seen cosy deals with politically friendly unions, in
particular the firefighters union, who have been putting
their hand out wanting their legal fees to be picked up
by the government.
All of these are examples of a rorting culture, and
indeed this Premier will become known as the Premier
for rorting. This is not just a case of exploiting the
Victorian taxpayer for personal gain. There are far more
serious acts of deception, going on the initial and media
reports, by both the member for Melton and the
member for Tarneit, including contradictory press
statements and evidence which was prevented to the
Audit Committee which indicates a level of deceptive
conduct.
In addition to this the immediate penalties must be
strengthened — aside from any integrity measures
relating to corruption in the conduct of MPs — which is
the purpose of paragraph (3) of this motion. Requiring
these allowance particulars to be included in the register
of interests will mean that actionable penalties from the
Parliament will apply if there is a failure to comply with
section 9 of the Members of Parliament (Register of
Interests) Act 1978.
In addition to this the code of conduct which applies
under this act will become more enforceable where
rorting of the second residence allowance has occurred,
given members are required to not — and I am quoting
from section 3(1)(a)(ii) — ‘bring discredit upon the
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Parliament’ and are subject to section 3(1)(e), which
says:
… a Member who is a Minister shall ensure that no conflict
exists, or appears to exist, between his public duty and his
private interests …

I consider the Presiding Officers and their deputies to
indeed be equivalent to ministers of the Crown;
therefore there is a clear public duty that is bestowed
upon them in their roles.
Indeed siphoning off funds for personal benefit is in
clear breach of the code of conduct that applies to
members of Parliament. Daniel Andrews and Labor
may think it is okay to rip off or defraud Victorian
taxpayers, but the public does not and we certainly do
not. We will hold the government to account for what
has become a sickening example of fraudulent
behaviour, rorting, lying and cheating the Victorian
taxpayer.
In addition to the serious findings of the Audit
Committee, the exploitation of the second residence
allowance by the former Speaker and Deputy Speaker
breaches the Parliamentary Salaries and
Superannuation (Allowances) Regulations 2013. One,
according to the President’s account of the Audit
Committee report, both the member for Melton and the
member for Tarneit improperly claimed the second
residence allowance. Two, Mr Languiller failed to
inform the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly of his
change in circumstances yet continued to claim the
second residence allowance. In this particular
document — that is, the Parliamentary Salaries and
Superannuation (Allowances) Regulations 2013 —
there is an onus to inform the Parliament within 30 days
of a change to those circumstances, so notwithstanding
the fact that documentation may only be required to
periodically be signed, there is an explicit responsibility
in this particular regulation to inform the Parliament
within 30 days. Clearly this has not occurred.
Mr Nardella, it appears, has acted in a fraudulent
manner with respect to his rorting of the second
residence allowance as well. Both have rorted the
system by claiming their home base falls outside of the
80-kilometre radius from the centre of Melbourne. Both
have their home base outside of their electorate in what
can only be described as an effort to obtain personal
gain to the tune of hundreds of thousands of dollars.
They have benefited more from rorting this allowance
than many families earn in a single year. Especially
given their well-remunerated positions and the
increments for their higher duties, it is absolutely
shameful.
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I have heard more than one Labor member of
Parliament say they should just resign. It tarnishes
everyone, but most of all it tarnishes the Labor Party
and the Premier. It would certainly never cross my
mind to go to such lengths — to be so creative — in
attempting to derive a personal benefit, financial or
otherwise, as the member for Tarneit and the member
for Melton have. Clearly they cannot be trusted with
public funds. Their actions have brought the
government and the Parliament into disrepute. Their
actions may constitute criminal behaviour.
Even though I note that the Leader of the Opposition
has called for police to investigate this, I believe that
this should be an absolute last resort. It is crystal clear
by admission and by failure to provide evidence to the
contrary that these two members have been involved in
very elaborate schemes to defraud the system. They
should resign, and not only from the Labor Party, as
Don Nardella has. They should be asked to leave the
Parliament, and there ought to be a by-election called
for both of those seats as soon as possible so the good
burghers of Tarneit and Melton have an opportunity to
elect new members of Parliament who will represent
them with dignity and integrity.
The Audit Committee has highlighted the acts of
apparent fraud committed by the member for Melton. It
has also highlighted actions which could constitute
fraud committed by the member for Tarneit. The
ongoing acts of exploitation of taxpayers by this
government and the said members need to be
prevented, first of all by passing this motion in this
house, as they were the ones who chose to rip off
Victorian taxpayers without a second thought. The only
reason why Mr Languiller subsequently repaid the
defrauded amount is that he has been caught out, and
there are certainly question marks about the admissions
by Mr Languiller about when he notified Parliament of
his changed circumstances. I believe that one set of
information has been provided in Parliament and
another out in the public domain, which basically
means that the member for Tarneit has in effect also
misled Parliament.
The evidence provided by the members involved does
not stack up by any standard of integrity in terms of the
code of conduct, ministerial or otherwise. The inclusion
of the second residence allowance on the register of
interests, which increases the level of accountability
and the immediate penalties which apply to those who
do the wrong thing, as in the case of the members for
Melton and Tarneit, is also necessary. I hope that the
house will support this.
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Mr Andrews has certainly taken a very, very different
stance to the high standards that he set for the former
Minister for Small Business, Industry and Trade,
Mr Adem Somyurek, whose investigation was part of a
WorkCover claim with much higher confidentiality
provisions. All of that information was obviously
released. The Premier upheld a very, very high
standard. He was certainly prepared to throw
Mr Somyurek under the bus, yet in relation to
Mr Languiller and Mr Nardella the Premier has said,
and I quote:
I’ve made my views very clear about the community’s
expectations. I don’t intend to ask members to pay back
money unless I think they should.

That is a very, very weak standard. Basically, is it a fact
that Mr Nardella and Mr Languiller are being treated
more leniently because they are either factional allies or
supportive of the Premier’s own faction, while
Mr Somyurek may be in an opposing faction? I suspect
that most members of the Labor Party believe that that
is the case.
The actions of the member for Tarneit and the member
for Melton are indicative, as I said, of a culture of
rorting in the Andrews Labor government, very
different to the high standards that Mr Andrews, as
Leader of the Opposition, set for all members of
Parliament, including the former Assembly member for
Frankston, and the overtures and promises he gave to
Victorians in the lead-up to the 2014 state election. But
what he is now running is basically a protection racket
for those who are in favour or factionally aligned, as
with the members for Tarneit and Melton. Mr Adem
Somyurek was thrown to the wolves because he was
not in favour, whereas in actual fact these members
gain all the protections of Daniel Andrews despite the
obvious defrauding activity.
The Victorian opposition welcomes the investigation.
Mr Guy as Leader of the Opposition has been at the
forefront of trying to force this government to take
some action. The Victorian opposition welcomes the
most recent investigation by the Audit Committee — a
step forward in dealing with this ongoing culture of
rorting in the Daniel Andrews Labor government. Of
course this continues with what we have seen with
using public funds to mount challenges in the courts
and trying to block the Ombudsman from inquiring into
the rorting by Labor, driven by Labor’s hierarchy and
involving the red army of political operatives.
The findings of this draft audit are damning to those
involved in this scandalous rip-off of the Victorian
taxpayer, and I think it is a scandalous reflection on the
lack of integrity of this government and the Premier
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who leads it, who has obviously presided over and
protected this culture of rorting. The Daniel Andrews
Labor government’s protection racket gives cover to
those who choose to defraud the taxpayer and rip off
the Parliament and the people of Victoria. Hundreds of
thousands of dollars were misused — taxpayer
dollars — abusing the positions of power which the
Victorian people have bestowed upon them and upon
all of us.
The level of activity in fraudulently receiving hundreds
of thousands of dollars in allowances without an
entitlement to do so is absolutely reprehensible.
Deriving personal benefit and private financial gain
through rorting of allowances has shown that Daniel
Andrews and Labor lack integrity when it comes to the
management of public funds. The apparent act of fraud
committed by the member for Melton explains why he
has been forced to resign from the parliamentary Labor
Party and as Deputy Speaker. His actions are toxic to
the reputation of the Daniel Andrews Labor
government, which is already in tatters, and toxic to this
Parliament, and Mr Nardella and Daniel Andrews must
both be held to account.
The Audit Committee findings are damning to the
crossbencher, indicating that he may have committed
an act of fraud against the Parliament and the Victorian
taxpayer. The former Speaker, Mr Languiller, has even
come out saying that the rules should be changed to
prevent such rorting. Of course this is after the fact of
being found out ripping off the Victorian taxpayer. It
would have continued, we imagine, if no-one had
become aware of this. The sickening culture of rorting,
fraud and septic conduct coupled with Daniel
Andrews’s protection racket has shaken, I believe, this
government to its rotten core.
I believe these actions by the members for Tarneit and
Melton may well constitute fraud. In the case of the
member for Melton, the Audit Committee’s report
indicates that each of these members of Parliament
derived a personal gain, a financial gain, and may have
entered into acts of deception to defraud the Victorian
taxpayer. These are conclusions in the Audit
Committee’s report into the second residence allowance
scandal, which points to this in the case of the member
for Melton — that only forensic investigation will
determine the extent of the rorting. However, the
findings are damning of Mr Nardella in particular, and
there has been a self-admission of guilt by
Mr Languiller. The report from the Audit Committee
indicates very clearly in the case of the member for
Melton that his evidence is unreliable at best, which I
believe is likely to constitute deceptive behaviour
involving family members who have conveniently
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refused to comment on the evidence provided by the
member for Melton. These are the conclusions drawn
by the Audit Committee report.
Just to recap, the member for Tarneit, Mr Languiller,
who has agreed to pay back more than $37 000, claims
to live in Queenscliff, 103 kilometres from Melbourne,
and represents Tarneit, which is less than 30 kilometres
from the CBD, but it appears that indeed he has never
resided at Queenscliff. In a statement to Parliament on
23 February 2017 the then Speaker, Mr Languiller,
stated:
In changing my principal place of residence I fully accept that
my claims for allowances, whilst within the rules, do not meet
community expectations.

I do not believe they indeed meet the rules.
Mr Languiller, in making this statement, appears to
have also misled the Parliament. He has admitted that
for an extended period of time he did not live at the
Queenscliff residence despite claiming the allowance.
As the Presiding Officer he knew the rules. He broke
the rules. He failed to report to the Clerk changes in his
circumstances in relation to the second residence
allowance, and that should leave us in no doubt. This is
confirmed by the Audit Committee review of claims
made by Mr Languiller. Only when Mr Languiller was
caught out did he repay the money. I understand that
Mr Languiller may have some personal challenges,
both financial and in terms of his family life — we all
do, many people do — but we do not resort to these
types of actions in order to extricate ourselves out of
personal difficulties.
Mr Languiller has clearly defrauded the system; I do
not believe there is any dispute there. He needs to
resign, and we need to go to a by-election in the seat of
Tarneit. According to the Parliament’s Audit
Committee, 13 February 2017 was when Mr Languiller
notified the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly that he
would no longer receive the $37 678 per year second
residence allowance. So there you go, on 23 February
2017 his spokeswoman said, and I quote, ‘His
entitlement ended in November 2016’. That was in a
media report in the Age dated 23 February 2017. So
there is a discrepancy there, and clearly that means
Mr Languiller, who made the statement in Parliament,
has therefore misled Parliament.
Mr Languiller claimed something to which he was not
entitled. He has been deceptive in his comments,
amounting to actions which could only constitute
findings of fraud against him. The elected Speaker of
the Legislative Assembly is on the increased salary of
$244 547 — that is nearly a quarter of a million
dollars — plus $17 785 in expense allowances. That is
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a lot of money; that is more money than most families
would see in many years. The value of the second
residence allowance was $37 678, which nudges it up
to $300 000. If you cannot extricate yourself out of
financial difficulty with that sort of money coming into
your bank account, then you indeed have problems.
The question is: how can we have confidence in the
evidence given by Mr Languiller to the Audit
Committee in relation to his defrauding of the system
and systematic ripping off of the Victorian taxpayer,
given that he has clearly misled Parliament, stating he
was within the rules when he has, on the findings of the
Audit Committee and advice received, not adhered to
the rules? Mr Languiller needs to be held to account for
his rorting and for his defrauding of the system.
The government are rotten to the core, and the only way
that they can try to redeem themselves is by forcing
these two members out of Parliament and moving to a
by-election. Otherwise the government will continue to
haemorrhage. Politically that may be an opportunity for
members of the opposition. We will be talking about
this each and every sitting day, reminding Victorians of
the hypocrisy, of the duplicity and of the fraud of not
only those members but all that the Premier has stood
for and failed to uphold. The only way that he can stem
that haemorrhaging is by clearing out the rorters and
indeed moving to a by-election.
The Audit Committee report summarised by the
President yesterday states that Mr Languiller intended
to live in Queenscliff yet did not. It is damning to
Mr Languiller’s personal statement from the chair that
he was within the rules. There have been conflicting
comments in relation to Mr Languiller from both the
office of the Premier and Mr Languiller. The Age of
23 February reported that the Premier’s office said
Mr Languiller’s primary residence was in Queenscliff.
The same article reported that Mr Languiller’s
spokeswoman said his primary residence was in
Footscray. He clearly broke the rules, defrauded the
Parliament and the taxpayer and coughed up when he
was caught out.
The Premier and Mr Languiller cannot even get their
stories right. Mr Languiller was not entitled to claim the
allowance, having paid back $37 000, and there have
been a series of deceptive comments in the media
relating to this second residence allowance claim.
However, Mr Languiller has agreed to pay back the
$37 000 and Mr Nardella has not. Despite the shonky,
threadbare, deceptive and evasive screen Mr Nardella
has set up to protect his backside, he refuses to admit
fault and refuses to pay back the money.
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In summarising Mr Languiller’s case, the Audit
Committee report, summarised yesterday by the
President, states:
… the member had not notified the Clerk of the Legislative
Assembly when it became apparent that the intention to live
in Queenscliff as a principal place of residence was no longer
a reality.

The findings indicate that he should not have been
claiming the second residence allowance, as supported
by the evidence of utility bills indicating minimal
usage, driver logs — and the word amongst the drivers
is that no-one remembers actually taking him to
Queenscliff — fringe benefits and tax declarations.
These findings are damning for this government and the
member for Tarneit. His circumstances have changed.
There is no excuse for rorting of the second residence
allowance. He himself has stated quite frankly that
there is always a way around rules. He has found it,
because he was actually charged with the responsibility
of upholding them. The former Speaker knew of the
way around the rules, exploited it and exploited the
Victorian taxpayer for private gain.
I will not go through the series of facts, which again
have been well canvassed, but I will move to the
circumstances surrounding the former Deputy Speaker,
the member for Melton. If you actually search Hansard,
the member for Melton has built a reputation on
maligning and attacking members of the public and
other people in Parliament as a platform to accuse them
often maliciously and without foundation of all sorts of
misdemeanours and corruption. The irony of it is that
this man has been corrupt for a very, very long time.
This man who lives in a glass house was throwing a lot
of stones, and all this time he has been an absolute
hypocrite.
He claimed the second residence allowance, he has
resigned as the Deputy Speaker, he has resigned from
the committees and he has resigned from the
parliamentary Labor Party; however, anyone who
moves around Parliament will see Mr Nardella having
morning tea, afternoon tea, lunch and drinks with his
parliamentary Labor colleagues, so clearly he is not
being shunned. This is an endorsement and support of
Mr Nardella despite all that he is done. But he has got
the audacity of refusing to pay back the money that he
has pinched. What was reported in this chamber in
relation to the member for Melton was that:
The location of the ‘home base’ appeared to have no
long-term connection with the member and it is difficult to
argue convincingly that he intended this to be a
long-term/permanent principal residence.
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There is no long-term connection to any person, and
this should be of interest to the Special Minister of State
in particular, who is responsible for the integrity
regimes, because this conclusion drawn by the
Parliament’s Audit Committee suggests that fraud has
been committed by the member for Melton.
According to a report today in the ABC news
Mr Nardella likely claimed a total of $175 000 of extra
benefits. The Herald Sun puts the figure at
approximately $200 000. Let us split the difference; it is
a lot of dough. For many families that may be four
times the amount they earn in a year, especially those
on lower incomes. However, the cost to Mr Nardella
according to the committee was 200 bucks a fortnight.
That is $100 a week. Not a bad return if you can get it.
That is a net profit of something like $32 000 a year.
Mr Barber — The rest went to his family.
Mrs PEULICH — Yes, the rest went to his family,
absolutely. All this by simply defrauding and signing
some documents and sticking to a lie. This was a very
lucrative outcome for Mr Nardella. It is not just a rort; it
is actually fraud against the Victorian taxpayer.
The full report from the Audit Committee is going to be
tabled tomorrow. We look forward to reading it. Should
the Premier not take any action — and he must if he is
going to salvage what little of his own reputation
remains — this matter must be referred to Victoria
Police to investigate this act of fraud committed by the
disgraced member for Melton, Don Nardella. The
particulars leading up to Mr Nardella’s fraudulent
rip-off of the Victorian taxpayer include, according to
Mr Nardella, leaving his home base in Lake Wendouree
in April 2014 following the breakdown of his personal
relationship. On 24 April he notified that his home base
had changed to Ocean Grove. This was his claim for
deriving a second residence allowance to which he was
not entitled, as there were no driver logs or records to
support his claim for the allowance.
There are claims he did not use a parliamentary vehicle
to go there. Well, that is interesting. All members of
Parliament have a parliamentary vehicle or a benefit
that can be used in lieu of claiming a parliamentary
vehicle to purchase a vehicle for that purpose.
Nonetheless it is the public purse that pays for it. He
also claims he made payments of $200 per fortnight to
use the address in Ocean Grove. He claimed that utility
costs are incorporated into the $200 a fortnight. So he
paid everything with $200 a fortnight, including utility
costs. My utility costs would be substantially greater in
simply one week.
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In addition to that I understand that Mr Nardella’s
relocatable home, which he had declared earlier in a
members register of interests, may have been
something like a caravan. I am not sure whether these
rules of a second residence allowance apply to a
caravan or maybe a lean-to or maybe a tent. Anyone
interested in rorting the public purse: buy yourself a bit
of very cheap land and put up a tent. It does not matter
which constituency you represent. According to the
standards of Mr Nardella and the Premier of Victoria
you would comply, and they are the grounds on which
he is refusing to pay back this money. However, the
Audit Committee report states that:
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Further on the President stated:
The Audit Committee agreed that, viewed in terms of a
reasonable person test, a position could be taken that the
arrangement in this period with the member’s family may
have been entered into to ensure that the member would
continue to receive the second residence allowance. The
member notified that the ‘landlord’-family members did not
wish to discuss the arrangements entered into with the
member.

Well of course, because he would be implicating them
in the big cover-up and a big lie. The President said
further:

The member stated that there are no driver records to support
his frequency of stay as he did not use a vehicle provided by
Parliament.

The Audit Committee considered that, from a reputation risk
perspective for Parliament, the arrangement may be construed
as non-prudent, non-arms length, potentially non-commercial
(low ‘rent’), and arguably opportunistic, designed to ensure
continued enjoyment of the second residence allowance.

I do not believe that for one minute. As I said before,
we actually get to see Mr Nardella a lot in Beach Road,
Mordialloc — a lot — so I am not even sure whether
this story stacks up in terms of the truth.

I can think of many more colourful words to explain
that arrangement: quite smelly, corrupt, on the nose and
a rort. He also said:

Mr Leane — Are you some kind of private eye or
something?
Mrs PEULICH — No, I am not a private eye. I
have an extensive network of members of the
community who of course will notice a member of
Parliament moving around their community, just as, for
example, they observed Mr Herbert dining frequently in
Parkdale with his parliamentary vehicle and his
chauffeur waiting outside even though it was only a few
minutes travel to the house where he was staying. So
indeed this just does not stack up. It smells, and it
smells to high heaven.
Mr Nardella made payments of $200 per fortnight to
use the address in Ocean Grove. The member claims
utility costs were incorporated into the $200, but he has
not entered into a lease agreement with the landlord,
who was family. Now how cosy is that? The member
stated that there were no driver records and indeed that
he did not use a vehicle provided by Parliament. I am
not sure exactly how he got there, but given his dire
financial position I am not sure that he would have been
catching the train.
The Audit Committee’s key finding for the member for
Melton according to the President yesterday, and I
quote, is that:
The location of the ‘home base’ appeared to have no
long-term connection with the member and it is difficult to
argue convincingly that he intended this to be a
long-term/permanent principal residence.

The Audit Committee noted that the member had advised
PwC that he has recently moved out of the ‘home base’ at
Ocean Grove.

Again, how convenient.
The President informed the house yesterday of the
Audit Committee’s findings and gave a summary, and
we look forward to the tabling of the full report
tomorrow. But in conclusion can I say this
government’s track record of rorting has got to end
here. One way of attempting to remedy a trashed
reputation has got to be to call the members for Tarneit
and Melton to account and to force them to leave
Parliament and to repay the money — even if it means,
if Mr Nardella refuses to pay money he thought he
should be given, making sure that we claim that from
his parliamentary superannuation. The taxpayer should
not have to wear this rort, and by-elections should be
held.
In addition to that there are a range of other rorts that
this Premier has presided over. It is a protection racket.
It is time to end it. The way to start the new chapter is
to call these two members to account, see them leave
Parliament — just as the Premier demanded the former
member for Frankston in the Assembly be thrown out
of Parliament — and clear out the rorting, of which we
will continue to remind him each and every day of this
Parliament’s life as long as these two members
continue to sit here.
With those few words, I commend the motion to the
house. Obviously the discussion of the facts has been
extensive, but I think also we need to make sure that
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members of Parliament do live within their own
electorates. The Liberal Party has been very strong on
that, and our preselection rules reflect that. Most
members of Parliament on the Labor side of politics
represent areas that are very distant from where they
live. That might be because those suburbs perhaps do
not provide them with the standard of living that they
may be accustomed to on the public purse, but we
believe that it would actually enhance the quality of
representation. Also, we believe that the disclosure of
the second residence allowance needs to be made
annually in the register of interests. These are just some
basic steps that need to be taken, but the most important
one is that these two members of Parliament need to
leave and they need to leave as soon as possible.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The
government is in no position to support Mrs Peulich’s
motion considering that the Audit Committee report is
going to be tabled tomorrow. It is obviously
pre-emptive of Mrs Peulich to move this motion today,
but I think the reason she has moved this motion is to
be able to cast aspersions on people outside of the two
MPs who we will be commenting on from tomorrow’s
audit report, and that is what Mrs Peulich does.
What Mrs Peulich does do well, I have noticed, is that
she is very good at clearing a room. Up until
Ms Fitzherbert turned up not long ago — and I do not
think she was particularly keen to be here —
Mrs Peulich had cleared out all of them. On general
business day she managed to clear out all her
colleagues. I would have thought if it was such an
important motion, some of them might have hung
around — —
Mrs Peulich — They’ll be here to vote for it. Don’t
you worry about that. And they’ll be watching to see
how you guys vote.
Mr LEANE — They might be here to vote, but they
are not here for you, Mrs Peulich.
Mrs Peulich — Are you going to defend the rorters?
Do you stand by the rorters?
Mr LEANE — They might vote for the motion, but
they are not here for you. In answer to your question,
Mrs Peulich, I do not defend rorters. There will be a
report tomorrow and the report will be acted on. As far
as the entitlement that this report is centred around is
concerned, the Special Minister of State is working on
tightening these rules so there are no anomalies. The
minister will make that announcement after everyone
who has been claiming a residential allowance has been
audited — every single member of the Parliament, no
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matter if they are from the ALP, the Liberal Party or
The Nationals. Every MP will be audited, and then the
Special Minister of State will respond and the rules will
be tightened. We do not want to be voting for a motion
that limits what can be done in this area to restore the
confidence of those who vote us into the Parliament.
Mrs Peulich uses these motions to throw dirt at
everyone she can and to talk about how she knows
someone who saw someone park somewhere. She
knows someone who saw someone park somewhere —
a good bit of detective work there, Sherlock Holmes. I
do not know what that proves, but we can all throw out
rumours.
Before this issue became a big issue there was a lot of
discussion in the ranks — and I have got to say to
Mrs Peulich that some of it came from her side. At least
one country Liberal MP says she lives in her regional
electorate, but her children go to a metropolitan school.
That is a long drop-off to school, is it not, by someone
who lives about 3 hours away from the school that their
children attend? You would be saying, ‘Kids, you need
to get up at 3.00 a.m., have your cornflakes, put on your
uniforms and jump in the car’ — actually there might
be a bus that travels from the region to that particular
school. You would spend 3 hours in the car and then do
the same thing on the way back. ‘We’ll see you back
home at about 10 o’clock, darling; we’ll see you then.
Have a great long day’. We can all throw out that sort
of stuff. It is easy, Mrs Peulich. We can all do that, and
it is something that has been going around for a long
time. It will be interesting to see how it comes out.
Mrs Peulich throws around all this dirt, brings up the
red army and talks about ALP electorate officers (EOs).
Last week there was a compulsory two-day conference
for Liberal Party electorate officers. The Leader of the
Opposition, Mr Guy, told all Liberal Party electorate
officers to turn up to a compulsory two-day conference
about campaigning.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Acting
President, if the member wished to corroborate the
activities of the conference, he would note that there
were a number of parliamentary officers presenting on
important elements of the operations of this Parliament.
Indeed he is absolutely wrong in his claims.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! There is no point of order.
Mr Barber — It is not against the standing orders to
be wrong.
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Mr LEANE — I refuse to accept that I am wrong. I
one hundred per cent refuse to accept that I am wrong,
because Liberal electorate officers were told by
Matthew Guy to compulsorily turn up to a conference
on campaigning to try to catch up with the Labor Party,
so two days of EOs wages were fraudulently paid for
by the taxpayer. If you take the holier-than-thou
approach that the Liberals have taken, that is in breach
of their — —
Mr Jennings — Magna carta.
Mr LEANE — It is in breach of everything. It is in
breach of their workplace description. I would be
asking how many EOs there are and times that by two
days. Liberal Party MPs should pay that back. If they
do not pay that back, they should leave the Parliament.
They should resign from the Parliament because they
have fraudulently done a number on the taxpayers of
Victoria. Pay back the money or resign, Mrs Peulich.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr LEANE — I have just described the fraud that
you inflicted on the Victorian taxpayers last week, and I
insist that you either pay back that money or resign —
and I am genuine about that.
Mrs Peulich — You are about as genuine as a $3
bill.
Mr LEANE — I am genuine about that. This is just
another motion that is not very popular amongst her
own party colleagues; she managed to clear them all out
of the benches. It is just another one where she
can — —
Mr Jennings interjected.
Mr LEANE — Mr Jennings, there was no-one there
for most of her contribution. It is just another chance for
the member to get up and throw all sorts of falsehoods
around about members who have not even been
investigated in the report that will be handed down
tomorrow. Just be patient, Mrs Peulich. Wait for the
report. You will be all right.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr LEANE — As I just said, I do not defend
anyone who has rorted the system. There is a process
going forward now; there will be a report delivered
tomorrow. Once the Audit Committee has audited
everyone who has been claiming this allowance the
Special Minister of State will respond on how we will
tighten it up so there will be no vagueness about any
sort of allowance. Every allowance will be looked into,
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and then I am sure Mrs Peulich will be able to make up
another fishing motion. She will get up and will tell the
chamber that she knows someone who saw someone
park somewhere. She will channel Sherlock Holmes
again. She will channel Petrocelli with the damning
evidence that she knows someone who saw someone
who parked somewhere. That is a damning indictment
of us all.
She knows someone who saw someone who parked
somewhere. The amendments to the evidence on the
ALP are getting better. Is the member of the ALP the
someone who saw someone, or is the member of the
ALP the someone who someone saw, or is the member
of the ALP the someone who lived in the street where
you saw the someone who parked in the street?
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr LEANE — I think we are getting somewhere
now. I have said enough. Mr Barber wants to speak on
the motion, so I will leave it there. But I reiterate that
this is all pre-emptive rubbish. A report will be tabled
tomorrow, and people will be dealt with in a fair and
proper fashion.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Unlike
Mr Leane I do not believe this is pre-emptive at all. In
fact I think it is way, way overdue that we start talking
in this chamber about how we reform the structures and
the accountabilities around parliamentary allowances.
I will refer just to a bit of recent history. The last time
allowances and associated entitlements were reformed
in this house here is how it went down. The then Leader
of the Opposition, Daniel Andrews, was promised an
extra half a million dollars towards his opposition
leader’s budget, which I think at that stage was already
about $1 million — we learned this in this chamber
during the debate — and in return a deal was struck in a
back room between Labor and the coalition parties. The
coalition were in government at the time, and they
brought in a number of changes to MPs allowances,
entitlements, perks, call them what you will. That was
not a very, in my view, edifying or satisfactory
exercise. We learned about it as Greens, as
crossbenchers, when the legislation first hit the
chamber, but in fact there had been backroom
conversations between the coalition and the then
opposition Labor Party it seemed for quite some time.
Just to give you an example of the types of outcomes
you get when that is your process, one of the
allowances that was created during that round of
legislation was a so-called redundancy payment for
MPs who lose their seats. Unfortunately the way it was
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structured was that an MP who retires during the term
would get nothing but an MP who loses preselection or
whose seat is abolished and who just finds themself a
way to get on a ticket somewhere gets a payment of
somewhere between $25 000 and $75 000 depending
on how long they have been an MP. So we had this
preposterous situation where a Nationals MP, Paul
Weller, whose seat had been abolished, simply got
himself fourth on the ticket for the coalition in northern
Victoria — with absolutely zero chance that he was
ever going to win that seat; it was not a winnable
position for the coalition — and by that device of being
placed on the ticket he got paid $75 000 simply for
showing up.
That is totally the wrong set of incentives to be sending
to MPs. Those who do the right thing should be entitled
to a redundancy package if we are going to have such a
thing, but those who simply change their behaviour and
twist and rort the way they are going about it should not
actually be rewarded. That is why we, the Greens,
opposed that particular allowance being inserted into
the bill the way it was.
There were also other new allowances that were created
that were virtual slush funds. I stood here and
questioned the then minister, Mr Rich-Phillips, for quite
some time about a kind of open-ended expense account
amount that was to be paid across to MPs with no
requirement to actually prove that the money had been
spent — it could have been pocketed — or what it had
been spent on. So that was certainly not a step forward
in terms of being able to provide some certainty and
some transparency to members of the Victorian public
about how MPs’ perks are being dealt with.
At the federal level, for all of their problems, there is
quite a bit of a transparency around it. That is how we
learn what books the Attorney-General purchases for
his own personal library, that is now getting bigger all
the time. That is how we learn that particular members
are flying here and flying there, but you will not get
even that level of transparency from the Victorian
Parliament. So we have got a long way to go. I am
somewhat gratified that the Liberal Party is prepared to
come in here and put on the notice paper a proposal for
a particular reform, in particular that the regulations be
amended so that members who claim a second
residence allowance must have their home base — that
is, their first residence — within the electorate they
represent.
That is to prevent the exact device that was created
here. Originally an entitlement that was there for
country members who, visiting Parliament, were going
to have an inner-city pad, in fact what we saw was
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inner-city members deciding to get themselves a beach
house — or was it a caravan; we do not know — using
the same entitlement. I could have read that part of the
Members Guide 15 times and I would not have seen
that that rort was available, but clearly there are people
who can look at every single piece of text and work out
what they can squeeze out of it to their own personal
benefit. So certainly we need to close that loophole.
The motion also calls for the government to amend the
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978
so that those claiming the second residence are
disclosed. That to me seems fairly minimal; it will
simply say, ‘You are a claimant of the allowance’. It
will not tell you any more than that, so this is a fairly
minimal proposal from the coalition. Unlike the Labor
Party speaker, I do not believe this is pre-emptive. I do
not believe we need to wait until tomorrow to read the
detailed Audit Committee report; I will take the
President at his word in the letter that he circulated
yesterday.
The findings of the Audit Committee I am sure have
been accurately transmitted in the President’s letter. In
fact they define the exact problem we are facing here,
in particular the fact that the member who was asked to
support his claim — in this case the member for
Melton — simply could not produce the evidence
required to demonstrate that. The finding is — I will
quote from the letter:
The location of the ‘home base’ appeared to have no
long-term connection with the member and it is difficult to
argue convincingly that he intended this to be a
long-term/permanent principal residence.
The Audit Committee agreed that, viewed in terms of a
reasonable person test, a position could be taken that the
arrangement in this period with the member’s family —

that is, his extended family —
may have been entered into to ensure that the member would
continue to receive the second residence allowance. The
member notified that the ‘landlord’-family members did not
wish to discuss the arrangements entered into with the
member.

They may yet be required to.
The problem here is that I think this motion still is
rather loose in terms of the loophole it seeks to close,
because this question of a home base needs to be better
defined. In my opinion your home base or your
principal place of residence is the place that you will
inevitably return to when your parliamentary duties do
not take you somewhere else in the state. That is to say,
you might very well be sleeping in five different motels
on five nights of the week as you tour your large
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electorate. It is not to do with the proportion of nights
that you spend at your home base versus elsewhere; it
needs to be better defined than that. Clearly if you have
got a family, then you will return to them at every
opportunity and that is your home base.
It is unfortunate I should say that members’ families
and their domestic arrangements have had to be brought
into this debate inevitably as part of this discussion, but
that was certainly not the choice of the Parliament of
Victoria. That was a course of action the members
themselves set themselves on when they chose to claim
this allowance in this way. I think it was also not
particularly helpful for Mr Leane to start talking about
another member and their family arrangements — that
member I do not believe has yet faced any kind of
accusation, and there is no reason why we should be
bringing that member into this discussion.
However, part 2 of the audit report is also going to
review all of the members who are currently claiming
the allowance, and we would expect at the end of that
to have some certainty as to whether any other member
around Victoria has made their domestic arrangements
convenient to claiming an additional allowance, which
we all seem to agree in retrospect is too easy to claim
under criteria that are too loose.
As far as it goes the Liberal Party’s motion sets a
general direction, and I think this transparent
mechanism of a parliamentary debate sends a signal to
the government that indicates that they want to make
some reforms in this area. Now again, unlike last time, I
would rather not just read about it when a bill hits the
table. I would rather not just find out about it when a
particular regulation in the power of the government is
changed. I have been calling from day one for the
leaders of the various political parties in this Parliament
to meet and discuss the broad intention to make reforms
in this area. I think the reforms cannot simply just
telescope in on this one particular matter. They need to
look at all the various entitlements and provisions. You
do not want to be doing this piece by piece for months
and years into the future.
It is not simply a matter for the government to decide
which changes it would like to make and then by
regulation just simply drop them in and say, ‘Well,
there you go. That’s our decision’. It should not be
ministers sitting around the cabinet table deciding the
scope of the reforms or what the end result will be. We
need the participation of all members in this place, and
my suggestion has been that the leaders of the various
parties represented could get together and talk about
that.
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We need to go a bit further, though, than simply
changing one or two entitlement provisions. It has long
been the view of the Greens that we need to establish a
parliamentary standards commissioner to administer the
system transparently and at arms length and be able to
explain to members and to the broader public, separate
from the political process of this chamber and the other
chamber, how the system works and how the system is
intended to work.
What we have learned through this process is that
members are not routinely required to provide evidence
for their claims that they have established primary and
secondary residences in two different parts of the state,
because the two members in this case are actually
scrambling around trying to produce evidence now and
they have been unable to do it. The only evidence that
they have provided, such as drivers licence or electoral
enrolment address changes, are the very types of
cosmetic changes that you would make if you were
trying to defraud the system. The actual evidence that is
required is that these people did consider these
residences to be their home bases, that they did spend
time at those locations, that they had reasons to be there
that were to do with their own personal time rather than
parliamentary duties that could have taken them around
the state. I am not accepting to any degree, and clearly
the Audit Committee in making its finding does not
accept, the evidence that has been proffered so far. That
is quite important because the next step needs to be that
the Privileges Committee of the lower house
investigates the two members.
We have heard quite a bit from the government about
how they did not like the upper house asking the
Ombudsman to investigate matters of allowances and
entitlements in a matter separate to this one. Here is the
government’s opportunity. Since you control the lower
house and since these are lower house members whose
privileges would be examined by the lower house,
show us that you can actually enforce the rules on your
own members. In fact in this case we are talking about
a Labor majority in the lower house investigating two
Labor members — one a former Labor member it
seems.
The only way to restore public confidence is in fact to
show that MPs are quite capable of enforcing the rules
upon themselves. What is quite important in
considering the implications of the findings of the Audit
Committee is whether there was a deliberate intent by
the members to knowingly and wilfully claim this
money incorrectly, because a wilful breach of the
Members Guide and through it the code of conduct,
which Mrs Peulich in her introduction referred to,
potentially represents a breach of privilege. We have
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had an investigation in relation to facts. It has been
done fairly quickly actually. It is now the job of the
Privileges Committee to take those findings and those
facts and decide whether an offence has been
committed against the standards of that house, and if so,
what is the punishment.
In relation to some other matters relating to entitlements
that have come through this place, we are still waiting
years later, but on this one we have made fairly good
progress in terms of time and I think the next step needs
to be taken. If I steal someone’s car and I get caught,
the penalty has to be more than, ‘Well, we’ll give them
back the car’. That is why in other parliaments and even
in this Parliament the precedent seems to have been set
that if you misuse an entitlement, you need to pay it
back plus 50 per cent, as well as other sorts of sanctions
that the Parliament itself or a Privileges Committee
may decide to issue.
The Greens will support this motion, but I think we
have laid out that we are expecting much more by way
of changes from this place and I think while it is
worthwhile having the discussion in the chamber
about — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS AND PAPERS
Department of Treasury and Finance: budget
papers 2016–17
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I rise to speak
on the Victorian budget papers for 2016–17. What I
really want to speak about are some of the things that
were not included for Greater Shepparton in that
budget. We know that the electorate of Greater
Shepparton has a number of needs; I outline these on a
regular basis. The first of those of course is investment
in rail. Only last night on the adjournment I outlined the
need for some investment in rail for Tatura people.
For the Shepparton line in general there has been
request put forward asking for $750 000 in this budget
to conduct a business case and to improve rail services
on the Shepparton rail line. But in the meantime we
also need a commitment from this government to give
the people of Shepparton five return services daily.
That is an additional return service daily Monday to
Friday, but it is actually three additional return services
on Saturdays and Sundays. Our service is extremely
poor, and we have been asking for a very long time for
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improvements in those rail services but getting the
runaround from the minister, Jacinta Allan.
The second thing that was not included in last year’s
budget was a commitment to our bypass. This is
another issue that has been going on for a long time.
We need a commitment to stage 1 of that bypass, which
is Echuca Road to the Goulburn Valley Highway. That
would give us a second river crossing. Recently we
have had Mooroopna, Tatura and other towns to the
west completely cut off from Shepparton when there
have been closures of the causeway and Watt Road,
which is the only other crossing, has also been closed.
We need that second river crossing desperately. Not
only do we need that to start the north–south bypass, of
which this would be stage 1, but we also need it to give
us an east–west bypass of the city. At the moment we
have B-doubles going through the middle of the
shopping centre — through High Street. If we had that
second river crossing, we could divert them around the
town.
Another issue for us has been roads maintenance, and
we need a significant investment in country roads right
across Victoria. In recent contributions I have outlined a
number of roads in Greater Shepparton that are well
below standard and are unsafe for country users.
We also need investment in our schools. Our Better
Together alliance needs to be funded by this
government so that it can operate even more effectively
than it is currently to ensure that we can address
disadvantage among secondary school students. The
schools are doing a fantastic job with this Better
Together alliance, but they do need support from the
government through funding for the coordination of
that project. We also need maintenance money for
many of our schools that we are seeing are falling
behind and not being maintained by this government.
Asbestos is in a number of country schools, and that
needs to be addressed as well.
On the health front I have been outlining the need for
radiotherapy at Goulburn Valley Health for some time.
Nearly every other major centre in Victoria, and some
smaller centres than Shepparton, have access to
radiotherapy, but Shepparton is once again not on the
agenda with this government. We need a
commitment — not just a passing of the buck to the
Feds. We need this state government to invest in
radiotherapy at Goulburn Valley Health. The
radiotherapy at the South West Regional Cancer Centre
in Warrnambool was completely funded by the state, so
there is no reason why the Shepparton service could not
be funded as well.
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We also need a commitment to stage 2 of our hospital.
It needs about a further $100 million for services such
as allied health, outpatients, mental health and a number
of other things, including a helipad for the helicopter to
once again return to Goulburn Valley Health so that
when we have emergency patients needing to be
transported straight into emergency centres in
Melbourne we can do it straight from Goulburn Valley
Health into the hospital here at Melbourne rather than
having the delay in transporting by road to the airport
then transporting by air to Essendon Airport and then
again by road into the city. Seconds save lives in those
situations, and we need that helipad.
Crime prevention is another big one. We need
investment in projects to combat ice in Greater
Shepparton. It is becoming a real issue for us. We need
extra police allocated to our region. Our small towns
are really suffering with the regional policing that is
going on because of the two-up policy of this
government, which has meant that many local police
stations are left unmanned and towns are left without
local police while police are out patrolling other areas
because they are now having to operate on a regional
basis rather than a local station area basis. It is just not
good enough. This government has got to start
investing in country Victoria so that country Victorians
can feel safe in their own town, which they do not at the
moment. We have seen crime stats come out this week
that have shown enormous increases in crimes in
country Victoria. We need additional police.

Auditor-General: Managing Public Sector
Records
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Victorian Auditor-General’s report
Managing Public Sector Records. The Public Records
Act 1973 sets out records management requirements for
Victorian public sector agencies. This is an important
data tool when used and managed properly. Not only is
it capable of full transparency of our government
agencies’ daily business but it also creates the ability to
determine future needs and requirements for the
ongoing delivery of government services.
These records provide integrity and scrutiny for the
system. This is a register and overview of how public
records are created and for what purpose. Importantly
the system incorporates demonstrated performance,
transparency and accountability. There are a multitude
of staffing categories that are charged with the daily
responsibility of creating and managing public
records — contractors, consultants, volunteers and,
more commonly, public sector employees.
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The Department of Premier and Cabinet oversees the
Public Records Office of Victoria and is responsible for
whole-of-government information management. It must
report annually on its activities to the Special Minister
of State. There have been many technological advances
in the way public records are managed and collected.
One can only imagine the increase in the sheer volume
of records created and held by agencies and third-party
providers. This coupled with new business practices,
not to mention advances in technology, has created
added risks to information integrity, accessibility,
security and preservation.
Given the act was established in 1973 it would appear
necessary and timely that a legislative review occur.
The Victorian Auditor-General’s office report states
that:
… Victoria’s information management environment is highly
fragmented and disconnected — with multiple sets of policies
and standards that can sometimes contradict each other.

Clearly this ad hoc arrangement needs attention, as
there is no whole-of-government oversight of agency
records management. In Victoria there are numerous
agencies that are tasked with the creation and
maintenance of public records, including, to name a
few, the office of the Freedom of Information
Commissioner, the office of the commissioner for
privacy and data protection, the Crime Statistics
Agency and the DataVic office in the Department of
Treasury and Finance, along with the government’s
planned Victorian information commission. There
needs to be a uniformity of standards and application.
The Auditor-General has highlighted a series of
recommendations that are worthy of implementation. I
support them fully, and I am confident that we in
Victoria can do better. I thank the Auditor-General for
this report.

Department of Treasury and Finance: budget
papers 2016–17
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — I rise to make
my contribution with regard to the budget papers
2016–17. I want to make some comments about the
funding or the lack thereof in this budget for police and
appropriate police resources.
In the previous term of government, under both the
Napthine and Baillieu premierships, there were
significant investments in additional police officers to
ensure that our community was kept safe. Thus far
under this Andrews government all we have seen is the
repeal of important laws that were keeping us safe, like
the move-on laws, and we have seen an absolute crime
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tsunami engulfing our community. This is something
that has been extremely evident across western
Victoria. I know there has been a significant focus by
locals in Ballarat in particular as well as in Melton and
in other towns and cities in western Victoria on the
impact that the lack of police in our community is
having.
I note some crime statistics that came out on Thursday
of last week. These statistics were quite shocking. I
think it is important to detail them to the house so it can
understand exactly what is happening in our
community. In the local government area of the City of
Ballarat, homicide and related offences are up 250 per
cent; assault and related offences are up 10.31 per cent;
sexual offences up 26.16 per cent; abduction and
related offences up 14.29 per cent; robbery, amazingly,
is up 42.86 per cent; dangerous and negligent acts
endangering people, up 89.66 per cent — nearly 90 per
cent; arson, up 28.26 per cent; theft up 14.36 per cent;
weapons and explosive offences, up 21.57 per cent; and
justice procedures are up 94.87 per cent. That
represents an overall rise in offences of 7.35 per cent
from December 2015 to the December 2016 figures
which I was quoting.
One of the more startling statistics is that there has been
a 108 per cent increase in aggravated burglaries in the
suburbs of Ballarat North and Alfredton in Ballarat.
Aggravated burglary is an offence that was rarely heard
of in Ballarat until recent times, and to see more than a
doubling of these offences in Ballarat is shocking.
The number of police in Ballarat dealing with these
crimes has been nowhere near sufficient. We have had
a new police station opened in Ballarat West. That was
funded by the former Liberal government, you will be
pleased to know, Acting President Finn. This police
station was funded and built by the former government,
but when it was opened by Labor, their first act was to
cut its opening hours.
Mr Ramsay — Shame!
Mr MORRIS — I actually drove past the police
station one Sunday, Mr Ramsay, while attending a
Liberal fundraising, that I am quite sure you were also
at, and there was a used mattress dumped outside the
new police station. The new police station that had been
just recently opened and which was supposed to be
open 12 hours a day, seven days a week had already
been closed by this Labor government. That is their
view on crime.
I note the 26.16 per cent rise in sexual offences that has
been recorded in the last year under this Labor
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government. There was an article on the front page of
the Ballarat Courier of 17 March with the headline
‘Burnt out’. It details how police are at breaking point
in Ballarat due to the increase in crime that they need to
deal with. This is of significant concern, because all we
have seen from this Labor government is the effective
cutting of police numbers with regard to population
growth.
It is quite obvious that when you have an increasing
population, you are going to need an increase in police
to deal with situations that are going to occur. But what
have we seen under this government? We have seen
nothing other than a cutting of police resources. It is a
shameful act from this shameful government.

Department of Treasury and Finance: budget
papers 2015–16
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I am referring
to the budget papers for 2015–16, page 99, in respect of
the Murray Basin rail project. I note this budget
allocates $180 million to $220 million total investment
in this project, with expenditure due in 2015–16 of
$16 million, then $30 million in 2015–16 and then the
remaining expenditure of $174 million. I just remind
the chamber that it was actually the coalition
government, through the sale of the Rural Finance
Corporation, that made available the initial
$220 million for this project, and the federal
government contributed an extra $200 million for the
total expected costs.
I want to bring to the attention of the chamber some
problems associated with the rollout of this project and
some flaws in the design features of it. As has already
been discussed in this chamber by me, there was
considerable concern in relation to the tracks during the
summer period. A lot of the grain harvest was unable to
be moved by rail. In fact a lot of it had to be moved by
road, because the tracks expanded in a way that meant
the train sets could not utilise the track. A lot of that
was heat related, due to longer tracks that were welded
rather than bolted. That created a significant curve in
the track due to heat expansion, which meant that the
locomotives and the carriages were unable to use the
track, mainly in areas with temperatures over
30 degrees, which is most of the northern part of
Victoria.
I also want to refer to other design problems associated
with the basin project which have been identified by the
Rail Revival Alliance and some of the issues they have
highlighted to me in my role as shadow parliamentary
secretary for rural and regional transport. A lot of them
are about the removal of a number of sidings and
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station yards and the branch line connections to
Castlemaine and crossing loops. V/Line does not have
sufficient understanding of freight operations any
longer to make decisions about the removal of this
infrastructure. The changes to Maryborough are a case
in point. The number of roads made available in the
proposed yard will be totally inadequate for major train
movements and the necessary remaking of trains,
crossing of trains and temporary storage. The
implication for current or any future freight operators to
keep Maryborough as a depot is dire as the hub of
freight operations as it currently stands would be
unlikely to continue into the future.
There are issues with the standard gauge line, which is
to be moved from the platform into number 3 road, so
that any train going further north will not have platform
access on standard gauge at Maryborough. Thus for any
tourist trains, let alone a future Mildura passenger
service, Maryborough will not be a stop, and to alter
this situation in the future will cost hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
The slewing of the rail away from existing platforms is
planned at a number of other locations such as Avoca,
St Arnaud and Donald. This will effectively end the
tours conducted by various heritage rail groups to these
locations. Heritage rail is an important aspect of the
tourist industry along the Murray Basin rail project.
There is also the removal of the current junction of the
Castlemaine line at Maryborough, which will again
provide a significant disincentive to reopen the
Maryborough to Castlemaine line.
The number of crossing loops between Ararat and
Mildura will severely restrict freight operations on the
line. Eighty to 100 kilometres between loops is just too
far, even with the current level of traffic. As the level of
traffic increases with mineral sands traffic and
increased agricultural product, rail operation will be
severely limited because of the inability to allow trains
travelling in the opposite direction to pass.
There are also problems associated with the installation
of the dual gauge line between Maryborough and North
Geelong. It is proposed that the line between
Maryborough and Geelong via Ballarat will be dual
gauge. One-third of the rail will be installed inside the
current broad gauge track to accommodate a standard
gauge train. This would allow standard gauge trains
from the Murray Basin to take a shorter route to the
Geelong or Melbourne wharves without the necessity
of going through Ararat, thus saving over
100 kilometres in distance for the trip. The dual gauge
would also mean that the current broad gauge passenger
service between Maryborough and Melbourne via
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Ballarat could continue uninterrupted without a change
of rolling stock.
Unfortunately there are a number of disadvantages to
this proposal. Passenger trains operating on dual gauge
track are limited for safety considerations by V/Line to
80 kilometres an hour. I could go on and on about a
whole lot of problems associated with the detail and
design of the Murray Basin rail project; these are just
some of a few. Even though I see money allocated in
the budget, there are significant problems with the total
design. V/Line has not had the experience of designing
a significant project like this, and I certainly encourage
Minister Jaala Pulford to work with her department to
make sure some of these issues that I have identified
through this report — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Mr Ramsay, your time has expired.

VicForests: report 2015–16
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — This evening I
would like to make a couple of comments on the
VicForests annual report for 2015–16. The CEO,
Robert Green, wrote in the report — —
Mr Dalidakis — Former CEO. If you knew these
things, you would know he is the former CEO.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Mr Dalidakis, we have been doing very nicely until you
decided to fire up. I would ask you to control yourself,
please.
Ms BATH — I note that this report is the 2015–16
report and comes from the man called Robert Green,
the CEO at the time. Mr Robert Green identifies that:
The 2015–16 financial year proved to be very positive on
many fronts, yet challenging on others.

In terms of some of the challenges, he identifies the
biodiversity management program and the Leadbeater’s
possum as some of the significant challenges. The
report goes on to talk about the Leadbeater’s Possum
Advisory Group, and in that section the report identifies
that:
VicForests has invested considerable resources in detecting
the species, creating artificial hollows for nesting, and altering
our harvesting methods to enhance the species’ habitat.

Now, habitat for the Leadbeater’s possum, as we know,
is very important, and I feel VicForests is certainly
making headway in terms of its responsibility around
this native animal. The report goes on to say that there
have been many surveys of possums, resulting in
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detection of 137 colonies during that period. The
detection comes from a range of sources, including the
Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental Research,
which is run by the Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning; community members; and also
VicForests’ preharvest surveys.
The Leadbeater’s Possum Advisory Group also looks at
the implementation, in terms of research, of
mechanically constructed hollows — nesting boxes.
There has been some great success with respect to that.
The report looks at hollows that have been
monitored — nesting hollows that have been
implemented across VicForests sites and then
monitored. They have been monitored a number of
times through the months to assess whether there are
colonies being set up. The report goes on to say that the
possums were found in 37 out of 72 artificial nesting
boxes at 87 per cent of the sites. This is encouraging
when we consider that VicForests is looking to
encourage greater support for the implementation of
nesting boxes in the future. VicForests also goes on to
say that surveys will be continued through much of
2016–17. We know now that in terms of current status
there are over 560 colonies identified through various
methods.
On page 17 the report also looks at and supports
continued implementation of recommendations made
by the Leadbeater’s Possum Advisory Group.
Interestingly enough, though, they cannot implement
recommendations when the government does not
forward their responsibility in terms of triggers. When a
colony is identified there is a 200-metre radius
protection zone put around the colony. That equates to
roughly 12 hectares taken out of coupes. The
recommendation from the advisory board was that
when 200 colonies occurred, that would be a trigger,
meaning that the government should do a full and
comprehensive assessment into this strategy and this
process. This trigger came in June 2016 — that is, well
over eight months ago — and we are still to see the
responsible government, with its minister, Ms Pulford,
produce this report. It has not happened. A month ago
VicForests had not seen it; it was not identified. It is not
good enough, and it should be rectified.

Department of Treasury and Finance: budget
papers 2016–17
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
contribution in the statements on reports debate tonight
relates to the state budget 2016–17, but I want to talk
particularly about the series of new property taxes that
have been placed on construction and property
development across this state in the last two and a bit
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years, since the change of government. I hasten to add
that Daniel Andrews was elected with a series of
promises not to introduce taxes, charges and levies and
not to increase them by more than indexation. He was
caught saying this many times during the period. On
19 November 2014 David Speers asked him:
So, any higher taxes, levies?

And Daniel Andrews responded:
Absolutely not. We’re not in the business of trying to solve
problems —

in various places —
… higher taxation will not fix those problems.

David Speers said:
I just want to nail this list down …

Daniel Andrews said:
The answer is a very simple one: no increases. And the
question also related to new charges; I have no intention of
introducing new charges.

There are many examples of this, but actually when you
look at it now, there is actually a baker’s dozen of new
taxes that have been introduced by this government.
The infrastructure contribution on new estates has been
jacked up; that is number one. Planning fees charged by
councils have been hugely increased, by between 100
and 1000 per cent in some cases. The axing of the
longstanding Victorian off-the-plan stamp duty
exemption is effectively a new tax that has been applied
on those types of constructions. The growth areas
infrastructure contribution has been jacked up and
brought forward. In relation to the new community
infrastructure charge there has been an increase that has
been put on all new estates.
The land tax surcharge on foreigners was first
introduced in 2015, with a further increase in 2016 —
that is two taxes. The stamp duty surcharge on foreign
purchasers was first introduced in 2015 and further
increased in 2016 — also two taxes. A $220 million
levy was imposed on the Victorian Managed Insurance
Authority (VMIA) over four years. The buildings
component of the VMIA business is about 12 per cent,
so that is a hit of about $50.2 million on the property
sector over four years. The government has flagged the
introduction of a vacant property tax. The problems
with policing that will be significant, but the
government is committed to introducing that new tax
despite their commitment not to introduce new taxes,
charges or levies. The introduction of the social housing
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requirement for large new projects and the expansion of
inclusionary zones is the 12th new tax.
I note that this week the government put out a value
capture collection framework for certain key projects,
and that arguably is also a new tax that was not fully
flagged before the election. Nobody saw this as a new
way to scoop money out of projects. I am not saying
that there ought not to be value capture — I think
sensibly there can be — but this is at odds with the
government’s commitment about not introducing new
taxes, charges and levies and not increasing or jacking
up taxes, levies and charges beyond indexation. Let me
be clear: the CPI has been less than 2 per cent every
year that this government has been in power, yet state
taxes have risen in the last two budgets — it will be
interesting to see what happens in May — by 20.7 per
cent. That is a huge increase in taxation in that period.
Insurance taxes are up 6.3 per cent and the land tax take
in 2016–17 alone is up 28.3 per cent. I make that a
genuine baker’s dozen of new taxes — 13 new taxes or
increases in taxes that are well beyond indexation or the
CPI. Councils have been told to keep their rates down,
but meanwhile the government is jacking up its tax take
and spending enormous amounts of money.
It is also very clear that the government is determined
to keep on with this approach. They want to scoop
more money in. That has a direct impact on housing
affordability. All of these charges, all of these taxes, go
straight to the bottom line of the cost of properties. All
of them go straight on for a new, young family who
wants to buy a property at the edge of the city. They are
paying these taxes. With some of them, like the growth
areas infrastructure contribution, it is even worse,
because the tax is meant to be taken into the Treasury
but then later put out as a contribution to infrastructure
in the area, but $170-odd million is being held in the
Treasury now and the government will not let that
money out. This is a hit on housing affordability —
new taxes, charges and levies — from Daniel Andrews,
Mr Tax.

Multicultural affairs: report 2014–15
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
am pleased to be able to make some comments on the
Victorian Government Report in Multicultural Affairs.
The most recent one of these reports is for 2014–15,
which seems a little dated but that is because there was
a delay in tabling due to the coordination and synthesis
of information from other annual reports. The report is
intended to present a whole-of-government perspective
on the state of multicultural affairs in Victoria.
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I am very concerned about the state and direction of
multicultural affairs in this state. I hope that this
government rethinks its direction. Its decision to absorb
the VMC — the Victorian Multicultural
Commission — —
Mr Davis — Take it over.
Mrs PEULICH — Somebody would say ‘gut’. Its
decision to absorb the VMC into the Department of
Premier and Cabinet is a retrograde move. We are
already seeing the negative effects of that and the
blurring of what should be the focus of multicultural
affairs with the government’s broader agenda, some
elements of which do not necessarily sit comfortably
with one another.
I am very disappointed that when I contact — when I
have cause, which is not all that often — the VMC now
I get a response from an email address ending in
@dpc.vic.gov.au. The VMC is a statutory authority in
name only. It seems to now just be an expansion and
absorption of the government’s Department of Premier
and Cabinet. I believe there are no dedicated staff for
the purpose of the VMC’s exclusive use, as there
should be if it is going to be an independent statutory
authority.
I am very concerned about some of the discontent in the
sector. Much of it was evident and highlighted as a
result of the Premier’s Gala Dinner the other night,
where no national anthem was played and there was not
a single mention of the word ‘Australia’, the country
that people from all parts of the world have come to. It
appears that the word ‘Australia’ is being cleansed from
the Victorian Labor lexicon. I do not know whether it is
because the Labor Party is somehow ashamed of
Australian values, which have been embraced as
Australia is sought after as a destination by migrants
from all parts of the world seeking peace and refuge,
from left-wing dictatorships, from right-wing
dictatorships or through their own choice for a better
quality of life.
If people want more proof of where I believe the
government is losing its direction in the area of
multicultural affairs, they should look no further than
the most recent Victorian values statement, which was
released by the Premier. Having perused this document
there does not appear to be a single mention of the word
‘Australia’ in it. We are suddenly not Australians.
Indeed there seems to be a deliberate cleansing of the
word ‘Australia’ and we now only talk about Victorian
values. I would have thought that one could be a proud
Victorian and a proud Australian all in the one hit.
When people migrate to this great country of ours,
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Australia, they do not necessarily do so with the explicit
purpose of becoming just Victorians.

V/Line passengers, particularly seniors wanting to use
travel vouchers for a return trip.

I am also concerned about the feedback that I am
getting from the grassroots. This policy was launched
on a Sunday at 9.30 in the morning, despite the
government paying lip-service to its respect for faith
communities, when one would have thought those who
were religiously observant — say, Christians — would
not be able to attend.

My constituent travels to Melbourne for medical
appointments. She travels from Tatura on the 6.25 a.m.
bus, which takes her to Murchison East, where she then
catches the train. But to come home, if she wants to get
home at a reasonable hour and she catches the 4.31 p.m.
train, she has to arrange for someone to collect her from
Murchison East as this service does not have a
connecting bus to Tatura. It is either this or wait for the
7.08 p.m. train to Murchison East, which does have a
connecting bus, but this does not arrive in Tatura until
approximately 9.33 at night, which makes a very long
day for elderly people travelling for medical
appointments.

All the directions of this government in the area of
multicultural affairs are alarming, and I believe it stems
from the reforms to the VMC. I believe that now they
are working hand in glove, as opposed to operating as a
statutory authority. I would call on the government and
the minister to rethink their position and focus on those
issues that are of greatest concern to Victoria’s
multicultural communities, not the government’s
broader agenda that alienates most of those who are
actually passionate about multicultural affairs and how
it impacts on their lives.

ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES
AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE
Membership
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — By leave, I move:
That Mr O’Sullivan be appointed to the Environment, Natural
Resources and Regional Development Committee.

Motion agreed to.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Tatura V/Line services
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Public
Transport. I have recently been contacted by an elderly
constituent who lives in Tatura, a regional town about
20 kilometres west of Shepparton. In her words, since
the implementation of the new V/Line timetable on the
Shepparton line, Tatura has been cut off. She raised a
number of valid points as evidence of this. My request
of the minister is that she takes immediate action to
rectify this unfair and unacceptable situation for Tatura

And yes, she can arrange for someone to pick her up
from the 4.31 p.m. train when it arrives in Murchison
East at 6.50 p.m., but this creates another problem for
her. My constituent is eligible to use senior vouchers,
and on a recent trip to and from Melbourne she wanted
to use one voucher for a return trip. However, as she
was departing Tatura at 6.25 a.m. and returning on the
4.31 p.m. service, which she had to depart in Murchison
East, she was not able to use one voucher for the return
trip as she was not returning to the same point of
departure. V/Line explicitly advised her that this is their
policy and she would need to use two vouchers for such
a trip. This is quite unfair when the 4.31 p.m. service
does not have a connection to Tatura.
A further complication for this constituent is that there
is no booking agent in Tatura, as the only booking
agent in Tatura was in a business that burnt down in
April 2016, so there has not been a booking agent in the
town for almost 12 months. My constituent advised that
since there is no booking office in Tatura she has to go
to either Kyabram or Shepparton to purchase tickets
using her senior vouchers as some conductors will not
accept her voucher when she boards and she is
therefore left to pay for a ticket on the spot despite
being eligible for free travel vouchers.
My constituent has also tried to book on the phone in
the past, telling the phone operators that she wants to
use her voucher, that there is no local office and so on.
She said she has been assured each time that she will be
on the travel manifesto; however, on more than one
occasion this has not been the case. So here is a
71-year-old female traveller who has the unfortunate
necessity of having to travel for medical appointments
some 3 hours away, and rather than this being a simple
process of catching an inexpensive public transport
system in a straightforward way at sensible times, the
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current system makes such a trip an exhausting ordeal
of incomplete services, difficult departure — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I take it you did pose a
question at the outset?
Ms LOVELL — Yes, as I always do.

Gippsland bus services
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — My request is for
the Minister for Public Transport in the other place,
Ms Allan, and it relates to the regional network
development plan and the way in which
interconnectivity and connectivity of bus services to
train and rail services throughout Gippsland was
something which emerged as a key theme in the course
of consultations throughout Gippsland in 2016 and the
development and release of recent bus timetable
improvements, not just to Central Gippsland and the
Latrobe Valley in particular but also to the
Warragul-Drouin area. In this regard I note that the
additional services that are provided along with
additional off-peak train services will allow people to
get to and from their desired locations faster and will
provide a greater degree of convenience and service for
those who either do not have their own vehicles or who
are limited by virtue of mobility or frailty and that this
is an issue of ongoing importance for the changing
demographic throughout Gippsland.
I would note, however, that there is a need to
continuously improve the services to make sure that
there is no resultant disadvantage from timetabling
changes where increase to services may provide greater
overall benefit but some people who may wish to get to
and from work, medical appointments or school, TAFE
or training may in fact suffer inconvenience as a
consequence. In order to make sure that this does not
occur I would ask that the minister take consideration
of further improvements that can be undertaken to bus
timetabling arrangements throughout the Latrobe
Valley, specifically Traralgon, Traralgon East, the
Moe-Newborough area and also Warragul-Drouin, and
that this information be provided to the community in a
way that enables them to continue to have input into the
ongoing improvement of bus and related public
transport services throughout Gippsland.

Mental health services
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment is for the Minister for Mental Health, and
the action I am seeking is for better triaging of mental
health patients in emergency departments. In 2014 the
former government established a psychiatric
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assessment and planning unit — a PAPU, as it is
known — at the Maroondah Hospital to improve
patient access and ease the demand on the emergency
department (ED).
The four-bed unit provides fast access for
approximately 400 patients per year to short-term
specialist assessment and treatment for people
experiencing acute mental illness, without requiring
admission to an acute mental health inpatient bed,
which we know are in very short supply. So for people
with short-term mental health treatment needs such as
drug-induced psychoses, medication overdoses or
suicidal ideation or those in need of being assessed
under the Mental Health Act 2014, the PAPU ensures
faster access to appropriate care. It also helps to divert
preventable admissions to acute mental health inpatient
beds and generally makes the emergency department a
calmer place. Importantly, as I said, this reduces
demand on the emergency department by admitting
people from the ED and improves patient flow through
the ED by providing emergency department access
beds to people who have an acute psychosis due to ice
use, an overdose of prescription medication et cetera.
This really is important, given the increasing instances
of acute mental health presentations to emergency
departments. Accordingly the action I seek of the
government is that it expands this successful model
across the state to reduce the increasing burden on our
emergency departments.

Eureka Stadium
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the attention of
the Minister for Regional Development and relates to
an answer to a constituency question that I received this
week to a question I asked on 23 February. That
question related to the Eureka Stadium development in
Ballarat. I note that in the minister’s response she stated
that:
The City of Ballarat compulsorily acquired the North Ballarat
Football Club freehold title (club rooms and sports club
facility) with the intent to lease to ensure VFL and AFL
football games are played at Eureka Stadium.

I believe that this statement is untrue, and if that is the
case this response to this constituency question would
form part of Hansard. Therefore I am concerned that
the minister may have misled the house in this regard.
The reply also goes on to say:
Council concerns regarding access were only recently raised
when council were unable to work with the North Ballarat
Football Club board of directors to deliver an agreeable
outcome.
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Likewise I find that statement very, very difficult to
believe, because I have been reliably informed that
concerns have been raised continuously since 2014
since this election commitment was made by the
government. So the action that I seek is for the minister
to consider these two aspects of her response, to clarify
these statements and, if required, to provide an
explanation to the house.

Wyndham City Council
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I wish to raise
a matter this evening for the attention of the Minister
for Local Government. This is a matter that concerns a
huge number of people particularly in the Wyndham
area and concerns the integrity of the election that was
held in October last year for Wyndham City Council.
The minister and the house would be aware that there
was some considerable consternation, both public and
private, regarding the activities of Cr Intaj Khan during
that particular council election. As a result of the
actions of Cr Khan there was the suggestion that he
may have actually been trying to buy the mayoralty of
the Wyndham City Council in that election and the
suggestion that he was running many dozens of dummy
councillors right across the ward. In fact in his own
ward of Harrison some 41 council candidates were
running.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr FINN — No prizes for guessing which political
party he is in, Mrs Peulich. The concern from the local
community is still at its peak, it has to be said, because
whilst Cr Khan was elected to the council by a very,
very narrow margin — not many of his running mates
were — that does not alleviate the worry that people
have about what happened in Wyndham last October.
My understanding is that there is an investigation being
held into the Wyndham council election of last year.
Given it is now getting on to the end of March my view
is that there has been ample time to examine this matter
in a sufficient way, and I believe that in order to
provide some solace one way or the other to the local
community it is time this report was released. It is about
time that this report was made public. So I am asking
the minister to release the report if she has received it. If
she has not received the report, I ask that she urge the
inspectorate to get a wriggle on with the investigation to
put this matter to bed once and for all, because the
integrity of that particular election in October last year
for Wyndham City Council is very much in the
spotlight and something that must surely concern us all.
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Seymour Justice Service Centre
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria) — I have a very
straightforward adjournment matter for the Minister for
Corrections in relation to community corrections
services in my electorate. The action I seek is for the
minister to come with me to Seymour Justice Service
Centre to have a chat to the staff about how things are
going. Since coming to government the Andrews Labor
government has invested $320 million in community
correctional services across the state. Part of this
investment has included a significant recruitment drive,
where specialist staff have been recruited and trained to
manage different categories of offenders based on their
risk and what is needed to help them break the cycle of
reoffending. I understand that the investment has
increased the number of staff to approximately 950.
This is an increase of more than 300 staff over the last
two years, so I am keen to have a chat to the staff and
give them the opportunity to discuss their experiences
directly with the minister.
The Auditor-General recently found that under the
former government’s management of community
corrections it was riddled with higher caseloads, a lack
of resources and support for staff, a lack of qualified
staff and a failure to properly train them. I think it is
timely, two years into this government, that staff who
were working under those pressures have an
opportunity to meet with the minister in relation to the
important work they do.
Despite the rhetoric to the contrary, these reforms since
Labor has come into power have significantly
strengthened community safety in holding offenders to
account for their actions. The reforms have seen
offenders better supported with more intensive case
management and targeted rehabilitation and support
services. After all if we can break the cycle of
reoffending, then we can actually reduce crime. I do
hope the minister can fit us into her diary and come to
talk to the staff in Seymour.

Anakie Youang heritage listing
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs, the Honourable Natalie Hutchins. On Monday,
6 March, Geelong building materials supplier Aerolite
Quarries Pty Ltd was notified that the office of
Aboriginal Victoria had drafted a recommendation to
the Secretary of the Department of Premier and Cabinet
that a 420-hectare quarry site 3 kilometres east of
Anakie continue to be listed on the Victorian
Aboriginal Heritage Register. The company has been
given until 28 April to comment in response to the
draft.
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This draft recommendation has been put forward
despite the best available advice from four eminent
experts acting for the secretary to the department —
including Dr Marie Hansen Fels, archaeologist David
Clark, Lethbridge-based heritage advisor Nicholas
Clark and Dr Andrew Sneddon of the University of
Queensland — that the grounds for counting the site
among the known Aboriginal places in Victoria under
the place name Anakie Youang are weak.
The landscape features of interest to Aboriginal
Victoria are three scoria cones which it insists are
linked to a Lowan or creation story about three sisters,
which would make them a place of Aboriginal heritage
significance. However, as Dr Sneddon has reported, the
cones fail to reach the threshold for listing on the basis
of anthropological, historical, social, spiritual or
contemporary significance. Local elder Trevor Edwards
of Geelong has even reportedly signed a statutory
declaration that he had not heard of any such story
pertaining to the site until three years ago.
I am also advised that by the time VCAT granted
permits for quarrying on the site on 7 January this year,
the City of Greater Geelong, after seeking comment
from Aboriginal Victoria, understood that there was no
requirement to devise a cultural heritage management
plan for the site. The latest actions of Aboriginal
Victoria therefore make no sense, especially as it had
agreed to not enforce a previous listing on the site on
condition that the company, in return, back away from a
Supreme Court application while the state government
engaged Dr Sneddon to independently make his
findings.
Black scoria has been quarried in Anakie for more than
80 years, and as a lightweight aggregate it is used to
make swimming pool filters, fire-resistant concrete and
lightweight concrete. Aerolite Quarries Pty Ltd
employs 32 personnel of its own and 20 contractors
onsite. Aboriginal Victoria did not take an interest in
this site until nearby residents objected when the
company applied to the City of Greater Geelong for
development approvals in mid to late 2014. If the draft
recommendation is adopted, the company will be
additionally required to seek a cultural heritage permit
from Aboriginal Victoria or cease all activity on the
site, thereby putting both Aerolite itself and the
livelihoods of at least 50 people at risk. The action I
seek is that the minister review Aboriginal Victoria’s
approach to this matter and confirm to Parliament that
the agency has in fact acted in good faith.
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Public Transport Access Committee
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is directed to Jacinta Allan in her
role as Minister for Public Transport. The Public
Transport Access Committee has been formed to advise
Public Transport Victoria and the minister about
accessibility. It has a number of members who have
different types of disabilities, and they have been in
place for over a year now. I think every member of that
committee is fantastic, and I have been lucky enough to
attend a couple of meetings. I think the tenure of the
committee is up in June. I am sure the minister will, but
I would ask the minister to reappoint that committee
when the time is due. All the members of the
committee are fantastic, as I said, so I ask the minister
to reappoint them and keep that committee as formed,
as it is giving us great help in our network.

Residential tenancies legislation
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My matter
for the adjournment tonight is for the attention of the
Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor
Regulation, and it concerns the government’s proposed
changes to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997. I am in
possession of a letter from the Real Estate Institute of
Victoria (REIV), the peak professional body for real
estate professionals, representing more than
5000 individual members and 2000 businesses across
Victoria.
They have undertaken significant research in relation to
the issues of long-term leases, long-term tenancy
arrangements, the government’s Heading for Home
options discussion paper and some of the significant
changes that have been proposed to the tenancies act.
The REIV believes that a number of the changes:
being considered will impact most heavily on those it claims
to be helping — the vulnerable and disadvantaged, as
landlords respond to the financial burden by leaving the sector
or significantly increasing rents.

They make the point that almost three-quarters of
Victorian landlords are so-called mum-and-dad
property owners:
with only one property for lease. These families rely heavily
on rental income to help them to meet their mortgage
repayments and other living expenses.

I note the research work they have done — an options
paper and a final executive summary incorporating
stakeholder feedback — which lays out a number of
key points:
… the majority of tenants (76 per cent) regard the current
minimum notice period of 60 days as reasonable.
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There is a series of other points, such as that 68 per cent
rated their rental property as ‘excellent’ or ‘good’.
There are many good things about our rental system.
That is not to say it is perfect and that there can never
be any improvement; we should always be looking for
improvements. But I am concerned that the government
is embarking on this particular series of changes and
doing it in a way that is not fully informed. There
appears to have been no financial modelling and no
impact modelling of these types of regulatory changes
and these types of legislative changes which would
affect the viability of property as an investment and
would affect the rental relationship between landlords
and tenants.
What I am seeking from the Minister for Consumer
Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation today is that
she undertake the kind of impact study that would fully
flesh out the financial and social impacts of these
changes, but particularly the impact on the sector, and
release that publicly. This information should be in the
public domain before any changes come to the
Parliament. It should be informing government
decision-making, but from what I can see from the
publicly available documents there has been no such
analysis and no such impact study.

Western Metropolitan Region crime
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is directed to the Minister for
Police, the Honourable Lisa Neville. Victoria’s crime
statistics for the year to 31 March 2016 were released
last week, and I note that drug offences are down by
10.1 per cent and security offences by 10.7 per cent in
Brimbank, in my electorate. Crimes against the person
are down by 0.4 per cent and property offences by
6.6 per cent in Hobsons Bay. Sexual offences are down
by 21.3 per cent, drug trafficking by 39.3 per cent and
manufacturing of drugs by 56 per cent in Maribyrnong.
Weapons offences are down by 25.5 per cent in
Wyndham. I commend the Minister for Police for her
efforts in tackling crime, as evidenced in this data. It is
quite clear that Victoria Police are targeting more
crime, making more arrests and charging more
offenders to protect communities in my electorate.
The safety of Victorian communities will only continue
to improve as a result of this government’s investment
of a record $2 billion in Victoria Police to recruit
almost 3000 extra officers, build new police stations
and expand specialist units. The 2016–17 Victorian
budget further funded an extra 406 sworn officers,
52 support personnel and 30 new officers. All this is in
addition to the work and commitment of this
government to fix our broken family violence system
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by implementing the royal commission’s
227 recommendations. The action I seek is for the
minister to continue supporting police in the west and
continue her efforts to reduce crime, with a particular
focus on continuing to provide targeted youth crime
prevention grants for the west.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Could you rephrase
that, please, Mr Melhem. We have a longstanding
convention here that in the adjournment debate it is not
permissible to ask a minister to continue to do
something. In other words, if they are already doing it
we do not accept that the adjournment item is to
continue to do it. Obviously this is to seek an action, so
can you please rephrase.
Mr MELHEM — Thank you, President. The action
I seek is that the minister support police in the west in
their effort to reduce crime, with a particular focus on
providing targeted youth crime prevention grants for
the west.

South Eastern Metropolitan Region crime
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
wish to raise a matter for the attention of the Minister
for Police, Lisa Neville. It is in relation to the tsunami
of crime sweeping across the south-east. Indeed if you
just go by the reporting of crime in the dailies, it is
often committed by people who are from the south-east
or it is committed in the south-east. That makes my
constituents feel incredibly edgy and nervous about
their safety and wellbeing. There is a lot of activity out
in the community; people are really focused on this
issue and want to take matters into their own hands.
One recent example was a Keysborough community
safety forum where all of the issues of which we are all
fully aware were raised and some concrete measures
were suggested. I believe that group will be writing
directly to the minister, and I may be making a
representation on their behalf here. Dandenong
Neighbourhood Watch is also concerned. I received a
copy of a letter from the mayor of the City of Greater
Dandenong to the Minister for Police saying:
At its meeting on Monday, 12 December 2016, the City of
Greater Dandenong council resolved to request the state
government to provide increased police resources and drug
treatment services to the City of Greater Dandenong.

It goes on to explain the annual increase in crime and
says:
Council requests increased local resources to address the
rising problems of drug crime and addiction, including access
to rehabilitation beds for ice addicts.
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It goes on to explain the problems facing the City of
Greater Dandenong. Mind you, they do not want drug
injecting rooms. No, they actually want to help people
get out of a life of crime and overcome their addiction.
The most recent statistics released comparing crime
rates from December 2015 to December 2016 show a
further increase — not a decrease — in crime of 5.6 per
cent for the City of Greater Dandenong. In particular
there was a 300 per cent increase in homicides,
although the baseline is a small number. There was a
20 per cent increase in assaults, a 14.5 per cent increase
in drug use, a 14 per cent increase in deception and a
63 per cent increase in dangerous and negligent acts
endangering people. Many of these acts are crime
related.
Clearly the south-east needs additional help and
additional resources. It does not need a reduction in
opening hours at police stations or the closure of police
stations; it needs more resources. It needs more police
on the beat and it needs tougher laws, plus it needs
more rehabilitation beds for drug addicts. The City of
Greater Dandenong needs assistance, and I call on the
Minister for Police to provide that and respond
positively to the letter from the mayor of the City of
Greater Dandenong, Jim Memeti, a former student of
mine.

Treasury Corporation of Victoria
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the Treasurer. It
relates to a number of questions I have raised in the
house but to which I have received what I believe to be
inadequate answers. The first question that I put to the
Treasurer via the Special Minister of State was in
relation to the appointment of Ms Cassandra Kelly to a
Treasury Corporation of Victoria (TCV) position. She
was appointed by the Treasurer in August 2015 and a
few months later moved to New York, as has been
reported. She now flies to attend TCV meetings on a
fairly regular basis.
When I asked my initial questions in relation to the cost
to the Victorian taxpayer of Ms Kelly’s contribution to
those meetings through flights, accommodation and
other expenses I received an answer from the Treasurer
via the Special Minister of State. That took a month to
get. Of course I have asked further questions in relation
to that issue, and I have still not had a satisfactory
response from the Treasurer. I believe that he does
know what the cost to the taxpayer is of allowing
Ms Kelly to attend these meetings on a regular basis. I
do not want any more delays, I do not want any more
obfuscation, I just want to know what the cost is for
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Ms Kelly’s participation in all of the meetings that she
has attended. The action I seek from the Treasurer is
that he give an undertaking that he will provide that
cost as soon as possible.

Black Rock Primary School
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) —
My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Education, and it relates to Black Rock Primary School,
one of the excellent schools in my electorate, which I
know well. It has a terrific reputation and is particularly
inclusive and great at responding to the needs of kids of
various and different abilities. As such, it has a terrific
local reputation along those lines.
Like many schools in that area Black Rock Primary
School has a problem with its school oval. The local
soil is very sandy. Grass suffers as a consequence. It is
dusty in summer; it is muddy in winter. I was at the
school last weekend and saw what the school oval
looks like at the moment. It is literally a dust bowl and
is in need of attention. The school has a plan to do this.
They have developed a plan for a fully refurbished
playing surface with facilities and surrounds for the
school, which can also be made available to community
sporting groups after hours and on the weekend. What
they plan is a synthetic playing surface that is
surrounded by trees and grassed areas to give the
maximum utility for the school and community and
sporting groups. Their belief is that due to its greater
utility a synthetic playing surface will also be
self-funding over time, whereas a grass surface will
require additional ongoing funding to maintain it.
I understand that this is supported by Bayside City
Council, which has long argued that there are not
sufficient sporting grounds and facilities for community
sport in the area and, as a consequence, there are many
children who miss out on playing sport and many clubs
which are forced to restrict their team numbers, which
is a great shame.
As I understand it, there has been an application made
to the Victorian government’s Shared Facilities Fund,
which is geared towards delivering integrated
community facilities on school sites. I cannot stress
enough how important the oval is to this school. It is the
main play area for the school. It is used very much by
the local community, and it is used for the school’s
annual Big Fun Fair in spring, which I have attended in
previous years. I speak in strong support of the school’s
application for funding under the Shared Facilities
Fund. The state of the oval is dire, and it is important
that is repaired for the sake of children in the school
who need play space and who should be encouraged to
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exercise. It is equally important for the local
community. Therefore the action that I am seeking is
for Black Rock Primary School to be allocated funding
under the Shared Facilities Fund.

Officer precinct gaming venue
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I raise a
matter on the adjournment for the Minister for
Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation,
Ms Kairouz. It follows representations I have received
from constituents in Officer. My constituents have
recently become aware of a proposal for a hotel gaming
venue to be located within the Officer area. I
understand it is on the Princes Highway. My
constituents are concerned about the location of the
proposed gaming venue and its proximity to a nearby
school and a nearby childcare centre and not far from a
proposed retail shopping precinct.
Advice from the council to my constituents states that
gateway sites and highway precincts were identified as
appropriate locations for potential gaming venues while
retail strips were excluded to minimise the opportunity
for convenience gambling. As I say, my constituents
are concerned about this potential location. It raises the
question about whether, moving forward, highway
precincts and gateway sites continue to be appropriate
locations for new gaming venues.
The action I seek from the minister is that she and her
department examine whether gateway sites and
highway precincts continue to be appropriate venues or
locations for potential new gaming venues. While the
precinct structure plan (PSP) process does invite public
consultation, I think it is fair to say that many members
of the community perhaps do not appreciate the detail
that is involved in the PSPs. Perhaps there is an
opportunity for further communication with the
community when it comes to new gaming venues so
that members of the community, as in this situation, are
not caught unawares by an application such as this with
limited capacity to appeal or for that new facility to be
challenged. The action I seek from the minister is that
she review whether gateway sites and highway
precincts continue to be appropriate locations for new
gaming venues.

Responses
Mr DALIDAKIS (Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade) — I have adjournment matters
tonight from Ms Lovell to the Minister for Public
Transport in relation to the Tatura V/Line service for
passengers; from Ms Shing to the Minister for Public
Transport in relation to rail and bus interconnectivity
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within Gippsland and Latrobe Valley; from Ms Patten
to the Minister for Mental Health regarding better
triaging of patients in emergency departments; from
Mr Morris to the Minister for Regional Development in
relation to constituency questions that he has previously
raised in relation to Eureka Stadium; from Mr Finn to
the Minister for Local Government regarding
Wyndham city councillor Intaj Khan; from Ms Symes
to the Minister for Corrections asking the minister to
join with her and attend a facility in Seymour to meet
with the staff and community; from Mr Ramsay to the
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs regarding agency
dealings with a constituent; from Mr Leane to the
Minister for Public Transport regarding members of a
committee; from Mr Davis to the Minister for
Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation
regarding the impact study on changes to proposed
legislation; from Mr Melhem to the Minister for Police
in relation to support for police in the west to reduce
crime by providing targeted youth crime prevention
grants; from Mrs Peulich to the Minister for Police to
provide more assistance to the City of Greater
Dandenong; from Ms Crozier to the Treasurer to
provide the cost of participation for Ms Kelly in
meetings; from Ms Fitzherbert to the Minister for
Education in relation to Black Rock Primary School
seeking support for a new synthetic playing surface;
and from Mr O’Donohue to the Minister for Consumer
Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation in relation to
the location of proposed gaming venues in his
electorate.
Further to that, I have a written response to an
adjournment debate matter raised by Mr Morris on
21 February.
The PRESIDENT — Order! On that basis the
house stands adjourned until tomorrow.
House adjourned 6.12 p.m.
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Thursday, 23 March 2017
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 9.34 a.m. and read the prayer.

FEDERAL PARLIAMENT ANNIVERSARY
The PRESIDENT — Order! I just wish to bring to
the house’s attention a point of historical note — that is,
that tomorrow, Friday, is the anniversary of the last
time the federal Parliament sat in the Victorian
Parliament buildings. As members would realise, the
federal Parliament sat here for some 26 years before
making one of the worst of their decisions, which was
to move to Canberra. In fact they convened for the first
time in Canberra on 9 May 1927. This is the
90th anniversary of their exit from the Victorian
Parliament buildings, which as I have suggested was a
travesty — although we would otherwise have nowhere
to sit, so I suppose there is a compelling reason it is
good that they left. In May we will have an interpretive
display in Queen’s Hall of the period of the federal
Parliament sitting in the Victorian Parliament buildings.

AUDIT COMMITTEE
Review of members second residence allowance
The PRESIDENT, by leave, presented PwC report
on phase 1.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be published.
Ordered to be considered next day on motion of
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan).

STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE
ECONOMY AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Ride-sourcing services
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) presented report,
including appendices, extracts from proceedings,
minority reports and transcripts of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report be published.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

In doing so I thank the members of the committee for
their cooperation and collegial attitude towards this
particular matter. Ride sourcing of course is an issue
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that has been at the forefront of our minds now for a
number of years. We now have some legislation which
has passed through the other place and is now before us
for consideration. The considerations of our committee
in fact were brought forward in order to facilitate the
presentation of this report before the legislation was
actually considered in this house. The committee has
recommended that we defer the legislation until two
matters are satisfactorily dealt with. One is the
compensation issue, which is I think still burning
strongly in the minds and hearts of a good many people
in the taxi industry — and quite frankly I can fully
understand that. The other one is the taxi tax, if I could
call it that — the $2 tax on every ride, which could go
forever, I understand, according to the legislation.
We are not sure exactly where it will go; we are not
sure when it will end. It is in itself somewhat of a
mystery. These are matters that really need to be
addressed before we can take the step of discussing the
legislation. It is quite ludicrous that we would have
legislation that does not deal with these very basic
concepts. These are matters that must be decided and
must be dealt with before we go any further with
legislation.
So the committee is recommending that we do defer the
legislation, and I believe that that is a fair and a
reasonable outcome. My belief is that — and indeed the
committee’s belief is that — there is certainly a need
for regulation of Uber and of other ride-sourcing
companies that are preparing to enter the marketplace.
We certainly see no problem with that at all, but these
two matters of the compensation and the $2 tax are
matters that do need to be addressed. They loom large,
not just on the horizon but very much in the streets of
Melbourne. As we saw on the steps of this building in
the last sitting week, feelings run very, very strongly on
this. Unless the government addresses these two
matters, then really the legitimacy of any legislation
will be significantly undermined.
The committee has done a very good job, and I thank
the two staff who worked on it. I thank Matt
Newington, who has done a tremendous job, and also
Lilian Topic, who as our secretary has put up with some
extraordinary things and has come out on top. I thank
her very, very much for her ongoing efforts with this
committee. I would also like to thank the former chair
of the committee, Mr Morris — we do miss him, we do
not miss his public hearings in meetings every
5 minutes, but we do miss him. We are committed. I
think Mr Leane and I are as one on that; we do miss
Mr Morris, but we are committed.
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I thank those other members: the deputy chair,
Mr Eideh, and Mr Leane, Mr Ondarchie, Mr Bourman
and Mr Elasmar. We do have Ms Hartland on the
committee but she was not involved in this inquiry; it
was Ms Dunn in fact, who did a marvellous job. And
Mr O’Sullivan joined us as well at relevant times.
Mrs Peulich — How about a cheerio for the family.
Mr FINN — We are. We are one big, happy family;
that is the great thing about our committee. We might
have our conflicts from time to time, but we all get
along very, very well indeed. So I thank the house for
its indulgence, I thank the members of the committee,
and I commend the report to the house.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am actually surprised
you did not mention that you are going to the match
tonight by Uber or something just to fill in the time.
Mr FINN — I am very hopeful I will get there.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — In taking
note of this report I think it is important that the
government members put the position they took on this
particular report. In saying that, I agree with the chair
that there was very good work done on the body of the
report and by the Parliament team putting it together.
We believe that reports live and die on their
recommendations and a bit less on their findings. The
government members could not agree with the
recommendations. The main recommendation, which is
the only one, says that the debate on the bill should be
deferred for a number of reasons. One is that the
committee did agree that there needs to be a level
playing field in this sector. It seems a bit unfair —
actually, it does not seem a bit unfair; it is unfair — that
there is one rideshare operator operating illegally when
there are other rideshare companies wanting to come
into the sector, including the London Taxi Company
Australia and Shebah.
The other issue with the rideshare sector and the hire
car industry is the problem of people accessing
disability vehicles. London cabs have got 200 disability
vehicles ready to go. The other thing that we do not
want to see held up is the appointment of the
commissioner for disability under this legislation to
make sure that people with disability get a fair go. The
government obviously would be happy to debate the
issues that committee members had concerns with
before the passing or not of the bill, but it would argue
that the bill should not be held up any longer for any
more inquiries or discussion, because there has been a
lot of that and the bill needs to be tested.
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Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) — It gives me
great pleasure to speak on this report, but before I start I
am going to thank the staff who, as Bernie Finn said,
put up with a lot: Lilian Topic and Matt Newington,
with help from Michelle Kurrle and Prue Purdy. This
was actually quite a complex issue because it was not
nearly as cut and dry as I thought it was going to be.
There are a lot of people that will be affected by this.
There are a lot of people that will get jobs from
ridesharing and there are a lot of people that will
possibly lose their jobs. There are a lot of people that
have done a reasonable job of investing in taxi licences
over the years, and they are going to be affected.
That brings me to the main point that I see in this — the
compensation. There are a lot of people who are retired
and living off this income, and this may well negatively
affect them. This is one of the main things I took from
the report. I think more work needs to be done on the
compensation aspect, and I think it needs to be done in
a fashion that will not leave people helpless. After all,
these licences were bought within a government
monopoly. People did not have a choice. At that time
people paid what it was worth. The government
determined that value, and now they are changing what
it is worth.
There is also the $2 levy. I see that being more trouble
than it is worth. I am not entirely sure, from what I
gathered from the evidence given by the State Revenue
Office, that it will actually be possible to collect. If
someone refuses to pay it and if they are an overseas
corporation, I do not believe we will actually have the
ability to collect it. And if we do, it will have to be via
international courts and things like that. So I think there
are a few wrinkles to be worked out, but in the end
ridesharing is here. It needs to be on a level playing
field. I thank all the members of the committee, and I
thank everyone that gave evidence. I think that issues in
this legislation, or at least those two parts I mentioned,
need to be dealt with before we pass it.
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — In terms of
this particular inquiry I think it is important to note that
as part of the inquiry into ride-sourcing services there
were of course the issues around compensation for taxi
licences that played a part in that inquiry. For that
inquiry, what was going to be contained in a bill was
pure speculation, and no-one really knew what the
content of the bill would be, which we now know as the
Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry Bill 2017. I
think the unfortunate thing was that we really did not
get the opportunity to examine that bill as part of this
particular inquiry. There is no doubt that ride sourcing
and that particular bill are interrelated in terms of the
matters they deal with.
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Although I recognise that we did have a looming
tabling date for this report, I am disappointed that we
did not extend that date, perhaps take into account that
bill and have a really full examination of the bill as part
of the inquiry. It is certainly something that would have
been possible, and I think the only decent opportunity
we really had was in terms of hearing evidence from
the State Revenue Office. In relation to compliance, I
am not sure whether I have confidence in companies
whose records are located internationally, nor how easy
that will be for the State Revenue Office to fulfil its
obligations.
I can see the clock is ticking down, so I say thank you
very much to the secretariat of this particular inquiry.
They worked very hard, and I thank them for their
diligence in relation to this matter.
Motion agreed to.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE
ECONOMY AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Road Safety Road Rules 2009 (Overtaking
Bicycles) Bill 2015
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture), pursuant
to standing order 23.30, presented government
response.
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PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Commission for Children and Young People — The Same
Four Walls: Inquiry into the use of isolation, separation and
lockdowns in the Victorian youth justice system, March 2017
(Ordered to be published).
Essential Services Commission — The Network Value of
Distributed Generation: Distributed Generation Inquiry
Stage 2 Final Report, February 2017.
Northern Victoria Fresh Tomato Industry Development
Committee — Minister’s report of receipt of 2015–16 report.
Statutory Rule under the following Act of Parliament —
Pipelines Act 2005 — No. 9.
Victorian Environmental Assessment Council Act 2001 —
Conservation values of state forests Assessment Report,
February 2017.
Minister’s request for the Victorian Environmental
Assessment Council to carry out an investigation into
public land in Central West Victoria pursuant to
section 16(1)(a) of the Act.
Response to submissions on the proposed terms of
reference for the investigation into public land in Central
West Victoria pursuant to section 16(2) of the Act.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Laid on table.
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — I move:
That the report be taken into consideration on the next day of
meeting.

I want to keenly explore the matter in relation to
cyclists and safety on the roads of Victoria, Victoria
being one of the last jurisdictions in the country that
does not have minimum passing distance laws applied
to cycling. I want to ensure that this house has the
appropriate opportunity to scrutinise the response to
this report, because I would hate to think that cyclists in
Victoria, where we have a huge number of cyclists, are
in fact being abandoned in terms of their safety on the
roads because of a failure to implement minimum
passing distance laws. A metre really does matter when
you are on the roads on a bicycle. In Victoria you are a
very vulnerable road user.
Motion agreed to.

Adjournment
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until 12.00 p.m. on
Tuesday, 2 May 2017.

Motion agreed to.

MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Youth justice system
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I rise to inform the house about the
government’s response to the Commission for Children
and Young People’s inquiry report into the use of
isolation, separation and lockdowns in the Victorian
youth justice system, The Same Four Walls, that has
been tabled in this house this morning. I welcome this
report, and I thank the commissioners for their
important work.
There is no doubt that the report gives examples of
longstanding very poor practice by the Department of
Health and Human Services. The Andrews government
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is committed to ensuring a safe youth justice system for
young offenders, staff and the Victorian community.
The government accepts or accepts in principle all
21 recommendations in the report. The review that I
commissioned of our 16-year-old youth justice
framework, being undertaken by Penny Armytage and
Professor James Ogloff, will be completed in coming
weeks and will assist us in considering these
recommendations further.
The government has not waited for this report to put in
place the reforms needed for our youth justice system,
including building modern, fit-for-purpose
infrastructure, and we are getting on with addressing
the longstanding issues relating to staffing. We have
invested in an additional 41 positions and recruited over
100 new workers since late last year, and we have put
in place a rolling recruitment pipeline to replace the
biannual intakes that were in place previously.
Improved staff training is also being rolled out. We are
acting to overhaul the separation safety management
plans with new secure care plans that include a section
that will be provided to young people to give them
greater clarity, in accordance with one of the
recommendations.
Isolation is sometimes a necessary tool, and that is why
it is legislated for in the act. The report shows that the
common reasons it is used include physical assaults,
aggressive behaviour altercations, verbal abuse and
attempted escape. Isolation is used to de-escalate
heightened behaviour and prevent a young person from
harming themself, others or the facility, but it should
not be overused and should only be used as a last resort.
The report contains case studies that highlight the
extreme complexity of the young people that are in our
youth justice system. Whilst most instances of isolation
occur in a young person’s cell with full amenities and
for short periods, the report shows compliance with
proper authorisation and recording of isolation and
separation needs significant improvement. The
commission has directed all of its recommendations to
the Department of Justice and Regulation in recognition
that it will resume responsibility for youth justice from
3 April, and I will be making sure that all of these
recommendations are in fact acted on.

Learn Locals
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills) —
I rise to update the house on the Andrews government’s
support for Learn Locals in Victoria. On Friday,
10 March, at the Wyndham Community and Education
Centre — —
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Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Tierney, can you
start from the beginning? Unfortunately there was some
noise across the chamber and I did not actually hear the
start of your contribution.
Ms TIERNEY — I rise to update the house on the
Andrews government’s support for Learn Locals in
Victoria. On Friday, 10 March, I was at the Wyndham
Community and Education Centre to announce
$1.5 million in funding for three Learn Local quality
partnership trials. These partnerships, supported by the
Adult, Community and Further Education Board, will
enable Learn Local organisations, which provide
accredited training to some of the state’s most
disadvantaged students, to work together to reduce
compliance costs, share resources, improve quality and
encourage best practice.
The Wyndham Community and Education Centre,
Southern Grampians Adult Education and Community
College, and the Merinda Park Learning and
Community Centre will each lead a network of up to
10 local learning centres. The partnerships, part of
Skills First, will ensure that all Victorians are able to
access high-quality training that will provide them with
the skills they need to meet industry needs, grow
economic productivity and lead them to real jobs.
At the launch I had the pleasure of meeting Shayanne,
whose story epitomises the value and importance of
Learn Locals in this state. Shayanne told me school just
was not for her. But instead of dropping out she went to
the Wyndham Community and Education Centre to
complete her secondary education. Because of the
support she received there over a number of years she
was able to start a bachelor of social science last week.
This government will always support community
education providers because of stories just like these.
We are doing this so that other young people like
Shayanne can get an education to improve their lives
and give back to their communities. Good on you,
Shayanne; you should be so proud. A big thank you to
everyone who works at the Learn Local centres. There
are over 300 in the state, and I encourage all members
of this Parliament to visit the Learn Local centres in
their electorates.

Steritech
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — Last
Thursday, 16 March, I was delighted to join the
member for Thomastown in the Legislative Assembly,
Bronwyn Halfpenny, to announce the government’s
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$4.9 million investment towards the development of the
fresh produce X-ray treatment facility at the Melbourne
Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market in Epping. This
is a very exciting development for growers, and we
have been very pleased to be able to attract
decontamination processor Steritech to the Melbourne
Market.
Steritech will open a new X-ray treatment facility that
will boost export potential and provide Victorian
producers with a major market advantage. At present
producers are sometimes sending their produce to
Brisbane by road freight for this treatment so that it can
then be airfreighted to markets. This treatment facility
will mean quicker access to markets but also a
significant reduction in the expenses associated with
that.
X-ray treatment is a phytosanitary measure, using new
technology, for fresh horticultural produce that enables
growers to meet export market access requirements. It
is a viable alternative to chemical treatment or
prolonged cold storage of product and is also important
for access to some interstate markets. The project
involves construction of a 3396-square-metre
warehouse, buildings and coolrooms at the Melbourne
Market. The facility will reduce costs and improve
profitability for Victorian producers. It will enable
Victoria’s horticultural producers to meet increasing
demand from international markets for high-quality
product. Unlike some other treatment options, X-ray
treatment does not significantly reduce commodity
quality and may even extend shelf life.
The Andrews Labor government will be providing
funding to secure Steritech’s position in Victoria and
leverage a significant investment from the company.
The investment will mean a 10 per cent reduction in
transport costs for Victorian horticultural exporters
using Steritech’s facilities. More significantly, it will
open the door to markets that are difficult to access.
This is a massive win for growers across our state, a
boost for jobs and exports and a Victorian first. We are
delighted to have worked with Jennifer and Ian Dicker
from Steritech, the Melbourne Market Authority and
Victorian growers to achieve this outcome.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) —
The massive cost of Daniel Andrews’s ideological
decision to scrap Peter Mac Private on the 13th floor of
the Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre (VCCC)
continues to grow. Daniel Andrews is denying
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10 000 Victorian cancer patients each year the
world-class treatment they deserve and costing
taxpayers $100 million in the process.
The secretary, Kym Peake, revealed at a recent
Department of Health and Human Services
parliamentary estimates inquiry hearing that the state
government had spent $11.9 million in fitting out the
13th floor of the VCCC for tenants who have yet to
move in. As a result of this terrible decision by Daniel
Andrews to cut 42 beds and four operating theatres,
Peter Mac has lost millions of dollars in income —
$40 million in philanthropic donations, $12 million in
pharmacy and radiology income and a $23.8 million
hospital fit-out that would have been paid for by the
new private operator — and the government has had to
pay $10 million in rent for the floor and is paying that
as well as this $11.9 million to set up the floor for the
new tenants.
It is unbelievable that this divisive Premier is happy to
leave 10 000 cancer patients a year worse off as a result
of his ideological obsessions. This has been an
absolutely dark decision by this Premier — and it
continues to haunt him, as it should — for the
thousands and thousands of cancer patients each year
who will miss out on treatment and the massive cost to
taxpayers as a result of this ridiculous decision.

Assisted Suicide: The Musical
Dr CARLING-JENKINS (Western
Metropolitan) — I rise today to thank members in this
place and members in the other place for coming to
yesterday’s briefing and introduction to Liz Carr and
Jax Jacki Brown on their perspective on assisted
suicide. Liz Carr, who plays Clarissa Mullery in the
BBC’s Silent Witness, and her partner, Jo Church, have
come all the way from the UK for Assisted Suicide: The
Musical, which Liz created, wrote and performs in.
She is a world-renowned activist for disability rights,
and Liz spoke to MPs about why she is against the
legalisation of assisted suicide from the perspective of
an atheist, pro-choice and autonomy-believing disabled
person. Jax Jacki Brown, who I met at her protest
against the film Me Before You, which celebrates
assisted suicide of a person with a disability, will
become a feature of this Parliament I am sure over the
next few months, as she will be standing out firmly
against assisted suicide legislation in this, her home
state.
Following sellout shows in the UK, Assisted Suicide:
The Musical will be performed over the next few weeks
as part of the Melbourne International Comedy Festival
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at Coopers Malthouse Theatre, and I invite members to
attend Liz Carr’s show. It is described as a TED Talk
with show tunes, which combines Liz’s love of sequins
with her life as a performer and campaigner. She is
joined on stage by a talented cast to express her
important but often unheard disability perspective in
this debate.
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Incorporated along with the Commonwealth Bank and
the Lardner Park Farm World coordinators, who have
ensured that every farming family that is on the
database as requiring assistance can head along, access
discounted prices for products and services and also
have a break from some pretty tough circumstances.

Gippsland public transport
Racial discrimination legislation
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — This
week Australia celebrated Harmony Day, which is a
day where we come together to celebrate our enormous
cultural diversity and the peace and prosperity that this
nation is famous for. In fact it is that diversity itself that
has made us such a great place but also a nation that can
play its role in the broader global scene. The date was
chosen because it falls on the United Nations
International Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination, in relation to which the United Nations
human rights chief himself has said he wants
governments to adopt legislation that expressly
prohibits racial hate speech. Yet here in Australia the
Prime Minister decided that Harmony Day was a good
day to announce his government’s plans to wind back
protection on hate speech through reforms to
section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act 1975.
Prior to the 2006 election the then Liberal shadow
Attorney-General, Andrew McIntosh, announced that
the Liberal Party would repeal the religious section of
the Racial and Religious Tolerance Act 2001, and of
course they were openly sceptical at the time about the
value of the human rights charter. It is clear that we are
going to have a further debate about those laws here in
Victoria, though I think the more important point is that
MPs should first consider what conduct they
themselves would consider acceptable public conduct
before we have a discussion about sensible limits to
free speech.

Farm World
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — I rise today to
congratulate Lardner Park and the Commonwealth
Bank, who have agreed to partner with me to ensure
that farming families in need throughout Gippsland can
enjoy Farm World and a day out with the family as a
break from some often very, very difficult
circumstances.
Prices for Farm World tickets are often prohibitive, and
the recent milk price drop has seen that many things
that families might otherwise enjoy have moved out of
their reach. On that basis I wish to extend my thanks
and congratulations to Gippsland Farmer Relief

Ms SHING — I wish to note that improved
transport services in terms of bus connectivity and
additional routes have begun to take effect throughout
Gippsland, including West Gippsland and into the
Latrobe Valley. This is an important step forward in
improving mobility, and I look forward to delivering
additional improvements that include better access to
rail and related services.

Gippsland technical school
Ms SHING — On another matter, I wish to
congratulate all organisers from the Gippsland tech
school committee who, along with the Deputy Premier
and Minister for Education, James Merlino, and I,
unveiled new plans for the tech school as part of the
Federation Training innovation precinct last Friday in
the valley. There are exciting times ahead.

Minister for Families and Children
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I continue to
be amused whenever I see the Labor Minister for
Families and Children, Jenny Mikakos, claiming credit
for a children’s centre or kindergarten project that I
funded during my term as Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development in the former Napthine
and Baillieu governments. Just last week I picked up on
two of these projects when the government issued press
releases that were very sneakily worded so as to imply
the grants were allocated by the Andrews government.
The first, on 14 March, was the $350 000 grant for
Hartnett House Integrated Children’s Centre in
Brunswick, which was announced by me in 2014. Then
on 15 March the minister claimed the $600 000 grant
for the Goldfields Children’s Centre, when in fact it
was a 2012–13 investment by the former Liberal
government, a project for which Louise Staley from the
Legislative Assembly and I had turned the first sod in
2014.
It is also disappointing that this minister refuses to
invite local members to the opening of such centres.
Louise Staley, who was a strong advocate for the
Goldfields Children’s Centre project, should have been
invited to the opening but unfortunately was not. This
was not the case under the former government, in
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which I insisted that local Labor members, including
the current minister, were invited to the opening of
these facilities.

Women in agriculture
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — The
awarding of the Rural Industries and Research
Development Corporation (RIRDC) Victorian Rural
Women’s Award is one of my favourite days of the
year. It was an honour yesterday to be part of the
presentation of this award and to be in a room full of
amazing and inspiring women from across Victoria
who work in primary industries. I might be a little
biased, but I think it is fair to say that women truly are
the driving force behind our nearly $13 billion
agricultural industry.
The four Victorian finalists and their proposed projects
are as diverse as the agriculture sector itself — from
dairy to Queensland fruit fly, and from minimising farm
waste to women as leaders in the seafood industry. All
four women are very deserving finalists in a
competitive field. The winner of the award in 2017 is
Kirsten Abernethy of Portarlington, and she was joined
by finalists Cath Jenkins of South Purrumbete, Jo
Williams of Lake Boga and Lisa Brassington from the
Mornington Peninsula. They are all very deserving
nominees, and there is a terrific winner.
When it comes to standing up for rural women it is only
the Andrews Labor government that really cares. The
Liberal-Nationals coalition yesterday confirmed they
are more interested in playing politics than celebrating
the role of women. Assembly member for Euroa Steph
Ryan should be ashamed for insulting the four finalists
yesterday. Their contribution to our agriculture is
profound. Ms Ryan has completely disregarded the
facts, including the selection criteria, which is set by the
federal government and administered by an
independent panel and RIRDC.
As Victoria’s first female Minister for Agriculture I was
also delighted to announce that we will be
re-establishing the Rural Women’s Network, a
much-loved initiative that was canned by the former
government when funding was ceased. We are also
backing the Women on Farms Gathering this weekend
in Harrow, and we have thrown our support behind the
Invisible Farmer project, the largest ever study of
women on the land.
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Australian Formula One Grand Prix
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — You
can hear them already — the Melbourne Australian
Formula One Grand Prix will open the Formula One
season for the 19th time this weekend with plenty of
drivers looking to start the season strongly and make a
play for the title left vacant by Nico Rosberg’s
departure. The race weekend commences today,
wrapping up with race day on Sunday, 26 March. We
wish all teams — Mercedes, Ferrari, Red Bull,
particularly Australian Daniel Ricardo, Renault,
McLaren, Force India, Toro Rosso, Haas, Williams and
Sauber — a safe and successful weekend.
I congratulate John Harnden and his board for the work
that they are doing at the Australian Grand Prix
Corporation and wish Andrew Westacott and his
executive team a successful event this weekend. As
ambassador for Guide Dogs Victoria, I am pleased to
announce today that Guide Dogs Victoria is the chosen
charity for the Australian Formula One Grand Prix, and
we encourage all patrons and teams to support the great
work of Guide Dogs Victoria. We wish the staff on site,
the volunteers and of course the fans a very safe and
successful weekend. Melbourne roars again.

Wantirna Park caravan park
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — In the last
sitting week I directed to the attention of Parliament the
plight of 300 people who have been given notice that
they have to leave the Wantirna Park caravan park
because a developer called LongRiver have bought the
premises and decided that they would like to make a lot
of money by putting a heap of townhouses on that land.
I understand that that is the way things work, but the
residents, some of whom have lived there for a long
time, put in some requests for assistance to the
developer, who, as we know, is going to make a heap of
money out of this project if they have to move. These
people would prefer not to move.
Since the last sitting week there was a response to the
residents from Mr Yu, the sole director of this
company, which was not good enough. I said to him
that I am going to be his conscience in here. He said
that if people leave early, they might get some
assistance in demolishing their homes. The thing about
that is this caravan park is currently being run down.
The street lighting, the roads and the access are all
being run down. So I say to Mr Yu: I am going to come
in here every sitting week and be your conscience until
you actually address these people’s concerns properly.
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Hazelwood power station
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — We are now only
eight days away from the closure of the Hazelwood
power station — eight days away from the loss of
hundreds of jobs and massive uncertainty for many
workers, contractors, service providers and their
families. In 2010 the Labor government had a policy to
close Hazelwood, so it is no real surprise that through
budget and policy decisions they have facilitated the
nails that have hammered down the lid of the power
station coffin. If this government had genuinely cared,
they would not have slugged Latrobe Valley generators
with an extra $252 million in coal royalties last year
and would have facilitated a gradual, phased closure, as
promised in 2010.
More than 3000 people have signed petitions calling for
a gradual closure of Hazelwood. The decision to
immediately shut down Hazelwood blindsided unions,
workers, contractors and their families and has caused
unknown and immeasurable pain. The closure of
Hazelwood comes at a time when under this
government the unemployment rate in the City of
Latrobe has risen from 7.3 per cent in December 2014
to 11.2 per cent in December 2016, a rise of more than
50 per cent. This week we saw the Heyfield
community, mill workers and unions protest on the
steps of Parliament House in response to the
government’s attack on the timber industry. This is
death by stealth hiding behind the Leadbeater’s
possum. This government should be condemned for
their lack of leadership and their poor policy and budget
decisions.
Finally, I salute the Hazelwood power station for
supplying baseload power for over 50 years for our
comfort and enjoyment.

Government performance
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — It is
extraordinary to think that Victoria’s energy security is
at risk, with power supply shortfalls more than likely.
Energy security will affect both industry and
households. Victoria is so rich with energy resources
and this impending situation did not need to occur, but
in just a few days time a huge part of our energy
generation will be shut down. More jobs will be lost,
and there will be more communities who will feel the
compounding effect of this decision.
The Andrews government has been a complete disaster
for Victoria: ripping up the east–west link contract that
has cost the Victorian taxpayer $1.2 billion; going to
war with tens of thousands of Country Fire Authority
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volunteers who protect our communities; allowing a
crime wave to continue across our state, with a record
number of home invasions and carjackings; dividing
communities by imposing on them infrastructure such
as sky rail or the Werribee youth prison with no
consultation; and changing an iconic boulevard such as
St Kilda Road and ripping out trees for no reason other
than that Premier Daniel Andrews just does not care.
Our corrections and youth justice systems have seen the
biggest riots in the state’s history, costing tens of
millions of dollars, and youth justice remains a
complete mess.
And of course there are the rorts. The Premier has
presided over the rorting by his very own MPs who
have held the highest positions in our Parliament. Not
only have those events tarnished the good name of this
institution that upholds our democratic process, but
Daniel Andrews still refuses to act in a way that all
Victorians expect — that is, that despite one MP paying
back the money, he should insist that all money is paid
back and that the offenders resign from their seats.
For the member for Melton to state that his residence in
St Kilda was not spacious enough and then to live in a
caravan in Ocean Grove and claim the second residence
allowance just does not cut it. Our proud state has been
so diminished by this government — a government that
is in disarray and most likely one of the worst
governments, if not the worst government, this state has
ever had.

Energy prices
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I question
what the real costs of Victoria’s power price hike have
been and will be to the economy and the Victorian
community. The Andrews government has not told the
public what the additional costs will be to run public
facilities, local councils and institutions given this
significant increase in energy costs. Households and
private businesses are horrified at the price hikes. Many
businesses are already looking at a 30 to 50 per cent
increase in their power bills. Places such as hospitals,
police stations, state government offices, water
authority offices and schools — publicly run places —
will also have to pay bigger bills, and that means the
taxpayer will pay. So regular taxpayers will be hit twice
for this — paying their own bills and paying for the
hikes that government-run institutions will also have to
pay. It may be a hidden cost now, but it will not be for
long — just watch the budget coming up. Local
councils, already stressed about revising budgets to fit a
2.5 per cent cap on rate increases, will be sweating
these power increases. I want to know if the Premier
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has done his homework on this. What is it going to cost
the public purse for Labor’s ideological nightmare?
Next week the Hazelwood power station will shut,
immediately cutting Victoria’s power generation by
22 per cent, and 2000 jobs will also go when the switch
is flicked. The Andrews government has tripled the tax
on coal and set a state-based renewable energy target of
40 per cent by 2025. The Premier is too busy chasing
the South Australian energy dream that has led to that
state paying the highest power bills in Australia and
receiving national headlines for its infamous power
blackouts. I am also concerned about the impact on
volunteer-run organisations like surf lifesaving, girl
guides, men’s sheds and other organisations and
sporting clubs that this will affect. Can you imagine a
small country football club affording the cost of lights
for training during winter? Now the takings from
lamington drives and sausage sizzles will be directed
towards paying for the Premier’s expensive power. So
we have a dilemma in the state of Victoria, which is
reliant now on sun and wind power, with no gas
exploration until 2020 thanks to the Andrews
government.

EDUCATION AND CARE SERVICES
NATIONAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from 9 March; motion of
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills).
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
indeed very pleased to be able to rise to speak to the
Education and Care Services National Law
Amendment Bill 2017. I do so because this is an
important bill that addresses the issue of rorting in early
childcare settings. Rorting, of course, is very
much — —
Ms Lovell — Very topical.
Ms CROZIER — It is very topical at the moment
in relation to what is occurring in our very own
Parliament, Ms Lovell. This is an important piece of
legislation to ensure that rorting does not occur within
these services. By way of background, can I just give
members some context as to why this has come about. I
am very pleased that it has been Victoria that has led
the way in relation to reform in introducing quality
early education; in fact Victoria was part of this process
back in 2012. I would like to commend my colleague
Ms Lovell for taking the lead; she was the minister
responsible at the time. This work was undertaken
really to provide for a national quality framework that
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was agreed by all states and territories and that, as I
mentioned, has been underway for a number of years.
That has been continued by the Andrews government.
This bill has a number of purposes. It amends the
Education and Care Services National Law in the
schedule to the Education and Care Services National
Law Act 2010 and improves the national quality
framework. It does that by doing a number of things. It
streamlines the assessment and rating process for
education and care services by implementing a revised
national quality standard; it strengthens the national law
as it applies to family day care services by requiring
approved providers of family day care services to only
operate from a jurisdiction where they hold a service
approval; it removes supervised certificate requirements
to reduce compliance burden for education and care
services, simplifying and streamlining the national law
to address unnecessary administrative processes,
thereby decreasing administrative costs for the
regulatory authority; and it makes minor and technical
changes to specific provisions in the national law to
clarify their operation and effect.
Largely this bill is technical in nature in undertaking all
of those elements. But can I say that it has come about
through the rorting of day care process — and there has
been significant media interest in this — and some of
that has occurred here in Victoria. In fact it has
occurred recently, where we have seen a number of day
care facilities that have rorted the system and literally
ripped off the taxpayer by millions and millions of
dollars. It is very concerning that even the Australian
Federal Police has had to get involved in some of the
investigations that have taken place to ensure that
money that has been received through these means has
not gone offshore for sinister purposes — something I
note on a day when London has experienced another
shocking terrorist attack — and that this money has not
gone off into those areas. I am not suggesting that it
has, but I know the Australian Federal Police has been
involved and has been looking at those elements. So
this is really very critical in relation to how day care
services are provided and how that money is then
distributed.
Yes, it is the responsibility of the federal government to
be paying for the services, but it is the states and
territories that have the responsibility for the regulation
of these day care centres. That is a very important
element of this bill, because I see that the minister has
tried to switch the blame for this to the federal
government by saying it was not Victoria’s
responsibility to assess a provider’s likelihood of
rorting federal subsidies. It is the state’s responsibility
to ensure that the regulatory component is undertaken,
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that these services are actually what they are supposed
to be — that is, legal and highly regulated childcare
centres that are providing child care for the right
purposes — and that no untoward events occur such as
abuse, neglect or any other thing that a child might
from be at risk from, at the same time as these services
get subsidies through the federal subsidy scheme. Once
the state government goes through that regulatory
process and approves a service the federal government
has very limited capacity to deny fee relief for services
provided by that day care centre for those services.
It really is critical that governments at all levels
understand that there is a shared responsibility for this.
It was set up a number of years ago by the federal
government, and the federal government needs to take
its fair share of responsibility, but the state government
cannot pass the buck and shove all this onto the federal
government, saying they should not have paid the
money, because it is up to state governments to ensure
safe and functional childcare centres.
If we look at this, there are a number of examples in
Victoria that have come under question. If I look at
reports of rorting from last year, an article was
published in the Age of 15 October with the headline
‘Childcare rorting estimated at billions but only five
investigators nationwide’. According to this report data
has revealed that more than a fifth of all family day care
investigations in Victoria identified high-risk
operations — for example, where a child was left alone
or corporal punishment was used. That is in relation to
those child safeguards that need to be in place. It is up
to the state to ensure that there is no abuse or neglect of
a child in these settings. The article goes on to say that
there was a lack of oversight. Foundations Family Day
Care director Kathi Hewitson is quoted as saying, ‘The
lack of oversight is astounding’ and that there were
dodgy operators that were reaping ‘massive amounts of
money’ due to government inaction. This is a very
important bill to address those concerns and ensure that
that cannot continue.
The article goes on to quote Ms Hewitson as saying:
I have seen educators at other services just transporting
children but not actually having them in care. I quit a service
because the staff in the office were fabricating enrolment
records, they were then fabricating attendance records and
submitting them to the government.

That is an example of what we are talking about. If that
occurs and there is no oversight by the state
government authorities, then that money can come into
those childcare organisations, and that is where the
rorting has happened.
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This is a very, very concerning issue that I am very
pleased all governments are addressing. We know that
the number of day care providers in Victoria has
surged. That has been partly because of the easy access
to federal money and the unscrupulous operators that
have seen this as an opportunity, and that is because the
government has not been doing enough to ensure that
regulation has occurred. We are two and a half years
into the Andrews government, and I would hope that
they are clamping down on this. I think that there are
many more instances that are much worse in other
states and other jurisdictions. There have been some
significant reports in New South Wales about very
large family day care centres ripping off the federal
government taxpayer. It is up to the New South Wales
government to do exactly what I am talking about here
in Victoria.
It is a real responsibility, because there have been many
examples over recent months in Victoria of such
services being approved. I refer to Gateway Family
Day Care, with directors Masuma Akther and Muslima
Mohamed from Bangladesh and Kenya, where
conditions on service approval were amended on
2 September for failing to register family day care
educators, staffing issues and not running a proper
program. That is significant in itself. To have that
regulation and oversight is very important. Also in
Victoria Milky Way Family Day Care, which lists its
directors as Ethiopian-born Jale Tujuba and Adnan
Yusuf, was put on notice by the Victorian government
for providing false and misleading information, not
meeting service conditions and failing to run required
education programs. This is from a report in the
Australian of November last year. This day care was
put on notice, but actually the government should be
doing more than that. If there are any concerns about
impropriety within a day care service, then frankly this
government should be doing more to shut that service
down so that they do not put children at risk or rip off
the taxpayer by receiving money from federal
subsidies.
As I said, I am pleased that we are talking about
improving the regulatory component and tightening that
up. This was agreed to late last year by all the states and
territories to ensure that they can improve regulation
and ensure that rorting does not occur in these day care
centres. It is very much a welcome piece of legislation.
Despite that, I want to say that it is not only this
government that has been working on this and that
needs to be ensuring that security is in place. I would
like to also acknowledge the work of my former
colleague in taking it up in 2012.
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We are in 2017, so it has taken five years to get to this,
and I am pleased that all states and territories are on
board to ensure that compliance can occur and rorting
can cease. As we know, rorting can be insidious. It is
completely unacceptable to the Victorian community.
With those few words I commend the bill to the house.
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
rise to speak on the amendments to the Education and
Care Services National Law, and I confirm from the
outset that the Greens will be supporting the bill.
As we have heard, the amendments contained in this
bill aim to improve regulation of service providers,
reduce unnecessary administrative burden on service
providers and enhance enforcement of the national law.
A substantial amount of analysis, consultation and
negotiation has gone into developing this bill, which
implements recommendations from the 2014 review of
the national partnership agreement on the national
quality agenda for early childhood education and care.
The Greens recognise the critical importance of
universal access to high-quality, affordable child care,
and we strongly support efforts to continually
professionalise and increase access to child care. A
substantial number of amendments within the bill are
aimed at improving regulation and quality of the family
day care system. This component of child care is one
that has grown substantially over the last 10 years in a
number of areas.
In principle the Greens are supportive of day care
operated by and within communities. It has an
important role to play in connecting families within
communities, providing a home-like environment that
supports children’s development, enabling parents to
work where they want or need to, providing access to
day care at a reasonable price and providing career
opportunities to groups of workers that may find entry
into the workplace challenging otherwise.
In particular family day care continues to provide
strong career options to migrant women with a huge
amount of experience in caring for and educating
children. Migrant woman often face substantial barriers
to entering the workforce, and these barriers often act as
impediments to integration with their communities
more generally, so solid career paths that meet a general
need within our communities and provide opportunities
for families to connect with others in their communities
are hugely important. Family day care provides these
kinds of opportunities on a daily basis. Clearly, though,
standards of care and safety must be protected and
adequately regulated, as they are within our educational
institutions and other childcare organisations.
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Rapid growth of an industry often presents challenges
from a regulatory perspective, and this has certainly
been the case in the context of family day care in
Victoria, as the government will attest to. This bill will
address a number of challenges identified as part of the
2014 review of the national partnership agreement on
the national quality agenda for early childhood
education and care. This bill will tighten restrictions
around the locations and venues where the care can be
provided. It will also ensure that regulators receive
timely information about changes to key staff and
responsibilities. It will remove the supervisor
certification scheme. This change aims to reduce the
administrative burden on education and care services
while ensuring that standards are maintained, and it
does this by delegating this responsibility to service
providers.
These changes will also ensure that approved education
and care services must meet the highest national quality
standards in order to apply for an ‘excellent’ rating.
Parents place a great deal of store in educational
ratings, and these standards need to be both rigorous
and consistent. These amendments are part of an
ongoing effort to ensure consistent and high-quality
education and care across all Australian jurisdictions.
The changes will not address other persistent challenges
facing the family day care sector, including fraudulent
operation of services and the availability of federal
funding for new services in areas that are already well
serviced by existing services. We note that the
Victorian government has been taking action on
fraudulent operation and called on the federal
government late last year to undertake a review of the
sector to address this and related issues. We would be
fully supportive of such an action.
Notwithstanding this and acknowledging the purpose
and scope of this bill in amending the national law to
implement the recommendations of the 2014 national
partnership agreement review, I commend this bill to
the house.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I rise this
morning to speak on the Education and Care Services
National Law Amendment Bill 2017, and in doing so I
express my gratitude to those responsible for child care
and for early education services because child care is
very much an education. Those children who are in
child care are, I suppose, at the peak of their learning
ability. They are picking up things at every moment of
the day and night, and the people that have them in their
care are absolutely crucial to the future development of
those children.
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This is a bill that we will not be opposing on this side of
the house, but I have to say the irony of this bill has not
escaped me, because this is a bill which is being
introduced to prevent rorting — this government
introducing legislation to prevent rorting, can you
believe that? After everything that has happened in this
place and the other place over the last month or so we
now have got a government that wants to stop rorting. It
is beyond me how they would have the gall, how they
would have the front to even think about telling
anybody else to stop rorting while they themselves are
rorting. It is extraordinary to me and I am sure
extraordinary to the overwhelming majority of
Victorians who see this as something that is hard to
believe — it is hard to believe that they would do this.
The bill itself amends the Education and Care Services
National Law in the schedule to the Education and Care
Services National Law Act 2010, and that provides a
nationally consistent framework for the delivery of
high-quality outcomes in education and care services in
all states and territories in Australia. I know that while
this bill is predominantly about early child care the fact
that it is an education bill as well leads me to express
my very deep concern that the welfare of students in
this state is being compromised by some of the
programs that are being peddled by this government.
I refer specifically to the Safe Schools program, which
is very much putting at risk the mental health and
proper development of young people in this state. We
have a situation where a boy or a girl can go through six
or seven years of education and then be told in the
classroom at the age of 10 or 11 when they are perhaps
entering puberty that in fact they may not be boys and
they may not be girls and that they may be something
else altogether — that, as we discovered yesterday, they
may be gender X. The Victorian Curriculum and
Assessment Authority made this change. It was
reported on Sky News yesterday that senior Victorian
school students can now choose to be gender X on
official documents instead of identifying themselves as
male or female.
We have a situation now where the government is
promoting total confusion in the minds of young people
at a time when there is a great deal of confusion at the
best of times. I might be getting a little older than I used
to be, but I well remember my teenage years. They are
very exciting years, and they are also at times very
confusing years. For the government to add to that
confusion by telling boys and girls that in fact they may
not be boys and girls and by encouraging them to
examine, to experience and to experiment with other
genders seems to me to be putting the welfare of our
young people very much at risk, and that is something
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that I find appalling and absolutely disgraceful. God
knows that this government is clearly the worst
government this state has ever seen.
Mr Morris — That’s a high mark.
Mr FINN — It is a high mark.
Mr Leane interjected.
Mr FINN — I know that Mr Leane is over there
screaming, ‘What about Cain and Kirner?’. I can hear
him now screaming, ‘What about Cain and Kirner?’.
But I have to say that I do not recall John Cain or Joan
Kirner trying to poison the minds of young people just
for going to school. This bloke, our current Premier,
Daniel Andrews — Despot Dan, as he is known to
many — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I am sorry, Mr Finn, but it is very
unparliamentary to refer to the Premier in that way.
Mr FINN — It is. I apologise. I should not do that.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! Please desist and call members by their proper
name.
Mr FINN — I was just repeating what people say to
me. Of all the things that this government has done over
the last two and a half years, the attack on our young
people is the most despicable. The most unforgivable
act of this government is clearly the war it is waging on
young people in our schools. To poison the minds of
young people to the point where they may never
actually recover from the exposure to this ideological
nonsense of the loopy left is absolutely unforgivable. I
cannot for the life of me understand how they think
they will get away with it. I cannot understand how this
government thinks that it can get away with rampant
ideological stupidity in our classrooms. It is outrageous,
and it is something that none of us should tolerate.
We hear a lot about tolerance, particularly from those
who are very quick to try and shut you down if you
disagree with them, but I have to say that to tolerate the
sort of war that is being waged on our young people by
this government is criminal. That is something that I am
not prepared to do. I think that we need young people to
be able to develop by themselves as much as possible
into strong, compassionate and productive adults, and
this government — the Andrews government — is
actively undermining with its program the possibility
for that to happen. I sincerely hope for the sake of the
young people of this state more than anybody else that
this government goes out in November next year.
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Mr Leane — You’re scaring the kids.
Mr FINN — Mr Leane, they are going out. For the
benefit of Hansard, the young people in the gallery are
leaving, and Mr Leane may know that they are actually
going out, having heard what I have said this morning,
to register to vote so that they can cast their vote
against — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I have to bring you back to the bill. I have had a
quick look at this, and the bill refers to child care and
family day care. It has nothing to do with secondary
education or the Safe Schools program, so I ask you to
come back to the detail of the bill.
Mr FINN — I was in fact referring to the statement
of compatibility. I quoted earlier:
The bill amends the Education and Care Services National
Law in the schedule to the Education and Care Services
National Law Act 2010 … which provides a nationally
consistent framework for the delivery of high-quality
outcomes in education and care services in all states and
territories in Australia.

I would have thought that that pretty much covers what
I have been talking about, but I am happy to take your
advice.
Mr Leane — Do you want to make it to the footy
tonight? I reckon you should finish up your
contribution now.
Mr FINN — Yes, I am very keen to get there. We
will give Carlton a fair flogging, I would suggest. It will
be good. We on this side of the house will not be
opposing the bill. Mr Leane has just reminded me that I
really should sit down, so I thank him for that. I may
not thank him for much else, but I thank him for that. I
do not necessarily commend the bill, but we certainly
do not oppose it, and I sincerely hope this government
will cease its war on young people and its rorting ways
in this state.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — It gives me
great pleasure, as a former Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development, to stand and talk on the
Education and Care Services National Law
Amendment Bill 2017. A little bit of history to this is
that back in 2009 the Council of Australian
Governments did come together and decide that they
would have a national approach to quality of service
and regulation of early childhood services. One of the
aims of that was to establish a nationally consistent
framework under which education and care services
would operate in Australia.
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In 2009 the enabling legislation was introduced through
the Victorian Parliament, and all states and territories
except Western Australia signed up to that mirror piece
of legislation that was introduced into all Parliaments
but hosted here in Victoria. Then after we won
government in 2010 Victoria was the lead state for
actually developing the regulations for the national
quality framework. I led that work, and I was very
proud to do so. The regulations are actually hosted in
New South Wales but they were developed by the
education department in Victoria. We had some
extremely good public servants, one of whom I see in
the advisors box today, who worked on those
regulations and assisted me in implementing the
national law. I thank all of the people in the Department
of Education, as it then was, who did assist with that
during that time.
It was very important work. It was work I was very
passionate about because, as we know, 95 per cent of a
child’s brain is developed before they start school.
Early childhood is where we can make the biggest
difference to a child’s life. For the children who come
from homes where the parents are not highly educated
and who live in low socio-economic areas and need
more assistance, early childhood is the time when we
can provide that assistance to those children and to
those families to assist their children. It is very
important that we do have quality early childhood
services.
There are a number of things that support this. We have
the Heckman curve, which shows that investment in the
early years pays off later in life for children. We also
have the Evidence for Policy and Practice Information
and Co-ordinating Centre study, which really did do a
tremendous amount of work on investigating early
childhood and the benefits of investing in those early
years. It is fantastic that we have had that work to rely
on as we have been implementing higher quality early
childhood education and care in Australia.
Any huge change to legislation and regulation should
be reviewed, and part of the national quality framework
was to insist that it be reviewed every five years. In
2014 work commenced on reviewing the national
quality framework: how it was being implemented,
how it could be improved and how we could better
have quality early childhood education and care for
Australia’s children. The work has taken a long time to
be completed and has finally gotten to this house in
2017. It did commence in 2014, and now three years
later we are finally seeing this piece of legislation come
forward to make the changes that have come out of that
review.
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These changes will be made in Victoria first, and then
of course the mirror legislation will be adopted by other
parliaments. Some of the major work that this piece of
legislation will do is to improve the regulation of
education and care services, including family day care
services and educators at those services. Family day
care has been probably the most challenging of all
education and care services to actually deal with under
this regulation, because prior to this national law family
day care services were completely unregulated. It has
been a huge leap for them to comply with the national
law, but it has also highlighted a number of flaws in the
family day care system that do need to be addressed.
There were a number of challenges with many of the
family day care services when I was the minister. I do
like the family day care model for care for children, and
I realise that it plays an important role in many
families’ options for child care, but the rorting that has
been going on in family day care has to come to a stop.
I think the system has got to be improved, and
hopefully this legislation will improve the family day
care system and stop the rorting that has been
happening in that area.
As some of my other colleagues have mentioned, it is
ironic that we are talking about rorting in family day
care services when at this time in the Victorian
Parliament we are so focused on the rorting of
entitlements by Labor Party members. ‘Entitlements’ is
a good word when you are talking about Labor Party
members. They seem to think that they are entitled to
just do whatever they want and to rort the system, and
they are finally being held to account, just as some of
the family day care services who have rorted the system
will be held to account.
This legislation will also repeal the provision for
certified supervisors. It will improve the
information-sharing arrangements between regulators,
government entities and approved providers under the
national law, and it will also deal with penalties and
non-compliance.
As I said, the Education and Care Services National
Law was a landmark piece of legislation when it was
introduced, with Western Australia opting out of the
national law but having mirror legislation in that state. I
was very honoured to lead the way on this as minister
for four years and to oversee the implementation of this
legislation in the state of Victoria, but also as the chair
of the ministerial council I led the way nationally with
this piece of legislation and the regulations.
I am very happy that the review has now been
completed and that the implementation of the
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recommendations of the review are now being made
law through this piece of legislation. I hope the national
law continues to deliver high-quality education and care
for Australia’s children, but also I hope it continues to
be reviewed so that we can ensure that it is operating in
the most effective way possible into the future.
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria) — It is a pleasure
to rise to make a brief contribution on the Education
and Care Services National Law Amendment Bill 2017.
It is great to be part of a government that has the
education and care of our children as one of the key
pillars of its strategy for all Victorians. Education leads
to opportunity and opportunity leads to success. In a
state and country as fortunate and prosperous as ours
every single child deserves the best chances that life can
offer. Nelson Mandela said, ‘Education is the most
powerful weapon which you can use to change the
world’. In this state, under the leadership of this
government, we believe and seek to honour those
sentiments.
My eldest child just started school this year and my
other child is at kinder. Like all parents I certainly want
to have confidence that the care they receive and the
learnings they are being given are from people who
know what they are doing, who care about what they
are doing and who have my kids’ best interests at heart
every day they are with them.
The changes proposed in this bill are further steps as
part of the ongoing task of ensuring that all aspects of a
child’s care and education are best practice and deliver
on the highest of standards across the sector. These
amendments came about as recommendations from the
Council of Australian Governments (COAG) review of
a national partnership agreement on the national quality
agenda for early childhood education and care. This
established the national quality framework (NQF), a
jointly governed unified regulatory framework covering
long day care, family day care, preschool and outside
school hours care services. The NQF is a world-leading
proposition which aims to raise the quality and
consistency of standards and drive continuous
improvements in education and care services. These
amendments will reduce the administrative and
compliance burden whilst at the same time providing
more rigour, certainty and confidence for the
community in terms of those people responsible for
caring for our children.
The bill will improve oversight of and support for
carers and educators engaged by family day care
services; remove the supervisor certificate requirements
and make approved providers of education and care
services responsible for ensuring that nominated
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supervisors are fit and proper persons with suitable
skills to perform their roles; strengthen the eligibility
criteria which must be met before an education and care
service may apply for the excellent rating as part of
implementing a revised national quality standard; and
simplify various administrative and enforcement
provisions.
There has been exceptional growth in the family day
care sector in recent years, which has led the COAG
review to recommend some technical and operational
improvements. The bill contains important reforms that
will provide state and territory regulators with
strengthened regulatory tools to address
non-compliance in the sector, especially in relation to
family day care services. This is a very important
oversight.
In Victoria in 2015, 47 per cent of national quality
framework published sanctions related to family day
care services. Although these services made up only
10 per cent of the services, approximately
40 enforcement actions related to family day care
services. The family day care sector by its nature is
challenging to regulate. Family day care service
providers with a track record of good performance will
largely be unaffected by these changes, and I would
like to put on the record my utmost admiration for those
that provide family day care services. I have two kids. I
do not think that I could do five at the one time like
these people do, so hats off to them.
We want Victorian families to have options and
alternatives for their childcare and education choices,
but equally we want them to have high standards of
quality and service across those choices. This
legislation seeks to give them exactly that — rigour,
confidence and certainty. I commend the minister for
all her hard work and all those involved in the
exceptional policy work that sits behind this legislation.
I commend the bill to the house.
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — I am pleased to
be given the call to speak on the Education and Care
Services National Law Amendment Bill 2017. The
purpose of this bill is to amend the Education and Care
Services National Law in the schedule to the Education
and Care Services National Law Act 2010. The bill
improves the national quality framework by
streamlining the assessment and rating process for
education and care services by implementing a revised
national quality standard. It strengthens the national law
as it applies to family day care services by requiring
approved providers of family day care services to only
operate from a jurisdiction where they hold a service
approval. It also removes supervisor certificate
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requirements to reduce the compliance burden for
education and care services as well as simplifying and
streamlining the national law to address unnecessary
administrative processes, thereby decreasing
administrative costs for the regulatory authority. The
bill makes minor and technical changes to specific
provisions in the national law to clarify their operation
and effect.
It is my understanding that this particular reform has
come about due to some imprudent use of funds within
the sector. Some childcare arrangements were not using
funding in a way that could be best used, and of course
this funding is incredibly important, as is all funding in
education.
I was very pleased during the former term of
government to attend with Ms Lovell, the then Minister
for Children and Early Childhood Development, many
openings of kindergartens and the like. Buninyong
kindergarten I remember was an exceptional opening.
Ms Lovell read a lovely book and there were many
students present at that particular opening. The facility
at Buninyong is an incredibly important one.
Buninyong is a growing community, despite the fact
that under the Plan Melbourne: Refresh some of the
important planning controls that were put in place by
the former government and by the Ballarat City Council
at the time look to be unwound. The neighbourhood
residential zones, which are an incredibly important
part of the protection of the village that is Buninyong,
appear to be weakened, watered down, by the Plan
Melbourne: Refresh that this government has just
recently announced. I was also fortunate to attend with
Ms Lovell the opening of new facilities at the
kindergarten in Wendouree.
As Ms Lovell stated in her contribution, the time prior
to attending school in the vicinity of ages three to five
in the early years of their care is an incredibly important
time in a child’s development and we need to make
sure that all funding during this period of time is used
appropriately. I am very pleased to report that the
kindergartens that Ms Lovell opened were spacious
enough. I think that is incredibly important, given the
revelations in the rort report that has been tabled today
where some residences have been referred to as not
being spacious enough by the member for Melton in the
Legislative Assembly. I do note that despite the fact
that Mr Nardella did not reside in Ballarat we have not
heard anything from our — —
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, Acting
President, I just want to draw attention to the issue of
relevance. We are talking about an important reform of
early childhood education, not just in Victoria but
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nationally, and given that this legislation has national
implications the member should really be very
embarrassed to be talking about matters that have
nothing to do with this bill.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I uphold the point of order. Mr Morris, I ask you
to come back to the bill. There is no mention of
Mr Nardella in the bill or his caravan or his residence at
Ocean Grove.
Mr MORRIS — Or of its not being spacious
enough! The main provisions of the bill include in
particular clause 5, which puts into law what is in effect
already happening under the Department of Education
and Training guidelines anyway — that is, to improve
the regulation of education and care services, including
family day care services and educators at those
services.
Family day care is certainly something that has been
utilised across Victoria and is supported by many local
councils. It achieves a care option that suits many
families quite well. I know that there are many families
who need regular day care with more prescriptive hours
than some day care facilities provide. The facilities are
not always able to meet the demands of families where
parents may be working. They may be doing shift work
or night shifts or they could be people in the nursing
profession and the like who require some flexibility in
child care arrangements because they are working
hours that are outside the normal hours that day care
centres may be open. Family day care is an incredibly
important service and one that I think serves our
community quite well in many regards.
Further main provisions in this bill are contained in
clause 36, which seeks to amend section 163(1) of the
national law. It is an offence provision which currently
requires an approved provider of a family day care
service to ensure that one or more qualified persons are
employed to assist with the operation. The intention of
this provision is to ensure that the national regulations
will prescribe the minimum number of family day care
coordinators for the first 12 months of operation to be at
least one for every 15 family day care educators in that
service. Ensuring that we have people who are
appropriately qualified in these professions is
important.
The provision of childcare services in the community is
something that I think the community has an evolving
view of. At one time child care was just seen as an
opportunity for children to be placed somewhere while
their parents worked. We as a society and as a
community are now moving much more towards the
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point where we need to make sure that when children
are at child care they have a fulfilling and educationally
colourful experience that will make sure their progress
and development is going to be supported by the
environment they are in. Play is incredibly important
for children at this time, but structured play and an
acknowledgement that there needs to be work put into
the opportunities children have at this time is important
as well because, as previously stated, this is an
incredibly important time in their development and they
should be supported in this way.
Clause 11 requires an application for a service approval
to nominate one or more individuals as supervisors of
the service. This is to enhance the enforcement of the
national law, including by making further provisions
for enforceable undertakings and powers of entry to the
premises as well.
Clause 54 amends section 199(4)(a) of the national law
to provide that an authorised officer may exercise entry
power under section 199. Clause 45 goes on to provide
that the regulatory authority may apply to the relevant
tribunal or court for an order to enforce the undertaking
if the regulatory authority believes that a person has
failed to comply and to improve the
information-sharing arrangements between regulators,
government entities and approved providers under
national law.
Clause 64 further goes on to amend the current
sections 271 and 272 that provide for sharing of
information between the national authority, government
authorities and approved providers. This clause
substitutes section 271 of the national law to clarify
who may disclose information and to whom
information may be disclosed. It also empowers the
national authority and the regulatory authority to
disclose information at the request of an approved
provider if the authority believes there are reasonable
grounds for the provider to have that information.
As has been previously discussed, this particular piece
of legislation came about as a result of what could
perhaps be described as the non-prudent use of funds
within the sector. I think when we are talking about
child care and the importance of child care that all of
these funds need to be made available to the appropriate
people at the appropriate time, and it should be ensured
that anybody who is found to be misusing taxpayer
funds is recognised as it is entirely unacceptable for that
to occur. It is pleasing to see the government has been
taking some steps in relation to child care to amend
some of the concerns that have been raised over a
period of time.
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I note that the coalition has a ‘not oppose’ position
toward this piece of legislation, and I am very much
looking forward to hearing the contributions of other
members on this bill.
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) — This morning I am
pleased to rise to speak on the Education and Care
Services National Law Amendment Bill 2017, and The
Nationals will be adopting a ‘not oppose’ position on
this bill. The main purpose of the bill is to amend the
Education and Care Services National Law in the
schedule to the Education and Care Services National
Law Act 2010 to improve the national quality
framework.
As some history or background, this bill now looks at
changing some technicalities that have been brought
about through an agreement between the states and
territories, the federal government and the Education
Council in late 2016. The state and territory
governments approve and regulate services to ensure
quality and compliance, whilst the federal government
regulates the payments. It is a state jurisdiction to
encompass regulations while the federal government
puts up the funding, so it is a joint arrangement. In 2009
it was agreed at the Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) forum that a national approach would be taken
to the regulation of early childhood services with an
object of maintaining and providing better services.
The national quality framework commenced in 2012 in
Victoria, which leads the states and remains the host
state to the agreed reforms. I would like to pay tribute
to the former minister, Ms Lovell, for her work and
effort in this area and for being at the forefront of this
development. Since 2014 each state and territory has
conducted their own consultations with peak bodies and
stakeholders, but it is getting a good way through 2017
and we are only now coming up with a reform. I feel
there has been a great lag there, which is a shame.
In terms of the day care system it is a very important
system and very vital for families and working mothers
in Victoria. The federal government established the
system to relieve pressure on day care by providing
positive subsidies to childcare centres in people’s
homes, which can also include grandparents’ homes.
These regulations certainly need tightening and a
greater focus on regulation and implementation of the
rules.
In country Victoria it is so very important to be able to
provide flexible day care arrangements. In many small
communities and hamlets across my electorate of
Eastern Victoria Region there are not specific formal
day care centres, so we are reliant on great people
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within our communities who want to provide a family
day care arrangement. In fact when I had my children
many moons ago and worked in my own business, a
family business, I had to be away from home. It is an
unfortunate thing that sometimes you cannot be at
home all the time, because being at home for children
growing up is I think vital and very important in their
developing sense of wellbeing, but many mothers do
have to make that difficult choice and go to work.
When I was in my business I put my children into day
care, and I did it in two ways. One was in a family
home, a family setting, and I think that provided an
excellent start for them to acclimatise to being away
from their parents. We were most fortunate, as in my
experience all the home day care centres that I have had
contact with have been exceptional in the care of their
children, but this is not the case across the board.
We have found through various mechanisms that there
has been rorting in the system by home day care
centres. Also I would just like to acknowledge that in
our country centres we also have a great many
wonderful formal day care centres, which provide care
to infants and almost newborns as well as in
kindergarten settings and services. In fact I was most
delighted to attend the opening of the Karmai
Community Children’s Centre in Korumburra only a
couple of weeks ago. It is just an amazing centre down
there, and it provides state-of-the-art facilities from
newborn all the way through to kinder and a very
nurturing modern supportive environment. I take my
hat off firstly to the long-sightedness of parents many
years ago — up to 30 years ago — who saw the need in
Korumburra to provide a wonderful centre and enlarge
the centre from a kinder to a great flexible centre.
I believe, from memory, Karmai will hold up to
120 children. It is such an impressive facility which this
country town will be able to enjoy. Congratulations to
the people who put in many hours over a long period of
time. It was a combined community effort, with great
support, I might say, and great hammering or lobbying
of their federal representative, Russell Broadbent, and
also The Nationals’ former leader, the Honourable
Peter Ryan, who was the member for Gippsland South
in the Assembly. The community highlighted the need
for a great centre in Korumburra. This was listened to
and funding was put forward. The community actually
raised $100 000 for that centre, so it was a joint venture
between the community, the South Gippsland Shire
Council and state and federal governments. I cannot
commend the community enough on that facility.
The other thing that childcare centres do in our country
towns is provide a career, and an interesting and
rewarding career, for people leaving school. They
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enable people, both young men and young women, to
stay in their country towns. If towns are lucky enough
to have a TAFE — they do not always, but if they do
not, some people are able to drive to the next town to
receive their formal education — people can combine
work with study and be retained in that setting, and
quite often they can go on to have a long-term career in
a very important field of work. The quality of care that I
have seen in our country settings is tremendous, but the
important thing is that it needs to be regulated. We
cannot rest on our laurels, and governments need to
keep a close eye on what is happening with regard to
compliance and standards.
The other things that are very important in early
education programs within these settings are numeracy
skills and literacy skills. These can be incorporated
almost from day one. Probably for students of around
two to three years of age we can start to encourage
them into the world of numeracy and literacy.
Childcare centres need to be able to meet children’s
physical needs — the sleep requirements and calm and
supportive environments — and also provide emotional
support for them. Early education is very important for
a child’s development and their security moving
forward into the formal education system of primary
school. That is the ideal — that is what we want to see
happening. Unfortunately it does not happen across the
board, and sometimes there is rorting of the system.
This policy has been developed to address childcare
centre replacement shortages, and it encourages parents
to go back to work, but up until now the system has
been able to be rorted, and the bar is set too low.
Mr O’Donohue — I beg your pardon?
Ms BATH — The system can be rorted. And in fact
the government well knows about the rorting of a
system. I would like to make some comments on an
article that was published in the Age on 14 August
2016. Nick McKenzie said in this article:
The federal police, working alongside state and federal
welfare and education bureaucrats, had uncovered a suspected
systemic rort that was as simple as it was profitable.

The article goes on:
In the investigation targeting the Point Cook families —

I will remove the part of the article that identifies who
they were —
… police allege that the extent of care provided under the
grandparent benefit scheme —

and this is the thing that needs to be changed —
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was grossly inflated. In just 18 months, almost $16 million in
grandparent childcare benefits were claimed. Most of this
money was allegedly for child care never actually provided.

What a terrible system. Government money can be
directed to the most needy of places, but there are
pariahs in this world who wish to rort the system and
direct money into their own coffers when they should
not.
The article in the Age goes on to say that in this system:
‘Anyone can set up as a day care provider. And you can make
millions’, the official said. When federal police raided the
Point Cook home in December, they seized two luxury cars
and $1 million in bank accounts.

That was to highlight that the rorting of any system is
not on.
Mr O’Donohue — Disgraceful.
Ms BATH — It is. I also highlight that the bill
before us tidies up a number of regulatory
requirements. The federal government funds this area,
and it is the state governments’ responsibility to
implement regulations. As I said, The Nationals will be
holding a ‘not oppose’ position on this bill.
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I welcome the debate in relation to this
important bill, and I make the point that the
amendments contained in it were recommended as part
of a recent Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) review of the national partnership agreement
of the national quality agenda for early childhood
education and care. The bill has in fact gone through a
very extensive process of consultation with the early
childhood sector, and in fact a regulatory impact
process occurred as well. Most recently the changes
were endorsed by the Education Council. The changes
that we have been debating here do have national
implications as this is mirror legislation that will be
adopted by other jurisdictions as well.
There have been comments made about the
amendments contained in this bill that relate to the
strengthening of the oversight of family day care that is
needed. I make the point that strengthening is needed to
ensure the health, safety and education of children in
these settings. It is necessary to ensure that the best
outcomes for children are maintained. I also make the
point, particularly to those members opposite who have
taken some cheap shots about this issue, that the family
day care system has operated under a co-regulatory
model. Approved providers are responsible for the
compliance of family day care services, and they assess
the educators they engage or register and the safety of
residences where care is provided.
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In fact I have been leading the debate nationally around
these issues and highlighting to the federal Minister for
Education and Training, Simon Birmingham, a number
of examples where the federal payment system has
been rorted. I have been pleased to see that there have
been some subsequent changes made following my
giving him examples of this, such as an 18-year-old
sibling being paid to care for their 17-year-old sibling.
We have also had situations of child swapping and
many other rorts occurring in family day care.
Family day care of course is a payment system that is
paid for by the commonwealth. The easy availability of
these payments has led to a massive proliferation of
family day care providers in recent years, particularly
those operated by private organisations. In response to
this my department has taken more compliance and
enforcement action against these service providers. We
have had a 400 per cent growth in the number of family
day care services in Victoria since 2012 largely due to
the commonwealth’s funding policy. However, due to
action taken by my department, the number of family
day care services has reduced from nearly 400 in the
middle of last year to around 360 in January of this
year. What we have also seen in recent years is a
change from a situation where local government was a
very significant player in family day care to one where
they have exited the system and small private providers
have taken over.
My department has also been addressing issues of
compliance around family day care for some time. It
has tightened up the process for the approval of family
day care services and has significantly stepped up
enforcement action. It has taken action to cancel
32 approvals and prosecute one family day care
educator and one provider. We have also worked with
the commonwealth on this. In particular my department
has worked with the Australian Federal Police to enable
some prosecutions to occur. Given that some of those
matters are still working their way through the courts, I
will not go into that in any further detail.
For some time now I have been calling on the
commonwealth to take further action in relation to these
fraudulent activities. I have called on the
commonwealth to put in place an independently chaired
review of the entire family day care sector. I have also
called on the commonwealth to immediately cease
funding new family day care services in areas that are
already saturated with services until an independent
review is undertaken and parents can be assured of the
quality of care for their children.
I have raised these issues at the COAG Education
Council, and I will continue to raise these issues. I
certainly hope the commonwealth remains engaged
with these issues because child care is a very important
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issue. It does provide the ability for women in particular
but for all parents to not only participate in the paid
workforce but also engage in other activities. I think it
is important that parents are provided with affordable,
accessible childcare options and also that there is
quality in our early childhood system to deliver the best
possible education outcomes for children in their care.
There are other changes in the bill as well that relate to
maintaining and enhancing service quality.
It has been disappointing to me that Ms Crozier is
supporting her federal Liberal counterparts in trying to
shift the blame for these matters. I have called on
Ms Crozier and the state opposition to not only support
the Victorian government but also Victorian parents
and the early childhood sector around the 15 hours of
kindergarten funding. We will uphold our end of the
bargain under the national partnership agreement by
continuing to fund our obligation of 10 hours of
kindergarten, but there has been complete silence from
those opposite in relation to the commonwealth
maintaining a commitment to funding their 5 hours of
kindergarten. I encourage all members to support our
call for the commonwealth to give us funding certainty
and an ongoing funding commitment in relation to the
15 hours of kindergarten.
In concluding my remarks, can I say that Ms Lovell
made some points about invitations to early childhood
openings. I find it absolutely gobsmacking that, as
someone who has held this portfolio, she does not know
that invitations are sent out by the local council or those
individuals who are putting on the event. She is
complaining about matters that I am not intimately
involved in.
In summing up, I am very proud that Victoria has
played a leading role in this COAG review and has led
much of the policy work that has led to this bill. Raising
the quality of care provision in the early years is
something that we constantly strive to achieve as we
make Victoria the education state. This bill will ensure
that we are heading in the right direction in providing
the children of Victoria and Australia a foundation for
lifelong learning, wellbeing and success. I thank
members for supporting this important bill and these
important reforms.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
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the GAA, has done, work which no doubt the Victorian
Planning Authority itself will do.

Second reading

I also note the work of Peter Seamer, who recently
stepped down as the CEO of the MPA, perhaps in
circumstances that need some public explanation. I
think he has been a fine public servant over many years
and has provided good service to governments of all
political colours. I think I first knew Mr Seamer back in
1991 when he was the CEO at the City of Essendon as
it was then called, and I have watched his career over a
lengthy period of time. I do want to take this
opportunity today to put on record the work he has
done, as I say, under governments of all political
colours, in locations not only in Victoria and in a
number of municipalities and his time at the MPA in
particular. I wish him well in his future endeavours.

Debate resumed from 22 February; motion of
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture).
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak about the Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016.
This is a bill the opposition does not oppose. It is a bill
which tinkers with what is happening in planning in this
state. It is a bill that does not go to the extent of creating
effectively a new and reformed planning authority.
What it does is take the Metropolitan Planning
Authority (MPA) and officially indicate that it can now
work across the state, but in fact of course the old
Metropolitan Planning Authority — originally the
Growth Areas Authority (GAA) — was already
working across the state, whether it be in Wodonga, at
sites I have looked at, or in Bendigo or elsewhere in the
growth areas and in major metropolitan areas. The
Metropolitan Planning Authority has had a wide
purview under a number of governments. So the new
Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) will be a body that
is in no way materially different from the old body.
That is the reason the opposition does not oppose this.
Equally, as I say, the bill does not reform the body in
any serious or significant way.
The bill does the sorts of things you would expect in a
bill that establishes a new planning authority: there is
the establishment, functions and powers, the
composition and operations of the board, the
appointment of the chief executive and employment of
staff, the managing of conflicts of interest, the
transitional directions and arrangements enabling
delegation of power, and of course a series of
consequential amendments. So in those senses the
opposition does not quibble. It is claimed that the VPA
has as its primary objective providing advice and
assistance in accordance with the objectives of planning
in Victoria and to do so in collaboration with councils
and government; as I say, pretty much what the MPA
was doing already.
I think it is important to see the MPA and VPA in the
context of planning more broadly statewide. The MPA
has often taken on more difficult tasks, tasks that are
significant in terms of the scale of a site or the
complexity of a particular development. It has often
done this in a way that has provided additional
intellectual and organisational horsepower that
sometimes a smaller council or another planning
authority does not have. In that sense again I pay tribute
to some of the work that the MPA and its predecessor,

As I say, though, the MPA and the new VPA need to be
seen thoroughly in context of how planning operates in
this state. We saw an Auditor-General’s report tabled in
this chamber yesterday on the Victorian planning
scheme and the operation of planning in this state. It
points to serious deficiencies and work that will need to
be done by governments of both political colours over a
lengthy period of time. The Auditor-General essentially
pointed to a lack of reform over a long period. There
was some significant reform, I think, under Matthew
Guy, now in the Legislative Assembly, but the
Auditor-General yesterday made a complex set of
points which will require further examination.
At the same time we have seen the Plan Melbourne:
Refresh put in place by the current government. That
sets the context for planning within the state — the
importance of the MPA, or the VPA as it will be when
this bill is likely carried, within that and the way it
operates within the context of metropolitan and
statewide planning. I think it is worth refreshing the
chamber’s view, in terms of background, in relation to
the Plan Melbourne document brought forward by the
then Minister for Planning, Mr Guy, in the period of the
last government. This was a document that set new and
overarching aims for planning in this state and did
recognise the importance of our regions but also
importantly focused strongly on the need to establish
employment clusters or employment centres in key
locations.
I will perhaps draw on the western region one as a
single example, or I could draw on the one around
Monash, pointing to the need to have planning
documents that are focused on employment and wealth
creation and job creation. That was a new and explicit
focus of Plan Melbourne under then Minister Guy, and
I welcome and put on the record the fact that one aspect
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of the Plan Melbourne: Refresh released on the
weekend is the retention of the concept of those
employment zones, which focus on employment in
those areas and a need to support the development of
planning instruments, planning guidelines and planning
frameworks that support the creation of jobs and
employment.
The recognition of the need for the 20-minute city has
also been retained. It is not my intention to go through
every aspect of Plan Melbourne but just to set some
broad context for this and counterpoise some of the
changes that have made been in the recent period which
will impact on any planning work that the Victorian
Planning Authority would do under this new and
particular bill.
What is clear though is that there is a focus on
densification. It is important to recognise that there will
need to be areas of density within Melbourne, but I
think this new focus on densification by this
government is obsessive. This is reflected in the Plan
Melbourne: Refresh document, in other statements by
the planning minister and the Premier and in statements
particularly in the documents released by Infrastructure
Victoria — firstly, in its draft document, which I think
was a doozy and made it very clear that densification
was the primary objective of infrastructure policy for
the next 30 years. I would have thought some deeper
objectives about the nature of the city in which we want
to live, the quality of life and a whole series of other
important values might have trumped densification as a
singular objective. I think the focus on densification is
misplaced.
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means that there is a significant need for new capacity
and a variety of new housing stock in various parts of
the city. There is a real need for a renewed focus on
ensuring the adequacy of supply. This government has
been tardy in providing that supply on the edge of the
city. I note the panicked announcements in recent
weeks that they were going to create 17 new suburbs
and that there is now a schedule of precinct structure
plans (PSPs).
The pace at which PSPs have been coming through has
not been sufficient in the last two years, and I think the
government has been caught napping with this a bit and
is still living on the work that was done in the 2010–14
period when Mr Guy pushed the rate of PSP movement
forward at a faster rate and made sure that the supply of
land, particularly on the edge of the city, was sufficient
to help deal with the price. We did see falls in the price
of land on the edge of the city and consequently some
assistance in terms of housing affordability. Since the
change of government the land price has crept up
again — in fact, it is higher than it was in 2010–14.
Those costs will directly impact on communities and
young families seeking to buy their first home, their
first property — often a house and land package on the
edge of the city. Every dollar in additional costs has a
direct impact on those families.
As part of Plan Melbourne the government is setting
itself an objective of 30 per cent of growth at the edge
of the city and 70 per cent inside. I think its plan for the
inside is not sufficient, and I will have more to say on
that on other occasions. The government’s belief that it
can get to that 70 per cent figure is not well grounded. It
has been achieved in the past, but there have been
greater components of growth in the inner city, and that
is likely to slow given decisions made by
Minister Wynne on a range of controls on the density of
growth close to Melbourne itself and the Docklands.

It is not something that is unimportant to the city — to
understand how we can manage our significant
population growth — and in this context, before I
continue with other points, it is worth putting on the
record some of the population figures. Last year we saw
a 2.1 per cent growth in the state’s population — a
growth of 123 100 in one year. It comprised three
parts — that is, natural growth, interstate migration and
significant overseas migration as well. The interstate
component was very significant at 16 500 — a net
movement of people from other states coming to
Victoria. That significant population growth is being
stacked year on year on year, not quite at that high rate
but in the order of 100 000 per year over a number of
years — over a decade in effect, noting that the
turnaround in interstate migration to Victoria, I think,
happened in about 1997; prior to that we had had a net
outflow of people.

The point I would make here is that all of those changes
are going to impact on how we go forward. The new
VPA — the MPA, to use its old title — will still have
an important role in taking on targeted sites. There is a
need to make sure that there are mechanisms to deal
with some of those targeted sites. Professor Michael
Buxton at RMIT has been successful in calculating the
amount of available opportunities. He has been very
clear in collating across a number of municipalities the
opportunities that exist for significant infill
development, done in a way that does not destroy the
structure, ambience and quality of life in many of our
suburbs.

But either way that very significant population
growth — 100 000 a year and 123 000 last year —

However, the government is making a wholesale push
for densification, as outlined in Infrastructure Victoria’s
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report and as is also a significant feature in Plan
Melbourne. I am calling Daniel Andrews ‘Density Dan’
now. He wants densification. He is going to be known
in history as the Premier who pushed for
densification — —
Mr Morris interjected.
Mr DAVIS — I do not know what Bernie calls him.
I do know that the community is going to look at this
across many of Melbourne suburbs and see this
wholesale push for densification as the primary,
overriding objective, come what may. It will crush all
other objectives along the way, such as streetscapes and
heritage. All of those key values are being pushed to the
back by Minister Wynne and Daniel ‘Density’
Andrews in their push for the densification of
metropolitan Melbourne.
It is interesting to see a number of these key changes
that the government has outlined in its Plan Melbourne:
Refresh. It said it intends to change the residential
zones, and we are awaiting the actual teeth; we are
awaiting the actual gazettals of the planning scheme
amendments which will change what the
neighbourhood residential zone, the general residential
zone and the other zones are actually going to mean.
I think there is a bit of a sleight of hand going on here.
The government says, ‘We’re going to keep the
neighbourhood residential zones; yep, they remain’, but
actually what the government is doing is gutting them.
They are pulling them to bits. They are going to gut the
neighbourhood zones, and that is clearly what the
primary intention is. There is a push for densification.
We want more in activity centres according to the
government, and that is appropriate in many
circumstances, but not all. Then there is a push for
densification in the general residential zones and the
neighbourhood residential zones and along many of the
transport corridors.
We saw the Urban Renewal Authority Victoria
Amendment (Development Victoria) Bill 2016 come to
this chamber before, and I have put on record already
my concern about the use of Development Victoria as a
body to develop public land in an unsophisticated way
where yield and the financial screw-back on public land
is the primary objective. I put on record now that is
what Jacinta Allan, Richard Wynne and the Treasurer
are going to do with Development Victoria. They are
on the hunt for public land, and they are going to force
dense, inappropriate and ugly development on many of
our suburbs. They have not done this in a sophisticated
way, and nor are they intending to do this in a
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sophisticated way, in the neighbourhood residential
zones and the general residential zones.
In the neighbourhood residential zones — and
Mr Ramsay and Mr Morris will have more to say about
this — many of the local groups are becoming more
and more concerned as they read deeper into this Plan
Melbourne: Refresh. I see the Newtown Action Group
(NAG) has put out a statement, which I have in my
possession, which points very directly to what will
occur in that area of Geelong. They stated:
The state government wrongfully claim they are introducing
mandatory height limits in each zone. In fact they have
increased the height limit in NRZ/GRZ. There is already
height limits in each zone!

NAG also said:
The City of Greater Geelong schedule identifies the heights as
follows: NRZ ‘must not exceed 8 metres’. It has now been
increased to 9 metres.

Not yet; the changes have still got to be gazetted. It
continued:
GRZ ‘must not exceed 9 metres’. It has now been
increased to 11 metres!
The state government have removed the default limit of
two dwellings per block for NRZ. There is no cap on the
number of dwellings you can cram onto a site!

Understand what that actually means: it means on large
properties in areas like Newtown, but also across the
suburbs of Melbourne, there will be no limit on how
many dwellings you can actually cram onto one site.
This is a worrying aspect of the changes, according to
NAG. It continued:
Hits at the heart of the purpose of the NRZ. So much for
restricting housing growth in areas of recognised
neighbourhood character. Sadly bad news for residents and
great news for developers.

I have nothing against developers per se, but what I say
is that we have to put in place policies that protect the
ambience and protect the livability of our city. The state
government has introduced a minimum garden area
requirement in both neighbourhood residential zones
and general residential zones. The intent is to protect
the open-garden character. NAG said:
The sizes mentioned according to the size of block are smaller
than the rule now in many areas.

And that is certainly true across many areas of
metropolitan Melbourne as well. NAG said:
The state government have misled the public with the media
coverage in terms of what these changes mean. It is an
outright attempt to densify the middle suburbs without any
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regard to existing infrastructure, neighbourhood character and
amenity.
The NRZ has effectively ceased to exist.

Not yet; they have not been gazetted, but if the
government does what it says it will, that is what we are
talking about. NAG continued:
The removal of the cap on ‘number of houses on block’ opens
the way for medium-density and middle-rise housing
everywhere.
With the latest reforms, there’s been no public exhibition of
the final version, and no opportunity for formal community
consultation.

NAG quotes Stephen Rowley from the Age as follows:
Community have some right to feel concerned about the ‘bait
and switch’ here. The promise of NRZ has been reversed
very, very quickly.

I think the Newtown Action Group has got this pretty
much right, and I know Mr Ramsay and Mr Morris will
have more to say about this. But it is not just happening
in those areas of Geelong; it is also in areas such as
Boroondara. With a number of the municipalities across
the metropolitan area at the moment I am being briefed
by their CEOs and planners on the impact that is likely
on their particular municipality as they unpick many of
the announcements in Plan Melbourne: Refresh. I am
going to pick on the area of Boroondara, and I am
going to read some notes here and quote some notes
that come from that series of briefings. The notes read:
The minister has announced the following key changes to the
neighbourhood residential zone:
increasing the mandatory height limit from 8 metres to
9 metres with a maximum of two storeys;
removing the existing limit of TWO dwellings to a lot;
introducing a new mandatory minimum garden area
requirement applicable to properties of 400 square
metres or larger which requires a minimum percentage
of the property to be set aside …
allowing for the maximum building height to be
exceeded on land that is subject to flooding.

Council, in the notes that were given to me, is deeply
concerned with the minister’s decision to change the
residential zones so soon after they were introduced by
the former government in 2014. The changes, which
include the general residential zone, will fundamentally
change how residential development is managed in
Melbourne. More specifically, the reform zones shift
the balance in favour of increased density and more
intensity of development while substantially weakening
the protection of neighbourhood character and
residential amenity.
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I want to quote some notes that were provided to me:
These changes will have long-lasting negative impacts on the
streetscapes of the City of Boroondara.
Importantly, the removal of the dwelling density requirement
will have a significant impact on potential development
outcomes in the NRZ. The fact that the properties within the
NRZ can now be developed for more than two dwellings
means that the NRZ is going to experience more intensive
infill development in areas that were previously identified for
minimal change.

Councils across the metropolitan area and beyond did
huge constructive work to develop the various areas of
their municipality to have significant change, modest
change and limited change. My notes on Boroondara
continue:
Coupled with the increase in building height, multi-unit
development and apartment-style development proposals are
likely to be the inevitable consequence of the reformed zone.

The garden requirement is still a little unclear, but I
note that in the council area of Boroondara there are
already requirements that are significant in this respect
in any event. The notes continue:
… it is unclear how this … relates to the already existing
requirement for the provision of private open space. Council
is therefore concerned that this new requirement will have
little positive impact on the design of developments beyond
what can already be achieved under current ResCode
requirements.

As I have pointed out, there is no specific date for these
changes. They are coming very soon, we are told, but I
think everyone is waiting to see what they actually are
and what process the government might go through in
terms of public consultation on these new and changed
arrangements. If the government does not go through
that consultation process, it will be an entirely unilateral
decision to fundamentally change the residential zone
framework. I think there is a real question about the
accountability of the government here, and there is a
real question about its justification for these specific
changes.
I do not believe the minister specifically engaged with
Boroondara council, but he may have engaged with
other councils. I cannot answer that. Over the coming
weeks as I go around and talk to a number of councils
in detail about the impact of these unrequested changes
on their municipality I will make the house and
community aware of the impacts in different local
government areas.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
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MEMBER CONDUCT
The PRESIDENT — Order! I just want to make a
short statement before we go to questions without
notice. I wish to remind members of an important
aspect of practice in this house and in the Westminster
tradition generally. It is not in order for any member,
either in their contribution or question or by
interjection, to refer to people in the gallery. This
practice is long established and important for very
important reasons, including the avoidance of any
provocation or interruptions to the proceedings of the
house by visitors in the gallery.
Members will also be aware that questions and answers
are to be directed through the Chair and not directly to
the member on the other side. Again this is a process
that ensures the good order of the house.
Whilst the practice applies at times for us to recognise,
as I indicated yesterday, visitors from other
jurisdictions and former members, that practice is done
by the Chair and in the context of the courtesy of the
house being extended to those people. Members are
generally not to refer to people in the gallery, as I have
indicated, particularly in a way that might invite
participation by members of the gallery, which would
not be in order. I think it is of even greater importance
during question time, when debate and issues may be at
their most politically heated and sometimes emotional
level.
If members do refer to visitors in the gallery, the Chair
may use discretion to rule their question out of order.
Furthermore, if any member has arranged for a guest to
be in the lower gallery and then refers to them as part of
a question or debate in what I consider to be a
premeditated fashion — in other words, to construct an
opportunity to develop their question or to emphasise
an issue — I may well consider further action at that
point.
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Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
thank Ms Wooldridge for her question. On the issue of
the status of the requirement in relation to the Electoral
Act, I have received advice about the way in which it is
defined in terms of the definition that is contained in the
act about the way in which a person is connected to
their principle place of residence. So I am aware of that
piece of advice. I also, because I have received that
advice, know that the definition is consistent with the
application in the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918.
It is also actually being used as a template for the
guidance that is associated with the regulations that are
related to the second residence allowance. So they are
in keeping with that in relation to the way that they are
defined, and I have received advice to that effect.
In relation to the individual circumstances of the
member for Melton, I have not received any specific
advice relating to the information that is contained in
the Audit Committee’s report tabled today, nor have I
received advice whether that complies or does not
comply with the requirement in the Electoral Act or
indeed with the requirements of the allowances, for that
matter. In fact the Audit Committee does not
necessarily make comment on that, except to say that
the advice that has come to it suggests that additional
rigour is required to prevent this lack of clarity and
certainty in relation to how the principle place of
residence provisions apply in terms of the allowances
as far as the Parliament is concerned.
In relation to the Electoral Act 2002 I would welcome
the scrutiny of the Victorian Electoral Commission in
relation to this matter and would hope that they would
undertake their investigations of these matters
independently and appropriately within their
responsibilities in providing a report to the community,
more importantly than their report to me, in relation to
their ascertainment of the compliance with the Electoral
Act.
Supplementary question

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Member for Melton
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Special Minister of State as minister
responsible for the Electoral Act 2002 and the Victorian
Electoral Commission. Minister, has the government
received or sought any advice on the enrolment
eligibility of the member for Melton at the 2014
Victorian state election?

Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
thank the Special Minister of State for his response.
Minister, as you know, there is a very serious nature to
the evidence that has been tabled in the PwC Audit
Committee report today, which does show that the only
evidence of the member for Melton’s principal place of
residence was his drivers licence and electoral roll
record. In question time in the Legislative Assembly
today the Premier indicated support for an investigation
by the electoral commission. You have just welcomed
that as well. So my question is: will the government
join the coalition in seeking that the Victorian Electoral
Commission conduct an eligibility audit into the
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member’s enrolment at both the 2014 state election and
the 2016 local government elections, or are you just
going to hope that that occurs?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
would expect, in these circumstances, that to occur.
There have been a number of occasions, including in
the last sitting week, when members have spoken about
the expectation of the opposition in terms of the
direction or requests or demands or advice that I might
provide the Presiding Officers in relation to acquitting
their responsibilities. I understand how this is
understood in the political context and that in fact I may
have been seen to be avoiding my responsibilities in
this matter. I am very mindful of what the appropriate
limits of intervention should be for a minister who is
responsible for various acts that relate to independent
bodies that acquit their responsibilities independently
and for giving them direction. That is the issue that
I——
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JENNINGS — I would be expecting them to
make their own determination in that fashion and
pursue it themselves. That is what I would be expecting
to occur. I will certainly be no impediment to that
investigation. Actually I would think it would be useful
for all members to reflect on these circumstances in the
months to come.

Family violence
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Special Minister of State. Minister,
the government has committed to releasing a funding
plan for family violence by March 2017. Last week you
met with the Secretary of the Department of Health and
Human Services and you expressed concerns over the
inability of the Minister for Families and Children to
meet deadlines for child protection-related family
violence recommendations. Can you confirm that the
minister failed to submit final funding submissions for
child protection by the deadline?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — The
nature of the question does not warrant an answer, but I
will give an answer. I will give an answer to refute what
is asserted in terms of a meeting that I actually had with
the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human
Services. The question was factually incorrect in
relation to a meeting that I may or may not have had
with the secretary of the department, and it was
factually incorrect in relation to budget timing decisions
that have been made by the government.
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Supplementary question
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) —
Fascinating. Thank you, Minister. Minister, as the
secretary may have informed you, Minister Mikakos
has overseen a 46 per cent increase in child protection
assaults, a 142 per cent increase in behaviour issues in
child protection and a 60 per cent increase in category 1
notifications in child protection. Given the minister’s
delays in funding submissions for child
protection-related family violence recommendations,
along with other portfolio failures, I ask: has the
Department of Premier and Cabinet considered a
capability review into the minister and her office?
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Is the rest of the house
finding this enlightening? No? Nor am I. Can I just
indicate that I did have some concerns about how
apposite this supplementary question was to the
substantive question, but I will allow the minister to
deal with it.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) —
Thank you, President, and I will deal with it in this
way: the only thing that made the supplementary
question apposite was an assertion as a fact by
Ms Crozier that I actively and positively refuted in
responding to her substantive question. I refute her
construction of these matters, I refute that she has any
knowledge of any matter relating to a conversation I
may or may not have had with the secretary of the
department and I refute her assertion in relation to the
time lines of budget consideration.

Wyndham youth justice facility
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — My question
is to the Minister for Families and Children. The site
selection criteria for Victoria’s new youth justice
facility asks:
Is the option likely to have significant regulatory issues to
address, is there likely to be planning permit issues?

I therefore ask: can the minister confirm that at the new
youth justice prison location at Little River under
current planning regulations no private individual
would be able to build anything on that site due to
environmental impacts?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I thank Mr Finn for his question in
relation to our plans, our government’s commitment, to
build a new fit-for-purpose youth justice facility — one
that should have been built a long time ago. But we
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know that Ms Wooldridge shelved a master plan that
she refused to put out publicly. She sat on an
Ombudsman’s report for four years, but our
government is getting on with the task.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms MIKAKOS — Our government is getting on
with the task of making sure that we can build an
appropriate fit-for-purpose youth justice facility that
meets the needs of the Victorian community and
ensuring that we can provide for community safety
going forward. Despite the fact that Mr Finn has come
into this house on previous occasions and claimed that
our government was not committed in any genuine way
to community consultation, what in fact we did see
right from the outset was that I indicated a preferred
site — —
Mr Finn — On a point of order, President, this
question is very clear; it is very straightforward. It
refers to the environmental impacts and if indeed those
environmental impacts would allow private individuals
to develop this land. It has nothing to do with the
matters that the minister is referring to or has referred
to.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Finn, I would have
a great deal of sympathy for you as the person who
posed that question and your assertion that the minister
has perhaps not addressed the question were it not for
the fact that the minister has been subject to a barrage
of interjections on a whole range of matters, which in
fact from my point of view in the Chair entitle her to
stray as much as she likes right at this moment.
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order and on your
response, President, I remind the house that 20 seconds
into her answer her first response was to blame the
former government, and if she is subject to interjections
as a result of that we might remind her, as we often do
every sitting week and every sitting day in this
chamber, that her first response should not be to debate
the matter and blame the former government but to
come back to the substantive question.
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early February, that we had a preferred site in terms of
Werribee South and then we had a process of having
discussions with Wyndham council as well as
community representatives, where we indicated a
preparedness to consider alternatives. Wyndham
council did put forward to government an alternative. It
was a site that was unsuitable. It was land owned by
Melbourne Water that was required by Melbourne
Water in a continued sense, but Melbourne Water
themselves identified an alternative site, which is the
site in the vicinity of Cherry Creek which has been
announced as the new location for this facility.
In terms of the process that has been embarked upon in
terms of planning, environmental effects and other such
considerations, what I can say to Mr Finn is that the
government did have a rigorous process in terms of site
selection. A range of issues were considered. We have
in fact released a summary of the business case that
does go to issues around selection criteria and does
touch upon these matters, and we have explained both
to this house in terms of a letter from the
Attorney-General yesterday as well as to local
community representatives the reason why the business
case cannot be released in full. But what I can assure
the member is that planning and environmental
considerations of course are requisite parts of the
process in progressing forward with this particular site.
We are in the process now of formally acquiring the
site through a transfer from Melbourne Water — —
Mr Finn — On a point of order, President, we have
been listening now to the minister for 31⁄2 minutes. She
has 31 seconds left. I would ask you to direct her to at
least make some attempt to answer the question, as she
is avoiding it like the plague just at the minute.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I did not think she
was. I think that the minister actually has addressed it.
She explained the change of the site. She explained that
Melbourne Water had actually identified that there was
an opportunity, and I think she did indicate that yes,
there had — —
Mr Leane interjected.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you,
Mr Ondarchie. I might have also observed that the
minister was not 5 seconds into her answer when in fact
she was subjected to interjections. The minister to
continue. Minister, I ask you to be mindful of the
question itself and to be apposite to that.
Ms MIKAKOS — Thank you very much,
President. As I indicated, we did have a genuine
commitment to community consultation. I indicated, as
did the Premier when we made the announcement in

The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister has
another 31 seconds. I cannot direct a minister on how
they should answer, but I was mindful of the fact that I
thought the minister’s remarks after I sought her to
provide an answer to the specific question were from
that point on apposite to the question. The minister to
finalise her answer.
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Ms MIKAKOS — To conclude, President, the
question that Mr Finn has posed to me is around private
residential housing being built on this site. That is not in
fact what is being proposed here; we are building a
youth justice facility. In terms of private residential
housing, that would be a matter better directed to the
Minister for Planning. What I can advise the member
and the house is that of course all the relevant and
appropriate planning and environmental requirements
will be undertaken as we go forward with the
construction of this new facility.
Supplementary question
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — Will the
minister give a guarantee to this house that a full
environment effects statement will be undertaken at the
Little River site to enable a complete examination of
the environmental impacts of this site?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — In fact I have just addressed that matter.
Honourable members interjecting.
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are at a very early process in terms of these matters. As
the member would be aware, we have made an
announcement in relation to the new location of this
much-needed facility in the vicinity of Cherry Creek. I
look forward to working and engaging with the
Aboriginal community around this particular project, as
well as other stakeholders in respect of this project.
Supplementary question
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) —
Minister, as you will be aware, Aboriginal Victoria
have indicated that a cultural heritage report is required
to be undertaken at that site due to cultural sensitivities.
Furthermore, detailed underground works on the
Aboriginal land would need to be undertaken to carry
out works for electricity, gas, water, sewerage, drainage
and telecommunication services. Minister, as per the
Aboriginal heritage regulations, can you advise what
assessment has or will be undertaken at the Little River
site and what implications this assessment would have
on the suitability of the site?

Ms MIKAKOS — Those opposite just do not
listen. I concluded my response by saying that of course
all the appropriate environmental and planning
requirements will be undertaken as we go forward with
this project. We are in the process now of having a
transfer of this land from Melbourne Water to the
Department of Justice and Regulation, and we will
continue to engage with the local community about this
project. I am in the process at the moment of calling for
expressions of interest from community representatives
to be part of a community advisory committee as part
of an ongoing consultation process so we can continue
to keep the local community engaged with this project
as we go forward.

Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I can advise the member and the house
that all appropriate requirements, whether they go to
cultural heritage, environmental impacts or the planning
processes of course will be undertaken as we go
forward with this much-needed project. What we are
seeing here from Ms Crozier is a member and an
opposition that are yet to indicate where they believe a
new facility should go. We have had the Leader of the
Opposition in the Legislative Assembly, Mr Guy, say
he would keep it at Parkville; we have had Mr Guy say
he would expand the Malmsbury facility; we have had
different positions every day of the week in relation to
these issues. We will continue to engage with the
community and with affected stakeholders in relation to
this much-needed project.

Wyndham youth justice facility

Port Phillip Prison

Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is also to the Minister for Families and
Children. Minister, can you confirm that Aboriginal
Victoria has identified that the location for the new
Little River youth justice prison is located in the heart
of Wathaurung culturally sensitive land?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — We are very well aware of the location of
the facility being on Wathaurung land, and of course
there is a process by which the traditional owners are
consulted in relation to any project that the state is
involved in where there are some issues around cultural
heritage issues. Of course there will be discussions with
the traditional owners in relation to these matters. We

Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My
question is to the Minister for Corrections. I refer to the
reported multiple stabbings that have taken place at Port
Phillip Prison this morning. Media reports indicate that
a major incident broke out in the gym involving several
prisoners. There have been previous reports of prison
management failing to properly segregate dangerous
prisoners, leading to violence and injury. Minister, can
you confirm that the incident this morning involved
prisoners who should not have been allowed to be in
the same place at the same time?
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Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) — I thank
the member for his question. The fact of the matter is
that two prisoners have been taken to hospital with
minor injuries — that is my understanding — following
an altercation involving a small number of prisoners at
the privately operated Port Phillip Prison. No staff,
fortunately, were injured. Police have been notified, and
it is all subject to a police investigation.
Supplementary question
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — Minister,
yesterday you said in question time that we should have
a new program to extend ‘love and care’ to prisoners in
the corrections system. Do you intend to roll out this
program at the Port Phillip Prison as a method of
addressing the ongoing violence at that location?
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Supplementary question
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — Thank you,
Minister, for your answer. Minister, if you cannot
commit to preserving the forest that was destined to be
logged to supply Heyfield mill, can you confirm to
whom these logs will be sold? Will these high-grade
logs be sold at pulp log prices to Australian Paper, sold
at D-grade prices to Dormit to manufacture pallets or
exported overseas as woodchips for a fraction of their
value?

Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Corrections) — That is
nothing but a pathetic cheap shot. I used those words in
the context of recidivism in our Indigenous prison
population. Shame on you!

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — This is
extraordinarily distasteful, I have to say. The union that
represents the people who work at Heyfield has been
here at Parliament this week, and I can only hope that
the people who work in the mill at Heyfield who have
union delegates that I spoke to earlier in the week —
and I ran into them in the vestibule this morning —
have not heard this appalling line of questioning. It is
our intention that that timber allocation will be made
available for the mill at Heyfield.

Heyfield timber mill

Child protection

Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — My question
is for the Minister for Agriculture. With the
announcement by Australian Sustainable Hardwoods
that it will be conducting a staged closure of the
Heyfield mill due to an insufficient supply of logs from
VicForests, can the minister confirm that the
80 000 cubic metres and subsequent 60 000 and 60 000
cubic metres of timber-grade logs offered by VicForests
will not be cut?

Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister for Families and
Children. Data published by the Australian Institute of
Health and Welfare last week showed that over the
course of the 2015–16 financial year 4115 children
were admitted to out-of-home care, which is more than
in any other jurisdiction in Australia. By the end of the
financial year Victoria had 9705 children in care, which
is more than Western Australia, South Australia, the
Northern Territory and Tasmania combined. Victoria
continues to lose more foster carers than it recruits,
despite a net gain at the national level. More than two
years into the Andrews government’s term, why are
these appalling trends not being reversed?

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Ms Dunn for her question, and I cannot help but
find the apparent celebration a bit distasteful. There is a
community at Heyfield with around 250 people who
are deeply, deeply concerned about their future, given
the announcement that has been made by the company.
As I have indicated on previous occasions, it is our very
strong desire and our intention to find a viable future
for this mill. We want the owners of this business to
make it available for sale. We know that there is interest
in the market, and as the Premier has indicated and I
indicated in this place on Tuesday, the government is
prepared to be a buyer of last resort if that is what it
takes to provide a future for this mill. The amount of
timber that VicForests have indicated to the
company — the 80 000 cubic metres and 60 000 in the
following two years — is a resource that is available.
We want that resource to be available to the mill at
Heyfield, and that is the focus of our efforts.

Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I thank Ms Springle for her question. I can
advise the member that our government, as I have
spoken about in this house on numerous occasions, has
embarked upon a very significant reform of our child
protection and out-of-home care system. The member
would be aware that I have spoken in the past about the
doubling in the number of child protection reports in
Victoria in the last five years and the drivers for that —
the fact that family violence, mental health issues and
drug and alcohol issues continue to be very significant
factors as to why more children are coming into the
child protection system in terms of reports but then are
ultimately finding their way into the out-of-home care
system, where a decision is made by the Children’s
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Court that a child is best placed not to be living with
their parents or their carers.
We as a government have embarked upon significant
reforms through the Roadmap for Reform, that is
looking at how we address these causal factors to move
away from a crisis response and towards putting more
focus on early intervention and prevention and
providing more support to families through the very
significant reforms that our government has already
embarked upon in relation to family violence by
implementing the first family violence royal
commission recommendations — something that the
opposition is yet to do of course in making that similar
commitment — and putting in significant reforms that
we are going to be rolling out through the support and
safety hubs to provide wraparound services for families
in need. In terms of out-of-home care specifically what
I can say to the member is of course ultimately we hope
to achieve a situation where these numbers can be
stabilised over time and in fact reduced, but that is an
enormous challenge that all of us as a community share.
We need to think about how we can better support
families who are in crisis so that children do not need to
be removed, and that is why we are putting in these
early intervention strategies and rolling out the funding
that we announced last year for a statewide intensive
in-home visiting program, for example, and other early
intervention strategies such as our dedicated Aboriginal
maternal and child health service, and many other
reforms.
In terms of out-of-home care we are looking at
recruiting more foster carers and increasing
opportunities to provide more home-based care
placements for children. We launched the Fostering
Connections campaign with a dedicated website and
call centre, bringing all 26 foster care agencies in
Victoria together, and this has led to more foster carers
being registered in our state, which is something that
we continue to strive for in encouraging more people to
come forward and be carers.
So what I can say to the member is I can assure her that
we have a very wideranging strategy to address reforms
in our out-of-home care system. It is something that in
fact all members in this house should be supporting
right across the political divide because these issues cut
across politics and we should all be working to achieve
the best possible outcomes for the most vulnerable
children in our community, and those are in particular
children who end up in our out-of-home care system.
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Supplementary question
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
thank the minister for her answer and fully
acknowledge that widespread systemic reform will take
time to see results; however, the unmet demand for
out-of-home care represents a crisis in Victoria, frankly.
If we are not seeing tangible improvements after two
years of engagement with the sector and substantial
investment, which I acknowledge has been made, when
do you expect this to happen?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I can assure the member and the house
that we have embarked upon a very detailed process of
engagement with the social services sector and system
right across Victoria about the necessary reforms that
we need to put in place. These are issues that cannot be
turned around overnight. These are very complex
issues. We have seen more people going into being
carers — whether kinship carers or foster carers — and
receiving further financial support from our
government, and we will continue to work with the
sector to address these issues.
Ms Springle — When are you expecting the results?
Ms MIKAKOS — Ms Springle, I know that in the
Greens party land everything of course is able to be
fixed with a magic pudding, but we take these issues
very seriously and we will continue to work to address
these issues that sadly have been neglected for a very
long time. I think it is important to acknowledge what
work has been done to date.

Duck season
Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) — My question
today is for the Minister for Agriculture. Minister, over
the weekend we saw endless convoys of people
travelling across the state to regional areas that harbour
hunting opportunities. From what I saw the 2017 duck
season opening weekend was the most participated in
for many years. I, with hundreds of others, chose to
travel to and hunt at Boort for the weekend.
In the former Department of Environment and Primary
Industries report that you are familiar with which
estimates the economic impact of hunting in 2013,
figures show that areas such as Gannawarra, Greater
Bendigo and Greater Shepparton benefited from tens of
millions of dollars in expenditure, whilst Benalla, also
in Northern Victoria Region, could barely break
$2 million. It is obvious that this trend has continued
this year due to the unavailability of the Winton
Wetlands to hunters. Minister, what is the government
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doing to promote and drive hunting opportunities in the
Benalla area?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Young for his question and his interest in the
work the government is doing to promote opportunities
for hunters. The government, as Mr Young is perhaps
more aware than most, has provided significant funding
in support of the Sustainable Hunting Action Plan in
our last budget. The plan, with a number of measurable
outcomes for hunters, was released in December of last
year.
We recognise that whilst there are greatly divergent
views in the community on hunting — and we have
seen some of that this week following the opening
weekend for duck hunting — for many people, for tens
of thousands of Victorians, this is an important
recreational pursuit and we support its continuation.
Our focus is of course always on making sure that
hunting activity is undertaken in a safe and sustainable
manner.
We had a debate yesterday at Mr Bourman’s instigation
on the economic value of hunting and the role of and
range of activities that Victorian hunters participate in.
In reflecting on that debate there was some discussion
of the economic value, and there are a number of
communities in regional Victoria that particularly
benefit from this at particular times of year, as well as
of course in metropolitan Melbourne.
In speaking in that debate yesterday I made reference to
the evaluation of Victoria’s state game reserves and the
report that has provided I think a very clear road map
for us all to be moving forward to improve those areas
with signage and other improvements. So I certainly
reassure Mr Young that our desire to provide hunting
opportunities is backed by funding from the last budget
and a clear plan that charts the way forward for not just
the Game Management Authority (GMA) and my own
department but other government agencies that have a
role in this. Of course we will continue to work closely
with hunting groups on the delivery of these initiatives.
Supplementary question
Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) — I thank the
minister for her answer and continued reminders about
that particular report on state game reserves and the dire
state that they are in. My supplementary question for
the minister is: is Winton Wetlands’ availability to
hunters a priority of the GMA or the government?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank Mr Young for his further question specifically
about the Winton Wetlands. As I recall, the Winton
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Wetlands have a unique governance arrangement where
the local community have control over these questions,
but this arrangement dates back some time. I do preface
this by saying that this is to the best of my recollection,
but the local community, in their management of the
Winton Wetlands, have preferred to not make this area
available to hunting. Mr Young is shaking his head, but
to the best of my recollection the local community that
manage this area have preferred not to make it available
to hunting.

Child protection
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Families and Children.
Minister, recently a team manager with the
department’s child protection case management unit
fled Victoria after allegations of child pornography
offences. Luckily he was apprehended in South
Australia. Has the department satisfied itself that no
children under Department of Health and Human
Services care have been subject to any child
pornography abuses?
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — I thank the member for her question. It
appears that she needed the whole of question time to
get a staff member to send her the question, right at the
conclusion there.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I suggest that after a
term that I think I heard, Ms Wooldridge, it would be
better if you refrained from further comment. Can I
indicate to the minister that the provocation was not fair
either because, as the minister might have observed, I
actually called Ms Patten, who according to a roster that
I have had promulgated was entitled to a question
today. The crossbench was working off a previous
roster, and therefore there was some confusion as to
whether Ms Patten actually had a question today.
Therefore, as there was no question prepared, the
question was transferred to Ms Crozier. It was me who
made the decision as to when that question would be
asked; it was not due to any factors within the control of
Ms Crozier or the opposition. The remark was
provocative, but not so provocative that it required a
particular term that I may have heard.
Ms MIKAKOS — Thank you, President, for your
advice on this matter. Ms Wooldridge says this is a
serious matter, and it is, despite her potty-mouthed
comments from opposite. I can advise the member that
I am aware of recent media reports in relation to this
issue, and I can confirm that my department acted
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immediately to address any potential safety risks to any
children, carers, community agencies or staff members
who may have been affected by the behaviour of this
individual.
Given that this matter involves criminal charges, I am
unable to comment on it other than to confirm that the
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)
terminated this individual’s employment as soon as the
matter was brought to its attention by police. His
working with children check was also cancelled by the
Department of Justice and Regulation. Of course our
government is committed to ensuring the safety of
vulnerable children and young people. All child
protection practitioners employed by DHHS are subject
to a detailed screening process. Applicants are required
to have a recognised degree or diploma in social work
or similar area of study, and they are also subject to
rigorous reference checks, a working with children
check, a national police history check and, where
applicable, an international police check.
There is an ongoing police investigation in relation to
this matter. The matter is currently before the courts. Of
course the police are still — —
Ms Wooldridge — On a point of order, President,
while the context was about the case, the question was
actually about children under DHHS care being subject
to child pornography abuses. This is not specific to the
court case and it is not relevant to the court case. I ask
you to bring the minister back to answering the
question rather than hiding behind the court case, which
is not relevant to the question asked.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I actually heard the
minister respond in the context of checks and so forth
for people who were involved in the care of young
people, and I would have thought that that was an
apposite response to the question.
Ms MIKAKOS — Thank you very much,
President. I will conclude by saying that these are very
serious matters. There has been an appropriate response
by the department in relation to these matters. My
understanding is that this individual was actually not in
the employ of the department for a very long period of
time. Whilst it is still a matter that is before the courts,
there is still an ongoing police investigation. That is my
understanding of where the matter is up to, and that of
course would involve going through a lot of material,
given the nature of the charges, in terms of identifying
the source of those particular photographs and images.
The advice that I have is that nothing has become
apparent to date that would suggest any connection
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with any client of the department, but of course this
matter is still subject to an ongoing police investigation
and is now before the courts. It would be very prudent
for me to be wary of treading into this matter in any
more detail, given the implications that it might have
for the court proceedings that are currently underway.
Supplementary question
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) —
Minister, has the department found any instances of
child pornography on any DHHS computers, phones or
other IT products during the past two years?
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President, we
have gone from a substantive question that related to
one individual and one case to a supplementary
question that relates to the entire departmental
workforce. I make the point that the supplementary
question is not apposite to the substantive question,
given that it has now become a very broad ranging
question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! When the question
was posed and the point of order raised, I asked
Mr Rich-Phillips as a courtesy for a copy of the
question. I have had the opportunity to look at the
question and the supplementary question. I must say
that when I looked at the substantive question I formed
the view that the minister was entitled to answer the
way she did in referring only to matters relating to the
individual who had been mentioned in the preamble.
But at the same time the member posing the question,
with the question itself, had a question that really could
be across the department, because the question was,
‘Has the department satisfied itself that no children
under Department of Health and Human Services care
have been subject to any pornography abuses?’. The
question itself did not refer to the individual, albeit that
was mentioned in the preamble, but was a broader
question.
I took the view that the minister was entitled to narrow
that question given the preamble. However, I am
mindful that the supplementary question asked is
apposite to the specific question that was asked as the
substantive question. Therefore I allow the
supplementary question to stand.
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — Thank you very much for your guidance,
President. The member has asked me about an entire
departmental workforce, including a workforce that
relates to the portfolios of other ministers as well. What
I can say is that other than this particular instance that
has been referred to in the substantive question in
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relation to one former child protection worker, I am not
personally aware of other such instances involving
departmental staff. But I am happy to seek some further
advice in relation to this particular issue.

Written responses
The PRESIDENT — Order! In regard to today’s
questions, on Mr Finn’s supplementary question to
Ms Mikakos, I ask for a written response on that.
However, I am actually ordering this one for two days
rather than one, because it is my understanding of the
process that the minister will be the proponent for this
particular development but actually does not determine
whether or not there will be an environment effects
statement (EES). That will be a decision made by
another minister — the Minister for Planning in fact.
From that point of view I am allowing two days on the
answer to that question because the EES is not
necessarily the minister’s decision to make. That is just
the supplementary question, which I think picks up the
matter of the substantive anyway.
On Ms Crozier’s first question to Ms Mikakos, again
just the supplementary question, and again because that
may well involve reference to another minister in
another place as it was a matter that the minister does
not have sole election on, I am making that two days.
On Ms Crozier’s third question, the last question in
question time, on the supplementary question the
minister undertook to obtain some further information,
and I make that one day.
On Mr Young’s question to Ms Pulford, whilst
Ms Pulford gave quite a comprehensive answer,
Mr Young’s question was about a very specific area.
The minister gave an answer to the best of her ability at
this time, but I invite a written response to just follow
up on the specific area that was raised in the
supplementary question for further response; that is one
day.
Ms Wooldridge — On a point of order, President, I
am wondering if you could provide some clarification.
On a Thursday of a sitting week, when you say two
days, given that there is sometimes a week or in this
case five weeks until the next sitting day, does that
actually constitute the next day of sitting even though it
is a two-day ruling?
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is sitting days.
However, when there is a long break ministers very
often provide the courtesy of an earlier response. But it
is technically sitting days.
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Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, President, I
submit to you that the minister should provide a written
response to my substantive question to clarify whether
prisoners who should not have been in the same
location at the same time were indeed in the same
location at the same time. The minister did address the
general issue, but she did not address the specific issue.
Ms Tierney — On the point of order, President, this
is, as I said, subject to a police investigation. Indeed
Mr O’Donohue in his question said that he relied on a
newspaper report in terms of this matter. I think we just
need to leave the entire matter to the police
investigation.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Again I have had the
courtesy of being given the draft of the question, and
there is no mention of media reports. The question
mentions that the incident happened this morning, but
there is no mention of the source of Mr O’Donohue’s
information. I have had the courtesy of receiving this
question, and I am prepared to seek a written response
for Mr O’Donohue in respect of his substantive
question, and that is one day.
Ms Pennicuik — On a point of order, President,
yesterday I asked the Minister for Agriculture a
question about children on the wetlands during the duck
shooting season. The minister was good enough to
supply an answer as required by you, and that answer
implies that children under 12 years old should not be
on the wetlands. My supplementary question was: what
advice was given to authorised officers with regard to
children on the water? The minister did not address that
in her written response, and I request that she provide a
further response addressing this issue.
Ms Pulford — On the point of order, President,
Ms Pennicuik raised this with me earlier today. I think
we agree this is a very serious matter. The member is
requiring some further information, and I am happy to
provide a further written response to the supplementary
question from yesterday.
The PRESIDENT — Order! In that case, I ask for a
further written response in respect of Ms Pennicuik’s
supplementary question as defined, and that is one day.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Eastern Metropolitan Region
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Police, and
the question I ask is: what new measures and additional
resources will be directed to the Nillumbik and Banyule
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police to help them combat the alarming change in
crime under the Andrews Labor government? The latest
crime statistics show that crime in Nillumbik has soared
by nearly 48 per cent over the last two years, one of the
highest local government area increases. This
represents over 1000 new crimes each and every year,
and these are very unsettling experiences for local
residents who are becoming concerned about law and
order issues. These statistics record disturbing rises in
theft, property damage, abuse and breaches of orders
such as bail and apprehended violence orders.
Also in Banyule the figures have risen more than 14 per
cent in the last two years, including over 900 extra
thefts per year. Across Victoria crime has risen 20 per
cent under this government, with serious offences such
as assaults, robbery and theft and breaking and entering
all having double-digit growth. This is unacceptable,
and the minister needs to reassure Eltham residents that
they are safe in their homes and allocate the additional
resources.

Western Metropolitan Region
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
question today is for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety. The government claims that the western
distributor will get trucks off residential streets in the
inner west; however, so far we have no guarantee that
trucks will not just be allowed to avoid the tolls and
continue to rat-run through our community when the
CityLink tolls go up in a fortnight. Can the government
promised that they will introduce a 24-hour truck
curfew on residential streets so that trucks headed to
and from the port will actually have to use the western
distributor if it is built?

Western Victoria Region
Mr PURCELL (Western Victoria) — My
constituency question is to the Treasurer. I commence
by congratulating the Treasurer on his recently
announced Homes for Victorians initiative and its
extensive support for first home buyers, in particular
first home buyers in rural Victoria. In western Victoria
and in many small towns throughout Victoria people
are facing hardship in regard to property pricing. Given
the difficulty accessing employment and transport and
other services it seems unfair that they also are slapped
with the same stamp duty on properties as are their
counterparts in metropolitan areas. So my question is:
will the Treasurer remove stamp duty for regional areas
to increase affordability and to help them attract young
people, jobs and growth?
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Eastern Victoria Region
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) — The question I
have today is for the Minister for Public Transport, and
it relates to the provision of improved rail and bus
services throughout Gippsland. In particular, and noting
the improvements that have recently been made to bus
services’ connectivity and the availability of a better
timetable throughout west Gippsland and the Latrobe
Valley, I would ask the minister to provide updates on
how we can continue to improve the number of rail
services which are provided from Pakenham right
throughout the Latrobe Valley and how we can then
further continue to implement the recommendations of
the regional network development plan and the
feedback from communities, which has been loud and
clear in relation to the need for more services, more
frequency and more reliability on this important part of
infrastructure in Gippsland.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Education,
and it is in relation to the needs in the Bentleigh area. I
note that the Mr Staikos, the member for Bentleigh in
the Legislative Assembly, has raised this issue in the
other place in relation to a secondary campus for
McKinnon Secondary College. He has also gone on
Facebook and said, on a video stating that he wanted
people to hear it from him first, that he thinks there
needs to be a new site and a new school. Whilst one can
acknowledge the need for future education
requirements in this area, my question to the minister is:
can he provide the projections of enrolments for the
second campus site that Mr Staikos has indicated would
be at Virginia Park or what is known as East Village?

Northern Metropolitan Region
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Gaming and Liquor Regulation, and it is an issue that
has been raised with me by a number of legal
businesses in Melbourne. A ministerial advisory
committee is established under section 67 of the
Victorian Sex Work Act 1994 to advise the minister
and assist with regulation and control of the sex work
industry; liaison with Victoria Police; referring
investigations to WorkSafe, the tax office, immigration
et cetera; and developing educational programs and sex
health information. However, despite these incredibly
important functions of the Sex Work Ministerial
Advisory Committee, it has not met in this term of
government, a chair has not been appointed, and the
terms of all the members lapsed in November 2016.
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Given the rising number of illegal brothels in
Melbourne, when will the minister reappoint members
and reconvene the committee?
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Patten, can you
bring that back to your own electorate, please?
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The PRESIDENT — Order! Yes, but it is not a
constituency question; it is a broad issue — —
Ms Pulford — And about commonwealth
legislation.
The PRESIDENT — True, too.

Ms PATTEN — This was raised by legal
businesses in Melbourne. I can give you the names of
those businesses; they are in my electorate.
The PRESIDENT — Can you give me a locality, at
least, to hang my hat on?
Ms PATTEN — Yes; North Melbourne.
The PRESIDENT — Thank you. I will not be
checking it out!

South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety. As part of the level crossing removal project the
government promised a bike path from Caulfield
railway station to Dandenong. Now they are stopping
short at the EastLink trail, just past Yarraman railway
station. This means that despite the government’s
rhetoric about revitalising central Dandenong, they
have missed a vital opportunity to provide a bike path
to central Dandenong. At the moment there is an
on-road path between Bennet Street and Dandenong
railway station, one of those narrow lanes painted onto
the road, but between Yarraman railway station and
Bennet Street there is no option. What plans are in
place to construct the missing link to improve cycling
opportunities for central Dandenong?

Northern Victoria Region
Mr O’SULLIVAN (Northern Victoria) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Industrial
Relations. One of my constituents, in the north-west
part of Victoria, has a 15-year-old daughter who has
recently started part-time work at a supermarket. Upon
starting work at the supermarket somebody approached
her and asked her to sign a form, which the 15-year-old
thought she was obliged to do at the time. As it worked
out, that was a membership form for the Shop,
Distributive and Allied Employees Association. What I
am seeking is: what protections are in place for
under-age people to be protected from joining a union
without the full consent of their parents?
Mr Finn interjected.

Mr O’Sullivan — It was from a constituent within
my electorate.
The PRESIDENT — Yes, I know, but — —
Mr Finn — I think we have already set a precedent
today, haven’t we?
The PRESIDENT — No.
Mr Finn — I think we have.
The PRESIDENT — No. Well, yes, Mr Finn, on
reflection you might be right. I will let it stand today,
but frankly it does not meet the test for a constituency
question. It is not sufficient — —
Ms Pennicuik interjected.
The PRESIDENT — I am being punished now by
Ms Pennicuik, and she is right. Hit from all sides — I
cannot win! It does not meet the test of constituency
questions, and Mr Finn is right that I also had difficulty
with Ms Patten’s, which I raised. They were asking for
the minister to comment on issues that were broadly
affecting industry sectors, if you like, rather than a
specific issue in the constituency. From that point of
view it does not meet the test of that part of our
proceedings. I am mindful also that the industrial
relations situation is covered by federal legislation.
Ms Pulford — On a point of order, President, and
perhaps you just went to it, I seek your clarification
around whether constituency questions need to be
directed to areas of state government administration or
whether federal government administration is fair game
too — just for all of our assistance.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Essentially it should
be about the state jurisdiction — it should be something
that a minister at a state level can address. That is the
distinction, Mr Finn, that I make between Ms Patten’s
constituency question and Mr O’Sullivan’s.

Western Victoria Region
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My
constituency question is to the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety, and it is in regard to the diabolical traffic
congestion on the Geelong–Barwon Heads road. The
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road itself is in a disgraceful state, as I have raised in
this house before, but the condition and the high usage
of the road is made all the more woeful by the terrible
development of Armstrong Creek, which is proposed to
bring 60 000 new residents to the area. In Barwon
Heads, Golf Links Road is under a tourist traffic siege
and the town desperately needs a new bridge connector
to Ocean Grove. I ask the minister to instruct VicRoads
to prioritise plans for a new bridge between Barwon
Heads and Ocean Grove to help relieve traffic
congestion on Barwon Heads Road and in the township
itself and provide for the contributing heavy traffic use
in the Armstrong Creek development for those
commuters seeking access to the Bellarine Peninsula.

Western Victoria Region
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — My
constituency question is directed to the Minister for
Health. The question I ask is: will the Minister for
Health ensure that $2.1 million in health funding is
made available to the Ballan District Health and Care
hospital to fund their urgently required two new day
procedure theatres?
The member for Buninyong in the Assembly, Mr Geoff
Howard, was recently in Ballan announcing funding for
new kitchen equipment when he really should have
been there delivering funding for the two new day
procedure theatres that the hospital desperately requires.
Ballan is growing with regard to population, as are the
communities surrounding Ballan, and this is placing
significant pressure on healthcare facilities in the area.
This funding would provide the capacity for the Ballan
hospital to better cater to the needs of its community. I
do note that the former government did commit to the
$2.1 million prior to the 2014 election, but
unfortunately we were not re-elected.
Sitting suspended 1.07 p.m. until 2.13 p.m.

VICTORIAN PLANNING AUTHORITY
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — As I was
saying before the break, the Victorian Planning
Authority Bill 2016 establishes the Victorian Planning
Authority, with essentially very little difference from
the Metropolitan Planning Authority (MPA) other than
a different name. Both work across the state, both do
essentially the same work and both perform an
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important role, and we are obviously not opposing the
changes.
In the broader context the sort of work that the VPA
will do will be governed by the overarching planning
framework, and the government has flagged in recent
days some significant changes to Melbourne and
Victoria’s planning frameworks. Before the break I laid
out a number of the key changes that the government
has flagged, some of which are yet to be actually fully
implemented. I had talked at length about the
neighbourhood residential zones. I want to now talk
about the general residential zones.
I was discussing the briefings that I had had from a
number of councils, in recent days from Boroondara.
There are probably some very useful points that
can be made in respect of this. It is interesting. There
have been criticisms of some of the inner-eastern
councils, but they have actually had very significant
value of development occurring, and Boroondara in
particular has had the highest level of development in
the state save for the City of Melbourne.
So make no mistake, there is huge development
occurring there, and the finger-pointing and wagging by
the minister and others in no way undermines those
important facts — that in fact there is really very
significant activity occurring in a number of these
municipalities under the current arrangements and the
decision to tear up the neighbourhood zones, in effect
gutting them, is one step, but even the general
residential zones will suffer under the government’s
proposals.
The notes I have from my discussions with Boroondara
suggest that in their area the impact will see the
replacement of the existing discretionary 9-metre height
limit with a mandatory 11-metre height limit with a
maximum of three storeys. I think this will be a licence
for three-storey dogboxes across the suburbs. These
will come quite quickly; the pressure will be there for
these to occur. These will not be a pretty sight across
many of our suburbs.
The impact will also see the introduction of the
so-called new mandatory minimum garden
requirement — although in many of the areas like
Boroondara this changes little and in fact may be less
significant than what is in place in many positions
already — and an allowance for the maximum building
height to be exceeded on land that is subject to
flooding.
The council made it clear to me that it is concerned
about the minister’s decision to change the zoning so
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quickly following the changes in 2014. The changes
will alter the balance, as they indicated:
The existing mandatory height limits in Boroondara’s
GRZ1 (9 metres), GRZ2 (10.5 metres) and
GRZ3 (10.5 metres) will continue to apply for the present
time. However, the existing discretionary 9-metre height limit
in the GRZ4 and GRZ5 will be replaced by the mandatory
11-metre height limit of the new GRZ.

The council also points to the fact that the government
has announced it will review all local variations to the
zone, and this should chill municipalities across
Melbourne and our large regional cities. Those
variations were specific and carefully tailored to
individual municipalities. Councils with building height
variations in zone schedules that are inconsistent with
the reformed zones will have three years to comply
with the new requirements. The council points out:
It is therefore likely that current height limits in the GRZ1,
GRZ2 and GRZ3 will come under scrutiny. The reformed
zones only allow for schedules to set a mandatory height limit
that is higher than the default 11 metres set out in the new
GRZ …

In all of those variations of zones there is going to be
pressure for more height. According to the council, the
zone can become:
… a location for apartment-style developments irrespective of
the established character of these areas. The setting of a
mandatory 11-metre height limit means that the development
industry —

and nobody points at developers negatively, because
they are operating within the rules and frameworks that
are set by the Parliament and in this case planning
minister —
will take this as an appropriate outcome for any site
irrespective of the established neighbourhood character.

The council also points out that it is unclear about the
operation of the new garden area requirement, given the
lack of information available at this stage. I understand
some councils will be briefed this week by the minister
and others, but certainly in our briefing — and I thank
the minister for the briefing that we received on these
matters — I was not assuaged or calmed in the sense of
feeling that the government’s decisions on garden
requirements would make much difference at all.
I have already made the point that for the more than
62 000 dwellings in Boroondara being created in this
period through to 2031 capacity for them already exists,
and Boroondara has the second-highest spend on
building projects in the state. Those are the significant
points that are made by Boroondara.
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I could move on to other municipalities, because there
are going to be significant impacts. I know the VPA
will put its head into a number of larger projects around
the metropolitan area, as it should do in certain
locations. This needs to be done cautiously. We have
already indicated the opposition’s cautions and
concerns about Development Victoria, the new body,
and its enthusiastic embrace of densification as its
objective and its decision to chase yield and financial
outcomes over and above making sure that projects
match local areas and that they integrate properly with
local communities and existing local structures and
landscapes.
There are of course a number of municipalities that do
not have neighbourhood zones, and some of those do
deserve them. I think Moonee Valley has a significant
case for it, and it has not been provided with zones,
although the current minister could have provided
Moonee Valley with neighbourhood zones in the recent
period. He also could have provided neighbourhood
zones in places like Monash but chose not to do so. I
know that at its council meetings in recent days Monash
signed off its applications for neighbourhood zones,
and I welcome its step in doing that. It has undertaken a
significant amount of work, but unfortunately I am the
bearer of bad news for the people in the City of
Monash.
Whilst there have been meetings with several councils
and they have put together a plausible and logical set of
changes that will provide greater protections to certain
areas of the municipality through a neighbourhood zone
system — which they have now formally signed off
on — at the same time the government in the state is
moving apace to weaken neighbourhood zones and
general residential zones around the state. With one
hand the minister will probably sign off a version or a
variation of their neighbourhood zones, but at the same
time the minister will be weakening the neighbourhood
zones by providing for greater height and the complete
removal of any restriction on the number of properties
on each and every lot within those neighbourhoods
zones. Currently in a neighbourhood zone the
restriction is two.
In Monash that restriction does not apply, but if
neighbourhood zones were implemented, it would
apply, unless of course the minister, consistent with his
decisions and announcements in recent days, strips
away that requirement from Monash so that there is no
genuine neighbourhood zone. A gutted neighbourhood
zone is gazetted, if I can use that alliteration. The
people in Monash deserve better than that. I think the
council will need to stand up on its hind legs and fight
for its community and say, ‘We are entitled to these
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neighbourhood zones’. It should fight for them and say
to the minister, ‘We want them, and we want proper
neighbourhood zones, not half-baked neighbourhood
zones with all of the protections and the requirements
that are currently in neighbourhood zones being
stripped out and removed and a faux neighbourhood
zone being declared in the City of Monash in certain
zones’.
In terms of the general residential zones, which make
up most of the City of Monash — other than obviously
the industrial and commercial areas — they will go
backwards too. They will lose many of the protections
that are there now, such as a height limit of 11 metres,
as we have just heard, as result of a decision to allow
and enforce greater density in those general residential
zones.
Some people might think greater density is a good
thing. I think in certain places, in sensible locations,
there are obviously cases to be made for more intense
and dense development, but with a broad brush across
the metropolitan area that actually sweeps away
protections that have been carefully and methodically
put in place to protect neighbourhood character, to
protect amenity, to protect heritage and to protect
vegetation, we will end up with a shocking situation
with people crammed in like sardines in Melbourne —
crammed like in a can of sardines.
Goodness knows, when you look at Plan Melbourne
and see all these changes — such as the Melbourne
Planning Authority (MPA) being rebadged as the
Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) in the context of
the work it will do within the Plan Melbourne:
Refresh — have a think about what there is about
genuine infrastructure. There is nothing really about
schools. There is nothing really that makes sure that
many of the services that are required if you are going
to pack people in like sardines in towers and
mini-towers — high-density, high-intensity
development — are provided. You pack them in, you
squeeze them in, you ram them in and then where do
they go to school? Where do the kids go to school?
Well, let me tell you. There are no plans here for this;
this is the part that is half-baked.
Ms Shing interjected.
Mr DAVIS — Ms Shing, I have got to tell you
about the planning for activity centres. You look at the
action book — the ‘five-year implementation plan’ that
has got the teeth of much of the Plan Melbourne:
Refresh — and you will start to get equally as
concerned as I am about how this is going to operate. If
you start at action 1 — Ms Shing will appreciate this —
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entitled ‘Land use framework plans for each of the
metropolitan regions’, it states:
In consultation with the metropolitan partnerships, the
metropolitan regional planning groups will prepare a land use
framework plan for each of the six metropolitan regions.

Let me explain what that means. It is all in planning-ese
or in bureaucratic speak, but what that actually means is
that the metropolitan partnerships — bodies that are not
well acquainted with the community — are composed
of government appointees, tame cats that do what the
government tells them with the CEOs of the councils
on those boards. But none of the local councillors are
on the boards — not a single elected councillor. I
thought we were a democracy, but not under this
government. Then these will work with newly
established metropolitan regional planning groups.
These are shadowy groups that have not yet been
defined. It is not clear how they will operate, and it is
not clear who will be on them. Will these be elected
councillors running these planning forums, if I can call
them that, or will they be hand-picked patsies who will
do what Daniel Andrews and his government tell them?
Well, we do not know, but I have got to say I would be
very concerned about how this is going to operate.
This risks being a handover of planning powers to
unelected people and away from the elected officials at
council level. So, councillors who have recently been
elected, good luck to you; some of your planning
powers are likely to be stripped away by this
government. I think the community deserves to know
much more about how these will operate — and the
same with regional housing plans. They are going to
use some of these same bodies to develop regional
housing plans.
There is obviously greater use of code assess. There is
clearly a place for sensible code assess options; there
clearly is a place. And there are clearly aspects of the
planning policy that can be successfully codified to
strip out bureaucracy and to give people, as of right,
ability to proceed to apply for planning permits, and
there should be more sensible incremental growth in
what is done through those planning procedures. But at
the same time a wholesale approach to code assess will
effectively strip away a lot of democratic control and
will strip away the ability of the councils to shape the
future of their own municipalities, and I think there is a
genuine fear as to how this will be implemented.
I was struck by points around noise impact, and I
thought, ‘Well, it’s interesting they’re going to do that
now after they’ve built the sky rail’.
Ms Shing interjected.
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Mr DAVIS — I noticed the failure to really, I think,
engage, and this should concern you, Ms Shing. At
page 33, outcome 7 is headed ‘Regional Victoria is
productive, sustainable and supports jobs and economic
growth’, but there are just two pages devoted to that. At
least the peri-urban areas made it into this document,
and I welcome the reflection of the importance of the
peri-urban councils in here, but I do think that this is
very light on. I think there is a lack of focus on regional,
rural and country Victoria in this Plan Melbourne
document, which is a document that is more than
Melbourne’s planning. It is really a Victorian planning
document, but it does not feel like it when you read it,
because the government has not focused in the way it
should have.
There is also significant focus, I notice, in the action
plan — the implementation plan — on value capture
and the creation of certain opportunities. I think that
means new taxes and the successful scooping out of
additional financial impacts.
I want to also put on the record my concerns about how
this document will be implemented in terms of
engagement with councils. Many councillors have not
had the full opportunity to engage on some of these
points, particularly the matters around changes in
planning zones, and there is a need to not proceed with
these planning zones until they have been properly
exhibited and the opportunity for comment has been
provided. The government seems to, in a high-handed
way, believe that it can just step forward without that
discussion, and there is I think genuine concern about
how that will apply in these particular areas.
I notice also in the action document, the so-called
implementation plan, a focus on golf courses, and they
are going to do a review. Action 67, headed ‘Golf
statewide facilities plan’, states:
Work with the golf industry and local government to develop
a strategic metropolitan-wide facilities plan that will meet the
future needs of the sport, given the increasing pressures for
some golf courses to be rezoned for residential use.

Well, I think what this is truly about is snaffling those
golf courses for residential development. I think there is
going to be a sweep across the city. The government is
going to try to find ways to merge, close and shift golf
courses. There are some models that can work and there
are cases where sensible outcomes can be achieved, and
I do not in any way resile from that, but I think this is
an Orwellian set of words. I think what this is about is
working to close those golf courses that are very much
a part of Melbourne’s suburbs.
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It is very important to recognise that golf courses are
obviously centres where golf is the primary aim, but
they do much more than that. The huge vegetation that
is involved and the access that people have to many of
these courses — not to all of them but to parts of
them — for public recreation is also an important
aspect. We need to be thinking about the shape of our
city. We need to make sure that we do not lose
enormous amounts of vegetation and large tracts of
vegetation that have great significance for particular
suburbs and particular localities.
The loss of a huge tranche of trees and the vegetation
associated with a golf course in a particular area and
their replacement with intense housing development is
a model that needs to be applied very carefully and
sparingly across the city. I would be very concerned if
this saw a wholesale closure of golf courses across the
city and a wind back of the important vegetation
contributions that are made by those golf courses.
I want to indicate that while there are some things we
agree with in Plan Melbourne: Refresh there are also
some things where the government has stepped out on
the wild side. It has done this on its own. Yes, it had the
advisory committee with Roz Hansen giving it advice. I
am sure it has not taken all of that advice; I would be
surprised if it had. But I equally know that the
government has put as its number one target
densification, and Density Dan is going to be pushing
very hard for densification across all of the
municipalities. To be very clear, I think people are
going to see that if this is implemented in the way that
the minister and his advisers have indicated publicly
and the way that the councils across the municipalities
assess it, there will be a real concern that in three to five
years time there will be a massive loss of quality of life
and livability in many of our key suburbs in Melbourne
and some of our regional areas.
This is Geelong, but it is also Ballarat. There are
significant areas in Ballarat that have neighbourhood
residential zones, and I think people should be
concerned about what occurs in those regional cities
too. They have got to play a greater role, as the
opposition has pointed out, in managing our population
growth and in providing opportunities for growth where
people can have employment and a good quality of life,
so those regional cities are very important. To destroy,
weaken or damage key parts of those regional cities
through a short-sighted policy would be a mistake. In
conclusion, we are not opposing this bill but we do put
on record a number of concerns that we have about the
so-called Plan Melbourne: Refresh, which is not very
refreshing at all.
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Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I rise in support of the Victorian Planning Authority
Bill 2016. The purposes of the bill are to establish the
Victorian Planning Authority (VPA); to confer the
necessary powers, duties and functions on the VPA;
and to make necessary related and machinery
amendments to the Planning and Environment Act
1987, the Subdivision Act 1988, the Taxation
Administration Act 1997 and the Transport Integration
Act 2010. The legislation enables the VPA to undertake
integrated land use and infrastructure planning across
Victoria. Its primary focus is that of planning for the
whole of the state.
Melbourne’s Metropolitan Planning Authority has been
expanded Victoria-wide to boost planning support for
regional cities and towns. The new Victorian Planning
Authority will work on the long-term plans needed to
cope with the state’s growing population, set to reach
10 million people by 2051.
The Victorian government promised to create the VPA
and expand on the metro-focused body set up under the
previous government. The powers, duties and functions
of the Victorian Planning Authority will provide the
minister with advice and assistance in relation to
planning the use, development and protection of land in
Victoria; when approved by the minister, provide
councils and public sector bodies with advice and
assistance in relation to planning the use, development
and protection of land in Victoria; in areas designated
by the minister, undertake integrated land use and
infrastructure planning; and coordinate state
government action in relation to planning the use,
development and protection of land.
The VPA will work with councils to design new
suburbs, identify new development opportunities and
increase housing in regional areas. Around Melbourne,
the VPA will design new suburbs and urban renewal
sites, encourage different housing options and boost
affordability through consistent land supply.
Consequently the VPA will facilitate a holistic
approach to growing Victoria, not just Melbourne and
not just the growth corridors. With our population
forecast to reach 10 million by 2051, Victorians need to
be distributed throughout the state and not simply
limited to a few areas that will not have the
infrastructure to accommodate them.
The VPA is going to be a valuable authority for
growing our regions, rural areas and in particular
regions that are experiencing industry transition. The
VPA will plan for new suburbs and transform existing
suburbs and sites in metropolitan and regional areas to
create more diverse housing options, land for
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employment and new communities. In undertaking this
planning the VPA will be informed by research,
community input and government policy in order to
ensure that new suburbs, precincts and areas are
innovative, make the best use of existing infrastructure
and incorporate all the features and infrastructure
appropriate to accommodate Melbourne’s and
Victoria’s growing population.
One of the fastest growing municipalities in Victoria is
in my electorate. The City of Casey has the
second-largest growth rate, with an additional
176 000 people expected to move in by 2031. The
neighbouring Shire of Cardinia is the fourth-fastest
growing municipality with a growth rate of 3.9 per cent.
The VPA will work with councils in these regions to
develop localised economic participation opportunities
so that residents can work locally, thereby making
regional areas even more attractive.
The bill makes amendments to the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 to abolish the Growth Areas
Authority, as its function will be replaced and increased
under the new legislation. Many current projects being
undertaken by the VPA include urban renewal projects
critical to the livability and the health of residents in
existing communities, greenfield projects throughout
our growth corridors and regional developments.
Another important function of the VPA is its
Streamlining for Growth program that helps councils
streamline subdivision processes, unlock sites and
speed up applications for residential and employment
land. The recent announcement of the rezoning of
100 000 lots within the next two years in key growth
areas is an example of the VPA unlocking new
communities and creating affordable housing. The VPA
will also work in collaboration with local agencies to
ensure that appropriate, responsible and healthy
planning becomes the key to successful developments
and the health of its residents. I commend the bill to the
house.
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — I rise to speak
on the Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016. When it
comes to addressing our housing crisis I must say that
successive governments have too frequently looked to
urban sprawl as the answer. The opening up of
agricultural land for new residential developments on
the urban fringe brings with it a number of challenges
that have not been adequately addressed. We have seen
an ongoing loss of green wedge land and an ongoing
loss of very important agricultural land. It is the land on
the fringe of the Melbourne metropolitan area that
provides very close access to fresh food for our city.
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However, if you put houses on it, you certainly cannot
use it for agricultural purposes.
Of course the focus on urban sprawl impacts threatened
species as well in those areas on Melbourne’s fringe.
What we see in those interface and peri-urban areas is
that these communities are usually very far from jobs
and economic opportunity. They do not have adequate
public transport and have to wait years for services to
catch up, if they ever catch up at all. Car dependency
and long commutes are the norm, and we have seen in
the past in some of those suburbs that the road network
is such that buses cannot even manage the curvature of
the roads. Public transport has not even been in the
thinking of the design of those new suburbs of
Melbourne. We would hope in the future that those
sorts of issues are addressed. There are sometimes
insufficient schools and medical clinics, supermarkets
and shopping districts, and some new suburbs have
lacked basic infrastructure such as footpaths and
bicycle lanes.
All of these planning issues of course ignore the other
major issue with new suburbs. While it is outside the
scope of this bill or the responsibilities of the Victorian
Planning Authority, there are far too many instances of
very poor build quality in these new suburbs.
Foundations have been particularly poorly constructed,
such that there is a burgeoning industry in structural
repairs to houses that are only a few years old. A great
deal more must be done to aid new homebuyers to
avoid these pitfalls in the construction industry in
Victoria.
I turn now to the bill, which sees the third renaming of
an entity that started its life as the Growth Areas
Authority. The Growth Areas Authority was
established in 2006 to provide greater strategic planning
for the development of these new communities on the
urban fringe. That seemed a good idea but of course the
test would always be in the implementation, and in that
respect, if you consider the issues that have been faced
by residents in these new suburbs, it has been a failure
for them in terms of the impacts on their lifestyle, their
quality of life, the amount of free time they have to
dedicate to their families and the amount of time they
spend commuting to get to jobs, health services and
education. Those communities have really been
designed, in a way, to be so dependent on cars that it
pervades every area of their lives.
For a moment I want to turn to a recent
Auditor-General’s report — so recent that in fact it was
tabled yesterday — entitled Managing Victoria’s
Planning System for Land Use and Development. This
is a critical issue for our city because the strategic
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planning associated with the activities of the VPA
flows down to the statutory planning outcomes for our
city and really that is the way we see strategic planning
being implemented throughout our city. It was a bit
concerning to read some of the Auditor-General’s
conclusions in relation to managing our planning
system for land use and development.
The report highlights that planning schemes remain
overly complex. They are difficult to use and apply
consistently to meet the intent of state planning
objectives, and there is limited assurance that planning
decisions deliver the net community benefit and
sustainable outcomes that they should. The
Auditor-General’s examination shows that planning
schemes have mixed success in achieving the intent of
state policy across the three areas the Auditor-General
examined — developing activity centres; increasing
housing density, diversity and affordability; and
protecting valuable agricultural land.
In terms of the findings of the audit into land use
planning, the Auditor-General found that past reforms
have had little impact on fixing other systemic
problems impeding the effectiveness, efficiency and
economy of planning schemes. As a result many of the
issues prevalent before the 1996 overhaul of the
planning system have re-emerged. These include vague
and competing state planning policy objectives and
strategies with limited guidance for their
implementation, which reduces the clarity of the
planning system’s direction in meeting state planning
objectives; a lack of specific guidance to address key
planning challenges, such as social and affordable
housing, climate change and environmentally
sustainable development; an overly complex system of
planning controls in local planning schemes as councils
add and amend policies and controls to try to provide
clarity and certainty to their schemes in the absence of
clear guidance at a state level; the department’s — that
is, the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning — and councils’ performance measurement
frameworks being unable to measure whether the
objectives of the act or state planning policies are being
achieved; and lengthy delays in the processing of
planning proposals, leading to set time frames not being
met and unnecessary costs for applicants.
The Auditor-General’s report highlights that these
systemic weaknesses exist because of the poor uptake
and implementation of review recommendations. It
notes that this is due to a lack of clear prioritisation,
time frames, actions or resources to support the
implementation of recommendations by planning
departments or government; a lack of continuity in
reform processes and commitment to their
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implementation due to changes in government or
government policy; and poor project governance and
oversight, with frequent machinery of government
changes to the planning department and its systems, and
the absence of a good project management structure to
oversee the implementation of recommendations.
I must say that one of the things that is highlighted in
the Auditor-General’s report tabled yesterday relates to
the statutory time frames for planning application
decisions. What was alarming to me was that of the
applications that were being considered by the Minister
for Planning in the other place there was only a 30 per
cent compliance with the 60-day statutory time frame
on decisions. The Auditor-General highlighted that one
of the core issues around this is the transparency of that
decision-making process. It was not that there was no
decision but that there was no information as to how the
minister arrived at the decision they did. Conversely,
that was quite different for local government
authorities, who of course have extensive reporting by
way of council reports, online planning application
systems and planning application assessment processes.
However, the assessments of reporting decisions in the
case of the Minister for Planning were not transparent,
and that remains a concern.
Also of concern is that it is very hard in relation to those
particular decisions to test one of the core objectives of
the Planning and Environment Act 1987, which is the
net community benefit and the long-term sustainability
for the municipality to which the application relates.
The decision-making process of developing new
suburbs became focused on ensuring streamlined
access to land for developers, releasing developments
as quickly as possible, and too little attention has been
paid to the long-term needs of the community. There
are a number of matters that the Greens think are very
important in relation to this. It is important to limit the
spread of urban areas and protect productive
agricultural land by encouraging mixed and
medium-density development in established areas and
renewal sites within existing urban areas. It is also
important that transport infrastructure and land use
planning are integrated and respect major service
industries.
Planning must include discrete diverse centres of
activity and prioritise the efficient use of Victoria’s
limited resources — economic opportunity, public
transport, ecological sustainability, social equity and
representative decision-making — at all levels. Any
Victorian planning policy must lead authorities to
whom local or designated decision-making devolves by
setting mandatory and guideline standards and
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allocating support funding for their climate adaptation
and carbon emissions mitigation planning. One of the
core issues even at a strategic planning level for this
state has been the lack of focus on climate change
mitigation and environmentally or ecologically
sustainable development as part of that. Although it is
pleasing to see local governments in some areas are
trying to lead the charge in relation to those particular
areas of strategic planning, it has been a difficult road
for them to travel in terms of getting those things
embedded into their planning schemes.
If we were going to have a strategic planning system
that truly met the needs of this state, those things would
be embedded at a state planning policy level, and of
course the other thing that is really important in all of
that is that there is certainty in the planning scheme. As
the planning schemes sit at the moment there is an
extraordinary amount of grey space in there that leads
to an interpretation of those schemes and the clauses
within those schemes that really could go any way.
They have been written in a way that does not provide
certainty to communities, and I can understand why we
see so much activity in VCAT in relation to
communities fighting against inappropriate
developments. The reality is that the planning schemes
do not have the sorts of certainties that communities
require, and in fact it is very difficult sometimes to even
interpret what those planning schemes are trying to say.
In terms of the Victorian Planning Authority and its
strategic role in this state and what we have seen in the
past in the development of new suburbs that fringe
around Melbourne, one of the core issues in relation to
that was the over-representation of developers on the
board of the Growth Areas Authority, which of course
was replaced with the Metropolitan Planning Authority.
The bill before us is welcomed in that it ensures that
there is greater diversity on the board; however, the
representation of a person with extensive local
government experience is set at a minimum of one. We
would think that, considering the infrastructure
challenges and social challenges faced in new suburbs,
it would be good to see this minimum exceeded
through the judicious nominations by the planning
minister to the Governor in Council.
The reality is that local governments really have to
wear the consequences of bad strategic planning in their
suburbs. It all comes back to the local government
authority. I think it is incredibly important to get
appropriate representation at the highest level to ensure
that those issues are raised at this level and we can start
to see a properly integrated approach in terms of
strategic planning for Melbourne and for Victoria. The
Greens will be supporting this bill.
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Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I rise to make
a contribution on the Victorian Planning Authority
Bill 2016. As has been said by our lead speaker on this
side of the house, Mr David Davis, the bill provides for
the creation of the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA)
by detailing provisions for the establishment, function
and powers of the Victorian Planning Authority; the
composition and operating arrangements of the board;
the appointment of the chief executive officer and
employment of staff; the management of conflicts of
interest; general and transitional directions, including
enabling the delegation of powers; and the necessary
consequential amendments to the Planning and
Environment Act 1987, the Subdivision Act 1988, the
Taxation and Administration Act 1997 and the
Transport Integration Act 2010. However, what it really
does is abolish the Growth Areas Authority and replace
it with a new authority, the Victorian Planning
Authority, which is really just an advisory committee to
the Minister for Planning.
Interestingly, in the background notes the government
uses as a reason or excuse to abolish the Growth Areas
Authority is the explosion and potential explosion of
population growth and the need to have a new authority
which replaces the Metropolitan Planning Authority
that will work in all areas of the state, but as we know
and have seen, in fact the Metropolitan Planning
Authority did work in regional Victoria and was one of
a number of planning authorities that provided
assistance to local councils. Certainly I want to
acknowledge the work that then Minister Guy did in
relation to providing appropriate zones, farming zones,
in regional Victoria to safeguard particularly those in
the farming industry and those who wished to live in
regional Victoria alongside those farming pursuits in
rural activity zones and other zones, and also to provide
the environmental security of those areas.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I advise
members of the gallery that they are not allowed to take
photographs.
Mr RAMSAY — I have some concerns, even
though as has been said we do not oppose this bill,
regarding the work that the VPA will do in relation to
the recently announced Plan Melbourne: Refresh,
which was done I might add with little consultation
with the communities that will be impacted on by the
plans to increase density — both height and density —
those areas that had been protected under the previous
government, particularly in neighbourhood residential
zones.
In my area of Geelong I want to acknowledge the work
of the Newtown Action Group, which was led by Vicki
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Baensch. During the consultation period that the
previous coalition government undertook that group
identified, along with the City of Greater Geelong,
those areas in Geelong that the community was seeking
protection status for so as to keep the character of the
neighbourhood and also the livability that those
communities enjoyed as a result of the planning zones
that were applied, particularly the neighbourhood
residential zones that had protected status in their
particular areas. A lot of work was done by the city at
the time through its planning department but also
through then Minister Guy’s office in relation to
applying those zones.
I might add that the general residential zone area took
up over 40 per cent and the neighbourhood residential
zone took up only 1.3 per cent, but it was very
important to those people to have that protection. It
seems to me the Plan Melbourne: Refresh is actually
going to dilute the protection status of those
neighbourhood residential zones, and Minister Wynne
through his new planning authority is looking to
respond to the increase in population growth by
increasing both the density and height of both those
neighbourhood and general zones, which will have a
significant impact on the people who live in those
communities. He is going to do this on the basis of
absolutely no community consultation in relation to the
proposed increases in the height — to 9 metres in
neighbourhood residential zones and 11 metres in
general residential zones — and density of those
suburbs.
It is very strange that the government would take this
strategy, given the angst that was created by the
proposed youth jail in Werribee South, where in fact
even the Labor mayor of Wyndham was unaware that
the Andrews government was going to locate a prison,
or a youth jail, next to a proposed development of
residential homes. You would think they would learn
their lesson, would you not, and that they would consult
with the community about the impact any future
development might have on people living in those
communities, but again we see a classic example of a
government going full bore into changes to the
residential zones without any consultation with the
community and without any understanding of what
impact this might have on both the livability and the
character of those suburbs.
I will quote from an email from one of my constituents
about the zones that were previously in place and those
that are proposed now:
The residential zones introduced by the Liberal government
in 2014 were designed to direct growth to certain areas and
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provide certainty to residents and developers alike about
where greater densification is allowed.
It also allowed protection to the areas identified for urban
preservation.
These reformed residential zones introduced over the long
weekend by the state government dramatically weaken the
strength/protection of the two biggest zones, neighbourhood
residential zone (NRZ) and general residential zone (GRZ).

The email continues:
The state government wrongfully claim they are introducing
mandatory height limits in each zone. In fact they have
increased the height limit in NRZ/GRZ.

The email quotes the Newtown Action Group (NAG)
as saying:
There are already height limits in each zone! The City of
Greater Geelong schedule identifies the heights as follows:
NRZ ‘must not exceed 8 metres’. It has now been increased
to 9 metres. GRZ ‘must not exceed 9 metres’. It has now been
increased to 11 metres!

The email continues:
The state government have removed the default limit of two
dwellings per block for NRZ. There is no cap on the number
of dwellings you can cram onto a site! NAG says: This is the
most worrying aspect of the changes. Hits at the heart of the
purpose of the NRZ. So much for restricting housing growth
in areas of recognised neighbourhood character. Sadly bad
news for residents and great news for developers.
The state government have introduced a minimum garden
area requirement in both NRZ/GRZ. The intent is to protect
the open garden character of our suburbs. NAG says: The
sizes mentioned according to the size of block are smaller
than the rule now in many areas.

Not only are we losing the green space in our suburbs
through this proposed change in planning rules but we
are also going to increase both the height and density of
the general and residential zones. The email from my
constituent continues:
The state government have misled the public with the media
coverage in terms of what these changes mean. It is an
outright attempt to densify the middle suburbs without any
regard to existing infrastructure, neighbourhood character and
amenity.
The NRZ has effectively ceased to exist. The removal of the
cap on ‘number of houses on block’ opens the way for
medium-density and middle-rise housing everywhere.
With the latest reforms, there’s been no public exhibition of
the final version and no opportunity for formal community
consultation. As Stephen Rowley has argued: ‘Community
have some right to feel concerned about the bait and switch
here. The promise of NRZ has been reversed very, very
quickly’.
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The impact for the neighbourhood residential zones is a
mandatory height of 9 metres and a maximum of two
storeys, and the default of two dwellings on a lot has
been removed and replaced with a new mandatory
minimum garden area requirement. In the general
residential zone the mandatory height has now
increased to 11 metres with a maximum of three
storeys, raised from the discretionary 9 metres and no
storey limit, so we could go from no storeys to three
storeys in the general residential zone, which will
particularly cause higher density for character-held
buildings and areas within our suburbs. In the
residential growth zone the discretionary 13.5 metre
height limit is retained. Councils can set an alternative
mandatory height limit, but this must be at least
13.5 metres. I could go on and on.
What is interesting is the hypocrisy of the Andrews
government and particularly the now member for
Geelong in the Legislative Assembly, Christine
Couzens, because just prior to the election in 2014 she
was a member of the Geelong West Residents Action
Group and she was running this fear-and-smear
campaign about potential skyscrapers being built in
Geelong West without the protection status of
neighbourhood residential zones. She was talking about
highly densified buildings and blaming the previous
government for potentially ruining the character and
amenity of suburbs that wish to be protected. Now that
very person is a member of a government that is
actually going to do that very thing — remove and
dilute the protections that were put in place by the
coalition government to preserve the character and
amenity of neighbourhoods by not allowing any
significant increase in densification or height that would
impact on the livability, not only in the neighbourhood
residential zones but also in the general residential
zones. We are now seeing the government moving to
increase both height and densification limits for those
suburbs, which will have a significant impact on the
livability and amenity for those who chose to live there
before these protections were removed by the Andrews
government.
This bill talks about merely a change from the Growth
Areas Authority. I might add that we have plenty of
planning authorities in this state and why the
government would see fit to just change the name of the
authority is beyond me, because they are all basically
advisory committees to the minister. I refer to Regional
Development Victoria, the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning, and the regional
partnerships that are scattered over the state. In my case
we have the Barwon Regional Partnership which
provides planning advice to the minister. We now have
the metropolitan partnerships, which provide planning
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and infrastructure priorities to the minister, and we have
the Geelong Authority, which used to be the Geelong
Planning Authority and which is supposed to provide
planning advice to the minister. So there are plenty of
planning advisory committees across Victoria to
provide advice.
With the increase in population we have seen an
increase in crime across Victoria and the devastation of
what was a reasonably good public transport system.
Obviously the significantly higher use of our public
transport system means that it is not able to cope and
ferry those commuters around the state. Yes, we have a
problem with population growth and we have a
problem with where to identify new housing
opportunities and opportunities to intensify or infill
spaces within our suburbs. But this should not come at
the cost of losing the livability, amenity and character
of many of those suburbs and many of those
communities that have fought long and hard, like Vicki
Baensch and her Newtown Action Group, to preserve
and have the government provide protection status to
those suburbs so the communities can enjoy the
amenity of where they choose to live and know that
they are not going to be overdeveloped or surrounded
by the impacts of densification, increased height limits
and loss of green space.
While we do not oppose this bill, I certainly raise on
behalf of concerned community groups the impact that
the Plan Melbourne: Refresh will have and the way that
the new Victorian Planning Authority will go about
implementing the minister’s wishes of intensifying
development, increasing height and developing infill
sites that will greatly impact on those who have made
the decision to live in areas where there was protected
status — and we thank Matthew Guy, now in the
Legislative Assembly, for that when he was the
Minister for Planning — and where they could enjoy
the amenity and character of those particular
neighbourhoods, the things they chose to live there for.
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak briefly on the Victorian Planning Authority Bill
2016. This bill is an important part of the Andrews
Labor government’s election commitment to focus on
boosting job creation, enhancing and consolidating
planning and infrastructure development processes and
creating a long-term plan for Victoria’s future growth.
It is one of the most essential reforms to Victoria’s
planning capacity ever initiated.
Proper strategic planning is the key to the success of
any city, suburb, town or region, and the Victorian
Planning Authority, as a newly created entity, will
ensure that urban and regional population growth will
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be accompanied by greater amenity, consolidated
infrastructure development and much better
affordability. The new authority will also deliver
greater capacity for urban renewal sites and numerous
new housing options and, through the provision of
consistent land supply, will be able to boost housing
affordability. This will build upon the reputation
Victoria already has for significant national leadership
in planning systems and infrastructure assessment, the
coherence of decision-making processes and a broad
focus on innovation and sustainability.
The authority will have a solid foundation from which
to ensure that Victoria continues to lead the way in
critical planning and infrastructure development.
Through greater consultation with local councils, the
authority will be better placed to make accurate
determinations about new development opportunities
and increase housing availability in regional areas. This
translates into more jobs in our metropolitan areas and,
importantly, more jobs in Victoria’s regional areas.
As I mentioned earlier, Victoria is the national leader in
planning. Other states and territories have languished
for decades with ad hoc approaches to planning and
infrastructure. Victoria has consolidated its approach,
and it has thrived as a result. Melbourne’s reputation
and status as the most livable city in the world has been
mentioned on numerous occasions in this place. This
bill provides us with the opportunity to strive to make
Victoria the most livable state in the world. This is what
the Victorian Planning Authority Bill will help deliver
for all Victorians. With a principal focus on
consolidated and enhanced planning practices for
Victoria’s many regional cities and towns and
long-term strategic planning for regional areas, all
Victorians, and those wanting to move to Victoria, will
have the choice and the opportunity to reside and work
in a state which offers unique housing, work and
livability options unmatched by any other state in
Australia.
It is this sort of strategic thinking which characterises
the Andrews Labor government. By focusing on a
statewide boost in planning, jobs, growth and livability
we are providing many parts of Victoria, otherwise
isolated from this process, with the capacity to become
thriving economic and investment options within
Australia and also internationally. Not only will the
implementation of this bill streamline the governance
arrangements in Victoria’s planning system but it will
also assist local government in speeding up and
removing deadlocks in its planning and approval
systems.
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The Victorian Planning Authority’s Streamlining for
Growth initiative is designed to do precisely that. In
2016–17 the Streamlining for Growth program will
provide support and capacity building for Victorian
councils. It has a budget of $4.1 million. It will focus on
funding and staff resources for targeted projects in
specific councils and will help build capacity in
councils to unblock strategic planning system delays
and will significantly speed up projects. By providing
direct assistance to councils and unblocking existing
delays and preventing future delays, the Streamlining
for Growth program will promote employment growth
and much increased housing choice and affordability.
This bill is not just about improving the mechanisms
within state and local governments. This bill is about
the overt interests of the Victorian people and
consulting with and informing all Victorians about
important planning issues which directly impact their
lives. The Victorian Planning Authority has developed
Shape Victoria to provide an additional, online way for
Victorians to understand and contribute to the decisions
that shape Victoria’s future. Victorians will have direct
access to the decision-making processes impacting
housing affordability and land access, measures which
contribute to economic growth and job creation across
the state. This will provide Victorians with the capacity
to more effectively plan where they choose to live and
work in the future.
Infrastructure development must keep up with
population growth, and for the many thousands of
people moving to the outer growth fringes of
Melbourne, such as in my electorate of Western
Metropolitan Region, or into the many regional areas of
Victoria, there must be a whole-of-government
approach to planning and development. This bill
encompasses a whole-of-government approach and
includes local government and the wider community as
an essential part of its focus. It is the multifaceted and
streamlined focus of this bill, with its
whole-of-government approach and decision-making
improvements, which makes the Victorian Planning
Authority Bill one of the most significant reforms to
Victoria’s planning capacity ever. I commend the bill to
the house.
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — I rise to make
my contribution to the Victorian Planning Authority
Bill 2016. The bill provides for the creation of the
Victorian Planning Authority by detailing provisions
for the establishment, function and powers of the
Victorian Planning Authority (VPA); the composition
and operating arrangements of the board of the
authority; the appointment of a chief executive officer
and the employment of staff at the authority itself;
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managing conflicts of interest within the authority; and
general and transitional directions, including enabling
the delegation of powers and the necessary
consequential amendments to the Planning and
Environment Act 1987, the Subdivision Act 1988, the
Taxation Administration Act 1997 and the Transport
Integration Act 2010.
It has been claimed by the government that this
particular bill provides for the authority to have as its
objective to provide advice and assistance that is in
accordance with the objectives of planning here in the
great state of Victoria. The bill does indeed require the
VPA to do this in collaboration with both government
and local councils, and of course local councils do play
an exceptionally important role in planning in our state
and do deal with the vast majority of planning
applications and planning matters in our state.
The functions and powers provisions enable the
Victorian Planning Authority to work anywhere in
Victoria that is designated by the minister; this has not
just been limited to growth areas. It is also claimed this
bill will enable the creation of plans that respond to the
opportunities and challenges faced by communities
across Victoria and will also allow for economic
opportunities to be shared from a planning perspective.
The VPA will be governed by a board, which, as I
indicated, is set out in this bill as well, and that will
bring a range of skills and also areas of knowledge and
expertise that may not have previously been evident,
such as management of business or commercial
ventures and infrastructure planning.
What we essentially see from this bill of course is that
the Victorian Planning Authority replaces the
Metropolitan Planning Authority. The Metropolitan
Planning Authority was really just the Metropolitan
Planning Authority in name only, as this authority did
of course work across the width and breadth of Victoria
and did not just work within the metropolitan area of
Melbourne, which is the only part of Victoria Daniel
Andrews really cares about.
If we were to extrapolate a little further about some of
the issues we are seeing at the moment, we have heard
about the announcement of the Plan Melbourne:
Refresh. There have been some disappointing
announcements with respect to changes within that
particular refresh about the impact it will have upon
neighbourhood zones. Neighbourhood zones were of
course introduced under the previous Liberal
government by the then planning minister, Matthew
Guy, now in the Legislative Assembly. These zones
were in response to community concern about
overdevelopment within their communities. Certainly
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from my history in local government I have seen that
there are concerns in communities about
overdevelopment. Instituting these zones was an
important response by the former government to
facilitate greater certainty in the stipulated communities
and meant that overdevelopment would not be allowed
as these neighbourhood zones would not facilitate such
development. There was regulation of how many new
sites could be subdivided within a given housing block.
This was reduced to two.
I know that particularly within the City of Ballarat the
township of Buninyong certainly had a significant
amount of engagement with Ballarat council — —
Ms Shing — Good bakery in Buninyong.
Mr MORRIS — There are many exceptional
facilities for the purchasing of food in Buninyong,
Ms Shing. I recognise that. I think Buninyong is
probably one of the best communities I have seen in
terms of engagement with their local representatives.
They do continually engage with both myself and with
other MPs, such as Mr Howard, the supposed member
for Buninyong in the Legislative Assembly, and they
do raise concerns and issues they have. There was a
concern about a pedestrian crossing that was going to
be placed in Buninyong just recently. There was strong
advocacy on that issue.
Ms Shing interjected.
Mr MORRIS — There is an exceptional cycling
race in Buninyong as well, Ms Shing. The Australian
national championships actually occur in Buninyong
each year. Generally it is during January — normally
mid to late January — and it is a phenomenally
successful event and one that I am pleased the City of
Ballarat has supported for such a long period of time. I
certainly hope they do into the future, because Adelaide
is trying to steal it. Adelaide is trying to steal the
national cycling championships. I think their rightful
home is in Buninyong, and let us hope that does
continue well into the future.
Ms Shing — Good pub in Buninyong.
Mr MORRIS — There is a good pub in Buninyong
indeed, Ms Shing. Going back to the substance of the
bill and planning, Buninyong did advocate strongly
with the City of Ballarat about the need for additional
protections due to concerns about overdevelopment
within the beautiful village of Buninyong. What was
instituted was a limit on block sizes of 800 square
metres. So if you were looking to subdivide a block
within the precinct of Buninyong designated as a
neighbourhood residential zone, then the smallest size
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you could subdivide a block to would be 800 square
metres.
This certainly gave a large degree of certainty to the
community that there would not be overdevelopment
within the village itself and that that would be there for
the future protection of appropriate planning within the
village. However, the concern I certainly have, as well
as many within the Buninyong community, is that with
the watering down of the neighbourhood residential
zones as part of the Plan Melbourne: Refresh this
stipulation about the 800 square metres has certainly
got a very big question mark over it. That is something
there has been no certainty about as there has been a
severe lack of detail given by the government about the
impact that their watering down of these
neighbourhood residential zones would have on the
planning scheme.
I note that Minister Wynne, the Minister for Planning,
promised that these changes would ‘protect the
much-loved backyard’. I think that it is a rather
disingenuous statement to say that that is the case when
what in effect is happening is that we are seeing a
reduction, a watering down, of these important
neighbourhood residential zones that communities
fought for. The previous government listened and
responded to these communities by delivering these
neighbourhood residential zones. The government is
saying ‘We’re going to protect backyards’ when in
effect what they are doing is allowing for
overdevelopment of these precincts that have been
identified by local councils and local communities as
areas where such development would be inappropriate.
The government is again at war with local communities
in saying, ‘Well, we recognise that you stood up and
you told your local council that you wanted this
protection. The previous Liberal government
understood and responded to that by delivering these
new neighbourhood residential zones. But what we are
going to do is strip away the fundamentals of the zones
and facilitate overdevelopment, not only in terms of the
number of subdivisions allowed per block but also in
terms of an increase in the height to which new
buildings can be built’. I continually hear from local
residents that they are concerned about
overdevelopment in their neighbourhoods. They are
concerned about the height of certain developments and
the overshadowing of their properties and neighbouring
properties. Why the government would seek to do this
is beyond the comprehension of a normal person.
It is not just Buninyong, within Western Victoria
Region, that has these types of protections; I note that
the City of Greater Geelong also has these protections.
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Ms Fitzherbert interjected.
Mr MORRIS — There are some magnificent
historic and heritage neighbourhoods within Geelong
that I know Ms Fitzherbert knows well. These are
currently subject to the protections of neighbourhood
residential zones. What this government is seeking to
do is to strip away those protections from these
Geelong neighbourhoods and facilitate
overdevelopment within these suburbs against the
wishes of the local community. I note that Melton also
has the protection of neighbourhood residential zones. I
wonder what the opinion of the member for Melton
might be about the watering down of these important
protections for the neighbourhoods and communities
within the City of Melton that had been provided with
the protection of these zones by the former government.
Planning is an incredibly important issue that cannot be
taken lightly. My concern is that the past practice of this
government has been to not consult with communities
but just ride roughshod over them and do as they see fit.
There was a strong message sent by the good people of
Werribee when the government attempted to impose a
youth jail on that community. They stood up and said to
the government, ‘Not this time. We’re not going to
accept the absurd decision that you’ve made’. Their
voices were heard and counted. I certainly acknowledge
that Mr Finn was a very strong supporter of the
community there, despite the fact that the Treasurer,
who is the member for Werribee in the other place, was
supposed to be representing his community when he
said, ‘No, no, no, it’s all okay. We’re going to impose
this upon you and it’ll all be fine’. Well, it was not fine,
the community did not want it and the government
backflipped on that particular issue. It is not too
dissimilar to what we are seeing in Ballarat at the
moment with the railway precinct and Lydiard Street
North, Mr O’Sullivan. Lydiard Street North is a
magnificent heritage street. It currently houses dozens
of buses each day that should not be there.
Ms Shing — You should ask for more speaking
time, because this is amazing!
Mr MORRIS — Indeed. The buses should not be
there. It was the government that decided to put them
there, riding roughshod over the community.
Ms Shing interjected.
Mr MORRIS — It did not provide the appropriate
consultation, Ms Shing, about whether this was an
appropriate use of this site. It is a magnificent heritage
residential street that should have been afforded the
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appropriate protections and not have diesel fumes
spewing from buses at all hours of the day.
Mr O’Sullivan — What about the car park?
Mr MORRIS — The car park, Mr O’Sullivan, is
going to be reduced by over 130 car parking spaces.
There are over 400 spaces presently available to
commuters in the Ballarat railway precinct, and that
number will be reduced to just 270. Not only that, there
is no clarity about how it is that the land at the Ballarat
railway precinct is being given or indeed gifted to the
local developer. On the weekend I attended a meeting
of SOS — Save Our Station — at the Provincial Hotel.
There were over 60 concerned residents there who
raised very legitimate concerns about what is happening
in the railway precinct. It was just in the last sitting
week that Ms Pulford, by way of interjection during
one of my contributions, said she was happy to debate
the issue of the railway precinct with me at any time.
There was a perfect opportunity at 10.00 a.m. last
Saturday at the Provincial Hotel to do such a thing with
me and over 60 concerned residents, and Ms Pulford
was not there, despite an invitation being issued. An
invitation was also issued to local members in the other
place Mr Howard and Ms Knight, and neither of them
attended the Provincial Hotel for that session.
I commend the work of the Save Our Station group. I
think they are doing an exceptional job in ensuring that
the views of the Ballarat community — —
Mr Dalidakis interjected.
Mr MORRIS — Indeed I think you would be a
great cheerleader for them, Mr Dalidakis. I am sure
they would appreciate your attendance. The SOS signs,
very similar to the Y.M.C.A. action you are doing there,
are something that I have not seen in the chamber
before. Ms Shing is now doing the Y.M.C.A., along
with Ms Symes. I would like to see Mr Leane join in,
but no, he is a little busy.
Mr MULINO (Eastern Victoria) — It is going to be
very difficult to top the excitement of that last portion
of the previous contribution. Can I just start by saying
that it is with a great deal of pleasure that I rise to speak
in support of the Victorian Planning Authority Bill
2016. This is a bill that deals with some of the biggest
challenges facing our state, and I will, by way of
context, outline some figures that were released today
by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Some might
consider these to be dry numbers, but in fact the
document sets out exactly why it is that this bill is so
important. The demographic statistics for the end of the
September 2016 quarter indicate that the population in
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Victoria increased by 2.1 per cent over the previous
year — an extra 127 500 people, which is significantly
higher than the national average and significantly
higher than any other state. Indeed our growth rate, at
2.1 per cent, is more than half a per cent higher than
any other state or territory. In addition to that the
absolute growth is well over one-third of Australia’s
total population growth, and indeed it is significantly
higher than New South Wales growth, which is coming
off a significantly higher base.
This extra 127 500 people coming to our great state is
exactly why it is that we need a more coherent, more
linked up and more strategic planning vision for this
state. This important bill improves the governance of
those arrangements. That population growth is
something that has been occurring for some time, and
while it is difficult to project these kinds of trends over
the long run, there is every reason to believe that
Victoria will continue to lead the nation in population
growth for some time. We have considerable available
land. There is every reason to believe this will continue.
As many have said in this chamber, this is a good thing
for the state. It is people voting with their feet. It is
people from overseas and people from interstate
choosing to come here because of the lifestyle we offer
and because of the jobs that we have, but it is also a
challenge to provide the appropriate services for these
people. It is a challenge to provide the appropriate
infrastructure for these people. So it is very much a
double-edged sword. It does not matter who is on the
Treasury benches over the next 20, 30 or 40 years,
these challenges will be there. That is why we need to
put in place governance arrangements that will stand
the test of time.
It is also worth noting that Plan Melbourne: 2017–2050
has been released, and this also is an important
contextual document that sets out a vision for how this
state can cope with rapid change, including a significant
increase in population. That document looks at this
issue from a holistic perspective. It looks at it from the
perspective of housing affordability, jobs growth,
where people live, where people work and other issues
as well. That is exactly the kind of approach we need.
So what does this bill deal with? This bill deals with the
creation of the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA). It
calls for planned growth, the right housing and the right
jobs in the right locations. It calls for partnerships with
local communities so that new suburbs reflect the
special values of place, and it calls for partnerships with
infrastructure providers so that services are rolled out
where they are needed. That could be thought of as a
mission statement for this new organisation.
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The Victorian Planning Authority was officially
launched in August 2016, growing out of two existing
bodies — the Metropolitan Planning Authority (MPA)
and the Growth Areas Authority (GAA). As I will
allude to later on in this contribution, the governance
arrangements for this new VPA are going to improve
on previous arrangements by allowing this new body to
deal with a much broader set of areas and thereby deal
with growth in a much more holistic way. As I said, the
VPA has grown out of existing bodies — the MPA and
the GAA — and they both did a considerable amount
of good work. I was a councillor in the City of Casey
some time ago, and I can speak from firsthand
experience about how significant contributions were
made by those bodies in very challenging
circumstances in areas experiencing very rapid
population growth. However, we need to strengthen the
arrangements that are in place and, as this bill will
provide, we need to move to an arrangement where a
statewide body can plan for future growth in a way that
is not limited in ways that those two bodies were.
This bill will give the VPA a strong legislative basis to
continue doing the important work that those two
previous bodies were doing but, as I mentioned, with a
strengthened governance arrangement. This new body,
the VPA, will be able to undertake its work in relation
to ‘designated areas’. The designated areas will include
urban renewal areas. These will include places such as
Arden, Broadmeadows and the Monash employment
cluster, and I think everybody in this place would agree
that we need to support the development of urban
renewal areas given that we cannot just allow all
growth to occur at the fringes of the city. Indeed many
of these urban renewal areas will offer some of the
most exciting opportunities for development in this city.
In areas like Arden we are seeing a significant
investment in transport infrastructure; and in areas like
the Monash employment cluster we can see the
confluence of transport, jobs creation and employment
clusters. These urban renewal areas are going to be
absolutely critical for the vitality of our city and indeed
will allow for significant advantage both socially and
economically by allowing jobs and population growth
to occur around existing transport infrastructure and
other infrastructure.
Of course the VPA will also look at growth areas such
as Wyndham, Casey, Hume and Whittlesea. As I
mentioned, I was a councillor in Casey for a couple of
years way back in ancient history, and even back then
Casey was experiencing population growth in the order
of thousands of people every year. In my current role as
a member for Eastern Victoria Region my electorate
covers part of Casey and the entirety of Cardinia, and
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both of those council areas continue to grow in
population at an extremely rapid rate. They are two of
the fastest growing councils in the country. Then of
course in other parts of our state there are other councils
growing at a rapid rate as well. When you look at the
top 10 council growth rates around the country many
are Victorian, so it is absolutely critical that the VPA
includes all of the growth occurring in these growth
areas in its strategic operations.
Then of course there are designated areas within
regional cities such as Bendigo, Ballarat, Geelong and
the great regional cities of the Latrobe Valley. It is
absolutely critical that these areas also are taken into
consideration. Again, everybody in this place would
agree that we cannot have all of the growth occurring in
the Melbourne CBD. What we need is balanced growth
around the state and balanced development around the
state, and regional cities are going to be absolutely
critical in that.
This bill, as I said, provides for a much stronger
organisational structure and a much stronger legislative
basis for the VPA, and also for much better governance
arrangements. The GAA and the MPA previously
operated under legislation that only allowed them to
operate in growth areas, but there is so much more to
growth in this state.
As I mentioned, so much of what is going to happen in
terms of jobs creation and where people are moving is
occurring in urban renewal areas and also in designated
areas within regional cities, so it is absolutely critical
that any overarching development planning authority is
able to look at all of those three different types of areas.
The VPA bill 2016 that we are considering now
formalises the VPA’s role in coordinating land use and
infrastructure in designated areas across all of those
three categories.
The VPA bill of course also strengthens the capacity of
the VPA to engage in partnerships with other entities.
As I mentioned earlier, planned growth is one of the
items that one would include in an overarching mission
statement of the VPA, but partnerships with local
communities and partnerships with infrastructure
providers — so that the services are rolled out where
they are needed — are also critical. These
partnerships — the VPA’s relationships with other
entities — are also provided for in this bill. A key
benefit of the bill is that it provides much greater clarity
around the role and responsibilities of the VPA.
Allowing the VPA to have stronger relationships with
other entities, with local communities, with
infrastructure providers and with others will enable the
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VPA to provide a more complementary and supporting
role to other land and infrastructure entities in this state.
Again, this is a very important change in the
governance structure of that organisation, and it is very
important that this be provided for through legislation
so that these changes survive the government of the day
and that they are here for the long term, because what
we are dealing with are very long term trends. We are
dealing with long-term trends and long-term challenges
for our state but also long-term benefits, as I mentioned
before. I personally see this very much from a
glass-half-full perspective. I see population growth as a
great benefit for this state that brings in huge amounts
of energy, vitality and creativity from all of the people
who choose to come here. However, one cannot look at
those benefits without also acknowledging the
challenges that they create.
In concluding my comments on this bill I would just
like to say that today is an appropriate day for us to
consider this bill, given that today we have the quarterly
release of demographic statistics. What we see today
are numbers that come in right at the top end of
anybody’s expectations and that show we continue to
grow very rapidly, and that is exactly the challenge and
the opportunity that this bill addresses. It is exactly that
population growth that says so much about what is
great about this state, but it also says so much about
why we need to get long-term governance
arrangements right.
Because this bill will provide for the VPA to act right
throughout this state — designated areas are defined
much more broadly — and because it provides
governance arrangements that allow for much stronger
partnerships with external agencies, it is a critical step
forward in providing the right planning framework for
this state. I commend this bill to the house and
recommend all that it contains.
Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan) — I
am very pleased to rise and speak on the Victorian
Planning Authority Bill 2016. I know that Ms Shing has
been looking forward to hearing my words today, and I
am glad to be able to speak for her and for others. The
bill of course provides for the creation of the Victorian
Planning Authority and details a number of provisions
for that authority beyond its establishment in the first
instance. They include the composition and operating
arrangements of the board; the appointment of a chief
executive officer; the employment of staff; the
management of conflicts of interest; general and
transitional directions, including enabling the
delegation of powers; and the necessary consequential
amendments to the Planning and Environment Act
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1987, the Taxation Administration Act 1997 and the
Transport Integration Act 2010. The government has
indicated that the primary objective of the Victorian
Planning Authority bill is for the authority to provide
advice and assistance that are in accordance with the
objectives of planning in Victoria. The bill requires the
new authority to do so in collaboration with
government and councils, and I would trust also with
people — with ordinary Victorians — who will live
with the consequences of the decisions and advice that
are offered by this new organisation.
I take up the argument that was made earlier by
Mr Mulino in relation to population growth. That is
something that we need to be very mindful of. We need
to accommodate that and plan for that within our
planning schemes. I acknowledge that that is part of the
intended focus of this bill, although I would argue that
it leaves a great deal unsaid, because what is at the heart
of this is how people live and how they want to live in
their communities and in their homes. Mr Davis has
been particularly vocal on this front and has drawn the
house’s attention on a number of occasions to the
implications of the Plan Melbourne: Refresh, which
was announced fairly recently. His argument of course
is that this is not a refreshing new plan at all but that it
is a plan for densification — a plan, as he says, to
destroy the nature of our suburbs and a plan to damage
the livability of Melbourne.
There has been quite a deal of conversation in and
around the Parliament today about density of living and
indeed people’s living circumstances. We have seen of
course the report that has been tabled today in relation
to a review of members’ second residence allowances. I
cannot resist referring to the comment from
Mr Nardella that his St Kilda property was ‘not
spacious enough’ for him — that there was not
sufficient room there and he therefore made the
decision to live in a caravan park in a temporary facility
there and to take that as his permanent home. I find that
quite extraordinary. In addition though, in one of his
other places of residence he has been able to provide
couch surfing activities through Couchsurfing.com.
This was mentioned today by Lauren Hilbert. I have
been provided with screenshots of the profile on this
Couchsurfing website, and it shows that during the
period of 2013 several people stayed with Don and his
partner. One of the comments read:
Was great to start my couch surfing experience with Jan and
Don.

And another:
Jan is an amazing host. Both her and Don were right in the
middle of election fever and yet Jan opened her house to me
arriving …
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This is extraordinary generosity, and in relation to this
bill and the density issues that Mr Davis has spoken of
it shows an ability to share and to indeed increase the
density of one’s own dwelling. This was done, I
believe, in Ballarat, and the second residence was in
Melbourne, but of course nowhere near the electorate of
Melton — a very confusing sort of situation.
Returning to the bill more specifically, some of the
changes that have been indicated through Plan
Melbourne are concerning, and we are already seeing
the impact of this concern and manifestation of this
concern play out in the electorate of Southern
Metropolitan Region. The government intends to lift
height limits to 11 metres in the general residential
zone, which will also contribute to massively increasing
density in activity areas. It intends to increase density
all along transport routes and to tear up the
neighbourhood zones that were put in place largely by
Mr Guy in 2013–14, although a couple were put in
place by this government in 2015.
There is further change that is planned for those areas.
It includes removing the cap on the number of premises
on each property. At the moment in neighbourhood
zones it is one or two — usually two — and that cap
would be removed; so it could be two, it could be four,
but it is not clear. This is an issue of enormous concern
for people, particularly those in residential areas. This is
being done largely without consultation with local
communities, and it is part of the government’s attempt
to override councils and communities throughout
Melbourne.
One of the manifestations of opposition to this was seen
recently in Hampton, when several hundred people
attended a public meeting called on very, very short
notice in relation to yet another very large development
that was planned for Hampton Street, Hampton. There
has already been a great build-up of density in that area,
and I can see that in many instances this is appropriate
because that should be happening around activity
centres and around train stations and so on. The issue is
the quantum of that density and the ability for
neighbourhood communities to be consulted in relation
to this. That community was making its views very,
very clear, that it is simply not interested in having that
level of density and, in particular, that height, given
that, as I understand it, there is currently no height
restriction along Hampton Street. That community is
making it very clear that it has a firm view that
significantly greater heights are just not acceptable.
In many ways this is a reaction to the great Australian
tradition of the backyard and streets that have sufficient
areas for recreational play, for children to do what kids
need to do in gardens and for the sorts of activities that
Australian families have participated in and treasured
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for many, many years. It would be a mistake to lose
this. It would be a mistake to force change on
neighbourhoods that obviously reject such change.
With those words, I conclude my comments on the bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

VALEDICTORY STATEMENT
Mr Herbert
Mr HERBERT (Northern Victoria) (By leave) — I
thank all members here for indulging me and allowing
me, for the second time this week, to say a few words. I
know it is Thursday afternoon and people are keen to
get on with the business and get home to their families
and loved ones, but I just want to say a few words, the
reason for which will become obvious.
I want to talk a little bit about my place here in this
Parliament. I was elected as the member for Eltham in
the other place in 2002 and then elected as a member
for Northern Victoria Region in 2014, a place my wife
and I had long discussed moving to once the kids were
old enough. My long-time very good friend Vicki Ward
was elected to replace me in Eltham in 2014. She is a
dedicated, passionate and effective local member who
is very popular with caucus colleagues. She has a great
future in politics, and the people of Eltham are well
served to have her as a dedicated, hardworking MP. In
fact many say she is much better than I was, and I
would have to agree with that in many ways.
Over my 12 years as the member for Eltham, each year
I would run a health campaign on issues that impacted
the community most. Out of all those campaigns — and
every year we would run one — I must say that the one
I am the proudest of was the formation of the local
Eltham prostate cancer group, which worked in raising
awareness locally and helping men cope with the
trauma of prostate cancer. It was good for me. I, like
every man in this chamber should, have a regular
check-up every year. Rare Cancers Australia came to
me one year and asked me to promote their cause as
very little is known about many types of cancers, the
symptoms of the cancers and the devastating impact
they can have on families. When I ran that campaign
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little did I know that I would be a victim of a rare
cancer myself some years later.
My adult life has been dedicated to education,
originally as a teacher at Glenroy Technical School.
Then I had the good fortune to influence policy as chief
of staff to the late Lynne Kosky. I also acknowledge,
when it comes to education and friendship,
Senator Kim Carr, who has been a very good friend of
mine since our teaching days at Glenroy Tech and has
always been a source of inspiration and great ideas for
improving educational outcomes. In opposition I had
the honour of being Labor’s shadow minister for higher
education, TAFE and training, being a portfolio that I
loved, and I gave my all.
In mid-2013 I was diagnosed with a rare stomach
cancer and underwent significant surgery to save my
life. I do not speak much about that, but that is the case.
Labor was gearing up for a tough election campaign
and it was clear that under Dan Andrews’s leadership
we had a chance of forming government after only one
term in opposition. Unfortunately my health was very
poor — something, as I say, I have been reluctant to
discuss publicly — and I realised that running for the
ultra-marginal seat of Eltham and selling our TAFE
message was too much. With Daniel’s blessing I
transferred to become a candidate for Northern Victoria
Region at a time when there were many struggling
TAFEs there, so it kind of worked well for me. Like
Mary Wooldridge over there, I have had the benefit and
the blessing of being in both houses of this Parliament,
and it has been good.
Labor was elected, as you know, in 2014, and I was
given the honour of becoming the Minister for Training
and Skills and Minister for International Education. I
was lucky enough to be immediately across my
portfolio, and I got straight to work. After two
incredibly tough years we had laid the foundation for
reforming our TAFE and training system to a position
where once again we are Australia’s leader. The
government as well has consolidated Victoria as
Australia’s number one destination for education
services, which are worth well over $6 billion in
exports to our state.
My wife and I chose Trentham as a place to live, and
what a wonderful community it is. The friendships and
community we have experienced over the past two and
a half years are heartwarming. The support they have
shown me is staggering.
As we all know, being a politician is immensely
rewarding, but the hours and pressure can be gruelling.
To be a politician in the spotlight can be tough,
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particularly on your family and friends. It requires
100 per cent to do this job and no less, and I am sorry to
say that I no longer have 100 per cent to give.
Unfortunately my health challenges, while not life
threatening, continue, and I do need to spend more time
looking after myself — something probably quite a few
people here also need to do. And so it is now time for
me to hand over the baton of representation for
Northern Victoria Region to someone else. I have given
notice to the Premier and the President and long before
the next sitting week I will formally advise the
Governor of my resignation and will not be returning to
this place to speak.
I cannot leave, however, without acknowledging the
exceptional work of Premier Andrews and his team. I
believe this state is better with Daniel as Premier, and I
look forward to attending the unveiling of the bronze
statue for his three terms as Premier. I pay tribute to
Minister Gayle Tierney in her roles as Minister for
Training and Skills and Minister for Corrections, and
offer my support whenever needed. I also pay tribute to
my good friend Phil Dalidakis in his role as Minister for
International Education and offer him my ongoing
service. I thank my colleagues for their friendship and
for their dedication to Victoria. Their friendship has had
a big influence on me, and I think I am a better person
for knowing them.
I thank the parliamentary staff and attendants. You are a
fantastic group of people, a fantastic group of
professionals, and in my mind you are the true
custodians of this Parliament. I thank you for the
support you have given me and the much-valued advice
that you have given me, and I hope I can continue to be
your friend in the future.
Lastly, I acknowledge my family. I am incredibly proud
of my son, Jack, and my daughter, Eliza, and also my
stepkids, Ellie, Georgia and Jarod, who I have watched
grow into respectful, decent adults. Our five kids have
spent their entire lives in the shadow of politics, which
they have handled with grace and patience, as do many
of the children of members in this place.
The job I have had over the last 15 years has been an
honour, and I thank the people of Victoria for electing
me and for giving me the opportunity to play my part in
this state’s great present and future. But right now, with
a smile on my face, I intend enjoying renovating my
cottage in Trentham and spending more time with my
wife, Lisa, who is not only the brains of our family but
also my best friend. I am very much looking forward to
being the husband that she deserves. Thank you, and
goodbye.
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Honourable members applauded.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Can I just make one
remark as we go forward. I have noticed that in a
couple of instances over the last two days a habit has
crept into proceedings where members have referred to
other members by their first names. No, it was not just
you, Mr Herbert, and yours was in a context that I
understand. It is the practice of the house to refer to
members by their title or by their family name rather
than their first name. It has happened a few times in the
past few days, and I have not pulled anyone up.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — On
behalf of the government I would like to say a few
words in recognition of the outstanding contribution to
the labour movement and to the people of Victoria that
Mr Steven Herbert has provided for us all. I have
known Mr Herbert for nearly 30 years, and I have
known him as an ardent supporter of Labor values and
progressive policy and as someone with an unswerving
determination in relation to educational opportunity for
the citizens of this state and indeed the citizens of the
nation. He has exercised that determination in a variety
of roles and responsibilities while working for senators
and working for ministers of the Crown, eventually
coming to this place as a local member of outstanding
energy and determination and ultimately becoming a
minister for an area of public policy that he was totally
committed to all of his working life. That is a
remarkable achievement of perseverance, of
commitment and of delivery, and we as part of the
Labor government greatly appreciate his lifelong
commitment to those tasks.
We understand that it has not always been an easy
trajectory — he himself referred to his health
condition — and in many instances I have vicariously
lived through his pain and suffering as he has risen to
speak in this place, obviously with some degree of pain
and suffering in terms of being able to effectively
communicate those passions and those issues he is
committed to. I do not underestimate that challenge, his
challenge in relation to cancer and his challenge in
relation to keeping body and mind together and
acquitting his obligations as a spouse, as a father and as
a member of his community. We all know how difficult
that can be, and if you have to endure additional
difficulties with your health, that is testament to your
perseverance and your commitment.
We are greatly appreciative of the way in which
Mr Herbert has exercised his ministerial responsibilities
and his obligations to the Parliament and the way in
which he has chosen to leave this Parliament at a time
of his choosing to acquit his obligations to his family
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and to himself. We thank him for his commitment to
the labour movement. I know that he is a man of great
loyalty, not only to the party but to those he is close to
within the labour movement. Oddly enough, sometimes
his loyalty has led to some degree of interest between
us, but he is unswervingly a loyal person and I identify
that as a badge of honour as I say farewell to him and
thank him for his contribution to the Parliament and the
people of Victoria.
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
am pleased to be able to join the Leader of the
Government in saying a few words about Steve
Herbert. I have been very fortunate with Mr Herbert to
share houses over my 10 years in Parliament, for some
eight years in the lower house and for the last two and a
bit years in the upper house. I made that transition and
in some ways have a little bit of empathy in relation to
the transition we were both making through that
process.
Interestingly, as you left Eltham, Mr Herbert, in my
new role in the upper house I have actually been
spending a lot more time in Eltham in recent years, and
I have to say that you are consistently held in very high
respect by everyone I talk to for the work that you did,
the contributions you made and the community
relationships you formed, and that holds to this day. I
have seen that, experienced that and heard that in my
travels right up to today.
As Mr Jennings said, there is no doubt that going
through a very significant illness and trying to juggle
and balance the demands of this place, the demands of
being a shadow minister and ministerial responsibilities
as well as family and everything else is a daunting and
unenviable task. It is something that you have managed
to do very well, obviously persisting and managing
through that time to become a minister, which I know
was always an important aspiration and career objective
for you.
On behalf of the coalition I congratulate you on the
work that you have done and the contribution you have
made, particularly in the light of some very challenging
personal circumstances.
I have no doubt your wife and children will be
exceptionally happy to spend more time with you. I
suspect Patch and Ted will be pretty excited as well. On
behalf of the coalition I say farewell and thank you for
your service to the Victorian community. We wish you
all the best — both in health, happiness and in your
family time for the years to come.
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Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) —
Congratulations and thank you, Mr Herbert. We will
call you by your first name when we see you around; I
am sure you will not completely disappear off the
political landscape.
I know that you have had a lot to do with the Greens
party over many, many years, in fact going all the way
back to the federal Parliament and your work there as
an adviser, but it has only been since you made that
quite appropriate move from the lower house to the
upper house that we started to deal with you. Of course
you were taking on the very important portfolio of
higher education which, as you know, is for many,
many people a crucial step in their life, in their personal
development and in opening up for them new doors to
opportunities.
That area had been through many, many ups and downs
in the most recent years before you took over the
portfolio, but in the year or so that you were
representing that portfolio in this chamber you had the
opportunity to make some really important changes. Of
course during that time my Greens colleagues and I
were also pursuing that issue, and we had many
occasions in the house to ask you questions on notice
and also raise issues during the debate on legislation.
My colleagues want to say that we found you to be a
most responsive minister, that you were genuine in your
answers and also quite diligent in providing those
answers. What that says about you is that not only are
you diligent in your portfolio — an issue that you care
quite passionately about — but also that you are
respectful to Parliament and its role in scrutinising
ministers and the government.
We want to pass on our particular appreciation in
relation to that, as well as the fact that we find you to be
a good bloke. We congratulate you and thank you for
your many, many years of public service. We wish you
well in whatever comes next for you.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I would also like to
make some remarks in respect of this announcement
today. It came as a great surprise to me when
Mr Herbert informed me earlier in the day that he was
intending to advise the house this afternoon of his
intention to visit the Governor at an appropriate time to
tender his resignation as a member of this house. It was
a surprise, and it was news that I was saddened in many
ways to receive. Other members in this chamber in
leadership positions have spoken about the contribution
made by Mr Herbert, and I share with them the
appreciation of the work that he has done in this house
as well as previously in the other house as a member
representing the seat of Eltham in that place. Of course
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Eltham is also an area that I am familiar with, given that
the upper house seat that I share with Ms Wooldridge,
Mr Dalla-Riva, Ms Dunn and Mr Leane covers the area
of Eltham.
Interestingly enough just last Sunday I was at
Melbourne Polytechnic. The new facilities at
Melbourne Polytechnic’s Greensborough campus were
opened by the Minister, the Honourable Gayle Tierney.
The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, Colin
Brooks, and Assembly members Vicki Ward, Anthony
Carbines and Danielle Greene — I think that is all —
were all in attendance at that particular event. All of us
were most impressed with the work that had been done
by the board of Melbourne Polytechnic, led by a former
Leader of the Opposition in this house, Bill Forwood.
Obviously it cannot go without comment that we would
not have been there last Sunday had it not been for the
determination and the vision that Steve Herbert had
shown in insisting that there needed to be such a facility
for tertiary training in that northern corridor. Whilst
there have been quite a range of difficulties with that
particular institution, Steve Herbert, as the minister,
saw that it was imperative to have a facility there and
that it could be structured in such a way that it would be
financially viable and would meet the needs of students
in that area. In some ways initially he took up that cause
almost single-handedly. Obviously he then had great
support from some of his colleagues and from the
broader community, particularly the education
community in the northern suburbs.
Whilst it is sad to be saying goodbye, I think that in
many ways Mr Herbert leaves on a high note in the
sense that he can look back at that particular facility as
one of the real achievements of his period in office. It is
a very significant achievement, one that I think will
inspire and encourage many, many young people to
take up the opportunities offered so that they can
develop a range of vocational choices.
It is a pretty exciting model that you envisaged,
Mr Herbert, and I am pleased that the government
continued to honour that vision. As Ms Tierney said the
other day, it is going to play a very important role in the
northern suburbs. For that achievement within your
political career, I think you can drive through the
Greensborough area on your way to Trentham — I
know it is a different road, but sometimes it does not
hurt to meander — go past that Melbourne Polytechnic
campus and wear a very big smile and take a lot of
pride in the decisions that you made to ensure that that
occurred.
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I also indicate that Mr Herbert has played a very
significant role in the north-eastern suburbs in terms of
promoting men’s health. Part of that might well have
come from some of the areas that he has had to
encounter with his own health, but he has run a number
of programs over a period in the Eltham area in
particular focusing on men’s health and encouraging
men to go to the doctor and perhaps on occasion, with
some issues, experience a little bit of discomfort for the
sake of both their welfare and that of their loved ones. I
think that on-the-ground work — not just talking about
an issue but being prepared to get up and do something
about it — is very much a hallmark of Mr Herbert’s
service to this Parliament and this community, and I
have observed that it has been very important in men’s
health in particular.
I believe the real reason why he is leaving Parliament is
because his partner, Lisa, believes that he has been
rather distracted at times when he should have been at
Melbourne Victory games — and I would tend to
agree. They are great supporters of our local football
team.
Mr Herbert interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There you are: he has
got the lanyard and all. But I am sure that going
forward you and Lisa deserve every happiness, good
health, a very long retirement, albeit I am sure that both
of you will continue in one form or another in some sort
of public service or assistance to the people of Victoria,
perhaps through different roles that you might play. The
Trentham community’s gain is our loss, but I do wish
you well on behalf of all the members of Parliament.
Thank you, Mr Herbert.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Shepparton rail services
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Public
Transport, and it is regarding funding for the business
case for Shepparton line passenger rail service
improvements as well as a commitment to additional
services on the Shepparton line. My request of the
minister is that she ensures the $750 000 requested by
the Greater Shepparton City Council to cover the costs
of the preparation of a business case for infrastructure
upgrades to the passenger rail services on the
Shepparton line is included in the 2017–18 state budget
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along with a commitment to increase Shepparton’s rail
services to five return services seven days per week.
As I have detailed in this place on many, many previous
occasions, the Shepparton passenger rail line, both for
services and for infrastructure, is in an appalling
condition and needs immediate and significant state
government investment to bring it up to 21st century
standards. The Shepparton region has long been
disadvantaged compared to other major regional centres
like Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo when it comes to a
modern passenger rail service. Yet Shepparton is a
fast-growing and thriving regional city with potential
for further growth as a regional service and economic
centre, which would be enhanced by a modern
passenger rail service.
Shepparton is one of the five largest regional cities in
Victoria and serves a catchment of more than
200 000 people, stretching up into the southern New
South Wales area. The community will continue to
grow and develop, yet the current passenger rail service
is woefully inadequate to meet even current needs, and
it is a serious impediment to accessing the full potential
of growth and development locally as well as tapping
into wider state or nationwide growth.
To bring Shepparton into line with other comparable
regional cities, Greater Shepparton City Council would
like to see significant improvements to the line into the
future, including more services, reduced travel times
and modern carriages. Indeed a study currently being
undertaken suggests that these improvements are
feasible in the short to medium term, and a concurrent
economic impact study indicates that the benefits to the
local area and wider northern Victoria area will be
significant.
To start the ball rolling, in a recent prebudget
submission to the minister council has requested a
number of initial improvements be committed to by this
government in the upcoming 2017–18 budget. The first
of these is that council is seeking a budget allocation
through Public Transport Victoria of $750 000, which
is the cost of a business case to look into the delivery of
eight daily return services between Shepparton and
Melbourne. The second is that council is seeking a
statement in the budget committing to an additional
weekday service in each direction, bringing them to a
total of five services on weekdays. The third is that
council is seeking that weekend services be increased to
five each way.
My request of the minister is that she ensures the
$750 000 requested by the Greater Shepparton City
Council to cover the costs of the preparation of a
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business case for infrastructure upgrades to the
passenger rail services on the Shepparton line is
included in the 2017–18 state budget along with a
commitment to increase Shepparton’s rail services to
five return services seven days per week.

Assisted Suicide: The Musical
Dr CARLING-JENKINS (Western
Metropolitan) — I rise this afternoon to call on the
Premier to accept the invitation issued to his office
yesterday by Liz Carr to attend her show, Assisted
Suicide: The Musical, which presents an important
perspective, a disability perspective, against legalising
assisted suicide. In her briefing to MPs yesterday Liz
urged that we need to get the national disability
insurance scheme right first. She urged that we first
ensure universal access to palliative care and mental
health care before any legislative changes are made.
She urged the Parliament to listen to the needs of
vulnerable Victorians. She also urged the
implementation of the 48 recommendations of the
end-of-life care inquiry prior to looking at number 49,
which she felt was about 10 years in the future. I
encourage the Premier to have some conversations with
people with disabilities and to hear their stories and
hear their fears, and the best way to start doing that is to
attend Assisted Suicide: The Musical, which is a very
creative way of getting the message across.

Victorian Heart Hospital
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Health in the other place, and the action I seek is that
she give a commitment that no further funds from the
state government be provided beyond the $150 million
already committed to deliver the new Victorian Heart
Hospital. Labor promised the Victorian Heart Hospital
in November 2014, saying they will:
… contribute $150 million to transform our health system and
help fund the Victorian Heart Hospital — a 195-bed
standalone cardiac facility at Monash University, Clayton.

They went on to say:
Project partners will contribute the remainder of the $300 to
350 million total cost.

A promise was made at the time that the hospital would
open by 2018. Well, how wrong the government is on
so many fronts. First of all the numbers are wrong. My
understanding is that it is going to cost around
$400 million to deliver 195 points of care — not beds,
but points of care. That means less inpatient beds and
less ICU beds. If they want to deliver the 195 beds that
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were promised, it is actually going to cost over
$500 million.
Of course $150 million is all that has been allocated in
the budget, although there is no line item for it. It is
waiting on the business case, and there is no allocation
to any time frame. Secondly there has been no progress
on it as well, and interestingly at the inquiry into the
2015–16 financial and performance outcomes by the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee the
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human
Services said that they have deferred early works on the
site to enable further discussions and that there is
actually an underspend of $2 million on the very
meagre amounts that have already been committed.
Thirdly the government does not have funding partners
on this front. I understand that Monash University has
made a commitment of the land and probably
somewhere in the order of $50 million to $70 million,
but the government is still hundreds of millions of
dollars short of the funding that will be required.
I understand discussions are continuing. Ms Peake,
when asked in relation to funding partners, sought in a
manner very consistent with her political masters to
blame it on the commonwealth, saying:
… there has not been a funding commitment from the
commonwealth, who is the obvious other partner in this
project.

When that was tested it was found that the minister has
actually never asked the commonwealth for any
funding. There has been no formal letter of request, and
in fact only officials have raised it at the Australian
Health Ministers Advisory Council and other places —
raised it, not even formally asked for it.
What we are seeing is that there is limited support from
cardiac specialists for this standalone hospital. There
are limited other funders. There has been no approach
to the commonwealth. There are deferred early works
on a whole range of fronts. This is a project that is not
progressing and is failing under this government. There
should not be a commitment of further state
government funds to this project, which was ill thought
through and not promised appropriately by the Premier
in the lead-up to the election.

Mildura passenger rail service
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Public Transport, Jacinta Allan. The NorthWest Rail
Alliance has collected over 7000 signatures in six
weeks in Mildura in support of reinstating passenger
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rail services to that city. With the Rural City of
Mildura’s population at 55 000, Sunraysia’s population
at over 65 000 and Mildura’s tristate catchment at
130 000, the Mildura region’s population is large and
steadily growing. Passenger rail services are the only
viable public transport option for many people in the
region, particularly the elderly, people with disabilities
and people with low incomes. The existing bus services
between Mildura and Melbourne are too cramped and
leave and return in the dead of the night. Yes, there are
commercial passenger flights, but they are too
expensive and are often full if required at short notice.
Service provision is patchy — for example, there are no
flights on a Saturday afternoon.
It is not good enough that the Rural City of Mildura,
with over 50 000 people, is not provided with passenger
rail services. The Andrews Labor government has not
listened to the community and instead is focusing solely
on upgrading the airport. This investment will not meet
the needs of the most vulnerable in the community. The
NorthWest Rail Alliance has commissioned a credible
benefit-cost analysis of reinstating and running Mildura
rail services. This report should feed into the
infrastructure planning for the state’s north-west. The
action I seek is that Minister Allan include in the
upcoming budget funds for a feasibility study for
reopening passenger rail services between
Maryborough and Mildura.

Sunbury–Broadmeadows bus service
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I wish to raise
a matter for the attention of the Minister for Public
Transport. The history behind this request goes back
some two decades to when I represented Sunbury in
another place. I thought at that time that there was a
very strong need for a bus service between Sunbury and
Broadmeadows which would also service the
Tullamarine area. I spoke to the Sikavitsas family, who
own Tullamarine Bus Lines, and we spoke to the then
Minister for Public Transport, Alan Brown, and we
actually organised that bus service, which ran very
successfully for many years.
In the last few years the service was discontinued for
reasons that are not entirely clear to me. But given the
fact that under Labor’s watch Sunbury lost its
university campus, there is now a very strong need for a
link to Broadmeadows as the Kangan Institute is in
Broadie and a lot of students from Sunbury wish to
attend that facility. Indeed the general need of the
community would be best served by the return of that
bus service between Broadmeadows and Sunbury. As
we know, again as a result of the actions of this
government and the lies told to the people of Sunbury
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prior to the last election by Labor, Sunbury is still in the
City of Hume. The City of Hume is based in
Broadmeadows; in fact there are a lot of people in
Sunbury in particular who say that the City of Hume is
entirely comprised of Broadmeadows as far as the
councillors and so forth believe.
Mr Morris interjected.
Mr FINN — Frank would not know about much at
all, as a matter of fact. It is crucial from that point of
view that people be able to travel from Sunbury to
Broadmeadows just to meet with those who are in the
Hume council’s head offices in Broadmeadows. That is
another reason to re-establish the bus service. I ask the
minister to do just that — to ensure that that bus service
between Broadmeadows and Sunbury is returned. I
believe that the demand is most certainly there now,
and it mystifies me why it was chopped in the first
place. I urge the minister to do whatever is necessary to
ensure that that bus service is reinstated as soon as
possible.

Problem gambling
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter today is for the Minister for
Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation.
Pokies suck money out of poor communities, where the
biggest net losses happen. They are designed to profit
from people with problems, drawing a solid 35 per cent
of their revenue directly from problem gamblers, yet it
is not just the people with gambling problems who pay
the price. With the average problem gambler losing
$21 000 a year, often from far from impressive
incomes, it is the children and families who are left to
go without.
The Victorian government attempted to address this by
introducing YourPlay in 2015, a voluntary
precommitment scheme where pokies players can set
limits and track time and losses. However, the scheme
is voluntary and does not require players to stick to
their limits, and preliminary results suggest the scheme
is not working, with only a tiny percentage of pokies
players activating YourPlay cards. The scheme is being
evaluated by the South Australian Centre for Economic
Studies. In 2016 at a Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee hearing the then Minister for Consumer
Affairs, Gambling and Liquor Regulation, Jane Garrett,
said she was expecting to receive an interim report on
YourPlay towards the end of 2016 and a final report in
2017. I ask the minister to make the interim report
available to the public so the public can see if voluntary
precommitment is really the solution to pokies preying
on disadvantaged communities.
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Coburg High School
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter this afternoon is for the Minister for
Education, and it concerns Coburg High School, which
was reopened under the leadership of the former
Minister for Education, Martin Dixon, when we were in
government because it had been neglected for such a
long time by former Labor governments. It opened for
years 7 to 9 after some redevelopment was funded by
the former Baillieu-Napthine governments. Since then
enrolments have increased by approximately 325 per
cent. It is estimated that at this rate the school will have
between 1000 and 1200 students by 2020, yet the
current facilities will only accommodate 850 students.
The Andrews Labor government have really dropped
the ball on support for Coburg High School. Maybe that
is because they treat it as just a safe Labor seat that
needs no support. The Department of Education and
Training calculated that $5.3 million at least is needed
to bring Coburg High School up to scratch, and clearly
the $3.5 million provided by the government is not
enough. As a result this school, which has been
surrounded by so much community support and
goodwill, is already very clearly under pressure. Not
only is the school too small to cope with forecast
student numbers, it is not finished. One building is only
partially renovated, and there is no library. Student
lounges and meeting rooms have not been constructed,
the planned extension of the gym has not happened,
there is no bike shed and the list goes on and on. It is
typical Labor neglect of what they call a safe Labor
seat. The government needs to fix this, and fix this now,
because Labor government support to make things
happen should come forward in the next budget. Unless
there is a significant cash injection for Coburg High
School in the next state budget the school will lose
momentum and struggle and lose out to other better
funded but very crowded schools in the area.
I want to take the time to thank parent Lisa, parent
Katrina and parent Cate, who have been informing my
office and me about this process for a long time. The
matter I have for the Minister for Education is for him
to provide adequate funding, at least $5.3 million, for
Coburg High School in the 2017–18 budget. It will be
out and ready on the next sitting date.

Anakie Youang heritage listing
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I wish to raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs in the
other place regarding a listing of the Anakie Youang
site on the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register and
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the review of that listing which is currently underway. I
am concerned that in reviewing this listing Aboriginal
Victoria is seeking to use evidence on a selective basis
to support the original listing, while ignoring evidence
that is unfavourable to that listing. This has led to
experts in the field expressing concerns at the
conclusions being proposed by Aboriginal Victoria. It
is important to note that any conclusion has to have a
solid evidentiary basis and be able to withstand expert
and legal scrutiny, noting that this review has originated
following Supreme Court action, and the possibility
exists of renewed Supreme Court action.
This morning I gave notice of a documents motion
requiring all relevant documents to be tabled in the
Legislative Council, and I reserve the option of
referring this matter to a parliamentary committee for
inquiry. In the intervening period before Parliament
resumes on budget day I ask the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs to review the matter to ensure that an
appropriate evidence base is being used for the review
of this listing and to ensure that procedural fairness is
being accorded to the affected party.

Thursday, 23 March 2017

patron is certainly not necessarily reflective of the
broader views of the Casey and Cranbourne community
in particular.
Recently Mr O’Donohue and a number of other
opposition frontbenchers were involved in a
community safety forum where there was a strong call
for increased police resources and increased access to
drug rehabilitation beds. Similarly the City of Casey
has waged a very strong campaign for increased police
powers and police resources in order to address what is
a tsunami of crime across the south-east. Most recently
there were figures released comparing the December
2015 statistics with those of 2016, and whilst the drug
offences have remained stable, a range of other
offences related to drug use have actually increased.
Assault and related offences increased by 20.9 per cent,
abduction and related offences by 15.6 per cent,
robbery by 11.8 per cent, dangerous and negligent acts
endangering people by 46.4 per cent, arson by 82.9 per
cent, burglary and breaking and entering by 31.3 per
cent, theft by 17.8 per cent and public nuisance
offences by 43.1 per cent. The overall increase was
15.5 per cent in the City of Casey.

Casey community crime forum
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
wish to raise a matter for the attention of Mr Foley in
his capacity as the Minister for Mental Health; I am not
sure exactly why this issue sits exclusively with the
Minister for Mental Health. It is in relation to the
motion relating to the establishment of drug injecting
facilities that was debated here and then referred to the
Standing Committee on Legal and Social Issues, on
which I serve. I would have thought the matter would
probably sit more aptly in the health portfolio, but
certainly there are other, overlapping responsibilities,
including the Minister for Police and so forth — —
Ms Mikakos — Drugs and alcohol is under mental
health.
Mrs PEULICH — Yes. I would have thought there
was a range of portfolios to which this policy idea was
relevant. Nonetheless, notwithstanding the fact that
Ms Patten moved that motion here and it was carried
with the support of the government — to inquire further
into the viability of establishing the drug injecting
facility — the Australian Sex Party has been
campaigning very, very vigorously for the
establishment of drug injecting facilities, including in
Cranbourne. Indeed they tweeted from Kelly’s Motor
Club Hotel, where I understand they had spoken to a
patron who was in support. I have actually been to
Kelly’s Motor Club Hotel; it is a very good
establishment, and they are very good people. That one

What I am asking is for Minister Foley to assist me in
helping him and his ministerial colleagues who have an
interest in this particular policy initiative to convene a
community meeting involving some of the key
stakeholders at the City of Casey, law enforcement
agencies in the area and interested members of the
community to discuss the best way forward for the
Casey community and the Assembly Cranbourne
electorate in particular to get on top of its drug problem
and its crime problem, something which does not
include the establishment of drug injecting facilities.

Western Highway road safety
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Roads and Road Safety. The issue relates to the
Western Highway and particularly the Western
Highway between Ballarat and Melbourne. Of late
there appears to have been a significant increase in the
number of truck rollovers on this particular stretch of
the Western Highway between Ballarat and Melbourne.
Obviously there are very significant safety concerns for
not only the truck drivers but also the other road users
on that road that need to be taken into consideration.
There is also the issue of the significant delays that
truck rollovers on the Western Highway cause. The
action I seek from the minister is that he undertake to
investigate the cause of this apparent rise in the number
of truck rollovers on the Western Highway between
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Ballarat and Melbourne and investigate what may be
done to address this very serious issue.
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seeking I ask that the minister confirm which suburbs
and towns are about to be stripped of their development
protections to make way for higher density housing.

Plan Melbourne: Refresh
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Planning, the
Honourable Richard Wynne, and the action I seek is for
him to clarify if the Plan Melbourne: Refresh will
destroy the neighbourhood protection zones around
Highton and Newtown in Geelong that were protected
from large-scale development by the previous Minister
for Planning, the Honourable Matthew Guy, now in the
Legislative Assembly, in the last Parliament.
The previous government clearly understood the
anxiety created by planning schemes that fail to
acknowledge, reflect and protect the character of many
established suburbs. The three residential zones created
by Matthew Guy reflected this understanding. There
was the residential growth zone, which enabled new
housing and diversity; the general residential zone,
which enabled the preservation of urban character while
making possible modest housing growth and diversity;
and the all-important neighbourhood residential zone,
which restricted housing growth in areas identified for
urban preservation.
Earlier this month the Minister for Planning spoke
about ‘saving the backyard and boosting livability’
when he announced changes to suburban residential
zones emanating from the revised Plan Melbourne
document. As part of this he said:
There will no longer be a cap on how many dwellings can be
built on a block …

Groups such as the Newtown Action Group are right to
be very, very anxious about what this really means. The
minister’s announcement failed to reveal the detail of
this comment. What does the minister really have
planned? Locals, especially those fighting to retain the
essence of the neighbourhood residential zone, such as
the Newtown Action Group, are waiting for the details.
And they should be anxious about their rights given the
manner in which this government has dealt with the
rights of many others, including taxidrivers and
Country Fire Authority volunteers.
Middle suburbs that have developed their character
through decades of hard work and desire also have a
right to maintain their integrity and value. They fear
this minister is about to force them to bear the weight of
population growth. I ask the minister to provide details
and clarity about changes to the neighbourhood
protection zones that were rightly put in place by the
previous government. As part of the action that I am

Sheep and goat electronic identification
Mr O’SULLIVAN (Northern Victoria) — The
adjournment matter I wish to raise tonight is for the
Minister for Agriculture, and it is in relation to the
mandatory electronic identification (e-ID) of sheep and
goats. The action I am seeking from the minister is that
this government and the Minister for Agriculture make
increased funds available for e-ID producers into the
2018 year in terms of the electronic tag subsidies.
As of 1 January 2017 it has been mandatory that all
lambs born — and goats as well — were electronically
tagged so that they could be traced if there were to be
an outbreak of any disease. While that is a reasonable
proposition, this government has decided it will go it
alone rather than doing it as part of a national approach,
which would mean all the other states getting involved
as well. Be that as it may, farmers have had to go
through the process in somewhat of a rushed fashion in
terms of the implementation of this program to put
mandatory tags in the ears of lambs and goats. The
subsidies that were provided for them in 2017 equated
to about $35 per farmer. There are about 20 000 sheep
farmers in Victoria, and they each have $35 to assist
them with the tagging. While that seems reasonable, the
cost of setting up the processes to undertake that
electronic tagging is somewhere between $3000 and
$10 000 for each of those farmers.
We are looking for the minister to make more funds
available and provide a bit more assistance in 2018 and
potentially into 2019 so that sheep farmers can
undertake what is a mandatory process in terms of the
eartagging. If we are going to set this process up and
make it mandatory, we need to get it done properly,
where everyone is involved and on board. Farmers are
very resourceful people, and they will find a way to
make this work, but this government has made it quite
complicated because of the way it is implementing the
process. Some extra funds for 2018 would certainly
help this cause.

Trade Union Joint Police Task Force
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Police, and it
relates to the very surprising news that Victoria Police
has withdrawn from the Trade Union Joint Police Task
Force. Victoria Police joined that task force with other
law enforcement agencies, including federal law
enforcement agencies, following the Royal
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Commission into Trade Union Governance and
Corruption. Commissioner Heydon said in his report
that the royal commission’s report represents ‘the small
tip of an enormous iceberg’. Of course he was referring
to illegal activity on building sites — unlawful activity
in the building industry.
Following the royal commission the task force was
established. I understand that in other jurisdictions a
number of people have either been arrested or are
facing charges flowing from investigations relating to
the evidence that was led at the royal commission. I am
extremely surprised that Victoria Police has withdrawn
from the task force. Perhaps it is a sign of the extreme
pressure that Victoria Police is under from a resourcing
perspective. Despite all the talk, the reality is that the
new resources the government has announced do not
actually start flowing until 1 July and crime is up 20 per
cent under Daniel Andrews and the Labor government,
so there is enormous pressure on Victoria Police. But I
am speculating there.
The action I seek from the Minister for Police is that
she raise with the Chief Commissioner of Police the
rationale for withdrawing from this important task
force, given the recommendations made and given the
royal commissioners’ finding that the activity
uncovered in the royal commission was the small tip of
an enormous iceberg, and report back to me and to the
house about that advice.

Responses
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) — Tonight I have received adjournment
matters from Ms Lovell addressed to the Minister for
Public Transport, although Ms Lovell has departed;
from Dr Carling-Jenkins directed to the Premier; from
Ms Wooldridge directed to the Minister for Health, but
Ms Wooldridge has also departed; from Ms Dunn
directed to the Minister for Public Transport — it looks
like everyone has got on the tram early tonight; from
Mr Finn directed to the Minister for Public Transport;
from Ms Hartland directed to the Minister for
Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation;
from Mr Ondarchie directed to the Minister for
Education; from Mr Rich-Phillips directed to the
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs; from Mrs Peulich
directed to the Minister for Mental Health; from
Mr Morris directed to the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety; from Mr Ramsay directed to the Minister for
Planning; from Mr O’Sullivan directed to the Minister
for Agriculture; and from Mr O’Donohue directed to
the Minister for Police. I will refer all those matters to
the appropriate ministers for response.

Thursday, 23 March 2017

Can I just say in concluding that the events today in
London have been harrowing for all of us as legislators
reflecting on those events. I want to express my
condolences to the people of London and everyone
working in Westminster. I also take this opportunity to
thank our security people here, who look after us every
sitting week. We are very grateful for their efforts.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The final comments
by Ms Mikakos are certainly apposite in today’s
circumstances. We did increase our security alert
during the day as a result of what happened in the UK.
Our thoughts and prayers are with the people there. The
minister’s remarks are, I think, most appreciated by our
staff for the effort they do put in. On that basis the
house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 4.52 p.m. until Tuesday, 2 May.
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WRITTEN RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Responses have been incorporated in the form provided to Hansard and received in the period shown.

10 March to 23 March 2017
Princes Highway west
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Purcell
Minister for Agriculture
8 March 2017

RESPONSE:
I support the construction of more overtaking lanes on the Princes Highway, between Colac and the South
Australian border.
In the 2016-17 State Budget, the Government provided $51.6 million for a Regional Overtaking Lanes package to
reduce the risk of crashes and improve travel times and reliability on a number of regional roads.
Under the Regional Overtaking Lanes package, $6.7 million will be provided to construct two overtaking lanes on
Princes Highway West at Weerite.
VicRoads will be undertaking further investigations to determine options to improve the capacity of Princes
Highway West, between Colac and the South Australian border.

Public transport
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Dunn
Minister for Agriculture
8 March 2017

RESPONSE:
The current Franchise agreements have been in place since 2009 and are due to expire in November 2017. These
agreements provide that subject to satisfying necessary conditions, the operators have a right to negotiate
exclusively with government for new seven year franchise terms.
Both operators met the necessary conditions and now the government is in a ‘good faith’ negotiation process with
them.
However, in negotiating new contracts, the government is requiring significantly stronger standards than in the
current contracts, particularly in the areas of performance; passenger experience; maintenance and renewal of the
asset base; accessibility and restrictions on advertising content.
These improvements have been designed to make the operators more open and accountable to passengers, and
create a safer, more accessible and user-friendly transport system.
Both MTM and Yarra Trams have now submitted formal proposals to operate the train and tram network
respectively for the next seven years. The proposals are being evaluated and a decision is expected to be made later
in the year.
Should appropriate terms not be reached with the incumbent franchisees during the negotiations, the government
may pursue alternative options.
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Gas supply
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Rich-Phillips
Special Minister of State
9 March 2017

RESPONSE:
The Victorian Government will take appropriate and practical actions, within the regulatory environment and
national market place, to promote reliability of gas supply for Victorian consumers. Victoria continues to be a net
exporter of gas. At present the national gas market prioritises exports over domestic consumption, even in the event
of a shortfall.
The Victorian Premier has therefore written to the Prime Minister proposing that Victoria work with the
Commonwealth Government to investigate national gas market rule changes and other national policies that will
put Australian consumers and manufacturers first.
The Victorian Government will also support national initiatives to increase the competitiveness of national gas
markets, including reforms to wholesale gas trading markets, pipeline access and information provision. These
reforms, which are being led by the COAG Energy Council, will help free up pipeline capacity so that gas can flow
to those locations where it is needed the most, including Victoria.

TAFE advertising
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Wooldridge
Minister for Training and Skills
9 March 2017

RESPONSE:
– Victorian TAFE Institutes operate under a structure of autonomous governance, overseen by a Board of Directors.
– TAFEs conduct and manage their own marketing and advertising activities, designed to meet the business and
student recruitment objectives of their institute.
– TAFEs are required to comply with the Victorian Government Communication Guidelines in their communications.
– The Department of Education and Training reviews all major advertising campaigns by TAFEs as part of the
Annual Advertising Plan process, as well as major content — such as television commercials. Local marketing
collateral is not reviewed due to the volume generated by TAFEs.

Ararat correctional facility
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Morris
Minister for Corrections
9 March 2017

RESPONSE TO SUBSTANTIVE QUESTION:
The premise of the question is wrong. The cost to which the question refers to was prior to the release of the Harper
Review. This original design, infrastructure requirements and costings for the 20-bed secure facility were
developed on the basis that the facility would only accommodate serious sex offenders.
Subsequently, and in line with the Government’s response to the Harper Review, the secure facility will now
accommodate both sex offenders and serious violent offenders. This eliminates the need to construct two separate
facilities.
The co-location of the two cohorts in the same facility creates additional design, infrastructure, security and staffing
requirements that cannot be met within the 2016-17 Budget allocation. The total facility cost will be established as
the design and procurement process progresses.
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Malmsbury Youth Justice Centre
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Crozier
Minister for Families and Children
9 March 2017

RESPONSE:
The member is incorrect, yet again, as I am advised that no Provisional Improvement Notices have been issued by
WorkSafe at Malmsbury Youth Justice Centre recently.
The safety of staff and young offenders is of the upmost importance and my department is constantly working to
improve safety, training and workplace practices, including addressing any concerns raised by Worksafe.

Duck season
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Young
Minister for Agriculture
9 March 2017

RESPONSE:
Duck hunting in Victoria is regulated, on the advice of the Game Management Authority, to ensure the long term
sustainability of game populations.
This has resulted in the ban on the hunting of the Blue-winged Shoveler for the 2017 duck hunting season in
Victoria. This is a reflection of the very low indices of abundance for Blue-winged Shoveler over the last two
decades despite periods of improved environmental conditions, particularly between 2010–2012.
Regulation of duck hunting in Victoria will be strengthened and improved through the Sustainable Hunting Action
Plan. The Plan commits to implement a Waterfowl Conservation Harvest Model. The model will use the best
scientific methods to predict the impact of environmental factors and hunting on game duck populations. This
information will inform decision making to ensure the sustainable management of game ducks, including matters
such as changes in bag limits for hunters.

Safe Schools program
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Dr Carling-Jenkins
Minister for Training and Skills
9 March 2017

RESPONSE TO SUBSTANTIVE QUESTION:
The Safe Schools program provides evidence-based information, resources and professional learning to schools to
foster school environments that are safe, supportive and inclusive of all students, including students who are same
sex attracted, intersex and gender diverse. The program supports schools to prevent, and respond to, incidents of
homophobia and transphobia.
The Department of Education and Training encourages parental and school community engagement as part of the
Safe Schools program.
Schools that are engaged with the program have made a public commitment to build ‘an environment that is safer
and more inclusive for the whole school community’. How this commitment is implemented is at the school’s
discretion and therefore looks different for each school. This is often achieved in consultation with students, school
council and the broader school community. It can involve, for example, a review of school policies and practice,
professional development for school staff, and establishing a student-led group to organise inclusive events.
The Department encourages parents to discuss any concerns regarding their child’s participation in the program
directly with the school principal.
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RESPONSE TO SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION:
The Victorian Government has committed to expand the Safe Schools program to all Victorian government
secondary schools by the end of 2018. This includes government special schools with secondary school aged
students.
The Safe Schools program is about making sure all children are safe at school and are provided with an
environment where they can be happy, confident and resilient. Students cannot learn effectively if they are being
bullied, harassed and do not feel safe at school.
Research shows that the percentages of people who are same sex attracted, transgender or gender diverse is the
same across all population groups regardless of ability. LGBTI students at special schools deserve safe, supportive
and inclusive school environments, the same as their peers at mainstream schools.
The Safe Schools resources are evidence-based and age-appropriate. Schools have flexibility in which resources
they use and how they use them. Teachers use their judgement to determine what is appropriate for their students,
based on their age, abilities, level of understanding, local context and other factors. This is something that teachers
do every day, in every class and in every interaction with their students.
Safe Schools provides professional learning to school staff to ensure they are equipped to deliver the program in
schools through school policy and practice, student-led activities and inclusive teaching and learning activities.

Heyfield timber mill
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Rich-Phillips
Special Minister of State
21 March 2017

RESPONSE:
The offer made to ASH was for a three year contract consisting of one year’s timber supply at 80 000m3 and two
years at 60 000m3. The offer also included a $5 million industry support package including support for a business
case for retooling.
VicForests’ consistent advice to Government has been that it was not able to offer ASH a longer timber supply
agreement, or an agreement for greater timber volumes, without risking the future of Victoria’s timber industry.
The Government believes that the Heyfield mill can continue to operate at the proposed volumes. Even operating at
60 000 m3 per year, the Heyfield mill would remain the largest appearance and structural grade timber mill in
Victoria. It would also be the second largest timber sawlog timber mill by total volume.
The majority of Victoria’s mills currently operate with timber supplies significantly below the levels offered to
ASH.
The Government has requested ASH management work with Government to facilitate the sale of the Heyfield mill
to a new operator to safeguard an equitable and fair outcome for workers and the community.
In the event that a new operator cannot be found, the Government is prepared to ensure that operations at the
Heyfield mill continue as per the same commercial terms offered to ASH today.
The Government will investigate all options to achieve this objective, and pending an independent evaluation, does
not rule out assuming operation of the mill at a fair and reasonable value in the event that it becomes necessary.
In the event that purchase by the Government is required, the independent evaluation would determine a fair and
reasonable purchase price, as well as any associated costs to Government.
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Local government rates
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Purcell
Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade
21 March 2017

RESPONSE TO SUBSTANTIVE QUESTION:
The Victorian Governments’ Fair Go Rates policy is delivering for all Victorians. Councils in Victoria have
increased their income from rates in 2016-17 by a lot less, on average, than they have for the past decade.
Under our Fair Go Rates system, councils keep the ability to discount rates for farmers and most rural and regional
councils are continuing to do this.
The Local Government Act 1989 allows councils to charge different rates for different land uses through applying a
differential rate. When a council decides to apply a differential rate, they must follow the process outlined in the
Act. A decision to apply a particular rating structure (e.g. a rate for farm properties) is entirely a matter for a council
to determine.
In setting differential rates, councils weigh up the relative impact of rates on individual and groups of ratepayers.
Circumstances facing each municipality and its ratepayers are different. That is why the legislative framework puts
the onus on individual councils to develop the right balance for their municipality, in consultation with their
communities.
In April 2013, Ministerial Guidelines for Differential Rating were issued to assist councils make such decisions in a
consistent manner. Councils must have regard to these guidelines before declaring a differential rate for any group
of ratepayers.
I have been advised by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning that while farming occupies
more than 55 per cent of the state’s land area, its farms account for less than 5 per cent of the total rate revenue.
The proportion of farm land varies from council to council. Each council decides how best to distribute the
municipality’s rate burden, and how farmers contribute fairly and reasonably compared to other ratepayers.
Given the varying circumstances facing individual councils and individual ratepayers, it would not be possible for
the government to impose a single system across the state in a fair way. These are matters best left to councils to
address, and to subsequently be held accountable by all their ratepayers.
In addition, sections 170 and 171 of the Local Government Act give councils discretion to defer or waive the whole
or part of any rate, charge or interest for an individual on grounds of financial hardship.
I would encourage farmers having difficulties with paying their rates to discuss their situation with their councils.

Duck season
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Pennicuik
Minister for Agriculture
22 March 2017

RESPONSE:
During the duck season, at specified times, entry into and remaining in all State Game Reserves and specified
hunting areas is restricted.
Among others, people over the age of 12 holding a valid game and firearms licence are permitted to enter and
remain in those areas.
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People must be at least 12 years of age to obtain a game licence (or provisional licence that is valid for one year).
Juniors (between 12 and 17 years of age), hunting with a Provisional Game licence, must be under the direct
supervision of an adult holding a valid Game Licence for the species being hunted.
Juniors can also obtain a firearm licence in Victoria when they are aged between 12 and 17 years. Among other
requirements, they can only carry and use that firearm under the immediate supervision of an adult with a full
licence for the same category of firearm.

Metropolitan Remand Centre
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr O’Donohue
Minister for Corrections
22 March 2017

RESPONSE TO SUBSTANTIVE QUESTION:
Victoria police have charged the prisoners responsible for the riot. These prisoners are be answerable for their
riotous behaviour through the Courts.
As outlined in the Walshe report, the review of information and intelligence does not suggest Corrections Victoria
knew, or ought to have known, a riot of this magnitude would occur. And, the investigation by Victoria Police did
not find evidence to suggest anything of this scale was planned.

Prisoner court attendance
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr O’Donohue
Minister for Corrections
22 March 2017

RESPONSE TO SUBSTANTIVE QUESTION:
There has been pressure in our police cells since the growth in the remand prisoner population, which begun in
2013.
It was in that year, under the watch of the former Coalition Government, that the number of prisoners in police cells
peaked at 372. Likewise, it was in just four months in 2013 saw a record $140 000 worth of missed court dates as
the government of the day floundered to deal with the change in prison population.
Currently the Andrews Government are implementing a range of measures to manage the increase in remand
prisoners, decrease pressure on police cells and help prisoners appear in court on time, including:
– increased use of video conferencing in courts
– early-morning receptions into the prison system
– the weekend remand court
– increased remand beds across the system.
The Justice Legislation (Evidence and Other Acts) Amendment Bill 2016, which came into effect in the second
half of 2016, has significantly increased the use of video conferencing in court cases and reduced the need for
prisoners to attend court in person.
Video-conferencing is now the default method of appearance in court for administrative matters.
Victoria Police, the courts and Corrections Victoria are continuing to work together to manage the increased flow
of remand prisoners.
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RESPONSE TO SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION:
In the past week, no prisoners in Corrections Victoria’s custody have been released due to an inability to deliver
prisoners to court hearings on time.

Ravenhall prison project
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Finn
Minister for Corrections
22 March 2017

RESPONSE TO SUBSTANTIVE QUESTION:
The importance of implementing innovative responses to the unacceptable level of Aboriginal prisoners remains a
key element of the Ravenhall prison project.
The Ravenhall prison project is being delivered as a public private partnership and will be privately operated by the
GEO Group.
It will focus on reducing reoffending and on priority groups such as Aboriginal prisoners, younger prisoners, and
those with a mental illness. The services will include post-release support initiatives.
The Gathering Place Medical Aboriginal Corporation is one of several service providers working with the GEO
Consortium. I am advised that over the past two years they have worked with the GEO Consortium on developing
a range of targeted and culturally appropriate programmatic initiatives designed to assist in responding to the
over-representation of Aboriginal prisoners in the Victorian prison system. This phase of the work has now been
completed.
I am advised that, after careful consideration, and following discussions with Corrections Victoria regarding a
change in profile for the Ravenhall Correctional Centre to accommodate remand prisoners, GEO has determined to
restructure the delivery of services to Aboriginal prisoners and is intending to develop service relationships with
multiple Aboriginal organisations across the State rather than having sole reliance on a single organisation.
I am advised that The Gathering Place has been invited to remain involved in this multiple provider model.
RESPONSE TO SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION:
None of the State’s requirements for the Ravenhall prison project have changed. The organisation responsible for
delivering them is the GEO consortium. The contract that the State has is with the Consortium.
If the Consortium does not fulfil its contractual obligations during the operational phase, including the delivery of
services to Aboriginal prisoners, then there are a range of financial and contractual consequences.
To receive full payment, GEO must achieve a reduction in recidivism of 12 per cent for sentenced prisoners and
importantly 14 per cent for sentenced Aboriginal prisoners.
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ANSWERS TO CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers
and received by Hansard in the period shown.

10 March to 23 March 2017
Northern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Lovell
Minister for Health
7 February 2017

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government has provided significant investment over recent years to expanding public
services across the state. This includes the recent investment in the new cancer centres in both Bendigo and Albury
Wodonga, both of which support patients from the Shepparton region accessing radiotherapy treatment at no cost to
them.
Our investment is evidence of the commitment of the State Government to meeting the health needs of all of the
citizens of the Goulburn Valley and stands in contrast to the $1 billion in cuts to health inflicted by the previous
Liberal Government.
The previous failed Liberal government had four years to invest in the Goulburn Valley but did nothing.

South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Springle
Minister for Mental Health
7 February 2017

ANSWER:
In the State Budget 2016-17 the government announced the investment of $356 million to support mental health
and alcohol and other drug services. There has been significant investment in child and youth mental health, which
is connected to the election commitment of a 10 Year Mental Health Plan for Victoria.
Victorian Governments 10-Year Mental Health Plan will help to ensure future investment is made in a coordinated,
integrated way so that Victorians can access mental health services in the right place, at the right time.
The Victorian specialist mental health service system takes a holistic approach to the treatment and care of young
people and their families. Integral to this approach is a close working relationship with the young person’s carer/s,
family, general practitioner or paediatrician, and school to ensure an integrated response to the young person’s
broader health and social needs.
The New Monash Children’s Hospital will include the redevelopment of the Early in Life Mental Health Service
Inpatient Unit. The Early in Life Mental Health Service provides bed based and ambulatory services for children
and youth aged between 0-25 years. Additionally, examples of other support services are the School Focussed
Youth Services, Monash Youth and Family Services, Youth Prevention and Recovery Care Service, Child and
Adolescent Mental Health Services and Schools Early Action Together service.
The National Disability Insurance Scheme when fully implemented in Victoria will play a key role in supporting
young people with a psychiatric disability to live in the community.
Of the 96 headspace centres currently operational in Australia, 21 are currently operational Victoria and a further
two headspace centres will become operational in 2017. Of the Victorian headspace centres, two centres are located
in close proximity to the City of Monash. These are headspace Elsternwick and headspace Bentleigh. In areas
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surrounding the City of Monash, there are a number of centres, including headspace Dandenong, headspace
Hawthorn, headspace Narre Warren and headspace Knox.
The Commonwealth Government, through its reform of primary health, has devolved the governance of headspace
centres to Primary Health Networks. These networks work in partnership with headspace National Office in the
operation of headspace centres.
I will continue to work with ministerial colleagues in the Commonwealth Government to ensure that young people
in south east Melbourne continue to receive vital early intervention youth services in the community.
I would encourage residents, family members and other concerned parties to continue raising issues and
suggestions with the Commonwealth Government.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Fitzherbert
Minister for Public Transport
7 February 2017

ANSWER:
The Government is aware that the Liberal Party has called for the project to be delayed. The Government has
rejected this request. The Government has also rejected the request from the Liberal Party to change the design of
the station that would add 6 minutes to the daily commute for 40 000 passengers every day forever.
The Government has also rejected the suggestion from the Liberal Party to consider locating the station underneath
the Shrine which would involve the removal of 60 war time tribute trees.
The Government acknowledges that both the Victorian and Federal Liberal Parties are seeking to delay this project.
The Turnbull Government, having originally approved the project, is now seeking to delay it and has put an
emergency heritage protection on the site.
The Federal and Victorian Liberals will not succeed in their attempts to delay this project. We are getting on with it
and the community will be advised when works that include the removal of trees begins.

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Wooldridge
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
8 February 2017

ANSWER:
After years of inaction by the previous government, congestion levels have grown and as part of VicRoads’ traffic
investigations currently in progress for the Fitzsimons Lane corridor, we are looking at a range of options to relieve
congestion along this corridor.
VicRoads is actively working with a range of stakeholders, both in the context of this site and the recently
announced North East Link Study, to determine the best solution in addressing congestion levels along this
corridor.
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Northern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Lovell
Minister for Public Transport
8 February 2017

ANSWER:
I am advised by V/Line that culverts between Numurkah and Wunghnu will be prioritised in the 2017 work
schedule.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Finn
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
8 February 2017

ANSWER:
The Level Crossing Removal Authority (LXRA) has established a monthly Transport Working Group with officers
from Moonee Valley City Council. Sub-committees will be established to address local traffic, pedestrian and
cyclist movements.
The LXRA is confident that the design solution will provide a number of key benefits, including improved safety
and traffic flow around the education precinct, less congestion on Buckley Street, and enhanced pedestrian and
cycling links around the Essendon Activity Centre.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Crozier
Minister for Public Transport
9 February 2017

ANSWER:
The previous Coalition Government did not remove a single level crossing on the Frankston line. In contrast, the
Andrews Labor Government is removing eleven, with three already gone.
The Level Crossing Removal Authority (LXRA) worked closely with Melbourne Water and Glen Eira City
Council on the design of the pipe network that was installed as part of the project. The design replicated
pre-existing flood management conditions and would not cause any additional flooding of the Elwood Canal
Catchment during heavy rain events.
On 29 December 2016, Melbourne Water’s local rain gauges measured over 50mm in the two hour period between
2.00pm and 4.00pm in the McKinnon area. Following enquiries regarding flooding, LXRA conducted
investigations and found that the flood management system was functioning as designed and to the standard
required by Melbourne Water.
Prior to the drainage system becoming operational following the level crossing works, a complete CCTV
inspection was carried out of the system to ensure there were no blockages or obstructions. A very small amount of
concrete was observed during the CCTV inspection of the drain system and has since been removed.
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Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr O’Donohue
Minister for Public Transport
9 February 2017

ANSWER:
Unlike the previous Liberal Government who slashed funding for bus services, the Andrews Labor Government
has committed $100 million to build a better bus network across Victoria.
This $100 million investment includes a new bus network for the Casey area, delivering more frequent and reliable
services to get people where they need to go.
The Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources (DEDJTR), regularly assesses bus
networks across Victoria, to ensure routes and services best meet the needs of local communities.
The Department will take residential growth in Pakenham into consideration when undertaking future planning.

Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Pennicuik
Minister for Major Projects
9 February 2017

ANSWER:
Major Projects Victoria (MPV) obtained legal advice confirming that Kew Development Corporation Pty Ltd
(KDC) was entitled to an extension to the Kew Residential Services Development Agreement (DA) to 27 April
2018. The extension was confirmed by letter to KDC on 22 June 2016.
The extension to the Project Term was one of several matters referenced in the Sixth Deed of Variation to the DA
(Sixth Deed), which was executed on 9 December 2016. The timing of the execution of the Sixth Deed was driven
by the conclusion of negotiations between MPV and KDC on other matters finalised in the Sixth Deed. Some of
these matters included financial payments due to MPV from KDC; funds reserved to address a GST refund
between the parties; and completion of conservation works to three heritage buildings located within the Heritage
Core at the Kew site. The Sixth Deed was executed promptly following resolution of all of these matters.

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Wooldridge
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
9 February 2017

ANSWER:
VicRoads conducted significant consultation with the community in late 2015 and June 2016, councils and other
key stakeholders prior to finalising the project scope. In addition, VicRoads has and will continue to ensure the
community is kept adequately informed regarding detailed design, project updates and traffic management
arrangements during construction.
All project scope details were shared through the Community Feedback Report disseminated in December 2016.
VicRoads is organising two further on-site community information sessions in March 2017 tome designs with the
community.
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Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Ramsay
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
9 February 2017

ANSWER:
Mr Ramsay is incorrect in his assertion that VicRoads made an announcement before the recent local government
elections. VicRoads did not announce its submission of the planning scheme amendment (C72) for the bypass to
the Minister for Planning until after elections had closed, and the Councillor Elects had been briefed.
As stated by Mr Ramsay, the Western Highway bypass of Horsham has been the subject of much consultation and
debate, which concluded with submissions and hearings in front of an independent planning panel. Horsham Rural
City Council (HRCC) made a submission and this was considered and assessed by the Panel.
As the bypass Amendment is currently with the Minister for Planning, I will not intervene during his assessment
and decision.

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Leane
Minister for Public Transport
9 February 2017

ANSWER:
I would first like to thank the Member for Eastern Metropolitan and Parliamentary Secretary for Infrastructure for
his hard work to improve transport for people in Melbourne’s East.
The Bayswater Level Crossing Removal Project has transformed the face of Bayswater for the better. Two
dangerous and congested level crossings have been removed and the new Bayswater Station and forecourt has
improved connectivity to the Bayswater shopping precinct. The delivery of transformational infrastructure projects
like this means that the community, travellers and local businesses experience some unavoidable disruption while
construction is underway.
The Level Crossing Removal Authority supported local businesses with marketing and advertising during the
construction period and, as the project nears completion, will continue to provide marketing support for Bayswater
businesses. Representatives from the Level Crossing Removal Authority continue to meet with local businesses
and over the coming weeks will roll out a new advertising campaign, thanking the community for their patience
and encouraging locals to shop in Bayswater.
Support has also been offered to Bayswater businesses to help establish a new local business association,
something a number of businesses have expressed interest. The Level Crossing Removal Authority will work with
Knox Council and these local businesses to provide early assistance towards establishing such an association.
The project team is working hard to ensure that all work is completed with minimum inconvenience to local
businesses and shoppers. Once complete, the new outdoor dining areas, wider footpath and new trees will help to
attract more people to this great area.
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Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Mulino
Minister for Families and Children
21 February 2017

ANSWER:
I would like to thank the honourable member, Mr Mulino, and his constituents for their interest in early childhood
education.
The new facility serving Kimberley Place has been operational since November 2016, and I am delighted to
confirm that the official opening was held on Monday, 1 March 2017.

Northern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Lovell
Minister for Public Transport
21 February 2017

ANSWER:
I am advised by V/Line that culverts between Numurkah and Wunghnu will be prioritised in the 2017 work
schedule.

Eastern Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Bath
Minister for Agriculture
21 February 2017

ANSWER:
The Government has provided a section 5 Governor in Council exemption under the Domestic Animals Act 1994.
This has exempted the sale of cages birds from the operation of section 96 of the Act.
The exemption order was published in the Government gazette on Tuesday 7 March 2017.
The exemption will remain in place until a more permanent provision is introduced into the Domestic Animals Act
1994.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Ramsay
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
21 February 2017

ANSWER:
I am pleased to advise that pursuant to Section 40 of the Coastal Management Act 1995 and as delegated by me,
the Regional Director of Barwon South West, Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning has provided
consent to the proposed use and development of the Anglesea Surf Life Saving Club on 20 February 2017.
The Club has been advised of this consent.
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Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Fitzherbert
Minister for Police
21 February 2017

ANSWER:
Port Phillip Council has resolved the technical issues with the public safety CCTV cameras in Fitzroy Street,
St Kilda. All seven cameras have been fully operational since 2 March 2017.
The radio transmitters for three of the seven CCTV cameras were impacted by a power surge, which took the
system offline. Council reconfigured the CCTV system to enable four CCTV cameras, in key locations along
Fitzroy Street, to recommence transmitting footage directly to the police station on 25 January 2017. These cameras
were operating during the busy Australia Day, Pride March and St Kilda Festival periods.
The remaining three cameras have now been repaired and are fully operational, with additional works undertaken
to protect the system against future power surges.

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Ms Wooldridge
Minister for Public Transport
22 February 2017

ANSWER:
As previously stated, at the last election Labor promised to increase inbound services on the Hurstbridge line in the
morning peak. There was no commitment for an increase in services from the Liberal Party.
The Andrews Labor Government is working with Public Transport Victoria on the best options to deliver the extra
services as soon as practical.
The Member for Eastern Metropolitan would also be aware that works have now commenced on the Governments
$395 million Hurstbridge line upgrade project.
This project will remove two dangerous and congested level crossings, duplicate the track and rebuild Rosanna
Station to run more trains, more often on the Hurstbridge line.
It will also support around 1000 jobs during peak construction, including more than 30 apprentices and trainees
over the life of the project.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Eideh
Minister for Planning
22 February 2017

ANSWER:
Thank you for your question in Parliament on 22 February 2017 concerning the demolition of the Corkman Hotel.
Like many Victorians, I am outraged by the demolition of the pub without permission. This was a deliberate and
dangerous act, which was conducted with no regard to public safety, the heritage of the building, or the wishes of
the local community.
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The Victorian Building Authority and Melbourne City Council have recently pressed charges under the Building
Act 1993 and the Planning and Environment Act 1987. A summary of these charges can be found at:
http://www.vba.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/53706/Charges-laid-overdemolition-of-Corkman-Irish-Pub.pdf.
In conjunction with the council, I have sought an enforcement order from the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal to re-instate the Corkman Irish Pub in a manner sympathetic to the heritage character of the area and
which reflects the scale, design, and layout of the building that has been demolished. A directions hearing on this
matter will be held on 17 March 2017.
I have also put in place a control in the Melbourne Planning Scheme, which requires any permit issued for the site
to restore and reconstruct the building that stood at the site immediately prior to its demolition.
In relation to the issue you raise regarding asbestos at the site, I understand that this is still under investigation by
the Environment Protection Authority and WorkSafe Victoria.

South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Rich-Phillips
Minister for Public Transport
22 February 2017

ANSWER:
PTV conducted an extensive community consultation program in regards to the Cranbourne Bus Network Review.
PTV also undertook extensive consultation with Casey Council in regards to the bus network.
The Ombudsman has made no assertions to Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources
(DEDJTR), or Public Transport Victoria (PTV) that they have any issues with the planning or consultation
processes that was undertaken.
City of Casey’s road policy determines both Freshwater Bvd and Marriott Bvd as local connector roads and
designated as bus capable.
Route 897 is part of the new Cranbourne bus network which has delivered a badly needed upgrade to bus services
in the Cranbourne area. These upgrades which were neglected by the previous Liberal Government form part of the
Andrews Labor Governments $100 million investment in Better Bus Networks across Victoria.

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Leane
Minister for Public Transport
22 February 2017

ANSWER:
I have received advice from the Level Crossing Removal Authority that the architectural glass balustrade
(digi-glass) was installed at Heatherdale Station during recent works over the weekend of 4-5 March 2017.
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South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mrs Peulich
Minister for Public Transport
22 February 2017

ANSWER:
The design of the new station precincts at Cheltenham and Mentone is still under development. The Level Crossing
Removal Authority (LXRA) is asking the community to share their knowledge of the local area and provide input
on a range of design elements, including station design, public space and car parking. This feedback will be used to
inform the next phases of detailed design and construction.
The Government has no plans at this stage to charge commuters to use the proposed multi-level car parks at
Cheltenham and Mentone. LXRA will work in collaboration with Public Transport Victoria and Kingston and
Bayside City Councils on car parking requirements at Cheltenham and Mentone stations as the project progresses.

Western Victoria Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Morris
Minister for Regional Development
23 February 2017

ANSWER:
The Victorian Government made an election commitment to redevelop the Eureka Stadium.
The redevelopment of the stadium has resulted in the Western Bulldogs committing to playing their first AFL game
this year in Round 22 versus Port Adelaide. The Bulldogs have also committed to two AFL Premiership matches in
Ballarat from 2018 onwards. This will bring visitors from all over the state and nation, creating jobs and growing
the local economy.
The City of Ballarat governs the Eureka Stadium precinct on behalf of the public.
The City of Ballarat compulsorily acquired the North Ballarat Football Club freehold title (clubrooms and sports
club facility) with the intent to lease to ensure VFL and AFL football games are played at Eureka Stadium.
Council concerns regarding access were only recently raised when Council were unable to work with the North
Ballarat Football Club Board of Directors to deliver an agreeable outcome.

Western Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Finn
Minister for Planning
23 February 2017

ANSWER:
The planning permit application to expand the Melbourne Regional Landfill at Ravenhall is presently under
consideration following community consultation and a public independent planning panel hearing. It would
therefore be premature to release the report of the independent planning panel at this stage.
I will consider the matter of the release of the report when I make a decision on the planning permit application.
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Southern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mr Davis
Minister for Public Transport
7 March 2017

ANSWER:
The Member for Southern Metropolitan is wrong. No illegal scaffolding on the sky rail tipped over.
The Government and the Level Crossing Removal Authority (LXRA) takes the safety of its workers very seriously.
The Government, LXRA and the contractor all work with relevant unions as part of a Health and Safety
Management Plan.
If the Member for Southern Metropolitan would like to meet with union officials to discuss the importance of safe
workplace laws and conditions, he should approach them directly.

South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Mrs Peulich
Minister for Public Transport
8 March 2017

ANSWER:
The former Liberal Government did not remove a single level crossing on the Frankston line. In contrast, the
Andrews Labor Government is getting rid of boom gates at thirteen level crossings on the Frankston line with three
already gone.
The Member for South Eastern Metropolitan has herself clearly stated that a rail bridge is not a skyrail.
The Member for South Eastern Metropolitan has also raised the importance of protecting the Edithvale/Seaford
wetlands and the Government has taken on board these community concerns by not proceeding with design options
that would impact on these wetlands.
The Government consulted extensively on design options for the removal of the Frankston line level crossings
before announcing our solutions. Further community consultation on the Government’s designs for the removal of
the next ten sets of boom gates on the Frankston line is continuing with details available at
www.levelcrossings.vic.gov.au.
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WRITTEN ADJOURNMENT RESPONSES
Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.

Tuesday, 21 March 2017
Goulburn Valley Health radiotherapy services
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Health
Ms Lovell
8 November 2016

REPLY:
As part of the Andrews Labor Government’s record investment in health in Victoria, Goulburn Valley Health
received $168.6 million in the 2016-17 State Budget, $10 million more than the previous year.
Our investment is evidence of the commitment of the State Government to meeting the health needs of all of the
citizens of the Goulburn Valley and stands in contrast to the $1 billion in cuts to health inflicted by the previous
Liberal Government.
We have significantly invested in growing and expanding the range and quality of cancer services in regional
Victoria. Over recent years this has included the development of new regional cancer centres in Bendigo,
Warrnambool and Albury Wodonga, as well as new models of care at sub-regional health services linked to major
regional hospitals.
Goulburn Valley Health oncologists are currently involved in managing new chemotherapy services at both
Kyabram and Seymour, and there are many similar examples of how the Victorian Government and our leading
public hospitals are supporting the safe and accessible delivery of cancer services to regional Victorians.
The Member for Shepparton has raised the needs of her community to have access to radiotherapy services with the
previous Federal Minister for Health and I have assured Ms Sheed that we will continue to work with regional
areas of Victoria on the development of cancer services to ensure patients have access to high quality and safe
treatment as close to home as possible.
Our actions are in stark contrast to the inaction of the previous Liberal Government who had four years to build
additional services in the Goulburn Valley but failed to lift a finger to support rural and regional Victorians gain
access to services.

Government procurement policy
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Premier
Ms Lovell
22 November 2016

REPLY:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to increasing opportunities for local businesses and growing
Victorian jobs through our industry procurement and participation policies, including in the food industry.
Since the start of 2017, the School Breakfast Clubs Program will use milk sourced from Shepparton and the
program’s baked beans will also be manufactured by SPC Ardmona, enabling us to deliver more Victorian and
Australian produce into schools than ever before.
Not only does this support 130 farms in the Murray Goulburn district, 500 SPC factory jobs and 2700 grower and
supplier jobs but the School Breakfast Clubs provide a free breakfast to up to 25 000 children in the 500 Victorian
government primary schools most in need, setting children up to reach their full potential.
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The food and fibre industry is recognised as one of the Andrews Government’s priority sectors and we are working
to support its growth. The Food & Beverage Trade Week (FBTW) brought delegations of international buyers to
the Shepparton region.
In addition to this, the Andrews Government is investing further in the Shepparton region by opening a new
Victoria Legal Aid office, building the state-of-the-art $73 million Shepparton Law Courts and putting $10 million
towards the Shepparton Art Museum Redevelopment Project.
More widely, the Local Jobs First — Victorian Industry Participation Policy (VIPP) ensures that strategic projects
worth more than $50 million require companies to meet local content requirements using local firms, local
materials, local expertise and local skills. Since 1 September 2016, all government departments and agencies must
consider local businesses for contracts valued at $1 million or more in Regional Victoria, or $3 million or more in
metropolitan Melbourne or for state-wide activities.
There have already been more than 30 projects with mandated local content requirements under the Andrews
Government, compared to only eight projects over four years under the previous Liberal government. The pipeline
of major projects have a combined value of $16 billion, supporting 10 600 current and new jobs.

Youth justice centres
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Families and Children
Mr Finn
7 February 2017

REPLY:
I wrote to the organisers on 9 February 2017 to let them know that I would be unable to attend their community
meeting on Monday 13 February 2017.
Importantly, I have been engaging with Wyndham City Council and community representatives as part of our
ongoing consultation process.
Werribee has been announced as the preferred site for the new youth justice facility. The Victorian Government is
working closely with Wyndham City Council and wants to hear all views and opinions. We are consulting widely
to ensure the local community is actively engaged throughout this project.
This includes hearing views about impacts on residents and businesses in the area as well as helping us explore
opportunities for new transport and community infrastructure.
Residents and businesses in the vicinity are being contacted directly — and times and locations of community
information and consultation sessions will be provided shortly. We understand community members have concerns
and questions and we want to hear them.
The new youth justice facility will be the most secure youth justice facility ever built in this state. It will also
provide significant benefits to the local area it is built in.
It represents an investment of more than $288 million, creating up to 3000 construction and related jobs in the area
and delivering an estimated economic benefit of almost $420 million for Wyndham City.
The new facility will bring around 450 ongoing jobs to the area, providing opportunities for local businesses. It will
support the development of new local infrastructure like roads and improved public transport.
Senior members of my department will be hosting information sessions soon and I will make sure these community
consultation sessions are well publicised beforehand. I am eager to hear community thoughts and opinions.
There’s also information line dedicated to answering questions about the new youth justice facility. It available on
1800 630 738, if you or fellow residents have specific questions or comments.
Information can also be found on the website www.dhhs.vic.gov.au.
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Ballarat railway station precinct
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Regional Development
Mr Morris
7 February 2017

REPLY:
The Victorian Government is getting on with delivering it’s $25 million Ballarat Station Precinct Redevelopment
project election commitment. Leveraging investment from the private sector, the $44 million project will deliver a
vibrant and accessible mixed use community, transport and commercial hub at the Ballarat Station Precinct.
The Ballarat Station Precinct Redevelopment Project represents action towards the delivery of the Ballarat Station
Precinct Master Plan. For too many years the station precinct has been underutilised, with the historic Goods Shed
in disrepair and the economic opportunities of the site unrealised.
The previous Coalition Government only made a $5.3 million election commitment to the Ballarat Station Precinct
in 2014. This represents a momentous contrast between the $25 million committed at the 2014 election by the
Andrews Government.

Northern Victoria Region rail culverts
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mr O’Sullivan
7 February 2017

REPLY:
I am advised by V/Line that culverts between Numurkah and Wunghnu will be prioritised in the 2017 work
schedule.

Country Fire Authority Ballan brigade
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Emergency Services
Mr Ramsay
7 February 2017

REPLY:
The Government has taken, and continues to take, significant steps to address the issue of contamination at
firefighting training sites with firefighter safety being of the utmost importance.
The 2016-17 State Budget allocated $80.7 million over four years to the Country Fire Authority (CFA) to
decommission and remediate the site of the former Fiskville training facility and conduct environmental
assessments and upgrades at six other operational emergency management training centres, located at Bangholme,
Huntly, Longerenong, Penshurst, Wangaratta and West Sale.
The Environment Protection Authority (EPA) has statutory oversight of CFA’s coordination of this remediation
work and environmental assessments (including audits) and the CFA is complying with all EPA regulatory
requirements at all of its training grounds.
In October 2016, as part of its regular testing regime, Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board (MFB)
found low levels of per and poly fluoro alkyl substance (PFAS) at the Victorian Emergency Management Training
Centre at Craigieburn. The MFB isolated the source of the PFAS and undertook a rigorous clean up regime.
Ongoing tests will ensure any future contamination risks are appropriately mitigated.
The 2015-16 State Budget included $300 000 to commence planning for a new training site in Central Highlands to
replace the regional training capacity lost through Fiskville’s closure. In addition, the Government allocated
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$46.4 million in the 2016-17 Budget to the CFA Fiskville Transition Program, which, among other things, is to
fund the development of a CFA Central Highland Regional Training Centre. The CFA has identified a number of
potential sites around Ballan, but as yet has not been able to acquire one.
The CFA recently advertised for interested land holders to contact them as part of the search and will continue to
consult with the Shire of Moorabool, the Ballan community and the Ballan Fire Brigade on these developments.
I look forward to visiting Ballan and meeting community members in the future.

Flemington Road trams
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Ms Fitzherbert
7 February 2017

REPLY:
As the Andrews Labor Government has previously announced, in mid-2017, Routes 8 and 55 will be combined
into a new Route 58 and will run from Toorak to West Coburg via the hospital precinct.
For the first time low floor trams will operate on the new route 58 ensuring that there will be low floor trams
servicing both the Royal Melbourne Hospital and Royal Children’s hospital stops. Around one-third of services
will be low floor on Route 58.
Low floor trams comprise of approximately 32 per cent of the tram fleet, and approximately 24 per cent of tram
stops have been upgraded to level access stops. As at February 2017, Victoria is procuring a total of 70 new
low-floor trams, with 48 currently in service.

Melbourne Metro rail project
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Planning
Mr Davis
7 February 2017

REPLY:
The term ‘preliminary works’ is not used in the Environment Effects Act 1978 or in Amendment GC45 to the
Melbourne, Maribyrnong, Port Phillip and Stonnington planning schemes. In responding to this matter, I have
presumed that the question relates to ‘preparatory works’ as defined in clause 4.12 of the incorporated document
included in Amendment GC45.
There is no ‘carte blanche’ for preparatory works. Exempt preparatory works are set out explicitly in clause 4.12 of
the incorporated document. Clause 4.12 provides that preparatory works may commence prior to the approval of
the environmental management framework and urban design strategy (among other instruments).
Preparatory work is defined in clause 4.12 of the incorporated document to include works which would not have
been subject to a planning permit in the absence of the incorporated document. Amendment GC45 provides no
exemption from requirements under the Heritage Act 1995.
Amendment GC45 gives effect to findings arising from the environment effects statement (EES). The EES process
was concluded with my assessment under the Environment Effects Act.
I am satisfied that the amendment provides adequate protection for values identified through the EES process.
Works that might have a significant effect on those values will be controlled by secondary consents, including the
environmental management framework (which documents the environmental performance requirements for the
project), the early works’ plan, and development plans.
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Shepparton East Primary School
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Education
Ms Lovell
8 February 2017

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to investing in educational infrastructure, and this has been
demonstrated through the allocation of $1.8 billion in the 2015-16 and 2016-17 State Budgets to build, upgrade and
maintain school facilities. However, fulfilling our ambitious agenda to make Victoria the ‘Education State’ will
take some time, and our ongoing challenge is to responsibly balance and prioritise the needs of over 1500
government schools.
While the Department of Education and Training takes this matter seriously, parking beyond school boundaries and
the maintenance of service roads are local authority issues. For this reason, I urge the Greater Shepparton City
Council to continue liaising with VicRoads to upgrade this area and ensure both the safety and convenience of the
Shepparton East Primary School community.
In reference to your request for capital works, I can assure you that the infrastructure needs of all schools, including
those of Shepparton East Primary, will be considered through the State Budget process when determining future
priorities for the capital works program.
I trust this information is of assistance.

Never Leave Kids in Cars
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Families and Children
Mr Eideh
8 February 2017

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
In 2016, Ambulance Victoria responded to 1562 calls of children being left unattended in cars across the State. It is
essential that we continue to remind parents and carers to take their children with them whenever they get out of the
car.
The 2016-17 summer campaign Never Leave Kids in Cars was launched in December with the key message ‘Our
valuables should never be left in the car’.
This year’s campaign is employing a broad range of strategies to ensure that this important message reaches as
many families as possible. This includes:
– advertising across radio and digital media and in shopping centre car parks
– developing posters and flyers for early childhood services to display and distribute to families, including
kindergartens and maternal and child health services
– engaging Shane Crawford, AFL identity and father of four, as campaign ambassador
– generating activity on social media.
To generate social media activity, three videos featuring Shane Crawford were developed for sharing and
promotion across various social media platforms. These videos have been highly successful, with the first being
viewed more than 410 000 times on Premier Daniel Andrews’ Facebook page.
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Families and services are able to access posters and flyers in English and ten other languages on the Department of
Education and Training website: http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/parents/health/Pages/kidsincars.aspx. For
more information on child safety, families should visit kidsafe.vic.gov.au.

Caroline Springs Blue Devils Basketball Club
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Sport
Mr Finn
8 February 2017

REPLY:
I refer to the adjournment debate of 08 February regarding concerns the member has over the Caroline Springs
Blue Devils Basketball Club’s access to facilities at the Caroline Springs Leisure Centre.
Local sporting clubs such as the Caroline Springs Blue Devils Basketball Club play a vital role in their
communities and the Victorian Government will continue to support community clubs.
Being a growth suburb, I understand that Caroline Springs has recently seen a marked increase in demand for its
sports facilities. In recognition of this, late last year the Andrews Labor Government announced a $2.5 million
grant for the Caroline Springs Leisure Centre Extension from the Growing Suburbs Fund. The project will include
the construction of two additional courts at the facility to support a range of indoor sports and programs.
In the meantime, I understand Melton City Council has tenant agreements with futsal, netball and basketball groups
in addition to the Blue Devils. I have been informed that they are working with all of the tenants to provide a range
of activities to keep as many people active in their municipality as possible.
I encourage the Caroline Springs Blue Devils Basketball Club to continue to work with Melton City Council, the
Caroline Springs Basketball Association, the Keilor Basketball Association and other user groups in order to
achieve the best outcomes for the club and local community.

Public transport
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Ms Patten
8 February 2017

REPLY:
As the Victorian Government is currently in a ‘good faith’ negotiation process with Metro Trains Melbourne
(MTM) and Yarra Trams to negotiate an extension to their franchise term, it is not appropriate at this point for the
government to appoint an expert panel to assess the viability of Victoria’s public transport model.
The current agreements with the operators have been in place since 2009 and are due to expire in November 2017.
These agreements provide that subject to satisfying necessary conditions, the operators have a right to negotiate
exclusively with government for a further seven year franchise term.
Both operators met the necessary conditions and now the government is in a ‘good faith’ negotiation process with
them.
However, in negotiating new contracts, the government is requiring significantly stronger standards than in the
current contracts, particularly in the areas of performance; passenger experience; maintenance and renewal of the
asset base; accessibility and restrictions on advertising content.
These improvements have been designed to make the operators more open and accountable to passengers, and
create a safer, more accessible and user-friendly transport system.
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Both MTM and Yarra Trams have now submitted formal proposals to operate the train and tram network
respectively for the next seven years. The proposals are being evaluated and a decision is expected to be made later
in the year. As this process is confidential I cannot comment further at this stage.
Should appropriate terms not be reached with the incumbent franchisees during the negotiations, the government
may pursue alternative options.

Salvation Army community shed
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing
Mr Leane
8 February 2017

REPLY:
I thank the Member for Metropolitan East, Parliamentary Secretary to the Special Minister of State and
Parliamentary Secretary for Infrastructure for inviting me, on behalf of his constituent, Major Brendan Nottle of
The Salvation Army, to open the Salvation Army’s community shed upon its completion.
The Salvation Army’s new community shed will further expand its services to vulnerable members of our
community. I recognise the importance of creating supportive environments and opportunities for people who are
experiencing or at risk of homelessness, including rough sleepers, and I commend the Salvation Army for
establishing this new community shed.
The community shed will offer homeless and at risk men and women within the central business district of
Melbourne the chance to actively engage in social activities. I look forward to hearing more about the progress of
the community shed and my office will liaise with you directly about the opening.

Southern Metropolitan Region crime
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Corrections
Mr Davis
8 February 2017

REPLY:
Your request does not stipulate a period in time for the information that is being sought. Over a period of weeks,
dozens of court orders commence, are altered or are completed. Without a specific date it is not possible to answer
the question accurately.
For more information on Community Corrections Orders please visit the website at
http://www.corrections.vic.gov.au/home/community+corrections/orders/.

Chandler Highway bridge
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Roads and Road Safety
Mr Elasmar
8 February 2017

REPLY:
VicRoads has advised that Tenders for Contract No. 9270 for the Chandler Highway Upgrade Project closed on
30 November 2016 and I announced the successful tenderer, Seymour Whyte Constructions, on 22 February, 2017.
All required land for the project has been secured. The Government Land Monitor’s endorsement of the negotiated
purchase of the required land for the project was received on 2 February 2017.
Early works to relocate a High Voltage power line across the Yarra River were undertaken in January 2017.
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The upgraded six-lane Chandler Highway will be open to traffic in mid 2018.
VicRoads has advised that additional traffic modelling and assessments are currently being undertaken regarding
the installation of clearways along Princes Street in Kew and Grange Road in Alphington. A formal consultation
process with the community will commence once these investigations have been completed.

Youth justice centres
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Families and Children
Ms Crozier
8 February 2017

REPLY:
The Andrews Labor Government and my department are committed to providing a safe and secure environment for
young people and staff in our youth justice centres, while protecting the safety of the Victorian community.
Considerable work has been undertaken to improve the safety of our youth justice services, including investing in
an additional 41 new youth justice positions in our facilities.
Opportunities for staff to access psychological and emotional wellbeing exist through the Department of Health and
Human Services’ Employee Assistance Program and the Secure Services Staff Wellbeing Program. This Program
aims to create a continuum of care where staff are supported in times of distress but is also focused on assisting
staff in working pro-actively to develop an understanding of their mental health needs.
In addition, a client behaviour management model has been developed to support the establishment of a consistent
behaviour management approach across all youth justice precincts. The model focuses on young people taking
individual responsibility, with staff providing feedback on that behaviour.
Corrections Victoria staff are working with youth justice staff to support the safety and security of the youth justice
centres, particularly when young people are exhibiting dangerous and violent behaviours that may impact on the
safety of staff and other young people.

Murchison East rail services
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Ms Lovell
9 February 2017

REPLY:
The Government has recently introduced a new extended service from Seymour each weekday to Shepparton via
Murchison East station as of 29 January 2017.
The Government is committed to delivering five services, five days a week to the outer regional train lines,
including Shepparton, as part of the Regional Network Development Plan.
Additional stops at Murchison East station will be considered in future timetable reviews.
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Flemington Road trams
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mr Barber
9 February 2017

REPLY:
As the Andrews Labor Government has previously announced, in mid-2017, Routes 8 and 55 will be combined
into a new Route 58 and will run from Toorak to West Coburg via the hospital precinct.
A mixture of low floor and high floor trams will operate on the new route 58 ensuring that there will be low floor
trams servicing both the Royal Melbourne Hospital and Royal Children’s hospital stops.
Low floor trams comprise of approximately 32 per cent of the tram fleet, and approximately 24 per cent of tram
stops have been upgraded to level access stops. Presently, Victoria is procuring a total of 70 new low-floor trams,
with 47 currently in service. Over time, the introduction of the new trams will allow a greater number of low-floor
vehicles being allocated across more tram routes. The routes to receive low floor trams first have been chosen
based on the level of demand and the overall need for accessible tram services.

Pakenham East train stabling depot
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mr Mulino
9 February 2017

REPLY:
I would first like to thank the Member for Eastern Victoria for his hard work and support for this project.
I am pleased to provide you with more detail on the High Capacity Metro Trains (HCMT) Project. This $2.3 billion
Project is for the State’s largest single order of trains. It is an investment into bigger trains for Melbourne and a
better passenger, experience, and represents a commitment to local jobs, workforce development and local
industry.
The Project includes the construction of a new train depot in Pakenham East, which will feature a train
maintenance facility, high-tech simulator and a stabling yard for 30 of the 65 trains.
The depot will be constructed from 87 per cent local content and local suppliers from South-East Melbourne will
have an opportunity to bid for work. When complete the depot will result in 100 long-term jobs associated with
maintenance of the fleet of HCMTs.
Early works in Pakenham East have commenced including site preparation activities, flora and fauna surveys,
geotechnical investigation, and a topographical survey. Earth works are expected to commence in the coming
months, with construction of the depot due for completion by the end of 2018.
Supporting local content and jobs is a key objective of the HCMT Project. The trains will be built in Melbourne
with 60 per cent local content, exceeding the Victorian Government’s minimum requirement of 50 per cent. In
total, the HCMT Project will result in 1100 jobs, including those in the broader supply chain.
The full HCMT program, which includes new and upgraded rail infrastructure in the Cranbourne-Pakenham
corridor, will significantly increase capacity on the Cranbourne and Pakenham lines, carrying an additional 11 000
passengers in the morning peak. The innovative design will use the latest technology, making the trains safer, more
reliable and comfortable for passengers, and providing enhanced accessibility features.
The first HCMT will be delivered to the depot for testing in November 2018 and will enter service in mid-2019.
The first 37 HCMTs will run on the Cranbourne-Pakenham lines and the full fleet of 65 HCMTs will run through
the new Metro Tunnel to Sunbury.
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Youth justice centres
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Families and Children
Mr Finn
9 February 2017

REPLY:
The case for this new facility involved consideration of more than a dozen sites including regional sites.
The criteria in determining a preferred site included access for staff and visitors, the proximity to public transport,
proximity to relevant services, planning considerations, size and shape of land and the cost and speed of
construction.
The Hoppers Lane South site is vacant land and is preferred because of its close proximity to services, including
meeting legal obligations around access to court, access to young offenders for legal representatives, family and
other services, the relative distance from residential communities and the suitability of the site itself.
This development will provide considerable employment opportunities in the local area. It represents an investment
of more than $288 million, creating up to 3000 construction and related jobs in the area and delivering an estimated
economic benefit of almost $420 million for Wyndham City.
The new facility will bring around 450 ongoing jobs to the area, providing opportunities for local businesses. It will
support the development of new local infrastructure like roads and improved public transport.
The Victorian Government is working closely with Wyndham City Council and wants to hear all views and
opinions. We are consulting widely to ensure the local community is actively engaged throughout this project.
This includes hearing views about impacts on residents and businesses in the area as well as helping us explore
opportunities for new transport and community infrastructure.
Residents and businesses in the vicinity are being contacted directly — and times and locations of community
information and consultation sessions will be provided shortly. We understand community members have concerns
and questions and we want to hear them.
There’s also a dedicated Hoppers Lane South Youth Justice Centre information line available on 1800 630 738, if
you or fellow residents have specific questions or comments.
Information can also be found on the website www.dhhs.vic.gov.au.

Great Ocean Road tourism
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Tourism and Major Events
Mr Ramsay
9 February 2017

REPLY:
I recognise the importance of the Great Ocean Road to Victoria’s tourism industry. The Government is committed
to ensuring its long term sustainability as an iconic tourist drive.
I acknowledge the significance of the road as the economic lifeblood for the communities located along its
270 kilometres and commend the Great Ocean Road Regional Tourism Board for its strong industry leadership
during recent crisis events.
The Government recognises the critical need for continued investment in tourism-related infrastructure in the
region, as demonstrated in the recent announcement of a further $53 million by the Premier, Daniel Andrews MP to
improve the surface of the road and reduce the risk of closure from landslips.
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The Government has a demonstrated track record of support for communities in the region including; the
establishment of Tourism Greater Geelong and The Bellarine as a Regional Tourism Board; $9.8 million allocated
in the 2016-17 State Budget to deliver Stage One of the Shipwreck Coast Master Plan; and $1.4 million in funding
for the Great Ocean Road Economic and Community Bushfire Support Package following the Wye
River-Jamieson Track bushfire in December 2015.
I note the capacity issues confronting the iconic Twelve Apostles precinct and, while growing the State’s tourism
industry will continue to be a priority in the 2017-18 budget, initiatives such as the Shipwreck Coast Master Plan
will need to be assessed with other budget priorities.

South Yarra railway station
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Planning
Mr Davis
9 February 2017

REPLY:
I thank you for your question about the interface between South Yarra railway station and the Melbourne Metro rail
tunnel project.
The Melbourne Metro rail tunnel project was the subject of an exhaustive environment effects statement process
which culminated in December 2016 with my assessment of the environmental effects of the project under the
Environment Effects Act 1978. I have since approved amendment GC45 to the Maribyrnong, Melbourne, Port
Phillip and Stonnington planning schemes. Amendment GC45 provides an approvals framework for the project,
subject to a range of secondary consent requirements.
Regarding a new station at South Yarra, I agreed with the independent Melbourne Metro Rail joint Inquiry and
Advisory Committee (IAC) that a new station not be included as part of this project due to its poor cost/benefit
ratio.
However, in line with my assessment of the project, the Government has informed the three short listed bidders that
their designs for the project must not preclude the provision of a new station at South Yarra in the future.

Rushworth State Forest
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
Ms Lovell
21 February 2017

REPLY:
I have asked the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning for a full explanation of why the trees
were damaged and pushed over the track.
This practice is not an Andrews Labor Government policy. The department will report back to me on an improved
process so this does not happen again anywhere across Victoria. Forest Fire Management Victoria is developing a
policy on permanent track closures in state forest. This will be ready by mid-March 2017.
Importantly, the track is now closed to be rehabilitated. Signs are now in place and access to the area for
firefighting has not been compromised. In terms of access for biking, there is a formed legal public road 50 metres
west of the track that can be used for vehicles, including trail bikes, to access and enjoy the forest.
Forest Fire Management Victoria is also working with the Campaspe Shire to engage with local community
members on rehabilitation of the track and the future management of the Whroo State Forest. The first formal
meeting will take place in April 2017.
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Sunbury development
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Planning
Mr Finn
21 February 2017

REPLY:
I thank Mr Finn for his question and concern regarding heritage and conservation values in the Sunbury area.
This matter relates to the ongoing work the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) is undertaking for the preparation
of the Lancefield Road Precinct Structure Plan (PSP).
As part of developing the Lancefield Road PSP, the VPA has undertaken extensive reviews and studies of both
Aboriginal cultural heritage sites as well as post-contact heritage sites, which have informed the preparation of the
PSP.
Thorough arboriculture and scattered tree assessments have also been conducted and are reflected in the PSP, and I
note that the PSP proposes to apply a Rural Conservation Zone to areas under the Biodiversity Conservation
Strategy and areas of regionally significant landscape values.
These studies have identified a number of sites of significance which in turn are referenced in the PSP. Any
development around these sites much comply with a suite of legislation designed to protect such heritage and
environmental values.
I am confident that the Lancefield Road PSP will respond adequately to both Aboriginal cultural heritage sites and
post-contact heritage sites in the Sunbury area. However, as the VPA is currently assessing all submissions
received in relation to this project, it would be inappropriate for me to intervene in this matter.

Melbourne Regional Landfill
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Planning
Mr Finn
22 February 2017

REPLY:
The planning permit application to expand the Melbourne Regional Landfill at Ravenhall is presently under
consideration following community consultation and a public independent planning panel hearing. It would
therefore be premature to release the report of the independent planning panel at this stage.
I will consider the matter of the release of the report when I make a decision on the planning permit application.

Drug rehabilitation services
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Mental Health
Mr Ramsay
22 February 2017

REPLY:
This year alone, the Andrews Labor Government has invested more than $192.5 million to reduce alcohol and
other drug related harm, including through expanding access to treatment in Victoria.
The Government’s Ice Action Plan has been accompanied by more than $100 million in new investment to reduce
the availability of and harm caused by ice and other drugs. This includes $6 million in the 2016-17 Victorian
Budget to develop an 18 to 20 bed drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility in the Grampians region. The
Government has also introduced an additional 32 residential rehabilitations beds in existing alcohol and other drug
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treatment services across the state. This represents, in total, a 25% increase in residential rehab bed numbers since
the Andrews Labor Government came into power.
All residential rehabilitation and withdrawal bed-based services in the alcohol and other drug treatment system are
available to clients from across the state. In addition, alcohol and other drug treatment services have access to
approximately 390 transitional housing beds to assist clients in need of stable housing while engaging in treatment
or returning to the community following a period of residential treatment.
In 2016-17, the Barwon catchment received funding of $8.2 million for alcohol and other drug treatment services,
making it one of the highest funded (by population) catchments in the state.
This funding includes two residential withdrawal services, being a 14 bed adult residential withdrawal service and a
specialist 4 bed youth residential withdrawal service, as well as therapeutic day rehabilitation services and a range
of other community based treatment services.
The Government is committed to reducing the impact of alcohol and other drugs on individuals and families across
the State, and will continue to work with the community and the alcohol and other drug treatment sector to identify
future priorities for investment.
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WRITTEN ADJOURNMENT RESPONSES
Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.

Wednesday, 22 March 2017
Ballarat bus services
Raised with:
Raised by:
Raised on:

Minister for Public Transport
Mr Morris
21 February 2017

REPLY:
The new network delivers much needed investment in new bus services in Ballarat, neglected by the previous
Liberal Government which slashed funding for bus services.
The new Ballarat Bus Network increases service levels for growing areas, introduce more direct routes for a faster
journey and improve connections to key destinations. The new network also provides better bus to train
connections to improve access to education, employment and social opportunities.
The new Ballarat Bus Network is part of the Andrews Labor Governments $100 million investment in improving
bus services across Victoria.
The design of the network was the result of extensive community consultation undertaken in mid-2016 involving
community members, local council and other key stakeholders.
The Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resource (DEDJTR) will continue to monitor the
performance of the new network.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
Headings reflect the portfolio of the minister answering the question.

Tuesday, 21 March 2017
Roads and road safety
5281.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety):
Broken down by direction of traffic, what is the current daily traffic volumes on the following roads —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)

Dynon Road, West Melbourne;
Dudley Street, West Melbourne;
Wurundjeri Way, Docklands;
Hawke Street, West Melbourne;
Montague Street, South Melbourne;
Victoria Street, West Melbourne;
Queensbury Street, North Melbourne;
La Trobe Street, Melbourne;
Spencer Street, Melbourne;
Lonsdale Street, Melbourne;
Bourke Street, Melbourne;
Flinders Street, Melbourne;
Collins Street, Melbourne;
Peel Street, Melbourne; and
Royal Parade, Parkville.

ANSWER:
I can advise that current daily traffic volumes (i.e. number of vehicles per day) are as indicated in the table below.
Road

Direction

2016

Dynon Road

Eastbound

16 000

Westbound

16 000

Eastbound

15 000

Westbound

14 000

Northbound

14 000

Southbound

19 000

Eastbound

5900

Westbound

6600

Northbound

11 000

Southbound

18 000

Dudley Street

Wurundjeri Way

Hawke Street

Montague Street
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Road

Direction

2016

Victoria Street

Eastbound

17 000

Westbound

16 000

Eastbound

6000

Westbound

6000

Eastbound

7500

Westbound

9800

Northbound

13 000

Southbound

13 000

Eastbound

11 000

Westbound

12 000

Eastbound

3800

Westbound

3800

Eastbound

15 000

Westbound

11 000

Eastbound

7300

Westbound

7300

Northbound

12 000

Southbound

16 000

Northbound

15 000

Southbound

12 000

Queensbury Street

La Trobe Street

Spencer Street

Lonsdale Street

Bourke Street

Flinders Street

Collins Street

Peel Street

Royal Parade

Roads and road safety
7464.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): What is the latest origin to destination data for the following roads in the
Eltham/Greensborough area:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Bolton Street;
Main Road;
Fitzsimmons Lane;
Diamond Creek Road;
Rosanna Road; and
Yan Yean Road.

ANSWER:
a)

Bolton Street- VicRoads commissioned an Origin-Destination (O-D) survey of Bolton Street and adjacent.
The survey, which was undertaken one day in May 2016 between 7:00am and 7:00pm, captured traffic
movements at nine locations. 16,1000 vehicles were recorded on Bolton Street in the 12-hour survey period.

b)

Main Road- VicRoads has no recorded O-D survey data for this road.

c)

Fitzsimons Lane- VicRoads has no recorded O-D survey data for this road.
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d)

Diamond Creek Road- VicRoads has no recorded O-D survey data for this road.

e)

Rosanna Road- VicRoads commissioned an O-D survey in Melbourne’s northern suburbs as part of the
investigation for Rosanna Road. The one day survey was undertaken in July 2016, between 10:00pm and
6:00am. The results of the survey were finalised in late October 2016. 581 vehicles were recorded in the
survey area in the 12-hour survey period.

f)

Yan Yean Road- VicRoads has no recorded O-D survey data for this road.

1685

Roads and road safety
7629.

MS DUNN — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety): How
many motorcyclist fatalities in road accidents have there been to date in Victoria in 2016 and of those
fatalities, how many have been attributed to the exclusive fault of the motorcyclist.

ANSWER:
There were 56 motorcyclist (including 1 pillion passenger) lives lost in Victorian road crashes in 2016. Of these,
86 per cent, based on preliminary findings, involved fault by the motorcyclist. It is noted that preliminary findings
do not include an assessment of the proportion of crashes in which fault does not lie exclusively with one party.

Roads and road safety
7694.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): In light of the Minister’s response to my constituency question of August 18, 2016 that the final
design for upgrading Bolton Street, Eltham “will take into consideration the community’s recent
feedback”, will the Government reconsider its plans to not include dedicated turning lanes as access in
and out of side streets of Bolton Street, Eltham.

ANSWER:
VicRoads has extensively engaged with the community prior to finalising the project scope. Besides the two
community sessions, all project scope details were shaped through the community feedback report disseminated in
December 2016. VicRoads is organising further information sessions in March 2017 to share the designs with the
community.

Roads and road safety
7695.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): What is the average daily count of trucks using Bolton Street in Eltham.

ANSWER:
Daily traffic volumes on Bolton Street are approximately 19 000 vehicles per day. A more detailed traffic count
was undertaken on 4 May 2016 between 7:00am and 7:00pm. A total of 16 100 vehicles were recorded, of which
3.2 per cent were heavy vehicles. A truck curfew currently exists on Bolton Street between 10pm and 6am.

Roads and road safety
7696.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): Will the Government ban trucks from using Bolton Street in Eltham.

ANSWER:
A truck curfew already exists on Bolton Street between 10pm and 6am.
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Roads and road safety
7697.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): Will the Government reduce the speed limit in Bolton Street, Eltham to 50 kilometres per hour.

ANSWER:
After years of inaction by the former government and in response to the community’s feedback, the Andrews
Labor Government will review the speed limit on Bolton Street as part of the long awaited upgrade.

Roads and road safety
7698.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (For the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): Will the Government introduce speed humps in side streets to Bolton Street, Eltham.

ANSWER:
A range of traffic calming treatments are being considered as part of the detailed design, keeping in view the
community’s feedback.

Roads and road safety
7722.

MS DUNN — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety): In
relation to the Chandler Highway Bridge Duplication Project, no business case has been presented to
explain the selection of the west option —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

was a business case analysis performed, if so, when will the Minister make this report publicly
available;
what is the cost-benefit ratio of the west option;
what is the cost-benefit ratio of having some or all of the road on the east side of the existing
bridge; and
the Government’s pre-election promise was to duplicate the bridge, what is the difference in cost
between duplicating the bridge and building six new lanes.

ANSWER:
The Chandler Highway business case analysed a number of options. After careful consideration of the overall
impact to the road network and road users, residents and businesses, surrounding land, the environment and
properties of cultural significance, the preferred option is to build a new six lane bridge to the west of the existing
Chandler Highway Bridge.
The Victorian Government has committed $110 million to widen the Chandler Highway from Yarra Boulevard to
Heidelberg Road in Alphington and build a new bridge over the Yarra River. The upgrade is designed to help ease
congestion, improve reliability for drivers, and improve road safety for all road users including cyclists and
pedestrians.
The preferred option will remove the bottleneck where four lanes reduce to two. This will reduce the length of
traffic queues and allow traffic to move more freely when travelling along Chandler Highway over the Yarra River.
The eastern option was estimated to cost in excess of $30 million more than the western option, not including costs
relating to project management delays, compensation and legal fees.
As part of this project, improvements will be made to multiple transport modes that will benefit pedestrians,
cyclists and public transport users. This will include additional lanes providing safer and more reliable journeys,
converting the existing bridge into a shared user path for use by pedestrians and cyclists and allowing for timetable
improvements to the local bus network.
The preferred western option will also improve safety for cyclists and pedestrians, with a shared user path being
built along Chandler Highway from Heidelberg Road to the Eastern Freeway.
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Water
9001.

MS BATH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Water): What volume of water
was released from Melbourne Water’s storages during Winter 2016 that was for consumptive use.

ANSWER:
During winter 2016, Melbourne Water released 97.1 gigalitres from storages for consumptive use.

Water
9002.

MS BATH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Water): What volume of water
was released from Melbourne Water’s storages during Spring 2016 that was for consumptive use.

ANSWER:
During spring 2016, Melbourne Water released 101.7 gigalitres from storages for consumptive use.

Water
9003.

MS BATH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Water): What volume of water
was released from Melbourne Water’s storages during Winter 2016 for reasons other than consumptive
uses and will the Minister detail the specific reasons for releasing this water.

ANSWER:
During winter 2016, Melbourne Water released 11.8 gigalitres from storages for reasons other than consumptive
uses. This water was released to meet Melbourne Water’s obligations specified in the following bulk water
entitlements held by the Victorian Environmental Water Holder:
– Yarra Environmental Entitlement 2006
– Bulk Entitlement (Thomson River — Environment) Order 2005
– Tarago and Bunyip Rivers Environmental Entitlement 2009.

Water
9004.

MS BATH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Water): What volume of water
was released from Melbourne Water’s storages during Spring 2016 for reasons other than consumptive
uses and will the Minister detail the specific reasons for releasing this water.

ANSWER:
During spring 2016, Melbourne Water released 9.4 gigalitres from storages for reasons other than consumptive
uses. This water was released to meet Melbourne Water’s obligations specified in the following bulk water
entitlements held by the Victorian Environmental Water Holder:
– Yarra Environmental Entitlement 2006
– Bulk Entitlement (Thomson River — Environment) Order 2005
– Tarago and Bunyip Rivers Environmental Entitlement 2009.
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Corrections
10 492.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Corrections: In relation to all prisons in Victoria and
other facilities managed by Corrections Victoria: For each of the periods between 1 December and
31 December 2016 —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

how many items of contraband have been seized from prisoners;
how many items of contraband have been seized from visitors;
what items of contraband have been detected in relation to prisoners and how many instances has
each item been detected;
what items of contraband has been detected in relation to visitors and how many instances has
each item been detected;
how many cell searches for contraband have been undertaken and how many items of contraband
have been seized in each search; and
how many times have dog squads been used in contraband searches at the facility.

ANSWER:
Information regarding drugs and contraband in Victorian prisons can now be found in the publicly available report,
Drugs in Victorian Prisons, which has been accessible online from 20 December 2016. The report for period
1 December to 31 December 2016 is available online.
This information was previously publicly available until the former Coalition Government stopped its release.

Corrections
10 495.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Corrections: In relation to all prisons in Victoria and
other facilities managed by Corrections Victoria: For each of the periods between 1 January and
31 January 2017 —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

how many items of contraband have been seized from prisoners;
how many items of contraband have been seized from visitors;
what items of contraband have been detected in relation to prisoners and how many instances has
each item been detected;
what items of contraband has been detected in relation to visitors and how many instances has
each item been detected;
how many cell searches for contraband have been undertaken and how many items of contraband
have been seized in each search; and
how many times have dog squads been used in contraband searches at the facility.

ANSWER:
Information regarding drugs and contraband in Victorian prisons can now be found in the publicly available report,
Drugs in Victorian Prisons, which has been accessible online from 20 December 2016.
This information was previously publicly available until the former Coalition Government stopped its release.
It is anticipated that the report for the period 1 January to 31 January 2017 will be available online from 15 March
2017.
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Training and skills
10 499.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: What is the predicted student
enrolment at Greensborough TAFE and Banyule Tech for 2018 and for 2019.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
In 2018, it is predicted there will be 482 enrolments at Greensborough Melbourne Polytechnic campus for TAFE
and short courses, this includes Government funded and fee for service enrolments. In 2019, it is predicted there
will be 594 enrolments for TAFE and short courses, again, including Government funded and fee for service
enrolments. Melbourne Polytechnic will also be transporting health students from the Preston campus to the
Greensborough campus to utilise the Health Simulation suites, multiple times a week.

Training and skills
10 500.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: What are the predicted staff
numbers at Greensborough TAFE and Banyule Tech for 2018 and for 2019.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Melbourne Polytechnic are unable to advise final staff numbers as these are reliant on still pending final student
numbers. Existing staff members from other Melbourne Polytechnic campuses will also be utilised.
The number of secondary students from the partner schools in the LGA is predicted to be around 14 000 in 2018
and 2019. The Tech School program is currently being designed in collaboration with the partner schools and this
will confirm access arrangements. The Tech School staffing arrangements include a currently appointed Executive
Director Tech Schools, across both the Whittlesea and Banyule-Nillumbik Tech Schools (both hosted by
Melbourne Polytechnic), with responsibility for strategic oversight to drive the delivery of each local partnership’s
Tech School strategy and plans during the design and planning stage. The staffing from commencement of
operations (mid-2018) is also likely to include a Tech School Director for each site, two teaching/instructional staff
and administrative and technical support staff. A key part of the Tech Schools’ model is the use of partner school
teachers to support program delivery. This is to increase teacher confidence with advanced STEM techniques and
technology, improve their teaching practice, and ensure alignment of the Tech School learning programs with the
core teaching and learning of partner schools.

Training and skills
10 501.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: What is the total budget in
2016-17 and 2017-18 for re-opening the Greensborough TAFE.

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government committed $10 million to the re-opening of the Greensborough campus, given its
strategic significance to the future skills needs of Melbourne’s North.
The Government is also supporting the establishment of the Banyule Tech School to be built on the campus. The
Tech School will be funded as part of $128 million investment to establish ten state-of-the-art Tech Schools across
the State.
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Training and skills
10 502.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: What is the total budget in
2016-17 and 2017-18 for opening the Banyule Tech in 2018.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Andrews Labor Government is investing $128 million over four years to establish ten state of the art Tech
Schools across the State, with further funding to support ongoing operation.
The 2016-17 State Budget delivered on the Government’s commitment to the Tech Schools initiative and included:
– $92.0 million in infrastructure funding to design and construct the Tech Schools ($62.9 million TEI and
$29.1 million in output construction costs); and
– $24.0 million in output funds over four years for Tech School operation costs, with ongoing funding of
$8.4 million per year provided.
This investment added to the 2015-16 State Budget funding of:
– $8.0 million for Tech School infrastructure funding; and
– $4.0 million operating funding over four years for the Knox Innovation Opportunity and Sustainability Centre.
Tech School capital and annual operating budgets have not yet been finalised. The Department of Education and
Training is working through funding agreements with each of the Tech School hosts.
I am pleased to advise that the Banyule-Nillumbik Tech School is progressing well through its design phase and
remains on track to open for students in mid-2018. Industry focus areas for the Tech School will include healthcare
and social assistance, scientific and technical services, and entrepreneurial skills. This focus was informed by the
strong input of local stakeholders in a long-term working group process that included local schools, tertiary
institutions, industry and local government. The Executive Director Tech Schools has been recently appointed
across both the Whittlesea and Banyule-Nillumbik Tech Schools (both hosted by Melbourne Polytechnic), with
responsibility for strategic oversight to drive the delivery of each local partnership’s Tech School strategy and plans
during the design and planning stage.

Roads and road safety
10 509.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): What representations were made to VicRoads in 2015 and 2016 regarding the need for traffic
signals or a pedestrian crossing at the Leane Drive/Main Road intersection in Eltham.

ANSWER:
Throughout 2015 and 2016, VicRoads met with many stakeholders, including Nillumbik Shire Council officers, to
help identify transport priority needs across the Metropolitan North West Region that requires further investigation.
The intersection of Main Road / Leane Drive was nominated by Council officers as requiring further investigation
and prioritisation.
In the Legislative Assembly of 7 December 2016, Ms Vicky Ward MP, Member for Eltham, raised a matter of
pedestrian crossing movements on Main Road between Leane Drive and Beard Street on behalf of a constituent, a
Year 8 student from St Helena Secondary College.
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Education
10 521.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
What are the actual and projected enrolment numbers for primary school students in Nillumbik in 2017
and 2018.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The actual 2017 enrolment numbers will be available in June 2017 following the February student enrolment
census collection and associated enrolment verification.
The Department of Education and Training has projections for government schools only.
The 2017 and 2018 projected government primary school student enrolment numbers for Nillumbik are 4895 and
4849 respectively.

Education
10 522.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
What were the school enrolment total for primary school students in Nillumbik in 2013.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The number of full time equivalent primary school enrolments in 2013 was 6194.2.

Energy, environment and climate change
10 582.

MR BARBER — To ask the Special Minister for State (for the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change): In 2015, this Government committed to a review of previous government programs
for coal development and an accompanying new coal policy, and they committed to delivering this
before the end of 2016 —
(1)
(2)

what is the status of this review and new policy now that it is so overdue; and
when will the Government finally release this review and new policy.

ANSWER:
The matters raised fall within the portfolio responsibilities of the Minister for Resources. The member will need to
redirect his question to the Hon Wade Noonan MP.

Energy, environment and climate change
10 600.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change): How much money did the Government allocate to Diamond Creek
in Nillumbik in 2015 and 2016.

ANSWER:
The matters raised fall within the portfolio responsibilities of the Minister for Local Government. The member will
need to redirect her question to the Hon Natalie Hutchins MP.
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Women
9407.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women):
In light of the recently announced family violence measures what specific measures and/or funds will be
given to women and children escaping violence living in the Nillumbik area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Family violence continues to be one of the most significant issues faced by the Victorian Community. That is why
the Andrews Labor Government established Australia’s first Royal Commission into Family Violence and why we
are implementing every single one of its 227 recommendations. The recently launched Ending Family Violence:
Victoria’s Plan for Change establishes our decade-long blueprint that will help protect all victims of family
violence.
As part of the government’s work to address the harm of family violence, I am proud to be leading the development
of Victoria’s first state-wide Primary Prevention Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy will take a
whole-of-community approach to raise awareness of the importance of preventing family violence. before it occurs,
and will drive change across a wide range of settings.
As the whole-of-government family violence reforms are being led by the Special Minister of State, I would
encourage the Member to contact his office to arrange an opportunity to raise further specific questions about funds
and measures. The Member may also wish to raise these matters to the Minister for Families and Children or the
Minister for Housing, Disability and Aging.

Finance
10 580.

MS BATH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Finance): What quantitative
data is available as to the annual volume of hearing loss claims through Workcover.

ANSWER:
This data is available on request by contacting WorkSafe’s Advisory Service on (03) 9641 1444 or
info@worksafe.vic.gov.au.
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Finance
10 581.

MS BATH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Finance): What quality
management processes are in place to facilitate positive outcomes for Workcover assisted hearing aid
recipients.

ANSWER:
WorkSafe Victoria (WorkSafe) has a number of quality management processes in place to facilitate the best
possible health outcomes for WorkSafe assisted hearing aid recipients.
All providers of hearing services, including those that prescribe assisted hearing aids, must meet rigorous
registration criteria set by WorkSafe. This process includes background and equipment certification, to ensure
quality standards are met.
WorkSafe undertakes contract tendering processes with many of its registered providers with around 88 per cent of
providers entering into agreements in the 2015/16 financial year. This process allows WorkSafe to facilitate better
health outcomes via establishing mandatory minimum standards of service and mechanisms that work towards an
injured worker’s rehabilitation goals and provides a better standard of hearing services.
WorkSafe assisted hearing aid recipients undergo rigorous hearing needs assessments undertaken by hearing
services providers which include diagnostic testing, goal creation, provision of clinical options, and completion of a
hearing assessment and device request form. A device fitting package is also completed if required.
WorkSafe implemented an approved hearing device list in 2011 which applies to both contracted and
non-contracted providers and ensures injured workers receive devices supported by the latest research and represent
best practice in prescription amongst providers. The list is reviewed annually and extensive consultation is
undertaken with key stakeholders. WorkSafe remains open to considering clinically supported independent devices,
where they meet a threshold that provides adequate hearing support.
WorkSafe reviews the prescription of assisted hearing aid devices where they have been prescribed outside the
scope of the list. Reviews are undertaken by the WorkSafe Worker Support and Health business unit within
WorkSafe. This process ensures a mechanism of provider peer review to ensure quality services are provided and
safeguards against any negative health outcomes for injured workers.
WorkSafe claims involving Noise Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL) are managed by WorkSafe agents who each have
a specialised team for assessment of hearing impairment benefits.
More information is contained in the WorkSafe Hearing Service and Devices Policy which outlines the service
standards and processes that relate to hearing services and hearing devices. The policy can be found on the
WorkSafe website at:
www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/forms-and-publications/formsand-publications/policy-for-hearing-services-and-devices.
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